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I. INTRODUCTION

D& C’.Cartwright and Thomas E. McDonald

Nuclear fusion, the process that produces the energy in all

stars, has been the goal of U.S. laboratory experiments since

the magnetic confinement fusion program was initiated in

1952. The national Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF)

program began in earnest in the early 1970s and currently has

six participants: Los Alamos, Liverrnore and Sandia National

Laboratories; KMS Fusion; the University of Rochestev and

the Naval Research Laboratory.
The ICF mission statement for the Los Alamos National

Laboratory is as follows:

The Los Alamos ICF program is one of the main

efforts by the Department of Energy (DOE) to evaluate

the scientific feasibility of inertia[ly confined fusion,

using intense lasers or particle beams to compress and

heat small masses of deuterium-tritium fuel to

thermonuclear burn conditions. The goals of the

national program are to support research in high energy-

density science and to conduct research on the potential

of inertial fusion for energy production.

The key technical elements within the ICF program

cm?

● the design and performance of fuel-filled targets

requiring minimum input energy and

● the development of a laboratory driver suitable for

driving such targets at an acceptable cost.

In their 1986 report on the US ICF Program, the

National Academy of Sciences recommended that the ICF

program be continued at the 1985 level of effort for about

five years and then be reevaluated with respect to the

progress it had made toward achieving its technical goals.

The purpose of this report, Volume I of a two-volume

series, is to document the technical progress made by Los

Alamos since 1985 in four areas:

. materials technology for ICF,

. laser-matter interaction,

. KrF laser development for ICF applications, and

. plasma theory support of the Sandia light ion

program.

InertiulConfhem.entFuswn at Los Alamos: ProgressSince 1985

A brief overview of the contents of this volume is

presented in the following paragraphs.

GENERAL REQ UIR.EWWNTS FOR ICF

Inertial confinement fusion attempts to mimic, on a

miniature scale, the process by which stars generate their

energy. A small amount of deuterium and tritium (DT)

fuel is heated rapidly to temperatures high enough to

promote fusion reactions in the fuel and at the same time,

the fuel is compressed to densities high enough to facilitate

reaction of a large fraction of the fuel before it is cooled by

hydrodynamic expansion. In the sun, the primary fusion

reaction occurs between two nuclei of the lightest isotope

of hydrogen, 1H. The rate at which this reaction proceeds

makes it impractical for utilization in a reactor. The other

two isotopes of hydrogen, deuterium (2H or D) and tritium
(3H or T) are the favored fuel elements for a fusion reactor

because they react faster. Deuterium occurs naturally in

nature. The natural source of deutenum is ordinary water

for which there is one molecule of heavy water, HDO, in

every 6500 molecules of normal water. Tritium would

have to be produced in the fuel cycle of the fusion reactor

because it does not occur naturally. The two nuclear

reactions of interest for fusion are:

D+D+
{

T(1 .01 MeV) + p(3.02 MeV)
3He(().82 MeV) + n(2.45 MeV)

(1)

D + T + 4He(3.5 MeV) + n(14. 1 MeV) . (2)

Both of these fusion reactions are very energetic, but

the DT reaction is preferred because of the greater neutron

kinetic energy. It is also easier to initiate the DT reaction

because the temperature required to ignite the fusion fuel is

lower by approximately a factor of 5 than for the DD

reaction. If one could convert all the deuterium in one

gallon of heavy water to fusion energy, it would be

equivalent to 250 gallons of gasoline. If one also utilizes

lithium in the fuel cycle to produce the tritium, then the

1
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Fig. 1. Processes in DT burn in ICF.

deuterium in this one gallon of water would have the

energy equivalent to 850 gallons of gasoline.

The basic problem in producing the fusion reaction is

to have the deuterium and tritium nuclei collide with

sufficient energy to overcome their repulsive potential

barrier. The basic concept is to heat a mixture of DT to a

temperature of 108 K (or 10 KeV) and confine it long

enough that sufficient fusion reactions occur and the

energy yield is greater than the energy required to prepare

the fusion fuel. This translates to a requirement first

enunciated by Lawson (1957) that the product of the

density (n) and the confinement time (7) should be

n~ 1O15 nuclei s/cm3.

Figure 1 shows schematically the various steps

required to convert the incident laser energy into

hydrodynamic compression of the fuel. Information on

atmospheric formation and compression is being obtained

using laboratory drivers, but information about ignition

and bum requires new and more powerful drivers before

they can be studied in the laboratory. Because the

objective is net energy gain from the fusion reaction, it is

important to achieve as large an energy conversion

efficiency as possible at each step in the sequence. Because

we know that ICF will work at some large drive energy, it

is important to determine the energy conversion

efficiencies and energy requirements for each individual step

as the figure of merit for judging the potential for success

of the various laboratory drivers.

The temperature and density-confinement time product

requirements for ICF are the same as those required for

2

magnetic confinement. In ICF, one increases the density

many orders of magnitude, and thus decreases the required

confinement time. Basically, the concept is that if the

density is high enough then the fuel can burn before the

internal energy from the burning causes it to disassemble.

Figure 1 illustrates the processes that are used to achieve

DT bum in inertial confinement fusion. A spherical mass

of fuel is heated by energy impinging on the outside of the

sphere. The hot plasma, which expands outward, produces

a compression wave that propagates toward the center of

the fuel. The compression of the DT is desig[wd so that

the final fuel density is 1000 to 10,000 times the original

liquid liquid density of DT, 0.2 gm/cm3. In DT at 1000

times the density of liquid DT, the number density is

3 X 1025 nuclei/cm3. Therefore, a confinement time of
only 30 x 10- 12s satisfies the Lawson criteria. The

diameter of the superdense compressed DT mixture is

-100 pm, and at the bum temperatures of 20-50 keV, the

free expansion time of the material is on the order of tens

of picosecond (10-12 s).

The difficulty in accomplishing this in the laboratory

arises from the requirement to contain the maximum

energy released by the fusion reaction, this can be

accomplished only if the mass of fuel is sufficiently low.

For small fuel masses to support a thermonuclear burn in

which the energy produced by fusion reaction sustains the

bum, the fuel must be condensed to high density. A

fundamental scaling parameter for ICF is the product of

fuel density p and the radius R of the column containing

the fuel. It can be shown that the density to which the fuel

InertialConfinementFusion at Los Mamas: ProgressSince 1986
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must be compressed increases as the reciprocal of the

square root of the fuel mass, that is, p =1 ~. Achieving

the required compression for small fuel masses without

expending excessive energy from the driver is the basic

requirement of ICF.

The fundamental nature of the quantity can be learned

by deriving the expression for the bum efficiency,+, of a

uniform spherical mass of DT fuel (Evans 1985; Ahlstrom

1985). The bum efficiency is defined as follows:

(p= Energy released

Energy available (3)

For DT, this expression becomes:

~ _jjn.n@)QmDVdt

nVQoT (4)

where n is the number density of the fuel, <m> is the

Maxwell-averaged cross section for the DT reactions, and

QDT is the 17.6 MeV of energy released per reaction.

Assuming an equimolar mixture of DT and that the

confinement time is the radius of the pellet divided by
twice the ion sound speed, r/2ci, evaluation of the integral

gives:

@ _ nrccn>
1-$ 2Ci (5)

For efficient bum, the fuel will be heated by the trapping

of the 3.5-MeV alpha particles to temperatures of

20-50 keV where <~v>/ci is approximately constant.

Evaluating this constant leads to a simple expression for

bum efficiency:

~= pr
pr+6 ‘ (6)

where pr = ~cm2 and
p is the mass density.

If we use a pellet containing a DT mixture at a density

of 0.2 g/cm3 (the liquid density of DT), then a 33910

bumup of the fuel would require a pellet with a 15-cm

radius containing about 3 kg of DT. If this pellet is heated

instantaneously to the fusion ignition temperature of

>5 keV, it would then release 60 kilotons equivalent

TNT of fusion yield. At the 5-keV ignition temperature,

the fuel starts to bum vigorously and the alpha particles

deposit their energy in the fuel causing the temperature to

rapidly rise to 20-50 keV and producing eftlcient bum in a

properly designed capsule. Even if we scale down from

Ineti”d ConfinementFuswn at LosAlamos: ProgressSince19S5

this efficient bumup of the fuel to an output energy

approaching the amount of laser energy required to heat

this 3-kg mass of fuel, the output energy is still of the

order of tens of GJ. For practical energy production, we

must also account for the efficiency of the laser, the

coupling, and the heating process. Therefore, the beauty of

the spherical compression to high density is that we reduce

the yield required from the pellet. Most importantly, it

lowers the energy required from the laser driver to a

sensible value, -1 MJ .

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY

Fusion targets, whether for the laser program or the

particle beam program, are not difficult to picture because

they are simply a series of concentric spherical shells. Yet

fabrication of these spheres poses extraordinary

difficulties. The targets are small, less than a millimeter

in diameter overall. Each shell must possess specific

properties ranging from high strength at low densities to

high atomic number and density for improved

compression. The tolerances are exacting 10 times more

stringent than those common in the aerospace industry.

Every effort must be expended to meet the designers’

demands, because, for their theories and computer codes can

be verified only by experiments with real targets.

We have had considerable success in target fabrication,

in developing new technologies, new materials, and new

tools. We will outline some of these developments and

then briefly indicate the value of our efforts to other areas

of technology.

It is not surprising that our efforts on the multifaceted

task of target fabrication have led to materials and

technologies of interest and benefit to other research and

development programs. We mention briefly a few of these

other applications to indicate the variety of fields in which

materials science plays a fundamental role.

.

.

The polymeric foams developed for the cushion layer of

targets may benefit biomedical research. The synthetic

vascular prostheses currently in use, primarily woven

Dacron and Teflon structures, have pores that vary

widely in size. In contrast, the cells of the foam

produced by the inverse phase separation process are

remarkably uniform and can be made in the range of 25

pm in diameter, the size believed to be most desirable

for biological uses.

A process called chemical infusion, which was developed

for smoothing polymeric surfaces, may also benefit

biomedical research. Experiments on laborato~ animals

3
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have indicated that silicone rubber veins infused by this

process with stearate ions maybe rejected less often than

untreated artificial veins.

Miniature coaxial cables fabricated for inertial

confinement fusion experiments may simplify surgical

removal of brain tumors. With the high-frequency

electrical signals transmitted through such a cable,

which is less than 0.1 mm in diameter, cancerous cells

may be destroyed without damage to surrounding tissue.

Laser welding, the method used to braze fill tubes onto

tampers, may greatly simplify the fabrication of

radioactive components.

High-strength single-crystal whiskers, which were

fabricated and studied for possible use as support

structures in laser fusion targets, are now the key

component in the Los Alamos structural ceramics

program. These whiskers of silicon carbide or silicon

nitride have tensile strengths approaching 4,000,000 psi.

Composites of such whiskers and ceramic materials have

very high tensile strengths and high resistance to

fracture.

Clearly, target fabrication and the associated research

and development encompass many diverse endeavors.

Formerly these were pursued at several scattered Laboratory

sites. But since the fall of 1983, most of our activities

have been gathered in a single, specially designed building,

the Target Fabrication Facility. This facility includes

clean rooms for target assembly; a laboratory in which the

targets are filled with the deuterium-tritium fuel; a

machine shop; and laboratories for electroplating and

physical and chemical vapor deposition, for developing and

producing polymer foams, for laser welding and solid-state

bonding, and for characterizing the various target

components. Beyond the obvious advantages of space and

equipment, the facility allows greater ease of

communication among those involved in materials science,

fabrication technology, and materials characterization.

KrF LASER ISSUES FOR FUSION
APPLICATIONS

The objective of the Los Alamos KrF development

program is to determine if KrF lasers can be economically

scaled to sizes and efficiencies of interest for the ICF

application. Producing an ICF driver at an acceptable cost

is the primary issue.

Based on the evidence available, it appears that KrF

lasers can be constructed on a large scale, with operating

electrical efficiencies between 5% and 10%, and at an

acceptable cost (C $100/joule, FY89 dollars). As gas

lasers, they have the capability of being operated at

repetition rates appropriate to reactor concepts.

In addition, it appears that the 248-rim wavelength and

relatively broad bandwidth of the KrF laser is near

optimum for target coupling in that
. absorption of the laser radiation in the target is high;
. hot electrons are reduced to a very low level;
. the conversion of laser radiation to X-rays is high; and
. instabilities produced by laser-plasma interactions are

reduced.

Some characteristics of a high-power KrF laser for

ICF application are summarized in the following

paragraphs.

Pulse-shaping flexibility is required for optimum

target performance and is obtained by using a mode-locked

dye laser for the high-frequency component needed in the

pulse. The required pulse shape is synthesized by close

stacking spike replicas from beam-splitter stacks that have

the requisite intensity profiles. Also, in the dye-laser

frequency range, Pockels cells are of sufficient quality to

allow direct pulse shaping by the degree of switch opening.

Pulse propagation will depend on the overall quality of

amplifier engineering, including homogeneity of thee-

beam energy deposition. Energy extraction from the

amplifier becomes one of the most important processes in

achieving overall high efficiency. In large, well-pumped

KrF lasers, the gain is sufficiently high to cause

spontaneous emission to be amplified significantly in a

distance smaller than a laser dimension. This

amplification is parasitic upon the desired energy-extraction

scheme. Amplifier saturation and sequencing are the tools

to be used in suppressing parasitic after all the surfaces are

treated to obtain minimum reflectivity.

Optical system cost is one of the two major cost

components in a large fusion system. A key innovation

in mirror substrates has already reduced the cost of those

elements by a factor of four. The technique involves the

use of Pyrex tubing and plate to form a lightweight

sandwich that is then fused together at the contact surfaces.

Improved resistance to optical damage has a large impact

on system cost up to a fluence near 10 J/cm2, and 4 J/cm2

has already been exceeded. Substantial progress has been

made in the general area of KrF laser radiation and flounne

damage resistance.

4 Ineti”alConfinementFusion at Los AIamos: ProgressSince 1985
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THE FuTuRE

Over 15 years of research have taught us a great deal

about ICF on a laboratory scale, and it is certain] y more

difficult than originally envisioned. Inefficiencies in all

the steps between providing the incident energy on the ICF

target and igniting a fuel have slowed the program.

However, there exists the certainty that ICF works well on

some energy scale, and in our quest to provide energy by

control of fusion, ICF should be a very strong candidate.

Although the process is still some distance from any

practical use, the promise warrants a substantial national

effort.

Ahlstrom, H. G., “Physics of Laser Fusion, Vol. II,

Diagnostics of Experiments on Laser Fusion Targets at

LLNL, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, January

1982.

Evans, “The Basic Physics of Laser Fusion,” Can. J.

Phys. 64, 893-899 (1 985).

Lawson, J. D. “Some Criteria for a Power Producing
Thermonuclear Reactor,” Proc. Phys. Sot. B. ~, 6

(1957).
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II. ICF CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

Allen A. Hauer and Irving J. Bi@”o

In addition to its central contributions to fusion

physics, the laser-driven Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF)

program has spawned a rich diversity of technological

advances and applications ranging from advances in

laser/optical technology itself to applications in fields such

as biology and materials science, as well as the more

obvious plasma and atomic physics. Los Alamos has

pursued a number of these applications (and has assisted

others in transferring technology), which has led to valuable

contributions to science and technology. In some cases, the

technology has been commercialized and has led to the

formation of companies in the private sector. Examples of

some of these “spin-off’ technologies and applications are

the following.

Laser/Optical Technology
● development of large-aperture laser optics: NaCl,

fused silica, and copper, as well as honeycomb-core

Iargearea mirrors;

● diamond turning of metal mirrors;

● high-damage-threshold transmissive and reflective

coatings for opt ics at 10 ~m and 0.25 pm;

● automated computer-controlled optical alignment

systems;

● pulse-slicing techniques using Pockels cells, fast

detectors, and oscilloscopes

● various technologies utilized in ultrahigh brightness

laser systems (Bright Source);

● optical phase conjugation in the infrared and ultra-

violet regions;

● injection locking of unstable resonator lasers;

● various technologies for large-aperture lasers.

~~$cations of ICF technology to other
:

● utilization of laser plasma generated x-ray pulses

(both coherent and incoherent) for materials science

and biological applications;

● laser plasma sources for x-ray lithography;

Ineti”alConfinementFusionat Los Alanws: ProgressSince1985

● development of concepts for laser plasma particle

accelerators and the use of lasers for various advanced

particle accelerator schemes;

● use of laser generated high-energy particles;

● use of computational tools developed for fusion

problems for applications in basic and applied plasma

and atomic physics;

● laser initiated switching and control of pulsed power.

Many of the spin-offs are described in various

Los Alamos publications. Examples of publications

describing contributions in the laser/optics area are

Bergmann et al. (1978) and Bigio and Slatkine (1978),

whereas several of the applications in other areas are dealt

with in Hauer et al. (1988).

One example of new programmatic activities made

possible by technological developments in the ICF program

is the significant effort that was funded for several years

[mainly from Department of Defense (DoD) sources] in the

area of vulnerability, lethality, and effects (VL&E). A

variety of ICF lasers have been used for these measurements.

Some of the best data, both at mid ir and uv wavelengths,

have been generated at Los Alamos, providing the nucleus of

a data base that is used for a variety of purposes.

The development of injection-locking techniques and

nonlinear phase conjugation have been of great value to

several other programs and have even made their way into

commercial products such as lasers and detectors. There are a

number of DoD programs that depend on these techniques for

key elements in their systems. These programs include the

Tactical Airborne Laser Communicator and the Satellite

Laser Communication program, as well as a variety of

components of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)

program.

As a more recent example, Los Alamos is currently

building a collaborative program in biomedical applications

of lasers. This will be a joint effort among Los Alamos, the

University of New Mexico School of Medicine, and the

Lovelace Research Foundation. A broad range of capabilities

in lasers and optics, many deriving from developments in the

1
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ICF program, will be brought to bear upon a variety of

medical problems.

There have also been significant technology transfers

from ICF to other programs; these are discussed in the

classified section of this report.

To give a more detailed view of the importance of the

spin-offs from ICF to other areas, we present here brief

reviews of two of the significant contributions: the

utilization of laser generated x-ray sources and the utilization

of laser technology in advanced particle accelerator research.

USE OF LASER GENERA TED X-RAY
SOURCES

The laser generated plasma (LP) can be an efficient,

bright, and versatile source of x rays. In some situations,

as much as 70% of the absorbed laser light can be re-emitted

as x rays.

With the variations in irradiance and wavelength that are

allowed by present laser technology, x-ray photon energies

can range across the spectrum up to several hundred keV.

The x-ray emission also has very interesting temporal

characteristics. In many cases, the temporal profile follows

the envelope of the laser itself. This in turn implies pulse

durations ranging from a few picosecond (or less) to tens of

nanoseconds. The LP can thus be a very high peak-power

x-ray source and for many applications is quite competitive

with a synchrotrons.

Controllability is another very valuable characteristic of

LP x-ray sources. Because laser-initiated electronic and

pulsed-power switching has become highly developed, the

x-ray source can be accurately synchronized with respect to a

wide variety of instruments (for example, ultrafast optical

and x-ray streak cameras and shutters). In addition, the laser

itself is often used to stimulate an event (such as a material

phase transition), which can then be probed with an x-ray

burst. The spatial distribution of x-ray emission can be

varied from a point source (as small as 10 pm) to distributed

emission (as large as several millimeters) by simply varying

the laser focal conditions.

The physical mechanisms responsible for kilovolt

plasma formation and subsequent x-ray emission show a

marked variation with laser wavelength. Shorter

wavelengths (k< 1 pm) are more efficient for producing

quasi-thermal plasma emission (Yaakobi et al. 1981).

Longer wavelength (k> 10 pm) laser interactions have the

additional feature of producing large numbers of

suprathermal electrons that in turn produce hard x-ray line

radiation and bremsstrahlung (Hauer et al. 1984).

X-ray generation mechanisms can thus be divided into

two broad categories: thermal and suprathermal. The

absorbed laser energy can be channeled into either thermal

electrons, which produce thermal plasma heating and x-ray

emission, or suprathennal electrons, which tend to escape or

deposit deeply in cold material and create harder x-ray

emission. We will divide the discussion into two sections

dealing with thermal and suprathermal x-ray generation. A

schematic diagram of the laser absorption and x-ray

emission process is shown in Fig. 1.

. *U
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Raman scattered
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Fig. 1. Laser plasma interaction - absorptionltransport

phase.

In Table 1 we show some of the characteristics of

thermal x-ray emission from LPs and relevant applications

that take advantage of these properties. We define the

following eftlciency parameter:

q = x-rayenergyin a particular photon energy band
(which is noted) into 4~hcident laser energy.

In many applications in materials science and biology,

a pulse width of 1-10 ns is adequate for the study of

transient phenomena. This pulse width must be balanced

against the need to deliver energy fast enough (high laser

power) so that high ionization states can be reached and thus

relatively short wavelength x-ray radiation generated (before

cooling by thermal conduction, hydrodynamic expansion,

and radiation occurs). Radiography of dense plasmas often

requires bursts of 100 ps or shorter. This in turn requires

the use of shorter wavelength laser irradiation of the x-ray

source.

When an application requires very hard x-ray emission,

the suprathermal mechanisms must be utilized. The

generation of suprathermal x-rays is a very different

phenomena from thermal emission (Pnedhomky et al. 1981;

Burnett et al. 1984; Hauer et al. 1984 Forslund and

Goldstone 1985). In essence, the process amounts to the

use of the absorbed laser energy to produce an electron

beam, which in turn has many similarities to a classical x-

ray tube.

2 InertialConfinementFusionatbs Alamos: Pmgmss Since 19&5
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of Thermal x-ray Emission from

Laser Plasmas.

Characteristics

of X-ray Generation

X-ray Emission (for laser wavelength

Parameters and intensity (I) Applications

Broadband ● for given I considerable
SUIMlovolt increase of q with

0.05-1.0 keV decreasing L

● peak efficiencies
L = 0.35 ~m,T1--0.55
@ I- 1014 W/cm2

Thermal line ● A = 0.35 pm, q -0.02

radio-
radiation @ 1=5x 1014 W/cm2

hv -2 keV
(He-like
emission for
elements like Al)

● 1 = 1.06 pm, -0.006
@ I = 5 x 1014 W/cm2

AV -10 eV ● recombination rates

generally cause x-ray
pulse > laser pulse
(for ~ e 100 ps)

‘1’herma.l line ● L = 0.35 pm, q -0.006

radiation @ I = 5 x 1014 W/cm2

hv -5 keV

● photo
lithography

● surface
studies

● x-ray

graphy

● (e.g.,
biology)

● transient
diffraction
from
biological
structures

● transient

diffraction

in materials
(He-like ● L =1 .06 pm, q -4 x 10-4 science and
emission for @ I =5 x 1014 W/cm2 biology
elements like Ti)

● x-ray pulse usually
closely follows laser pulse

x-ray source that combines all of the following

characteristics:
. high photon energy up to at least 30 keV,
. small source size <100 pm,
. flexibility in changing source configuration by

changing focal conditions, and
. intense fast y < l-ns pulsed bursts.

In addition, the technology of C02 lasers has

progressed to the point where compact kilojoule, high

repetition rate

(> 0.01 Hz) systems can be planned.

TABLE 2. Characteristics of Suprathermal x-ray Emission
from Laser Plasmas.

Characteristics
of X-ray Generation

X-Ray Emission (for laser wavelength
Parameters and intensity (I) Applications

Characteristics ●L= 10.6~m

line emission q-4x lo-5

hv >8 keV @ I-3X 1015 W/cm2

Ahv-5 eV

● x-ray pulse follows
laser pulse for ~L -1 ns

Brexnsstrahlung ●k=10.6~m

continuum @ I-3 X1015 W/cm2
10-500 keV
(measured) ~ -10-3

(for total spectrally
integrated
Bremmsstrahlung)

● Transient

diffraction

from small

2-D
spacing
crystals

●Radiography
of very
dense
plasmas

● Transient

powder
diffraction

. Absorption
spectra
from very
dense
plasmas.

● Transient
effects with
respect to
radiation
damages in
solids

Detailed measurements have been made of the absolute

yields of both bremsstrahlung continuum (Pnedhorsky et al.

1981) and inner-shell line radiation. Table 2 gives a review

of some parts of these data in the context of potential

applications. As can be seen from Table 2, suprathermal

x-ray generation is quite ineftlcient (as is an ordinaxy x-ray

tube). It k, however,one of the few waysto producean

InertialConfinementFusionat Los Alamos: ProgressSince 1985

The unique potential of LP x-ray sources in non-fusion

applications has been recognized for some time (Hauer

1976; Mallozzi et al. 1979). Considerable improvement in

parameters such as repetition rate and reliability for
Nd:glass, C02, and KrF lasers has led to a substantial

amount of work on nonfusion applications in recent years

(Easonet al, 1986;Yaakobiet al. 1986;Hauer 1988).
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Most of the applications make use of the fast intense x-ray

burst that can be produced with LPs. The energy available

in a single burst is often adequate for detection and

recording. LP x-ray sources are thus (in contrast to

synchrotrons radiation) uniquely suited to the study of

nonrepetitive or irreversible events (such as some types of

materials phase changes). Laser systems suitable as x-ray

sources will soon be capable of >1 -Hz repetition rate, and

thus LPs will even be competitive on a quasi-cw basis. X-

ray fluence available with existing laser systems ranges up

to 1016keVjkeVJsteradian with photon energies up to

10 keV or greater.

The applications discussed here fall into three broad

categories: x-ray diffraction from transiently st’rained

crystals, pulsed x-ray radiography and lithography, and

absorption spectroscopy.

The fast burst of x-ray emission that is available from

LP sources is uniquely suited to transient x-ray diffraction

(Forster et al. 198~ Shafer et al. 1984; Hauer 1976). Using

currently available lasers, investigators can record diffraction

patterns from a wide variety of crystalline materials on a

single shot.

The basic idea is that when the crystal is irradiated by

the laser, it heats up; the lattice spacing then increases by an

amount determined by the coefficient of thermal expansion.

Any x-ray radiation incident on the crystal is thus diffracted

at a lower angie than that for unheated material. The x-rays

from a LP allow such a Bragg diffraction pattern to be

recorded on a single-shot basis with a probe time as low as

50 ps. (Similar techniques utilizing synchrotrons radiation

need multiple shots.) With such a technique it is possible

to measure the actual temperature depth profile in a heated

material. This is valuable, for example, in analyzing the

process of laser material annealing. Such a temperature

depth plot from an actual experiment is shown in Fig. 2.
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Trfisient diffraction studies can be performed on a

subnanosecond time scale (Wark et al. 1986). The first

motivation in this work was to investigate the possibility

of laser heating as a method for x-ray switching and

shuttenng. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, we

show the results from an experiment in which diffraction

from a crystal was interrupted on a subnanosecond time

scale. Analysis of this data shows that the effective crystal

reflectivity changes from the order of 10-5 to 5 x 10-2 in

less than 200 ps.

Transient diffraction techniques have also been applied

to the study of shock waves in various materials (Wark et

al. 1987). Laser generation of multikilobar shocks has

several applications to the study of high explosives (Yang

1974), high-velocity impacts (Pirri 1977), the alteration of

the mechanical properties of certain alloys and ceramics

(Fairand et al. 1972), and solid-state phase changes.

Probing of the surface of a shocked material by short

pulse x-ray diffraction offers many advantages over

conventional techniques. The brightness and duration of the

x-ray pulses from LPs allow unique measurements of the

density in the shocked region. An arrangement for such

measurements can be quite similar to heating studies shown

in Fig. 4. If a crystal is coated with a thin layer of metal,

the laser light will be absorbed in this layer and the crystal

will be perturbed purely by a shock wave (and no heating).

The results from such a study of shock waves in solids is

shown in Fig. 5.

These experiments open up unique possibilities for the

study of transient phenomena within matter. These

techniques have recently been applied to the time-resolved

study of phase changes and the properties of materials

within the elastic-plastic transition, as well as the dynamics

of materials in a high-radiation flux environment.

X-ray diffraction is not the only way to obtain

information about the interatomic spacings within a

material; another method is to observe the extended x-ray

absorption fine structure (EXAFS). In this technique, the

x-ray absorption coefficient of the material of interest is

studied as a function of energy just above the K, L, or M

absorption edge. As the name suggests, on the high-energy

side of the edge, fine structure in the absorption coefficient

exists, and this structure can yield information about the

local environment surrounding an atom.

The advantage of the LP source is the availability of

high temporal resolution, which allows bond lengths and

coordination numbers to be measured in materials

undergoing transient changes on a subnanosecond time

scale.
Fig. 2. Temperature-depth profiles within a laser-heated

c~ystal at various probe times.

4 InertialConfinementFusion at Los A[amos: ProgressSince 1985
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Fig. 3. Concepts for producing x-ray switching and shattering.
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Fig. 4. (a) Time-resolved x-ray spectrum ji-om a crystal with no heating pulse, (b) heating pulse 500 ps after x-ray-producing

pulse, and (c) heating and x-ray-producing pulses coincident.

LP x-ray diffraction and radiography have also been conventional microscopy in the optical region, a basic

applied to biological samples. The study of living cells is limitation is placed on the maximum spatial resolution by

of obvious fundamental importance in medical and the wavelength of the light used. The resolution can be

biological research. Although much can be learned using improved by probing with shorter wavelengths, that is,

InertialConfinementFusionat LosAkmos: ProgressSince 1985 5
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Fig. 5. (a) X-ray line spectra dtj$actedfrom silicon shocked at an incident laser energy density of 4 & 0.3 J cm-2 (an irradiance

of 4 x109 Wlcm2) are shown adjacent to reference lines simultaneously dl&racted by the unstrained silicon latticefiom a series

of beam delays. Each photograph represents a separate shot and beam delay. (b) Densitometer scans, taken at indicated

locations through the spectra in (a), are shown for a typical unshocked spectrum and shocked spectra at O.O-ns, 0..5-ns, and 3.0-

ns beam delays.

electron microscopy or soft x-ray contact microscopy.

However, in electron microscopy, the sample must be dried

and coated before observations can be made the cell is thus

killed and the sample may appear vastly different than its

living counterpart. Similar problems occur with x-ray

microscopy when a conventional x-ray source is used. A

contact print of the sample is taken by irradiating it with

x rays over a period of several hours. During this time, the

cell suffers severe radiation damage and is killed during the

course of the exposure. If a 1-ns burst of LP x-rays is used

as the source, this problem is overcome; the radiation

damage occurs on a microsecond time scaky thus a print of

the living cell is obtained before cell death occurs. Laser

plasma x-ray sources have thus made possible a valuable

new technique for biological research.

The last few years have seen an increased interest

(mainly by industry) in the utilization of x-ray lithography

for 1:1 shadowgraphy printing of a patterned mask in

6

semiconductor circuit manufacturing. This interest results

from the diffraction limitation on the resolution achievable

with optical lithography, as well as problems associated

with the small depth of field. X-ray lithography is the

logical extension of the current optical lithography to sub-

micron printed circuit manufacturing. A variety of x-ray

sources have been used in lithography development. X-ray

tubes are beset by low fluence, requiring impracticably long

exposure times. This is particularly so because the

relatively huge focal spot requires a large working distance.

Synchrotrons storage rings have the advantages of being

powerful and collimated but are exceedingly expensive and

complex for industrial application. Laser irradiated targets

have the advantages of a very small source (hence, good

resolution even at close distances) and the possibility of

scaling to a high repetition rate industrial laser. Additional

characteristics are the reproducibility of source positioning

(to a few micrometers), almost complete freedom in

InertialConfinementFuswn at Los Alamos: ProgressSince 1985
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choosing the target material (which affects the spectral

characteristics), and mechanical stability in single-pulse

operation. An example of relief structure produced in x ray

resist with a laser plasma source is given on the first page

of this chapter.

Recently, powerful LP-generated x-ray pulses with a

duration of about 1 ps have been produced. Once again, the

lasers used in such experiments had their original in the ICF

program. In one test (Cobble et al. 1989), powerful bursts

of kilovolt line radiation with -1 -ps pulse duration were

measured. Such sources will be quite valuable in basic

atomic physics research and in technological applications

such as calibration of ultrafast x-ray instruments.

Versatile x-ray sources for a wide variety of applications

are thus an important example of the technological

applications of laser fusion research.

LASER-DRIVEN PARTICLE
ACCELERNN)RS

Laser-driven accelerator schemes place unique demands

on the specifications of the invoked laser systems. Selecting

one such scheme, we review the laser requirements for

driving open microstructure. This approach is the focus of

a Brookhaven/Los Alamos collaboration on a proof-of-

pnnciple experiment. The specific advantages and

disadvantages that lasers bring to this scheme are listed, and

the appropriateness and scalability of existing technology is

discussed. Much of the laser technology used in these early

experiments (Bigio et al. 1987) is a result of earlier

developments in the Los Alamos ICF program.

Laser-driven particle accelerators will have specifications

that demand laser capabilities beyond what is currently

available. Proof-of-principle demonstrations

notwithstanding, the ultimate practicality of any of the

schemes may well depend on the realities of laser

development. It is interesting to note, therefore, that in

projecting from the laser requirements of a demonstration

experiment to those of a scaled system, probably fewer

“leaps of faith” are required in the case of open structures

than for many of the other currently proposed schemes. The

fact that open structures can potentially be used as powerful

focusing or bending elements (Palmer and Glordano 1985),

wherein power-conversion efllciency is essentially

unimportant, also adds attractiveness to the scheme. The

conceptual design of the open structure or “grating” scheme

is described in detail in Palmer ( 1982).

Ineti”d ConfinementFuswn atLQsAlaanos:ProgressSince 1985

Requirements

The above statements require some justification.

Table 3 lists the laser specifications as required by the initial

demonstration experiments and also as envisioned for a

replicated subunit of a scaled system. It should be noted that

since many of the specifications of an imagined future

generation accelerator are not well defined, some of the laser

specifications are consequently nebulous. Nonetheless, the

intent is to bolster the argument that we already have a

technology base from which to extrapolate future

development, and that much of that base is a result of the

Los Alamos ICF program.

TABLE 3. Comparison of Short-Term and Long-Term
Laser Requirements.

Initial
Experiments

10pm

10-100 mJ

l-5ps

near cliff. lim.

1 Hz

l-sps

unimportant

Longer-range
Requirements

10 ~m ? longer ?

21 J (depends on
staging)

1 ps

near cliff. Iim.

PRF of the accelerator
(limit -1 kHz)

(Az = pulse duration, BQ = beam quality, PRF = pulse
repetition frequency, AT= synchronization jitter wrt
accelerator pulse, q = efficiency.)

In the case of the requirements for the initial

experiments, all of the specifications can either be met or

exceeded by the system currently under construction. (h

should be noted, however, that the optimum wavelength

may be somewhat longer than 10 pm, but that the actual

value has not yet been established.) Moreover, viable

techniques to generate the critically specified short C02-

pulse duration have already been demonstrated by others

(Corkum 1983). The most difficult specifications to

extrapolate to future requirements are the PRF (pulse

repetition frequency) (with good beam quality) and the

efficiency,O,especiallyif the requirementsexceed 1J&and

7
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10% respectively. Both of these requirements are readily

within theoretical limits, and the predominant issues are

ones of engineering development. However, much

engineering is involved and would require a significant

investment. Nonetheless, it is refreshing to note that

extrapolation to as yet unconceived lasers is not required.

Advantages and Disadvantages

The following lists of advantages and disadvantages refer

mainly to the differences that obtain when driving accelerator

structures (resonant cavities) with optical lasers rather than

with microwave sources. The end result with any viable

Iaserdriven accelerator scheme, and the primary motivation

for any of them, is that much higher accelerating gradients

are obtained, promising the possibility for building

accelerators of much shorter lengths and/or bending and

focusing elements of previously unavailable power.

Advantages:

● Electrical breakdown thresholds (for continuous-wave

operation) increase with frequency. Thus, there is an

improvement of a factor =40 in going from 10 cm to

10pm in the exciting wavelength.

● Additionally, the higher frequency (and consequently the

broader bandwidth) available with lasers permits operation

at very short pulse durations. Breakdown thresholds also

increase as pulse durations get shorter, resulting in an

advantage of several orders of magnitude for picosecond

C02 laser pulses over continuous or long-pulse

microwaves. In this regime, one generally speaks of

“optical damage” power-density limits for surfaces and

structures. In our case, those limitations are likely to

result in maximum accelerating fields of less than 108

V/cm, if no surface wear of the structure is tolerated. This

is nonetheless a remarkably large gradient.

● The smaller volume of the structures, as well as the short

pulse duration, result in a much smaller stored energy per

unit of energy transfened to the beam. One consequence is

that as the accelerator pulse repetition rate decreases, the

system efficiency changes very little. Although not

generally invoked for high-energy physics experiments,

low duty cycle or “single-shot” operation may useful for

other applications, and under such conditions laser-driven

devices may prove the most efficient.

● At 10 pm, a picosecond pulse contains only 30 waves.

One consequence of such a short duration driving pulse is

that there is no reason for the q-factor of the cavities to be

8

better than a value of about 100. It then follows that the

manufacturing tolerances of the accelerating structures can

be fairly loose. Surface accuracies on the order of 1% are

acceptable.

Diradvantagex

● There is no mechanism yet identified for recapturing any

unused optical energy. Thus, unless the transfer efficiency

of optical energy to a single electron bunch is quite high,

overall system efficiency may be limited to unacceptable

levels for full-scale accelerators.

● Under the best of circumstances, and regardless of the

transfer efficiency of laser energy to beam energy, the

eftlciency of the laser system itself is not likely to exceed

20%. Intrinsic efficiencies of free-electron lasers (FELs)

can surpass that value, but FELs pose other problems that

may be insurmountable for open structure schemes.

PLANS MJD STATUS OF
EXPERIMENTAL COLLABORATION

With C02 lasers the shortest pulse that can normally be

obtained with mode-locking techniques is about 1 ns. This

is due to the fact that the typical gain bandwidth of the C02

laser is too narrow to support shorter pulses. Increasing the

bandwidth with pressure broadening generally results in a

device whose gain duration is too short for effective mode

locking. Such a pressure-broadened device, however, will

work well as an amplifier if a picosecond oscillator pulse is

available for amplification. This is the basis of our system

design.

In our system we plan to take advantage of isotopic

shifts in the gain profile that occur for different

combinations of carbon and oxygen isotopes in the C02

molecule. By mixing different isotopic combinations in the

same laser gas mix (Gibson et al. 1979) we obtain adequate

gain broadening at pressures in the range of 3 to 4 atm.

To provide a picosecond seed pulse for amplification, a

small piece of a longer C02 oscillator pulse is switched out

by means of a transient plasma mirror at the surface of a slab

of semiconductor material. The basic features of this

technique have also been demonstrated by Corkum (1983),

and the specific design for our system is illustrated in Fig. 6.

A picosecond pulse at 1.06 pm, obtained by compressing

and amplifying a pulse from a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser, is

used to generate a plasma of free carrier pairs in the surface

volume of a slab of germanium. The risetime of the free

carrier density can be almost as fast as the risetime of the

pulse from the YAG laser and the plasma density quickly

becomes sufficient to be highly reflecting at 10 pm.

InertialConf&vnent Fuswn atbs Alanws: Pmgmss Since1985
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Fig. 6. Achematlc oj the picosecond CV2 laser source. SHG represents the second-harmonic generator and Ge denotes the

germanium semiconductor slabs used as the fast optical switche

Thus the reflected portion of the pulse from the

oscillator has a very sudden risetime. However, the decay

time of the free carriers is too slow for our purposes, so the

fast fall of the pulse is generated by using a second

germanium slab in the transmission mode. In this case the

unwanted tail is removed by plasma reflection, and the

remaining transmitted pulse has both the short rise and fall

times. This short pulse is then sent to the isotopic mix

amplifier before proceeding to the experimental area.

The oscillator is a hybrid composed of two parts: a

transverse fast discharge and a low pressure discharge. The

result is a smooth single-longitudinal mode pulse, about

100-ns long, and with good pulse-to-pulse reproducibility.

The amplifier has a discharge volume of

2.5 x 5 x 120 cm, and it runs at 3-4 bar. A closed-

cycle gas-handling system with catalytic cleanup is used to

avoid loss of the less common components of the isotopic

mix.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the design is the

method of highly accurate synchronization of the short

10-~m pulse to the arrival of the electron bunch from the

LINAC. This timing is very critical, and jitter of more than

1 - 2 ps cannot be tolerated. The scheme, as illustrated in

Fig, 6, utilizesthesamepicosecondYAG pulsethat

Ineh”d ConfinementFuswn al LosAkwnos: ProgressSince1985

‘s.

generated the plasma mirrors to produce the initial electron

bunch at the e-gun injector of the LINAC. This is

accomplished by first frequency doubling the 1064-nm light

to the green at 532 nm with a second-harmonic generator (a

passive, bi-refringent, nonlinear crystal) and then directing

the picosecond pulse of green light to the surface of a

photocathode material used as the electron source in the

injector. All elements are passive, and the ultimate jitter

between the C02 light pulse and the electron bunch at the

experimental station depends mainly on the accuracy of the

phasing with respect to the rf wave in the LINAC. We

expect the end result to be a jitter of S2 ps.

At the time of this writing, the laser system is

essentially complete, and integration into the advanced

accelerator test facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory is

underway.
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Interior view of the eight-beam coating de~~iceused to manufacture certain ICF targets.



III. TARGET FABRICATION

INTRODUCTION

The story of laser fusion fabrication in the past four

years is the story of a program in decline. Compared to the
fabrication effort of 1984, when the Helios C02 laser was

consuming targets at the rate of 600 per year, the current

effort is less than skeletal. There is only one reason for this

decline: Los Alamos does not have a laser fusion driver.

Our experimenters are working hard to accomplish a reduced

program using drivers at other institutions. The fabricators

have provided them with the targets they need for this work,

but this effort currently consumes only 25 to 50 shots per

year.

Even this reduced program has produced some

fabrication challenges and milestones which appear below.

These accomplishments occur in the areas of metal coatings,

foam fabrication and invention, micromachining, assembly,

characterization and cryogenic technology.

PROGRESS IN TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT

Metallic Coating

Metallic coatings are useful in target fabrication for a

number of reasons. When a metallic layer heats and ionizes

in a laser induced plasma, it emits x rays characteristic of its

atomic number (Z). With proper filtering of the x-ray

emission, a metallic layer in the target can provide

information about the implosion symmetry. An open

shutter image gives information on compression and

streaking the filtered image records the implosion or the

ablation history.

We broke new ground in the deposition of metallic

coatings on laser targets during the last four years, driven by

more stringent requirements on layer thickness and

uniformity. Thin layers keep the metal from perturbing the

implosion. Uniform coatings simplify the interpretation of

the implosion data. For example, targets to measure heat

transport in low density plasmti required aluminum layers

O.l-pm thick that were uniform to within 10%. Forming

these layers was challenging in 1985-1986. With care, we

k
were able to produce them by a hysical vapor deposition

(PVD) process using a two-axis rotator. Characterizing the

layer thickness at the 100~ level on the spherical surface

was impossible. We eventually settled for a resolution of

300~ on the equator, 90” from the stalk attachment.

The quest for uniform, thick coatings draws motivation

from the need for small, metallic gas containers. We have

developed (McCreary et al. 1986, 1988) an eight-gun, planar

magnetron sputter coater (Fig. 1,)to produce gas-tight

vessels by coating onto shaped mandrels and then dissolving

the mandrels to leave a hollow container. The eight guns in

this PVD system reside at the comers of a cube as shown on

the first page of this chapter. The substrate rests in the

center of the cube and can rotate about either a vertical or a

horizontal axis. This arrangement leads to uniform coating

of the substrate with a high average angle of incidence of the

vapor flux. Coatings made by this gun geometry, and using

the technique of reactive gas pulsing, are strong and specular.

They show none of the weakness in the polar regions that

plagued previous attempts to coat thick aluminum onto a

sphere. The system coats aluminum at a rate of 0.5 to 0.6

pm/hr, accomplishing the coatings we need in a few hours.
The eight-gun sputter coater allows even coverage of all

geometries except toroidal or other re-entrant forms. The

coater is being duplicated for dedicated beryllium coating

operations which require special safety and ventilation

considerations.

Backlighter production orders motivated research into

coating new materials by PVD. A heavy metal backlighter

appeared promising for unstable hydrodynamic experiments

and we tried a number of materials. We successfully

deposited cesium iodide, but preserving the integrity of CSI

coatings required extraordinary mea..ures because of their

affinity for water. Bismuth coatings were the most

Ineti”alConjkvn.ent Fuswn at Los Alaanos:ProgressSince1985 1
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successful both in the coating process and in performance as

a backlighter.

Fig. 1. Eight-gun coater

In 1988, we adapted a coater to deposit uranium 238.

This element requires special handling because it is both

highly toxic and pyrophoric (that is, it catches fire on

exposure to air). Uranium is a very desirable high-Z

backlighter, but itwould not adhere well to the carbon fiber

substrates used in this work. However, for high-Z

conversion efficiency experiments, we successfully coated

uranium 238 onto plastic spheres of various sizes.

Codeposition of 0.5 wt% of Ti decreased the tendency of the

Uranium to oxidize on exposure to air. A thin coating of Cr

on the plastic substrates greatly increased their adhesion

(Gobby et al. 1989). Finally before exposing the coatings

to air, they were overcoated with 400A of Al to further

protect them from oxidation. ( See Silicon/Aluminunl/CH

Targets for NOVA for more details).

Foam Fabrication

Foams are used in fusion targets to simulate a fuel-filled

capsule, to provide hot-electron insulation, or to form a

cushion layer. For ICF work, foams must be open-celled

with densities in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 gm/cm3 and have

pore sizes of less than 5 pm.

Historically, foam fabricated of poly (1,4)

methylpentene (TPX) dissolved in bibenzyl (Young 1987)

provided material that fulfilled the density and pore size

requirements. TPX foam can be machined into cylinders and

spheres. This foam results from cooling a hot solution of

TPX in bibenzyl through the phase-separation point. Below

this transition the TPX forms a continuous phase

surrounding isolated droplets of bibenzyl. Further cooling to

room temperature solidifies the bibenzyl. The resulting

solid mixture is sufficiently strong to machine to shape.

Leaching with methanol extracts the bibenzyl fmm the

polymer matrix and leaves an open celled TPX foam. This

process has several disadvantages:

The leaching process produces a variable shrinkage in

the foam which depends on the solvent used to remove

the bibenzyl. Thus the results machining the unleached

mixture to dimension were unpredictable.

The pores grow as the density of the material decreases

so that foams less than 25 m~cm3 have pores that are

too large.

The low-density, large-pore material is mechanically

weak.

The search for an alternative foam led researchers at

AWE, Lawrence Livermore National Laborato~ (LLNL),

and Case Western Reserve, as well as at Los Alamos, to a

polystyrene emulsion foam. The production process was

discovered and patented earlier by Unilever (Barby and Haq

1982) in the UK. At Los Alarnos, an adaptation of this

process forms foam by polymerizing styrene in an airless,

water-in-oil emulsion (Williams and Wrobleski 1988;

Wllliarns 1988). The styrene is the continuous phase

formed around an internal water phase of at least 90%.

These foams (see Fig. 2) have a distinct ringlet appearance.

They are stronger than TPX because essentially all the

polymer is load bearing. Moreover, they have smaller pore

sizes than TPX foam at the same density. Polystyrene

emulsion foams in the 25 mg/cm3 range can be readily

machined using high-speed cutting techniques.
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Fig. 2. Polystyrene foam.

Foam materials have been candidates for liquid DT fuel

sponges in a number of reactor target designs (Sacks and

Darling 1986). In this application foam, pore size takes on

an increased significance. Cryogenic targets for an ICF

reactor must accelerate to high velocity for insertion into the

target chamber. Pore sizes less than 1 pm keep the liquid

fuel in place under these high accelerations. A composite

foam developed at Los Alamos (Nyitray et al. 1988)

combines the strength of the polystyrene emulsion foam

with the extremely small pore sizes of the resorcinol-

formaldehyde (RF) systems. RF foams have pores smaller

than 1 pm at low densities, but very little strength. The

Los Alamos approach is to backfill a polystyrene foam with

RF foam. Thus the voids in the strong polystyrene foam are

filled with the high-porosity, small-pore, but mechanically

weak RF foam. The composite product retains the high

strength of the polystyrene emulsion foam and small pores

of the RF foam; this results in a strong, high-porosity,

composite structure. This product has extremely promising

application as a fuel-containing layer for a cryogenic, liquid-

Iayer reactor target.

Micromachining

Mechanical Micromachining

A major component of a strong target fabrication

capability is fast and effective reaction to requests for out of

the ordinary targets. The Los Alamos effort fosters this

capability by maintaining a strong micromachining group in

Inertkl ConfinementFusionat LosAbnos: ProgressSince19S3

the same building that houses the rest of fusion target

fabrication. This arrangement makes the machinist part of

the interactive design team in an immediate way.

Our capabilities include: CNC diamond turning for

optical surface finishes; lapping capability for spherical

targets and mandrels; microscopic machining operations and

hole drilling for target components of O.l-mm sizq electro-

discharge machining (EDM), which allows machining of

delicate pieces without deformation; and a CNC milling

machine for limited run production pieces. These machining

facilities are complemented by a well-equipped inspection

group with large optical comparators, a Moore Precision

Measuring Machine, and microgram balance. This shop is

manned with some of the world’s best machinists. It has the

capability for safely carrying out hazardous operations such

as Be machining and work on DT containing components.

ICF targets require many materials which are products of

development efforts. Finding effective machining operations

for these new materials is a development effort in itself. It

is extremely effective to have a group with this machining

capability in hourly contact with the target fabrication

supervisor. This operation has been proven in the Centurion

program. We are anxious to put it to the test in the

fabrication of targets for AURORA.

Laser Micromachining

Laser micromachining is an integral part of our target

fabrication capability. Our dye laser can bore micron-sized

holes and hole arrays in a variety of substrates including

glass, plastics, and metals. Holes of this size in metal foils

3
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are useful as diagnostic pinholes or, when cut repeatedly

along a line, as slits. The metal foil can be selected from

any region of the periodic table depending on the Z number

required. The technique is useful also in making coating

masks for PVD processes. Microshell targets can fill rapidly

with diagnostic gases, argon or krypton for example,

through a small laser-drilled hole. Filling targets with these

relatively heavy gases by the diffusion techniques used for

hydrogen isotopes may take months. These small holes can

be plugged with epoxy to contain the gases. Finally, targets

can be backfilled with epoxy through a laser drilled hole to

strengthen them before sectioning for layer characterization

on the scanning electron microscope.

At lower are-al power density small lasers are useful for

photoablation. The defocused laser will blow away a thin

metal coating, leaving the plastic or glass substrate

unharmed. Our laser machining station has a full

complement of target manipulation equipment. A

cylindrical or spherical target can be rotated under the

stationary beam. Combining this motion with our

computer-controlled X and Y stages allows creation of

almost any pattern on a substrate. We simply remove the

coating where it does not belong. Figure 3 shows a unique

target fabricated with these methods (Foreman et al. 1988b).
A C02 laser at our disposal with similar target

trepanning capability is useful for cutting quartz into

complex shapes. Our Nd:YAG glass laser provides efficient

microwelding and joining capabilities for metals. These

capabilities round out the noncontact machining suite and

can often make possible the fabrication of targets with

complex geometric features.

We recently received a long-term loan of a KrF excimer

laser. We hope to adapt it to the photoablation of polymeric

materials and foams.

Assembly

Targets produced in 1985 for Antares were generally

complex structures. Most required specialized jigs and

fixtures to aid in their construction. As the Los Alamos

experimental effort moved to other laser facilities, the targets

became less complicated. Direct illumination schemes at

Rochester and Rutherford resulted in simpler targets. At

NOVA, for indirect illumination, much of the final target

preparation occurs onsite by people familiar with the target

chamber requirements. In these experiments, we supplied

the essential target and the resident fabrication group added

the shields and backlighters that made the target chamber-

ready. Another difference between targets produced in 1985

and those produced more recently is the size of the target

support. Targets for Antares had to survive handling in a

target insertion mechanism that subjected them to significant

mechanical stress. Moreover, the targets were themselves

characteristically 500 to 600pm in diameter, larger by a

factor of 3 than those produced for Helios. These two factors

contributed to larger target losses on insertion into the target

chamber on Antares. Fabricators adapted to these target

losses by making the target stalks and glue joints more

robust. The experimenters objected to the increased

perturbations created by these larger appendages, but the

result was larger supports.

Our current targets are mounted on carbon fibers 7 to

10pm in diameter and a few millimeters long. These attach

to the drawn glass stalks that formerly served as the

complete stalk. The result is a target with a much smaller

perturbation at the point of stalk contact than previously.

A variation on this theme is useful for holding targets

temporarily during several processing steps. We coat the

glass stalk and fiber with RTV silicone rubber. When this

material cures, it retains an aggressive surface adhesion,

gripping objects securely with just a touch. We found that

this method would secure spherical shell targets through

vacuum coating operations and other postprocessing steps.

When all target processing was completed, the target could

be pulled off the stalk without damaging the target surface.

Temporary processing stalks made in this manner are

extremely useful for many target fabrication related

operations (Foreman et al. 1988b).

Characterization

Microradiography

X-ray techniques are used on ICF targets to measure

coating and wall thicknesses, variations in coating and wall

thickness, gas fill pressures, and elemental composition.

These techniques also measure the density and thickness

uniformities of bulk materials from which smaller ICF

targets are made. They are equally useful for both opaque

and transparent materials. Microradiographic gauging, a

development specifically for ICF target characterization,

measures thicknesses and thickness variations in coatings.

Standard x-ray fluorescence techniques detect gas fill

pressures and elemental composition. Standard x-ray and

gamma-gauging techniques provide information about both

the absolute density and thickness and their uniformities for

bulk samples.
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Fig. 3. Banded target.

Standard radiographic gauging involves placing the

targets to be measured in near contact with a photographic

emulsion. A uniform beam of x rays passing through the

targets creates x-ray images on the emulsion. These images

are as small as the targets and require microscopic

examination to determine target quality. Three general

forms of target defects that can be detected by contact

radiography appezw in Fig. 4.

Improvements on this standard technique have been

made on many fronts. The film density data can be digitized

and a fast Fourier transform taken to extract concentric and

elliptical defects (Stupin 1987a). Concentric and elliptical

defects at the 1% level destroy implosion symmetry, but

fortunately they are detectable at this magnitude. A

statistical test detects short wavelength wart and dimple

defects. Wart and dimple defects must be less than 0.1% of

wall thickness. This is beyond the sensitivity of

photographic methods; however, advanced techniques now

being developed should provide this level of sensitivity and

more. Point projection radiography, using an x-ray sensitive

television camera and digital image processing, can give the

signal-to-noise ratios of 700 or more required for dimple and

wart detection at the 0.190 level. The x-ray shadow is

magnified by the geometry of the exposure until the defect

size matches the camera resolution (Fig. 5). Digitally

summing image frames until signal-to-noise ratio increases

to the desired level (Stupin 1987b) will give the necessary

sensitivity.

A further increase in sensitivity results from digital

image subtraction (Stupin et al. 1988). Averaging an image

of one view of the target and then digitally subtracting from

it the average of an orthogonal view of the target leaves only

the differences in the two views. This method removes fixed

pattern noise, that is noise introduced by the television

camera. This method has detected 2 ~m tungsten wires

radiographically and a 0.1 ‘ZOarea density change in an

aluminum step wedge.
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Void

Concentric

Fig. 4. Defects radiography.

Point X-ray Source

Defe

Imaging Plane

Fig. 5. Point projection radiography.

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a well-used tool

in laser target characterization. Popularity of the SEM can

be attributed to three characteristics of a SEM image:
. its extraordinary depth of field, because of the small

divergence of the electron hem,
. its high resolution owing to the short wavelength of the

electrons; and
. its life-like, three dimensional quality, easily interpreted

(Foreman et al. 1988a).

Versatility should probably be added to the list. For

example, the SEM can act as a source for x-ray

microradiography. Using the small electron spot size and

converted soft x rays, which would not travel far in air, one

can characterize very low-density materials.

We have acquired two Hitachi, S520 SEMS. One uses a

standard tungsten hair-pin electron source, the other has a
LaB6 long-lifetime source with improved stability. Also we

6

Eliptical Warts and Dimples

have a Phillips APD 3720 x-ray refractometer that can

provide information on the crystallinity of samples.

X-ray Fluorescence

Thickness measurement by x-ray fluorescence is another

example of SEM versatility. Reported first in 1982 (Elliott

et al. 1982) for Au-metallized, glass microsphere, the

technique operates as follows: electrons impinge on the

sample, penetrate the Au layer, and stop in the glass,

producing Au and Si x-radiation. The ratio of Au/Si flux

detected is proportional to the gold layer thickness. The

original technique described by Elliott et al. (1982) required

some extraordinary measures to circumvent beam stability

problems with the SEM in use at the time. With the

improvement in beam stability afforded by the Hitachi

microscopes, we can calibrate with bulk samples of the

coated material. Moreover, we can measure compounds in

addition to single elements.

Cryogenic Targets

High-gain target designs for an ICF fusion reactor rely

on cryogenic fuel for their high calculated performance.

Recent developments in the physics of solid DT layers has

made possible the fabrication of cryogenic targets in

mm-sizes suitable for reactor-type yields.

Solid DT self-heats because of the beta decay of tritium

and the subsequent reabsorption of the beta particle (electron)

in the frozen DT. Heat production at the rate of 0.3 W/gin

of T is measured. The implication of this phenomenon for

the formation of uniform, cryogenic layers was first pursued

by John R. Miller (LASL1 976). The radioactively deposited

energy drives selective sublimation in the frozen fuel.
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Regions where the DT-ice layer is thick have warmer

intenors than regions where the layer is thin. Thus material

sublimes from the thick regions and coats out on the regions

where the ice is thin. This process proceeds exponentially

with a characteristic time constant for DT of about 30

minutes.

Researchers at Los Alamos set out to verify that the

process takes place as predicted. Experiments in a cylindrical
geomet~ for pure T2 (Hoffer and Foreman 1988) produced a

symmetnzation time constant for that material of 14.8

minutes. Later measurements on DT (Hoffer and Foreman

1989) confirmed the model for fresh DT (see Fig. 6), and

also measured a slowing of the process that increased as the

sample aged; each day of sample age added 12 minutes to the

symmetrization time constant. Apparently 3He, a non-

condensable product of the beta decay of T, accumulates in

the target interior and impedes the mass flow of the DT

across the target. Further work on this phenomenon is in

progress, but the beta layering process appears to provide

thick, symmetric layers of solid DT. Designs of beta-layered

targets for the ICF reactor and means of fabricating them

have been published (Foreman and Hoffer 1988, 1989).

Specillc Targets that Illustrate
Fabrication Technology

Plasma physicists at Los Alamos have had to perform

their work at other institutions since the closing of Antares

in the summer of 1985. Targets for experiments at other

institutions are still prepared at Los Alamos; however, the

final steps are left for the fabricators at the laser facility

where the experiment is performed. For example at NOVA,

the Los Alamos fabricators make the target components and

characterize them. The Livermore fabricators assemble the

target, the hohlraum, backlighters or alignment fiducials into

an assembly ready for the target chamber. In what follows,

we describe specific target designs for experimental

campaigns performed at other institutions.

Ine&”alConfinementFusionat LosAlamos: ProgressSince 1985
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Fig. 6. @ layering for DT. Symmetrization driven by~

activity in solid DT. The figure shows an axial view

through a cylinder 5.74 mm in diameter. The cell is back

lit, and the photos show the clean optical path through the

DT in the cell. 6a shows the cell nearly filled with liquid

DT. The ce[l was fil[ed completely and then frozen. 6b

sho~’s the shape of the DT layer at the instant that freezing

was complete. DT contracts 13?40on freezing and forms the

large irregular void (vapor space) in the center 6c: ajler 35

minutes, the void has symmetrized noticeably. 6d: at 110

minutes elapsed, the symmetrization is nearly complete.
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Targets for UR/LLE

Thermal Transport Targets

Targets for this experiment consisted of layers built on

solid spheres as shown in Fig. 7. The thin aluminum layer

functioned as an emission marker. When the aluminum

lines appeared in the target emission spectra, the aluminum

had heated to ionization. A measurement of thermal

transport in the low-Z plasma resulted from placing the layer

at various depths below the target surface and timing the

appearance of the aluminum radiation.

Al layer
(0.05

/

CH Coating

75pm
150 l.tm
300 ym ‘r

Glass Sphere

m

CH Coating
Thicknesses

Inner Outer
(pm) (#m)

1.5 2.0
2.5 4.0
4.0 6.0

8.0
12.0

Fig. 7. Transport target pie.

The targets were difficult to make for several reasons.

First, the plastic (CH) layers required precise thicknesses.

We used a parylene coater to apply the CH, but we had

difficulty controlling the absolute thickness of the two

layers. Rapid characterization was all-importan~ we used

mounted glass microballoons (GMB) as coating witnesses,

putting several in each coating run. These could be quickly

TARGET FABRICATION

characterized by interferometry to determine the thickness of

the parylene coating. (This is a transmission measurement

which was not possible through a solid glass sphere).

Complete characterization of the targets was done by potting

and sectioning samples, and examining the plastic and

aluminum coating thicknesses in the SEM as a function of

azimuth. We found during this experiment that our parylene

coater needed some refinement (Williams and Rowen 1987)

and that we needed to m-establish a low-pressure plasma

polymerization capability for more control of the thinner

(<1 ~m) coatings. Thus, we began a coating round-robin

experiment (Williams and Foreman 1987) involving target

fabrication groups in the US and UK.

The transport targets seemed easy enough to produce at

the outse~ however, tight specifications on the layer

thicknesses made that order difficult to fill. The

characterization required to ensure the product met

specification was formidable. Moreover, imperfect control

on the thin layers formed by the parylene process caused

many targets to fail inspection. Our experience with this

target forced the development of new characterization

methods and prompted improvements to both our parylene

and our LPP systems.

High-Z Conversion Efficiency

Targets for two experiments designed to measure x-ray

conversion eftlciency in high-Z elements required thin, well-

characterized coatings of Au, Bi, Tu,and U on solid plastic

and glass spheres. For a number of reasons these targets

pushed current technology.

The first series required Au coatings varying in

thickness from several ~m to 160A. All targets were coated

in stainless steel vacuum chambers by an electron gun

evaporator. They were stalk mounted and rotated with a 4n-

rotation fixture (Reeves 1982). Characterizing layers less

than 0.05 ~m (500A) is difficult. Targets with the thinnest

layers required x-ray fluorescence for thickness

characterization. There were several in an intermediate

thickness region which could be characterized both by

sectioning and SEM inspection, and x-ray fluorescence. The

techniques agree in their thickness determination, but the

error bars are large where the techniques overlap.

The second high-Z series explored other materials

(Gobby et al. 1989). In particular uranium proved a

problematic material to coaq first it is pyrophoric (oxidizes

readily); second, it does not adhere well to the substrates.

We fixed these problems by precoating the substrates with a

100A coating of chromium to improve the adhesion and by

coating an alloy of U with 5% Ti and then overcoating with

400A of aluminum in the same coating chamber to cure the
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oxidation problem at the expense (acceptable) of adding

another material to the spectrum.

Targets for this high-Z series also were fabricated of

gold smoke. A metal smoke forms in a vacuum chamber at

relatively high pressure (although still subatmospheric). In

this case 2 to 10 torr of argon in dynamic equilibrium with

the pumping system provides the background pressure. The

metal vapor partially condenses in the vacuum chamber itself

and is conveyed to the target by the through flow of argon.

The coating arrangement appears in Fig. 8. The coated

material has the appearance of soot, with a density of

between 1 to 10% of the density of the bulk metal. Smoke

density on the targets was measured radiographically at

1.5 + 0.490 of bulk gold, low, but acceptable. More

importantly, initial runs had significant fractions of tungsten

from the evaporation boat in the gold. The explanation was
that the tungsten reacted with an 02 impurity in the target

chamber gas and formed W03, which has a high vapor

pressure and would condense in the smoke. Switching to

carbon (graphite) boats solved the problem.

1-1o10N

. ..-. . . . . . . .. .
. . . . .

... . Targets . .

, @’l-

. . . .
,.. . . . . .

. .

Argon
. . . . . . ..

—— . . ...-
Source . .

Vac
. .. .

Fig. 8, Au smoke coater.

Targets for NOVA

Silicon/Aluminum/CH Targets for NOVA

These targets, shown in Fig. 9 below, consisted of

single crystal <111> silicon rectangles, 15-50 mm, half

coated with 0.1 pm Al and half of the Al further coated with

30pm of parylene. We used a rather complicated procedure

to fabricate these targets because of an inherent problem with

parylene coatings. Parylene deposits on all surfaces in the

deposition chambe~ it is difficult to selectively remove

without also lifting the coating from the areas where it is

intended to remain. This procedure avoided the problem by

depositing parylene only where it was required.

Fig, 9. Si, Al, Cu targets,

The 50-m lengths of silicon were first scribed and

broken into two pieces 3.75 and 11.25 m in width. The

narrow piece was epoxied to a glass slide, and the wide piece

was glued down on the slide next to its brother with radio

cement. The targets were then masked and the 0.1 pm of

aluminum was deposited. The wide piece was then removed

from the glass slide with acetone and put asid~ while the

narrow piece still attached to the glass slide went into the

parylene coater. After it was coated with parylene, the wide

piece was again placed next to its brother, but this time

epoxied in place. This completed the target.

Targets for Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory

Rutherford Filamentation Targets

The Rutherford filarnentation targets delivered in the

summer of 1987 consisted of two basic types-polymer

foam cylinders and thin films. The CH, chlorinated CH, and

aerogel cylinders were all 0.2 mm in diameter and 1.0 mm in

length. The thin films of CH and chlorinated CH were

1.0 pm thick and measured 0.2 x 1.5 mm.

The CH and chlorinated CH targets were formed from

polystyrene and chlorinated polystyrene foams, respectively,

into foam cylinders using the phase separation process.

They were cast into 0.2-mm holes drilled into a

1.O-mm-thick aluminum plate. The foam was leached in

cold methanol (-5”C) for 20 minutes and then placed in a
C02 extractor to remove the methanol. Each foam cylinder

could then be pushed from the aluminum mold with a hair

probe. Densities of 0.1 and 0.05 gin/cc foam cylinders were

InertialConfinementFusionatbs Akxmos: ProgressSince1985 9
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IV. LASER-TARGET INTERACTION

Allen A Hauer, William C. Me&
Philip D. Goklstone

INTRODUCTION

As illustrated in Fig. 1, use of laser-driven compression

for the production of the dense plasma conditions needed in

ICF involves a controlled sequence of many physical events.

Production of high target gain requires attention to these and

many other aspects of laser-plasma interaction and fluid

dynamics. ‘his places significant demands on the target

design and driver characteristics. We present here a brief

introduction to some aspects of ICF theory and experiments.

In order to have confidence in theoretical predictive

capabilities, one must constantly compare the modeling

tools with well-diagnosed experiments. A detailed overview

of laser plasma diagnostics can be found in a recent Los

Alamos report (Hauer and Baldis 1988). In Figs. 2 and 3,

we diagram the spatial structure of the two important phases

of laser plasma interaction that are involved with direct drive

fusion. This structure starts from the absorption and

scattering of incident laser energy and proceeds through the

transport of this energy to denser regions and the resulting

ablation pressure, which is used to drive implosions. The

structures indicated in Figs. 2 and 3 and their characteristic

parameters (temperature, density gradient scalelengths, etc.)

are evolving on time scales varying from tens of picosecond

to many nanoseconds. The basic progression of interaction

(from absorption through compression) is, however,

preserved. In recent years, research has revealed a strong

dependence of absorption and scattering processes on the

laser wavelength (Garban-Labaune et al. 1985; Turner et al.

1985). For example, the strength of plasma instabilities

that generate deleterious hot electron preheat scales as ~2 or

stronger. This had led the laser fusion community to place

considerable emphasis on short wavelength interaction

studies.AILOSAhmos(heresponseto thiswavelength

scaling has been to pursue the use of excimer lasers that can

operate far into the ultraviolet regime (0.248-0. 193 ~m) and

have other very desirable characteristics. We also indicate in

Figs. 2 and 3 some of the techniques used to diagnose the

plasma/fluid conditions.

With reference to Fig. 2, laser light is often absorbed by

the collisional process of inverse bremsstahlung up to a

region near the critical surface (where the local plasma

frequency equals the laser frequency) where it is either

reflected or absorbed (or scattered) by parametric processes.

Brief reviews of the possible absorption and scattering

processes can be found in the aforementioned Los Alamos

Report (Hauer and Baldis 1988) and in Cairns (1983). In the

region horn the critical surface outward toward the laser,

optical diagnostics provide the preponderance of information.

Scattered (shifted-frequency) and harmonic light offer a rich

source of information on both the absorption processes and

the local plasma conditions. In spanning the range of
irradiance from 1012 to 1016 W/cm2, the background Te

varies from a few hundred eV to several keV. The critical

(electron) density for a given laser wavelength is given by:
nc ,., 1021~2 cm-3 (~ is in microns). The aforementioned

trend toward short wavelength research thus implies

investigation of plasma processes at much higher density

where collisional effects will be emphasized. The critical

densities for some common laser wavelengths are shown in

Table 1.
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Fig 1. Illustration of the progression of physical processes involved in the production ofjision conditions with lasers.

TABLE 1. Critical Densities for Some Important Lasers

Wavelength k

Laser (w )m (cm-3)

C02 10.6 1019

Nd glass (O.) 1.06 1021

Nd glass (3r00) 0.35 9x 1021

KrF 0.25 1.6 X 1022

In the region from below the quarter-critical density
(n~4) to the critical density (r@, various absorption and

scattering processes can result in the generation of

suprathermal electrons. An example of these processes is

stimulated Ramsn scattering (SRS) where the laser wave is

coupled to an electron plasma wave and a shifted

electromagnetic wave. The strongly driven plasma wave can

accelerate electrons to very high energies. These electrons

csn follow a variety of trajectories depositing their energy in

dense material or penetrating the sheath potential and

escaping.
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g .
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Fig. 2. The absorptionltransport phase of laser-plasma

interaction.
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Fig. 3. The acceleratiotiimplosion phase of laser plasma

interaction.

These suprathermal electrons can be very detrimental to

efficient laser-driven compression, and their predction and

minimization at shorter wavelengths is an important current

research topic.

The large laser systems required for significant gain will

produce very long scalelength plasmas. The suppression of

plasma instabilities under these conditions is one of the

principal concerns of laser fusion and points to several desired

characteristics of the laser driver.

In addition to plasma physics issues, several problems in

basic fluid dynamics must be addressed. These are illustrated

in Fig. 3. Raleigh Taylor instabilityy may cause breakup of

the imploding shell and thus poor compression. This

problem is minimized by proper target design (such as

limiting the aspect ratio of the shell) and the use of very

(spatially) uniform laser illumination. It is presently

thought that direct drive fusion will require more than 1%

spatial uniformity early in the drive pulse. Production of

such condhions once again places stringent requirements on

the laser driver.

To investigate the use of short wavelength excimer

lasers as ICF drivers, Los Alamos has recently completed the

AUROR4 KrF facility. AURORA can irradiate targets with

48 f/26 beams arranged in an f/2 cluster. At present the total

energy is limited to 5 Id in a 2- to 5-ns pulse, but the laser

can be upgraded to 10 kJ in the 48 beams. AURORA will

be able to demonstrate many of the advantages of excimer

lasers such as the use of beam spatial smoothing techniques

that require substantial bandwidth.

One of the applications will be the study of

hydrodynamic stability of foils accelerated by very uniform

laser drive. Another area of study, utilizing the high degree

of spatial uniformity, will be the investigation of plasma

instabilities in the long scalelength, long laser pulse regime

that is particularly appropriate for the AUROIL4 laser.

Excimer lasers have many advantages for direct drive laser

fusion. The large inherent bandwidth at short wavelength

makes possible several types of beam smoothing techniques

that are needed to supply the very stringent beam uniformity

requirements of direct drive. The two most prominent

techniques that have been developed for laser ham

smoothing, induced spatial incoherence (ISI) (Lehmberg and

Obenschain 1983) and distributed phase plates (Kato et al.

1984), are both readily achievable with a KrF laser. Some

target designs for direct drive show promise but the margin

for error is small and a driver needs to be chosen that gives

the highest probability of success with respect to all the

critical design parameters. Some of the tradeoffs that must

be considered in direct drive design are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Experiments on the AURORA laser will help to demonstrate

excimer advantages with respect to both smooth uniform

drive and reduction of plasma instabilities.

Direct Drive

Laser
Energy

I

Plasma

‘=
instabilities
may reduce

Improved Energetic I
Target Performance

Fig. 4. Illustration of the tradeoffs involved in direct drive

[aser@ion target design.
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THEORY AND SIMULATION

We present here a brief review of some aspects of

theory that are applicable to the unclassified experiments

described later and to direct drive fusion in general.

The inertial fusion program has been well-balanced with

considerable strength in both the theoretical and experimental

areas. Because of the complexity of the physics, it has been

at the forefront in developing new theoretical tools as well as

experimental techniques. The phenomena of interest change

over time scales of picosecond; the entire experiment occurs

in about a nanosecond. Spatial resolution required to study

the physics of targets measured in hundreds of micrometers to

millimeters typically approaches a few microns.

Because much of the truly microscopic (submicrometer,

subpicosecond) phenomena cannot be readily measured but

strongly influence the macroscopic behavior, computer

simulation is relied on heavily to couple the microscopic

phenomena to macroscopic observabIes. An important

example of such simulation tools is the WAVE code, a 2D

particle simulation code that solves Maxwell’s equations and

the relativistic Newton’s laws for the particles in the self-

consistent three-component electric and magnetic fields. It

typically advances 106 particles on a grid of 105 cells for I@
time steps to determine the processes that absorb the laser

light and transport the energy from the low-density, hot-

plasma regions to the denser regions. Only a portion of the

physical problem can be modeled because one must limit the

time step to a small fraction of the laser period and the gird

size to the distance light travels in one time step.

Consequently, the time that can be covered is only a few

picosecond and the distance is only about

10 to 100 wavelengths of light. Because of the limited

time and space scale, the boundary conditions and initial

conditions for fields and particles are unknown and must be

estimated. Much of the skill in using the code involves

guessing the right boundary and initial conditions that appear

to be consistent with themselves, with hydrodynamic

calculations, and with experiment.

An implicit form of the code, called VENUS (Brackbill

and Forslund 1982) has enabled one to greatly increase the

time step and grid size (at the expense of some high-

fiequency phenomena) to consider realistic spatial scales,

which allows the study of the central role of self-generated

magnetic fields in electron transport and fast-ion emission.

After their development by the ICF program, these new-

generation codes rapidly spread to the magnetic fusion and

space physics communities and represent a significant

contribution of ICF to general science and technology.

Although quantum mechanical and atomic physics process

are not included in these codes, they can accurately describe

the fully developed strong turbulence that can occur in laser-

plasma interactions, limited only by the computer resources.

To better utilize the results of these codes, we test and

evaluate various models to obtain scaling laws that can be

reliably extrapolated into new regimes. For example, the

accuracy and range of validity of simplified models of the

propagation and absorption of light in the plasmas have been
verified with the WAVE code. In the last decade, the

improvement in the scale of problems that are accessible has

increased by a couple of orders of magnitude because of

improvements in computer hardware speed and in numerical

algorithms (VENUS). This has greatly increased our

understanding of the physical processes occurring in laser-

produced plasmas. A good review of laser plasma modeling

and its applications can be found in Forslund and Goidstone

(1985).

Absorption of a significant fraction of the laser light by

plasma instabilities can generate an unacceptable level of hot

electrons. These long mean-free-path electrons penetrate the

gas fuel of the target and cause an inefficient implosion. A

rough rule for the level of hot electron generation that is

acceptable is:

fH c 7% for TH <30 KeV

and fSHe .3’% for TSH <100 KeV.

In the above formulas the symbols H and SH stand for “hot”

and “superhot” and represent two Maxwellian distributions

that can often characterize hot electron generation. For many

direct drive target designs, the level of anticipated hot electron

generation is very close to or exceeds the levels indicated

above. It is generally thought that the use of higher-Z

materials will reduce the level of hot electrons through

introducing a greater degree of collisionality into the plasma.

Many direct drive designs, however, require the use of plastic

or other low-Z material in the laser absorption region. A

good indication of the level of concern with plasma

instabilities can be obtained by plotting the threshold for

various modes as a function of laser intensity. Figures 5 and

6 present a series of such plots that give an indication of the

intensity regimes that me acceptable for target design. We

also show the effect of driver parameters such as laser

wavelength and bandwidth in the instabilities.
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Fig. 6. Variation of SRS thresholds with laser wavelength and bandwidth.

Figures 5 and 6 show calculations of the threshold

intensities for stimulated Rarnan backscatter. The contours

represent the intensity thresholds for the particular conditions

of temperature and density. In Fig. 5 the thresholds are

plotted for three different atomic number materials. This

illustrates that there is considerable variation in the

thresholds with atomic number. In the higher materials,

there is considerable collisional damping of the plasma

waves. Many direct drive target designs require low- Z

materials to be present in the laser absorption region, which

causes some danger of plasma instabilities. In Fig. 6 we

show the effect of laser wavelength and bandwidth on the

instability thresholds. Changing from a laser wavelength of

.35 ~m and small bandwidth to a wavelength of .25 pm and

significant bandwidth produces a substantial increase in the

intensity threshold for SRS. Considerations such as this

favor the use of excimer lasers that naturally operate at short

wavelength and broad bandwidth.

Typically, the overall laser-matter interaction is modeled

with hydrodynamic codes such as LASNEX (Zimmerman and

Kruer1975),Acompletedescriptionof thephysics

Ineti”d Con@.ement Fusionat Los Alamos: ProgressSince1985

contained in such large models is outside the scope of this

report (see Mead et al. 1983), but a brief review may be

helpful, especially in describing the relationship to

experimental diagnostics.

The first step is formulation of a model for the laser

absorption and scattering process, such as inverse

bremsstrahlung and refractive losses. Electron thermal

transport is usually modeled by flux-limited diffusion,

although more complex treatments such as semi-empirical

treatments of nonlocal deposition have been used. LASNEX

uses a one- or two-dimensional Lagrangian formulation for

the hydrodynamics. Radiation transport is often handled by

multigroup flux-limited transport, but more sophisticated

schemes are also employed. Atomic radiation is most often

handled using an average ion modeling of the atomic

processes (Lokke and Grasberger 1976). This calculation is

done in real time and the results are fed back into the

hydrodynamic calculation. More sophisticated treatment of

atomic radiation effects (he 1987) have also been

incorporated into the comprehensive model and have been

particularlyhelpfulinmodellingdiagnosticsignatures(Willi

5
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et al. 1989). Some x ray diagnostic techniques, such as

continuum slopes, can be obtained directly from the overall

laser interaction/hydrodynamic modeling. More detailed

diagnostic information such as atomic radiation

(spectroscopic) line shapes and intensities require the more

models described above.

Comprehensive modeling has also been applied to

imaging diagnostics. Models have been constructed that use

input information such as density, temperature, opacity,

functions of space, and time from a hydrodynamic simulation

code. The models then perform line-of-sight integrations

through the plasma (at various photon energies) to produce a

prediction of the observable output emission. Such

predictions of observable diagnostic emission have provided a

valuable feedback to check many aspects of the simulation

itself.

ExPIzRmENm

In this section we first describe typical experiments

performed by Los Alamos in three areas that are crucial to the

design of high gain targets. This is not meant to be a

comprehensive review of experimental work; rather, it is

intended to provide insight into the experimental

measurements that are necessary for the resolution of the

crucial target questions. ‘l%e section is concluded with a

description of early tests on the AURORA laser system and

projections for work that will be done there in the near

future.

X-ray Conversion Ef6ciency

Conversion of laser light to x rays is very important to

indirect drive. We have recently completed a series of

experiments that measures x-ray conversion eftlciency in a

very controlled and accurate manner (Goldstone et al. 1987).

This has enabled us to place accurate bounds on the

conversion efficiency that can be assumed and has also

revealed other important characteristics of the conversion

process.

The efficiency with which energy absorbed in laser-

produced high-Z plasmas is converted to soft x rays increases

markedly at shorter laser wavelengths (Nishimura et al. 1983;

Mead et al. 1983; Kodarna et al. 1986; Mochizuki et al.

1986). This results from laser-light deposition at higher

plasma densities, yielding cooler plasmas with lower

hydrodynamic losses, and this characteristic can be important

for some approaches to inertial confinement fusion (Gardner

and Bodner 1981). A similar increase in conversion

efficiency is expected at lower laser intensities. However,

early experiments with planar Au targets (Nishimura et al.

1983; Mead et al. 1983) showed a decrease of x-ray emission

at low intensities, whereas the LASNEX (Zimmerman and

Kruer 1975) simulations code predicted an increase, indicating

that high-Z plasmas were not well understood. Thus we

have sought more specific observations of the hydrodynamic,

energy-transport, and atomic processes that affect x-ray

emission.

The tests described here were the first measurements of

x- ray conversion performed in spherical geomet~. This

pseudo onedimensional experiment simplifies integration of

measurements over solid angle and allows a test of whether

two-dimensionality inherent in previous planar experiments

might have affected the results.

We have examined the dynamics of high-Z plasmas and

the processes that affect x-ray emission, including the

material depths associated with energy transport and x-ray

generation and the time dependence and spectra of the x-ray

emission, at intensities of 4 x 1012 to 4 X 1015 W/cm2.

We have investigated some of the changes in plasma
conditions that are expected as the kL = 0.35 pm irradiance

is decreased from 4 x 1014 to 4 x 1013 W/cm2 (where the

emission discrepancy was first noted). At

4 x 1014 W/cm2, radiation cooling is weaker than laser

deposition in the underdense plasma. Hence the corona

temperature rises, reducing the inverse-bremsstrahlung

absorption opacity, so that the laser penetrates to the critical

surface and deposits its energy locally. This produces strong

steepening of the density and temperature profiles near the

critical density. The x-ray emission originates in a localized

region near and above the critical density, with electron

transport carrying energy from the absorption region to the

emitting region. At 4 x 1013 W/cm2, radiation cools the

corona at a rate nearly equal to the laser deposition, so that

the deposition and the x-ray emission occur in an extended

plasma well below the critical density. Electron transport is

relatively unimportant in this case.
Specific predictions of the features of the x-ray emission

region are shown in Table 2. The onedimensional (lD)

LASNEX modeling used for this work includes inverse

bremsstrahlung laser deposition, Lagrangean hydrodynamics,
thermal electron diffusion with flux limit of fe = 0.03 (as in

previous work) or 0.08 (best fit for this and related low-Z

spherical work (Hauer et al. 1984), and multigroup

flux-limited x-ray diffusion. The modeling includes nonlocal

thermodynamic-equilibrium atomic and radiation physics,

with a timedependent solution of the average-atom

hydrogenic collisional and radiative rate equations, neglecting

subshell energy splittings and transitions.

Experiments to study these phenomena were performed

using the 0.35-pm OMEGA multibeam laser facility. The

laser initially provided 250-300 J in six beams, and later
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1600 J in all 24 beams, in a nominal ZL = 650-ps FWHM

pulse. To obtain good uniformity, the beams were focused

beyond the target, so that the beam edges were tangent to the

initial surface. Illumination nonuniformities were

- 50% rms (with 2:1 large scale variation) for six-beam

irradiations but only - 20% rms for 24-beam experiments.

TABLE 2. Calculated (fe = 0.08, kL = 0.35, ~L -650 ps)

Characteristics of the Subkiloelectronvok X -ray Emission

4X1013 W/cm2 4x1014 W/cm2

Radial extent (~m) 40 8
Density (0.04 - 0.5)nc (0.3 - 1.8)nc

Electron temperature (keV) 0.1 -0.5 0.3 -1.2

Average Z 25-30 35-45

Era@abs 0.85 0.72

EMLine@rad (%) <1 5

Absolute x-ray emission measurements were obtained

with a four-channel Al photocathode x-ray diode (XRD)

spectrometer covering 0.1-2 keV with 300-ps time

resolution (Pien et al. 1986) An x-ray transmission-

gratin@treak-camera spectrograph provided time-resolved

(15-ps) spectra from 0.5 to 3 keV. For the 24-beam

experiments, a time-integrating transmission grating

spectrograph provided 0.1- to 3-keV spectra with -2 ~

resolution. X-ray microscopes imaged the plasma’s

kiloelectronvolt emission. M- and N-line emission spectra

(Richardson et al. 1985) were studied with time-integrated and

time-resolved crystal spectrographs (Henke and Jaanimagi

1985). Gold M-line emission (near 2.5 keV) was present

above 1014 W/cm2 and absent at lower intensities, as

predicted. The hard x-ray bremsstrahlung ( 10 to 100 keV)

was measured and implied negligible levels of instability-
produced superhot electrons (<104E]aser).

Some particularly important data from these experiments

are shown in Fig. 7. This information indicates that there is

a significant increase in the conversion eftlciency when there

is a smooth spatial profile for the laser irradiation. Such an

effect has also been observed in other experiments. This

indicates that there is considerable advantage in employing

laser driver schemes that are amenable to a high degree of

spatial smoothing. These studies are continuing to obtain an

even more detailed understanding of x-ray conversion and its

optimization.

Range of
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Fig. 7. Experimental measurements of the variation of x-ray

conversion eflciency with laser irradiance and beam spatial

smoothness.

Stability of Laser-Driven Implosions

One of the most crucial issues for the ultimate success

of ICF is the stability and uniformity of the imploding

pusher shell. The uniformity could be disrupted by classical

hydrodynamic instabilities (such as Rayleigh-Taylor) that

occur at the interface between different density materials.

Disruption of the symmetry could also be caused by other

effects such as nonuniformities in the ablation drive.

Asymmetncs in drive can also “seed” the classical instability

mechanisms. Los Alamos has had an ongoing series of

experiments to investigate hydrodynamic stability in the ICF
context. We will describe here some early work using C02

lasers. Later we will also describe projected hydrodynamic

work for the AUROW laser.

The experiments can be divided into two general

categories: acceleration and deceleration phase experiments

that study breakup and instability early in the implosion and

near stagnation, respectively.

Acceleration Phase Stabili@

The acceleration phase work has been done with

cylindrical-shell targets that have been imploded with
relatively uniform eight-beam C02 laser illumination.

Typically, about 5 kJ was incident on target. Cylindrical

configurations offer many advantages in stability

experiments. The open geometry facilitates diagnosis when

the effects of implosion convergence are measured. The

cylindrical geometry is also convenient for comparison with

some types of theoretical modeling.

In the present work, the ttirgets were cylindrical shells of

copper and aluminum with and without plastic coating. The

Ineti”d ConfinementFusionat Los Alamos: ProgressSince1985 7
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basic target configuration is illustrated in Fig. 8. The targets

were about 200-pm thick. The uncoated shells behaved

much like explosive pushers, whereas the plastic-coated

targets behaved similarly to the quasi-ablative targets used in

LASER-TARGET INTERACTION

many implosion experiments.

Cylindrical Metal Shell
(Typically 2 v Thick)

-700 ]
I
1

Plastic Coating /
(40 pm Thick)

Fig. 8. Basic target configuration used in cylindrical

stabilily experiments.

Eight laser beams were independently targeted (and

defocused) around the cylindrical surface of the targets.

In addition to the simple shells, some of the targets had

initially imposed perturbations, as shown in Fig. 9, which

were arranged to maintain a constant wall thickness. The

period of the perturbations was about 25 pm with an

amplitude of 0.5 pm. The axial perturbations (Fig. 9) are

compatible with the cylindrical symmetry in LASNEX,

which permitted the results from LASNEX calculations to be

used for some preliminary scoping of the types of growth

expected.

Axial
Perturbations
in Cylinder Wall

Structure of Perturbations
Azmithal (Maintains Constant Thickness)

Perturbations
in Cylinder Wall

Fig. 9. Perturbations imposed on cylindrical targets.

The implosions were diagnosed primarily with x-ray

imaging of self-emission. Several pinhole cameras were

arranged to provide imaging along, and perpendicular to, the

cylindrical axis. In Fig. 10, we show a comparison between

the implosions of coated and uncoated cylindrical shells

(viewing along the cylindrical axis) made from images that

were filtered for - 1.5-keV radiation. The comparison

between the implosions of coated and uncoated cylindrical

shells (viewing along the cylindrical axis), made from images

that were filtered for about 1.5-keV radiation. The

comparison here is very similar to the explosive versus

semiablative studies done in the highdensity series of

spherical implosion experiments. Also shown in Fig. 10 is

an image taken with a view perpendicular to the axis, which

confirms that it is possible to obtain a relatively uniform

implosion all along the cylindrical axis. (That is, the views

in Fig. 10a and 10b are not end effects.)
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Thin Shell (Explosive) Plastic Coated Shell (Ablative)

View Along Axis (a) View Along Axis (b)

ViewPerpendicular to Axis (c)

Fig. IOa,b, and c. X-ray images of the implosion of coated and uncoated cylindrical shells.

We now turn to the targets that contained prearranged

perturbations. Targets that continued perturbations were

always coated with plastic, so that perturbed versus

unperturbed comparisons are only made for the semiablative

case. In Fig. 11, we show a comparison of end-on pinhole

camera views for unperturbed and perturbed cases. In all

cases where perturbations were present, the compressed core

is significantly larger (weaker compression) and is sumounded

by a halo of radiating material that, in many cases, contains a

periodicity. The print in Fig. 11 does not adequately show

this periodicity. The nature of this structure is being

analyzed further.

The basic conclusions from these preliminary

experiments are as follows:

● Strong, uniform cylindrical implosions can be produced.
The C02 laser actually has an advantage because it gives

added symmetrization.

● Evidence of shell breakup was observed in the case of

initially perturbed cylindrical targets.

● Cylindrical configuration experiments offer a number of

advantages in stability/shell breakup experiments.

Compression Phase Stabili@

Compression phase stability studies have also been

performed. This series of experiments was designed to be a

first test of diagnostic techniques appropriate for studying the

breakup of imploding shells. Figure 12 shows the basic

targetconfigurationusedin thesetests. Glassshells(abut

Ineti”d Confinement Fm”on at be Alamos: Progress Since 1985 9
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Without Perturbations With Perturbations

Fig. 11. X-ray images of ablative cylindrical implosions with and without imposed perturbations.

350 ~m in diameter) were filled with about 12 atm of DT.

In some of the targets, the DT was seeded with about

0.2- 0.2 atm of argon. Some of the shells were then

coated with about 0.5 pm of potassium chloride. Other

targets contained no potassium chloride coating but were

fabricated from glass shells with a high content of calcium

and potassium. Finally, the targets were coated with about

40pm of plastic.

-3o urn CH.-

Glass Shell
-1.5 ym
Thick With
a High
Content of
Potassium

Fill Gas
-20 atm DT +
0.1 atm Ar

—-300 —
w

Fig. 12. Target configuration used in spherical shell breakup

experiments.

When such targets are imploded, there are typically large

temperature gradients in the compressed cores. These

gradients can be utilized in the diagnosis of shell stability.

Spectroscopic observation of potassium and chlorine

radiation served as the signature of shell breakup. These

species could only radiate if they penetrated into the central

high-temperature regions of the compressed core. If the

potassium chloride remains in the outer portions of the shell,

previous experimental measurements and theoretical

calculations show that it would be at too low a temperature

for efficient excitation of hydrogen-or helium-like potassium

and chlorine lines. The argon lines are used to accurately

characterize the compressed core conditions. After caxeful

spectral analysis, this information will allow a determination

of the amount of shell material mixed into the core.

The chosen targets were slightly larger than those in the

highdensity series, and this produced a weaker compression.

Because in this series we were primarily interested in

development of the measurement technique, we wanted a

larger compressed core that could be more easily diagnosed

(for example, easier x-ray imaging).

The eight beams of the laser were focused 300 mm
beyond center, giving a Thot (determined from x rays) of

about 100 keV. In Fig. 13 we show a typical spectrum

obtained in these experiments. The argon lines show an
implosion of modest density (ne -2-3 x 1023 cm-3)

with a temperature of about 600 eV. This temperature

would be more than adequate to strongly excite chlorine

lines. The most striking feature of the spectxum in Fig. 13

is, however, the strong chlorine and potassium absorption

features. These features indicate that most of the potassium

chloride has remained in the cold outer regions of the shell;

in other words, there is little evidence of shell breakup. The

spectra remained very similar to that in Fig. 13 throughout

this experiment. In Table 2, we summarize the parameter

variation present in this series of experiments. Over the

range of parameters in Table 3, no evidence of breakup was

observed.

Inerh”al Con/inementFusion at Los Alanws: Progress Since 1985
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Typical x-ray spectrum obtained from the

implosion of a target similar to that in Fig. 12.

Some evidence of breakup was observed in the following

ease:

- the target had no potassium chloride coating but had a high

concentration of potassium in the glass shell itselfi and

- there was significant laser beam imbalance.

In Fig. 14 we show an example of this case, and a

definite potassium emission feature is noted. There is also

some evidence of weak absorption features to the left of the

potassium line. Potassium would thus have been seen in

both absorption and emission, which indicates partial shell

breakup. This is the type of information that we hope to

quantify in future experiments.

Ar

CL Absorption
\

Features
K Abso@on

Features

Fig. 14. X-ray spectrum showing potassium emission

feature indicative of shell breakup.

The initial aspect ratio (pusher thickness/diameter) in

these experiments was relatively low (- 4). In future

experiments we should strive to increase this. This may

require replacing the plastic layer with a thin metal layer (to

Ine~”al Con/hwn.ent Fusion at Los Akmos: Progress Since 1985

increase the aspect ratio). This, in turn, may favor the use of

backlighting to diagnose the compressed core.

TABLE 3. Experimental Parameters

Inner (glass shell wall, t) 0.8 Km<tel.8 Urn

Number laser beams (b) 6<b<8

DT gas fill pressure P (atm) 8<P,15

The Use of Backlighting and Absorption
%--%%’

In the diagnosis of very dense implosions, the

temperatures may sometimes be inadequate for self-emission

to be a useful diagnostic. In such cases one can use an

external source of radiation (such as another laser-irradiated

target) to backlight the imploding target. In a more

sophisticated sense, it is also possible to use an external

source of radiation to perform absorption spectroscopy and

obtain more detailed information than could be obtained with

a simple shadowgraph. This is in fact already demonstrated

by the spectrum shown in Fig. 13.

The absorption spectra represent “self-backlighting,”

with radiation from the core passing out through the cold

absorbing layers. The information is, however, the same as

would be obtained if the probing radiation were from a

completely external source. As an example of the type of

information that can be obtained from spectra such as that in

Fig. 13, we consider a simple analysis to obtain the average

pR of the potassium chloride layer.

For one of the absorption features (which corresponds to

a particular ionization state) we can write

(3)

where

K = absorption coefficient,

N = number of ions in the ground state, and

f= average oscillator strength for the transitions

involved,

We note that

I =10 e-Kr , (4)

where R is the path length through the absorbing medium.

CombiningEqs.(3)and(4),wecanwriteapproximately

11
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Target: Aluminum

(5)

Using Eq. (5) for the spectrum in Fig. 13, we obtain an

average value of rR of about 10-4 g/cm2. This is consistent

with values predicted by hydro simulation.

In the near future, abso@ion and backlighting

techniques should provide a wealth of implosion diagnostic

information that is particularly relevant to hydrodynamic

instability studies.

Convergent geomet~ radiation-driven fluid stability

studies have also been performed in joint Los Alamos -

Lawrence Livermore National Laborato~ experiments.

Shells with thin high opacity tracer layers have been

imploded using hohlraums heated by the NOVA system.

The shells are backlit by creating a distributed x-ray source

using one of the NOVA beams. The backlit image of the

tracer (at characteristic times during the implosion) can

provide information on the integrity of the shell and possible

breakup because of fluid instabilities. Details of these

experiments are presented elsewhere.

Long t%xilelength Plasma Experiments

As mentioned above, the suppression of plasma

instabilities in very long scalelength plasmas is a central

concern of laser fusion research. In this section we describe

one experiment that illustrates some of the techniques that

are being developed to diagnose long scalelength plasma

phenomena. The experiment was conducted jointly by staff

from Los Alamos, Imperial College, and the Rutherford

Appleton Laboratory.

In Fig. 15 we show the general configuration of these

experiments performed on the Vulcan laser at Rutherford.

The primary approach in this work was to produce long

scalelength plasmas by exploding targets (heating them

rapidly with short pulse moderate power beams) and then

propagating an “interaction” beam down the cylindrical axis.

The interaction beam was at high enough power to exceed the

threshold for the filamentation instability. Three varieties of

targets were used in these experiments: thin foils of Cl

containing plastic (CH), chlorinated plastic foam, and free-

standing thin Al foils.

Interaction
Beam
1 ns

/. >

I

Gated
Ootieal

D&tc%

Backscattered I Transmitted
Light Diagnostics Interaction

SRS SBS Four Frame Beam
Optical Probe

System

Fig. 15. Experimental configuration used in long

scale[ength plasma experiments.

The experiment can be thought of as a two-step process.

The first step is the creation of the “target” long scalelength

plasma with heating from the six short pulse beams. The

second step is heating because of the “interaction” or seventh

beam. The second stage of the interaction could result in

processes such as filamentation (in the long scalelengths),

which in turn could result in very elevated temperatures.

Both optical and x-ray diagnostics were used in these

experiments. As shown in Fig. 15, a four-frame (15 PS),

optical probe beam system produced a longitudinal shadow or

schlieren or interferometric picture of the plasma. The

transmitted interaction beam was photographed with a gated

image intensifier.

The scattered light diagnostics on this set of experiments

included observation of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)

(forward and backward) and stimulated Brillouin scattering

(SBS) (backward only) of the interaction beam. These

diagnostics provide important information on the physics

taking place in the filament. SRS is of particular importance

because it can tell us something about the hot electrons

generated in the filaments, which are of considerable concern

to its ICF target design.

X-ray diagnostic development consisted of two primary

techniques: streaked (time-msolved) x-ray crystal spectroscopy

and gated x-ray imaging. Streaked spectroscopy was intended

to provide time-resolved measurements of electron

temperature. Because of the expected large temperature

difference between the background and the filament, we

expect the spectrum due to the filament to be different and, in

some regions, dominate that of the background. A gated

x-ray imager can provide a time-resolved image with a gate

time of 100 ps (FWHM) and an active area of 25 mm. This

camera, coupled with an appropriately filtered pinhole array,

can provide information on the electron temperature in the

E? Inertial Confinement Fusion at LmAlamos: Pmgmss Since 1985
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filament. The short gating time is required to reject the

significant radiation from the early plasm~ also, a longer

gate time would yield a washed-out image because the

filament conditions change on this time scale.

In Fig. 16 we show data from one of the x-ray

diagnostics. At t = O the plasma has been heated by the

short pulse laser beams. At t = 400 ps, the heating beams

are off and the plasma has begun to expand and cool. At

t = 800 ps, the interaction beam has come on and very

strong heating is observed. Even though the irradiance of the

interaction beam is the same as the heating beams, much

stronger heating and higher temperatures are observed. Before

the interaction beam turns on, the x-ray spectrum is

dominated by He-like emission. After the interaction beam

turns on, the spectrum exhibits strong H-like emission,

indicating higher electron temperatures. However, the

strength of the He-like lines is not greatly diminished,

suggesting that the high temperature region generating the

H-like emission is localized in the plasma. This maybe due

to the presence of filamentation of the interaction beam in

the preformed plasma.

Evidence of filamentary behavior was also observed in

the optical probe beam data and in the transmitted interaction

beam. In Fig. 17 we show a schlieren photo of the plasma

formed from a cylindrical foam target. The strong density

gradient observed down the cylindrical axis is consistent with

the formation of a filament. In Fig. 18 the data from the

transmitted interaction beam are shown. The beam develops

structure and breakup as a function of time, phenomena once

again consistent with filament development.

Figure 19 shows the backscattered SBS spectrum during

the interaction pulse. The SBS spectrum is produced by the

scattering of laser light from ion-acoustic waves in the

plasma. The lower feature is the unshifted laser light while

the upper feature is the SBS signal. Two features are of

importance. The first is the size of the shift that comes from

a plasma with an electron temperature well above 1 kV,

relative to a background electron temperature on the order of

350 eV. The second is the abrupt, delayed turn on relative to

the start of the interaction pulse. Both of these effects are

consistent with the emission coming from a high

temperature region of the plasma, such as would be present

during thermal filamentation. The diagnostic techniques

developed in these studies will soon be applied to further

studies of long scalelength plasma phenomena both at

AURORA and other laser systems.

Vol. ~ Chapter IV

L 1 1 1 4

l-’ 1 1 1 1

v

Fig. 16. X-ray spectra taken at three characteristic times in

[he evo[ution of and propagation through a long scalelength

plasma.
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Target: CH foam cylinder
d =80 P x750 w r= 0.1 gm/cm3

Probe pulse length 15 ps

Interaction Beam

Fig. 17. Evidence of constriction in the propagation of the

interaction beam through a long scalelength plasma. This

schlieren image was taken with the 15-ps probe beam and

was orthogonal to the cylindrical axis.

Experiments on the AURORA KrF Laser

Since the last review of ICF by the National Academy of

Sciences in 1985, Los Alamos has (out of operating funds

alone) completed construction of the AURORA laser

experimental facility, improved many of its components, and

achieved several major milestones. In December 1988,

AURORA delivered 2.5 KJ in a fully integrated multiplexed

mode. In May 1989, target interaction experiments were

begun at the -40 TW/cm2 irradiation level.

The utility of operating AURORA for physics research

in support of national program goals was first acknowledged

by DOE in 1987. The near-term goals of AURORA target

experiments include the validation of KrF systems for target

physics research and investigation of their unique advantages

14
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as an ICF driver. In addition, we will begin to address issues

of importance to the feasibility of an LMF using either direct

or indirect drive. Longer-term research will increasingly

support weapons-related physics.

Target: Al stripe

Framing window 120 ps

Frames represent three consecutive shots

Time from
beginning
interaction

100 ps

400ps

600 PS

of
beam

Fig. 18. Observation of the transmission of the interaction

beam through the plasma at three characteristic times.

For the near term, AURORA target experiments will

have two major objectives:
. demonstration of the utility some of the unique

capabilities of excimer lasers as laser fusion drivers,

such as (i) the combination of short wavelength and

large bandwidth, (ii) the use of large bandwidth for beam

spatial smoothing on a very fast time scale, and (iii)

flexible, sophisticated pulse shaping; and
. performance of weapons-related physics experiments.

A more detailed description of the AURORA target

irradiation geometry, the target chamber, and the initial

diagnostic array is given in the Target Irradiation Section of

Chapter V. For continuity, some aspects of the target

experiment configuration are repeated here.

Ined”al Confinement Fusion at Los Alamos: Pmgmss Since 1985
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Target: Al stripe 200P x 1.3 mm x 300 nm
Back lighter delay = 800 ps

1Ioi

I
time 100 ps

Fig. 19 Tcmpora[ e~,olution of backscattered [ightinalongscalelength p[asma experiment.

Initial Operational Capability

The initial configuration for AURORA emphasizes the

cost-effective test and integration of the laser to a “target-

qualified” status; in particular, only 48 of the 96 multiplexed

beams are time decoded to produce a simultaneous pulse on

target. These 48 beams are focused to the target from one

side by a set of f/26 focusing lenses arranged in a f/2 cone

AURORA is configured for planar direct drive and

exploding foil experiments, and thus is suited for both long

scalelength plasma physics and basic hydrodynamic studies.

The beam spot size may be vaned by moving the plate

containing the focusing lenses and repainting the beams so

that they overlap in the target plans. The focusing

mechanism can be set to -10 pm.

Initially AUROR4 will irradiate targets with 5-ns pulses

at energy levels of -1 to 3 kJ (in 48 beams). Beam pointing

and focusing will be controlled sufficiently to produce a spot

400 ~m in diameter including all of the beams. (The

minimum spot size of the individual beams will be limited

by the few times diffraction limited optics to -70 pm on an

average beam.) It will be possible to defocus the beam spot

on target to -4.5 mm. As more operational experience is

gained with the final focusing system, a minimum spot

(containing 48 beams) with a 200-pm diameter is the goal.

This will enable access to laser-plasma interactions at

>1015 W/cm2.

Initial Experiments

Initial experiments at AURORA have focused all 48

beams to a spot of the order of 400 pm on a flat plate target.

In Fig. 20 we show typical x-ray images of the plasma

created by such irradiation. The six spots are all images of

the same shot but filtered differently to pass different photon

energy bands. Strong emission in the region of -1.5 KeV

indicates significant plasma heating (>500 eV). The incident

flux on target on this shot was of the order of 30 TW/cm2.

AURORA has thus been shown (in its fully multiplexed and

integrated mode) to produce on-target fluxes that are relevant

to inertial fusion work.

In Fig. 21 we show a soft x-ray spectrum obtained on

another shot very similar to the one that produced the x-ray

images in Fig. 20. This spectrum indicates intense soft x-

ray emission (of a few hundred joules). These tests thus

begin the very important studies of conversion of laser light

to x rays with ultraviolet lasers.

The x-ray images shown in Fig. 20 indicate relatively

smooth spatial profiles. Although no work has been done on

optimization (or on utilization of special techniques such as

ISI), the initial quality is encouraging.
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~t
-1.3 KeV x-rays

-1.8 KeV x-rays

Fig. 20. X-ray images (showing equal intensity contours) of

the plasma created by the interaction of ultraviolet lightj-om

the AURORA laser with a flat gold target.

Projections for Future Experimental Work
at AURORA

Much of AURORA’s experimental effort will be devoted

to the study of processes relevant to indirect drive targets,

which is discussed elsewhere.

With its ability to produce smooth spatial beam profiles,

AURORA will be very useful in direct drive unstable

hydrodynamic experiments. In Fig. 22 we illustrate some of

the conditions that can be achieved with typical AUROW

parameters. This is a promising parameter regime of

hydrodynamic experiments.

In Fig. 23 we show the parameter regime relevant to

long scalelength plasma studies that is accessible with

AURORA. The ability of AURORA to operate with widely

varying pulse shapes and lengths should be extremely useful

in this work.

AUROIU will initially operate with 5-ns pulses

generated either with a Los Alamos built front end or a

special oscillator supplied by the Naval Research Laboratory.

Shorter pulse capability should be available soon after.

Because the interpulse spacing in the amplifiers is 5 ns,

multiplexing this front end pulse maintains a roughly

continuous loading on the amplifier. The Los Alamos

oscillator is capable of injecting both shorter, longer, and

shaped pulses. Because the storage time in the large KrF

amplifiers is several nanoseconds, 2-ns pulses will extract

essentially the same energy as the nominal 5-ns pulse.

Kinetics calculations also indicate that ASE lasers will not

significantly deplete the available energy.

Laser propagation/energy extraction calculations also

indicate that propagation of shaped pulses in multiplexed,

saturated laser chains like AURORA is straightforward.

Figure 24 shows a sample model calculation of a 4-ns

Gaussian pulse with a 30-ns low-level “foot” propagated

through such a laser chain. Only a small fluctuation is

imposed on the “foot” due to energy extraction competition

with previous pulses in the multiplexed chain. The short-

pulse capability of AURORA will be tested in early

experiments to benchmark the kinetics code predictions and

increase the confidence in the shaped-pulse propagation

calculations.

AURORA should thus be able to perform a large variety

of pulse-shaped experiments while at the same time having

the flexibility to do experiments in a wide range of

irradisnces.
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Fig. 21. Intense soft x-ray spectrum produced in a laser target experiment on the AURORA laser system.
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Fig. 22. Illustration of a typical AURORA parameter

regime relevant to basic hydrodynamic studies.
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Fig. 23. Plasma parameter regime accessible with the

AURORA laser.
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Fig. 24. Model calculation of the propagation of a highly

shaped pulse through the AURORA laser chain. Such

petfornrance should be very useful in early shaped pulse

shock andfoil acceleration studies.
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V. KrF LASER DEVELOPMENT

A. HISTORY OF KrF LASER DEVELOPMENT

Joseph F. F&wira

The Los Alamos National Laboratory has been actively

engaged in the development of high-power gas lasers for

inertial confinement fusion applications for twenty years.

The Los Alamos invention of a scalable electron-beam

pumping technology by Boyer, Fenstermacher, Leland,

Nutter, and Rink in 1969 (Fenstermacher et al. 1971)

revolutionized the scalability limits of gas lasers and

allowed the construction of large-aperture, multikilojoule

devices. The Los Alamos program began with highly

efficient long wavelength molecular lasers based on C02.

This very successful laser development program culminated

in the operation in 1983 of the Antares laser at the 35-

kilojoule level (40 TW of power). Based on results from

the target experimental programs in the early 1980s, a

national shift in the required laser wavelength occurTed, and

the Los Alamos ir laser program was terminated in favor of

the short wavelength KrF gas laser.

The KrF laser is relatively new to the ICF community;

it was demonstrated in 1975 (Brau and Ewing 1975),

followed immediately by other confirmations of

spectroscopy and Iasing (Brau 1975; Ewing and Brau 1975;

Auh et al. 1975; Mangano and Jacob 1975; Searles and Hart

1975; and Tisone et al. 1975). The development of high

peak power KrF laser technology for Inertial Confinement

Fusion (ICF) applications is actively in progress throughout

the world with major facilities underway in Japan, Canada,

England, the USSR, and the US. Because of the newness of

the technology, most of these efforts are a strong mixture of

facility engineering, advanced technology research and

development, and advanced conceptual design studies. The

Los Alarnos National Laboratory KrF laser development

program is probably the largest d’ort in the world. It

addresses both near-term integrated laser demonstrations and

longer-term advanced design concepts and technology

advancements required for larger fusion laser systems. In

this section we will review the basic features of the KrF

lasers, describe the status of the worldwide KrF technology

Zneti”al Confhwn.ent Fuswn at Los AZamos: Progress Since 1985

program, provide an overview of the Los Alamos laser

development program, describe current progress on the near-

term technical activities, and discuss the future directions of

the Los Alamos KrF laser development program.

BASIC FEATURES OF THE KrF LASER

KrF lasers operate by electrically pumping high-
-pressure gas mixtures of krypton (Kr), fluorine (F2), and a

ballast gas such as argon (Ar) with self-sustained electrical

discharges or with high-energy electron-beams. The

electrical excitation initiates a complex chain of reactions

that result in the production of the krypton fluoride (KrF*)

molecule and various absorbers. The KrF* molecule can

then Iase to the unbound lower level, emitting a photon at

248 nm. The upper state lifetime is very fast in the excited

KrF molecule, and storage times are limited to

approximately 5 ns by quenching and spontaneous

emission. KrF is the second most efficient member of a

class of excimer lasers that also include the well-studied

XeCl (Iasing at 308 rim), XeF (lasing at 351 rim), and ArF

(Iasing at 193 rim), which is the most efficient.

A unique combination of features appears to make the

KrF laser well suited as a driver for inertial confinement

fusion drivers. These features are summarized below. They

will be discussed in more detail in the following sections of

this chapter.

● The laser directly operates at 248 nm, optimizing the

ICF target efficiency without added wavelength

conversion complexity.

● Unlike other ICF lasers, the KrF laser is basically not a

storage laseq it prefers to operate in the continuous

energy extraction mode. Because of this feature, loaded

KrF amplifiers tend to be very linear with little temporal

pulse shape distortion. This allows for very robust

1
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pulse-shaping capability that may prove absolutely

essential for efficient target performance.

● Electron-beam pumped KrF lasers are scalable to large

energies in a single module. This feature has been

clearly demonstrated by amplifier architectures now under

development. The AURORA large aperture module has

already demonstrated 10 KJ extracted from a 2000:1

volume, and advanced Los Alamos designs wiU explore

the 50-KJ to 250-KJ region.

● The laser operates with a broad Iasing bandwidth in

excess of 200 cm-1 that allows the use of spatial and

temporal smoothing techniques for both direct and

indirect target drive applications.

● Although all of the current ICF related KrF laser

technology development programs are emphasizing

single-shot facilities, the basic design features of the KrF

gas laser will permit extensions to repetitively pulsed

devices in the future, if commercial energy applications

are pursued.

● The laser medium is a nondamaging gas, eliminating the

need for extensive protection systems to insure the

survivability of the laser medium. This feature also

allows KrF to readily adapt to multiple-pulse operation

for commerical applications.

WORLDWIDE PROGRESS

Since their invention in 1975 by Brau and Ewing,

excimer lasers have been the subject of steady and increasing

interest. Major progress has been made in the commercial

development of high average power devices, with I-KW

devices being actively developed on several continents

through private companies or industrial consortia. More

recent interest has centered on the development of high peak

power devices as potential replacements for harmonically

converted glass lasers in inertial confinement fusion and

atomic physics applications. Active research and

technology programs are in progress in the United States

and competitive programs are being pursued in Japan,

Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the Soviet

Union. These programs have led to a series of first-

generation, integrated laser-target systems that are in design,

construction, or testing. Table 1 shows a current

compilation of these laser systems. The Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) RAPIER system

was operated briefly in the early 1980s and then

decommissioned. The SPRITE laser, built at the

Rutherford-Appelton Laboratories in the United IGngdom,

was the first truly high-power KrF facility in operation.

The UK government has approved an upgrade of this facility

to the 3-KJ level and designs are currently in progress for

the 100-KJ Euro-laser. The Naval Research Laborato~

(NRL) is the other DOE US participant in the KrF laser

development program. NRL has started construction of the

NIKE laser that will produce 2-4 KJ. The University of

Alberta at Edmonton is proposing to build a 1-KJ facility,

utilizing some of the components from the LLNL RAPIER

laser that have been provided by the DOE through a joint

US/Canada protocol. Several Japanese universities are

actively involved in the pursuit of KrF LASERS; the major

operating facility in operation is the ASHURA laser at the

Electro-Technical Laboratory of the University of Tokyo.

In addition, the Kurchatov Institute of the USSR is

constructing a KJ-class KrF facility in collaboration with

Evremov Electro-Technical Institute and is pursuing

conceptual designs for a 10-KJ class device. All of these

facilities are based on electron-beam pumped KrF laser

technology; they employ several different optical

architectures and different design philosophies. This broad

array of activities will continue to enrich the technology

available to KrF lasers and to improve the performance and

reduce the cost of many system components.

TABLE 1. KrF Laser Technology Is Being Pursued
Internationally for ICF Applications

Laser System Status Enerpy Power

Rapier 1982 800J 1 x 101OW
(-LLNL)

SPRITE 1983 200J 3 x 109W
(Rutherford)

Euro-Laser -1996 lookJ variable
(Rutherford)

AURORA 1985 10kJ 2 x Iolow
(Los &mIOS) 1988 lkJ 2x Iollw

1989 4kJ 1012W

Nike 1989 10J
(NRL) -1993 2kJ

Rapier B 1988 100J
(U of Alberta) (proposed) lkJ

Ashura 1988 500J 5 x 109W
(Electro-Technical
Lab, Japan) (future) lkJ 2x 101IW

2 Inertial Confinement Fusion at Los Alamos: Pragmss Since 1!)85
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OVERVIEW of WF LASER
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

In the preceding sections we have discussed both the

potential advantages of KrF lasers and the international

effort now underway in KrF laser technology. The potential

advantages of the laser are well recognized, but they must be

demonstrated at current scale size in integrated laser-target

systems. More importantly, these advantages must be

shown to scale economically to the 100-KJ to 10-MJ sizes

required for future progress in the ICF program. The Los

Alamos laser development program is composed of three

major elements that are intended both to aggressively address

near-term feasibility of the KrF laser concept and to show

the way to the cost and performance improvements required

for future laser facilities.

● The AURORA Laser Facility is a 1-TW KrF laser

designed as an integrated performance demonstration of a

target-qualified excimer laser system.

● An advanced design effort evaluates the concepts that offer

the improved performance and lower cost that will be

essential for the construction of future lasers in the 0.1- to

1O-MJ class.

c A laser technology program addresses both performance

and cost issues that will be important in advanced laser

system designs.

Each of these programs is briefly described in this section

and will be described in much more detail later in this

chapter.

AURORA

The near-term goal for Los Alamos is the successful

integration and operation of the of the AURORA Laser

Facility at the multikilojoule level with powers approaching

1 TW. AURORA is a short-pulse, high-power, krypton-

fluoride laser system. It serves as an end-to-end technology

demonstration prototype fo~ huge-scale excimer laser

systems of interest to short wavelength ICF investigations.

The system employs optical angular multiplexing and serial

amplification by electron-beam driven KrF laser amplifiers

to deliver multikilojoule laser pulses of 248 nm and 5-ns

duration to ICF relevant targets. The design goal for the

complete system is 5 KJ in 48 laser beams. Figure 1 (on

the following page) shows a schematic diagram of the laser

system.

Vol. & Chapter V

Substantial progress has been made on the facility in

the last several years including the following highlights:
.

.

.

.

Demonstration of 96-beam multiplexing and amplified

energy extraction, as evidenced by the integrated

operation of the front end, the multiplexer (12-fold and

8-fold encoders), the optical relay train, and three

electron-beam driven amplifiers;

Assembly and installation of the demultiplexer optical

hardware, which consists of over 300 optical components

ranging in size from several centimeters square to over a

meter square;

Completion of pulsed-power and electron-beam pumping

upgrades on the LAM (Large Aperture Module), PA (Pre-

amplifier), and Small Aperture Module (SAM). The

SAM shows a 40% increase in deposited electron beam

energy, and the PA deposited energy has been increased

by a factor of two; and

Integration of the entire laser system; the extraction of

4 KJ from the laser in 96 beams; and the delivery of

1.2-KJ, 5-ns pulses to the target chamber in 36 beams

with intensity of 100 TW/cm2 on target.

ADVANCED MSER SYSTEM DESIGN

In the longer term, the national ICF program will

continue to plan for the construction and operation of the

next generation driver for ICF physics experiments. To

determine the applicability of KrF laser technology to future

generations of fusion drivers, Los Alamos has begun a

design effort to explore systems in the 100kJ to 10MJ

range. This Advanced KrF Laser Design effort provides

information to the KrF program on the design and cost of

future KrF laser-fusion systems and provides directions and

goals to the KrF technology development effor{. Because

no current ICF driver has demonstrated both the required cost

and the performance scaling, and because uncertainties exist

in laser-matter interactions and target physics, Los Alamos

is currently pursuing a range of advanced KrF laser design

activities: work is currently in progress to scope a 10-MJ

Laboratory Microfusion Facility (LMF), a 720-kJ LMF

Prototype Beam Line, a 250-kJ Amplifier Module (AM),

and a 100-KJ Laser Target Test Facility.

The purpose of the Department of Energy sponsored

scoping study for a Laboratory Microfusion Facility is to

examine a facility with a capability of producing a target

yield of 1000 MJ in a single-pulse mode. An example of a

KrF design that requires only minor extrapolations in

pulsed-power technology is shown in Fig. 2. This system

uses angularly multiplexed amplifier modules

1.3 x 3.9 x 3.8 m3, each of which produces 250 kJ of

248-rim radiation. These units are then arranged in a tnfold

Ineti”d Confinement Fuswn atbs Alumos: Progress Since 1985 9
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Fig. 1.

t!t=u
Schematic of the three major AURORA subsystems: target, optics, and amplifier (1 to I-).
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Fig. 2. LMF beam line shon’ing a tri-fold array of 240-.LI modules.
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cluster, to form an LMF beam line that produces 720 kJ.

These beam lines can then be arranged to produce the

required energy ranging from 720 kJ to 10 mJ.

KrF TECHNOLOGY

The current costs of all laser drivers are unacceptable for

an LMF scale system. To reduce these costs to an

acceptable level, we are currently structuring our advanced

technology programs to address the major cost drivers

identified by the design studies. Figure 3 shows the laser

driver cost by system for a design based on current

AURORA technology, compared to the design using the

250-kJ laser module described above. The optics and pulse

power account for 60% of the total cost for the AURORA-

based designs; this produces an unacceptably high laser

system cost. Advanced design concepts have identified

technology areas that can be improved to reduce the overall

system costs. The optics and pulse power costs have been

reduced to 1970 of the total system cost, and the total

system cost is reduced by a factor of 5. The KrF laser

technology development program addresses performance

improvements and cost reductions for the LMF designs in

the areas of optics, pulse power, and laser performance, as

well as those technical issues effecting system reliability

and modeling accuracy. Figure 4 illustrates the cost goals

for advanced KrF drivers, including the LMF. Also shown

are cost estimates from several system studies performed

over the last four years. These technology and cost

reduction programs will utilize a mixture of industrial,

university, and government laboratory involvement and will

lead to subscale technology demonstrations that are described

in more detail later in this chapter.

CONCLUSION

High-energy, high peak power KrF lasers represent a

promising new technology for inertial confinement fusion

applications. To evaluate this technology, Los Alamos is

conducting a series of integrated system demonstrations with

the AURORA Laser Fusion facility. Future applications of

this laser are being evaluated by a coordinated program of

advanced designs and technology development. If these

evaluations are successful, KrF lasers will provide the

national ICF program with an attractive future driver

candidate for the Laboratory Microfusion Facility in the late

1990s.

AURORA-based _ Driver independent

technology E3 optics
25-kJ amplifiers Et Amplifiers

1.5 J/cr# fluerrce ❑ Omer driver
❑ Alignment

t3 Catrol
❑ Gas handling

Zf Special structures

El Other

LMF technology
250-kJ amplifiers
5 J/cmz fluence

Fig. 3. Distribution of costs for current (AURORA) and

future (LA4F) technologies.
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Fig. 4. Estimated driver costs for KrF lasers designed for

ICF requirements.
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V. KrF MER DEVELOPMENT

B. THE AURORA LASER FACILITY

Louis A Rosocha

INTRODUCTION

Because of the attractiveness of short wavelength lasers

for inertial confinement fusion (ICF), the Los Alamos

National Laboratory (LANL) is investigating the feasibility

of high power rare-gas excimer lasers for ICF applications.

The prototype for this demonstration is the AURORA

KrF laser system (described in detail by Rosocha et al.

1987, HanIon and McLeod 1987, and McLeod 1987), whose

goal is to demonstrate the applicability of optical angular

multiplexing and serial amplification by large electron-beam

driven KrF laser amplifiers to large-scale fusion drivers.

Multiplexing is a technique for matching the energetic

component (-5 ns) of the required target laser pulse to the

longer electrical pulse time (-500 ns) required for practical,

eftlcient large-scale KrF laser amplifier operation.

AURORA uses a multiplexed 96-element train of 5-ns

pulses, which is amplified and passed through a

demultiplexer, where all pulses in the train are stacked in

time by using suitable time-of-flight delays. The laser

system is presently configured to deliver 48 stacked 5-ns

pulses to the target at multikilojoule energy levels. It is

possible to extract energy levels approaching 10 kJ from

the final AURORA amplifier for a power level of 1 TW.

This article describes the design and performance of the

front end, the amplifiers and the optical train, proposed

amplifier improvements, and the delivexy of demultiplexed

pulses to the target plane.

The AURORA prototype excimer laser will

demonstrate critical technologies involved in developing

KrF drivers for fusion and will serve as a test-bed for some

technological aspects of larger laser fusion systems. In

particular, AURORA will examine
. uniform electron beam pumping of large laser volumes;

.

.

.

.

.

optical angular multiplexing and demultiplexing systems

that are scalable to large system designs;

staging of large KrF amplifier;

uv pulse propagation over long paths;

alignment of multibeam systems; and

novel approaches to optical hardware that can lead to cost

reductions for even larger systems.

The integrated AUROR4 laser chain was fired for the

first time in December 1988. During the firing, a 96-beam

multiplexed pulse train containing approximately 2.5 kJ

was extracted from the final amplifier, and nearly a kilojoule

of this energy (780 J) was delivered to the target chamber in

48 beams. For this first series of experiments, a smaller

LAM mirror was used to extract energy from the central

20% of the full amplifier optical aperture. The full-sized

back mirror was installed in June 1989, and preliminary

target irradiation experiments were completed in August.

The integrated system performance produced laser energies in

excess of 4 kJ; it transported and focused 1.2 kJ in 36

beams to 100 TW/cm2 in the target plane.

KrF lasers are promising candidates for ICF because

they have the following specific target-relevant and

o~rational advantages:
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

short wavelength (which couples more efficiently to

fusion targets than either infrared or visible lasers);

decreased superthermai electron production;

broad bandwidth (which decreases deleterious nonlinear

plasma processes);

robust pulse shaping capability;

relatively high intrinsic laser efficiency;

high energy scalability;

potential for repetitive operation; and

nondamaging gaseous media.

Ineti”al C@inement Fusion at iks Alanws: Progress Since 1985 1
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Fig. 1. Angular optical multiplexing allows for eflcient energy extraction of long pulse amplifiers. A single 5-ns pulse is

split and delayed and feed through the 500-ns ampl[>er. After amplification the angle encoded time channels are recombined in

syneronism at the target. In the schematic shown this technique allows a power multiplication of x 100.

At Los Alamos optical multiplexing has been used to

convert a -500-ns amplifier pulse into 96 5-ns laser pulses,

because it utilizes existing designs and conventional optical

methods, as shown in Fig. 1.

An artist’s rendering of the AURORA system is shown

in Fig. 2. In this system, the front end laser output is

replicated by means of aperture slicers, beam splitters, and

mirrors to produce a train consisting of 96 individual 5-ns

pulses. These time-encoded (multiplexed) pulses, which are

spatially separated, are individually adjusted at the entrance

pupil of an optical relay system. At this point, the beams

are angle+mcoded (multiplexed) in one-to-one correspondence

to their time position in the beam train. The beam train is

then relayed through two single-pass amplifiers, the

Preamplifier (PA) and the Intermediate Amplifier (IA), a

double-pass amplifier (LAM), and then demultiplexed by the

decoder before being delivered to the target chamber. Three

automated alignment systems are employed to maintain

optical alignment: these are located at the input pupil, the

LAM (and its associated feed array), and at the final aiming

mirrors. To deliver short-pulse KrF laser energy to the

targets, a decoder (demultiplexer) optical system compresses

the multiplexed beam train into a single 5-ns pulse at the

target chamber. The decoder optics, the target system, and

the target diagnostics for 48-beam energy delivery are

operational. We have chosen to use only 48 of the 96

beams to demonstrate the principle of angular multiplexing

on AURORA to reduce system cost.

FRONT END DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE

The first baseline design for the AURORA front end

employed double Pockels cell switches to slice out 5-ns

pulses from the 25-ns output pulse of a Lambda Physik

Model EMG- 150 KrF laser. The contrast ratio of this

system was not suitable for target experiments because it

had too much prepulse, and the PockeIs cells limited the

repetition rate that could be used for final alignment to

l/rein. An advanced system incorporating a phase

conjugatemirror that had been shown to have some

beneficial properties was chosen to replace the Pockels cell

system (Kumit and Thomas 1989; Thomas et al. 1988).

This advanced system consists of a stimulated Bnllouin

scattering (SBS) cell as the return mirror in a two-pass

amplifier. Because the SBS medium is not a mirror until

threshold is reached, the prepulse originating from the

oscillator on the first pass is eliminated. The phase

conjugation also improves the beam quality, and a variable

duration pulse is generated by attenuating the input to the

phase conjugate mirror. Elimination of lossy Pockels cell

switches has increased the available output energy and the

repetition rate of the AURORA front end. In this report we

present some of the details and performance of this front

end.

2 Inertial Confinement Fusion at Los Alamos: Progress Since 1985
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Fig.2. Artist’s rendering of the AURORA laser system. Thepart of the building ontheright contains the front end, the

optical multiplexer (encoder), most of the optical relay train, and the amplifiers. The structures on the left house the optical

demultip[exer (decoder), final aiming mirrors, and the target faci[ity. To determine the scale, it shou[d be noted that the distance

ji-om the Large Apet-ture Module to the recollimator array is approximately 100 m, and the total flight path from front end to

target approaches 1 km. The entire system is now constructed and in the process of high energy operation.

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig.

3. A modified Lambda Physik Model EMG 150 KrF laser,

which contains two commonly switched discharge heads, is

used in an oscillator-amplifier arrangement. The oscillator

cavity consists of a 10-m concave HR mirror and a 60% flat

output coupler, separated by 1.25 m with a 1-mm

intracavity aperture, and a single dispersing prism to reduce

the bandwidth to -10 cm-1. The 10-mJ, 20-ns pulse from

the oscillator is expanded after it is passed through a clean-

up polarizer and then optically delayed to compensate for the

built-in delay between the discharge heads. The expanded

beam overfills the 1.5- x 3.O-cm cross section of the

preamplifier and is injected into the the preamplifier by a

9% reflection from an uncoated wedged beam splitter. An

aperture is placed at the focus of the expanding telescope to

prevent the backward ASE pulse from damaging the

telescope input lens if the oscillator fails to operate. The

ASE is focused at a longer distance and is rejected by the

aperture.

After one pass of amplification, the beam is focused by

a 25-cm focal length lens into the SBS cell, which contains
20 atm of SF6. A phase-conjugate reflection is produced

when the pulse reaches Bnllouin threshold; it returns

through the preamplifier for a second pass of amplification,

and the output is taken through the beam splitter. The

output pulse width can be varied by attenuating the

oscillator output. This increases the time it takes for the

SBS medium to reach threshold and a shorter pulse is

reflected. We can presently vary the pulse width from 1-ns

to 10-ns FWHM.

Inertial Confinement Fuswn at Los AZamos: Progress Since 1985 3
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Splitters ~ Attenuators

— Photodiodes

Joule

High
flections A

Scraper mirrors 2X beam expander

i i /
Lumonics amplifier ;/

\ 1 Oscillator and
Prism

preamplifier

EMG-150

Lumonics amplifier

I
Attenuators

Fig. 3. Schematic of A UROMfiont end consisting of a Lambda-Physik Eh4G 150 configured as an oscillator and phase

conjugate amplifier, followed by two Lumonics amplifiers.

The 1.5- x 3.O-cm output beam from the EMG 150 is

expanded with a 2x telescope to form a 3.0- x 6.O-cm beam.

This beam is directed to a pair of scraper mirrors that split it

into two 3.0- x 3.O-cm beams. Each beam is then single-

pass amplified through a separate Lumonics amplifier and

directed to the AURORA encoder section. As each beam

leaves the front end room, it passes through an uncoated

beam splitter that directs a small percentage of it to a

calibrated joulemeter and to a high-speed photodiode where

the energy and pulse shape are recorded.

We recently completed a series of performance

measurements of the front end, some of which were reported

in Thomas 1988. Listed here are some of the important

performance characteristics of the new front end.

Olitput energy; two beams of 475 mj each

(with a standard deviation of 22 mj) for a 5-ns pulse.

Pu[se width: variable from 1 ns to 10 ns.

Bandn*idth: variable, presently 10 cm-

4

Prepulse ratio: <10-7 (when ASE is filtered out)
Beam quality: 1.5 x diffraction limited.

Recent measurements were made with a high-speed

oscilloscope to look at the output pulse shape and energy

when we vary the pulse width. The experiment was

performed on one of the output beams, for a short pulse

(1 ns) and a long pulse (5 ns). Examples of the input to

the Lumonics amplifier and the output after amplification

are shown in Fig. 4 for these two pulse widths. The short

pulse energy was 409 rnJ, and the long pulse energy

505 mJ. The output energy does not go down nearly as

much as one might expect with the reduction in pulse

width, as a result of saturation and change of pulse shape in

the Lumonics amplifier. The output pulse has a spike that

is faster than our detection system can resolve. By

integrating the pulse, we have estimated the energy

contained in the spike to be 2090- 259i0 of the total energy

for the 5-ns pulse. We have several schemes for reducing or

Ineti”al Confinement Fusion atLQs Alamos: Prognsss Since 1985
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1 ns

Vol. ~ Chapter V

5 ns

150

Stage

Lumonics

Stage

Fig. 4. I-ns and 5-ns output pulses observed ajier the EA4G 150 and Lumonics amplifiers.

eliminating this spike, each of which requires some research

to become system operational. Among these are pre-loading

the amplifiers with a longer pulse, and using a saturable

absorber to absorb the spike.

Prepulse

The prepulse cannot be measured in the near field of the

front end because of the presence of ASE emitted from the

Lumonics amplifiers. The beam must be spatially filtered

or the measurement done in the far field. We chose to do the

experiment in the far field, using the AUROIW beam

tunnel. One of the front-end beams from the Lambda Physik

150 was propagated 128 m to the end of the beam tunnel,,

and subsequently to a vacuum photodiode and an

oscilloscope. Calibrated attenuators were placed in front of

the photodiode, and the pulse was measured. The results are

shown in Fig. 5. The beam was attenuated with 6.0 o.d.

attenuation, as shown in the top photo. The bottom photo

shows the pulse with the attenuator removed. This saturates

the photodiode and the preamplifier of the oscilloscope, but

still allows accurate measurement of the leading edge of the

pulse. We cannot measure any prepulse with this setup,

placing an upper limit of -10-7 for the prepulse. However,

this ratio is severely degraded by the additional small signal

gain with the Lumonics amplifier turned on, and a 5- to 10-

ns prepulse of amplified ASE(depending on amplifier

timing) is observed with an intensity of 3 x 10-3 that of

the main pulse. This will not be a problem with shaped

pulses because we will have a toe on the leading edge of the

pulse anyway, but it will have to be improved for other

experiments by the addition of saturable absorben (Bigio

and Thomas 1986) or Pockels cells. Some recent target

experiments have been performed with the Lumonics

amplifiers bypassed, and nearly as much system output has

been obtained in a cleaner pulse.
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(a)
Output pulse

with 6.0 OD attenuator

I

FVertical
500 mV/div.
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LQ
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5 ns/div.
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(b)
Output pulse

with attenuator removed
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Fig. 5. EMG 150 output obsersed 128 m downstream

with attenuation of 106 (a) and attenuation removed (b) to

examine leading edge of pulse as trailing pulse in (a) is

electrical reelection.

Summary of FronbEnd Design and
Performance

The phase-conjugate front end has provided significant

improvements over the previous front end. The operation is

a lot simpler, and we have nearly four times the energy and

better beam quality. The SBS cell requires almost no

maintenance because it is a passive device. Although there

are still improvements to be made, this front end has

performed well in the initial integration of target shots.

Near-term goals include additional control of the pulse shape

and further increase in prepulse ratio.

AURORA AMPLIFIERS

The main amplification chain for AURORA consists of

four e-beam driven KrF laser amplifiers ranging in aperture

size from 10 cm x 12 cm to 100 cm x 100 cm. these

devices are designated as the small aperture model (SAM),

the preamplifier (PA), the intermediate amplifier (IA), and

the large amplifier module (LAM). The characteristics of

these four amplifiers are summarized in Table 1.

The SAM is a double-pass amplifier that is placed

between two sections of the encoder (multiplexer) and

amplifies a portion (60 ns/12 x 5 ns) of the entire 96-beam

pulse train. It was designed to have a stage gain of -20 and

to deliver -5 J of laser light to the eightfold encoder.

The PA and the IA are single-pass amplifiers with

similar design and gain characteristics. Both have large

aspect ratios L/I) (gain length divided by laser aperture

width), operate at high stage gain, are driven by a relatively

low fraction of a saturation flux, and are only partially filled

by their input laser beams. Assuming a small signal gain

(SSG) of 3%/cm, the PA and IA were designed to achieve

stage gains of 50 and 40, respectively. For a typical drive

energy of 1 J at the PA input, the PA output was designed

to be 50 J and that for the IA is designed to be 2 kJ.

The LAM is a lower aspect ratio amplifier (L/D= 2)

than either the PA or IA. It is almost completely filled by

its input beams, has a high extraction efficiency, and was

designed to operate at a fairly low stage gain of 10 because

it is driven into the saturated regime by the input laser

beams. Assuming optimized performance, the LAM is

designed to deliver from 10 to 20 kJ of laser energy when

driven with an input of 2 kJ from the IA and operated in a

double-pass amplifier configuration. The LAM is the

largest amplifier in the AURORA chain and is intended to

address many of the scaling issues regarding large aperture

KrF lasers. It was first tested as a resonator to understand

the physics and engineering issues associated with the

operation of so large a device. Configured as a

nonoptimized unstable resonator, it produced in excess of

10 kJ of 248-rim laser radiation in the resonator cavity

(York et al. 1985).

The assembly drawing in Fig. 6 shows some of the

main parts of the LAM. Of particular significance are the

laser chamber, the output window, the guide magnets, the

water dielectric pulse-fomning lines (PFLs), and the electron-

gun (e-gun) assembly. Figure 7 is a photograph of the

LAM that was taken during the initial construction ph,ase.

The LAM is representative of all the amplifiers in the

AURORA chain, with the exception that the PA and IA use

single-sided e-beam pumping and the SAM does not use a

PFL. The pulsed power components for these amplifiers are

discussed in a later section.
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TABLE 1. Summary of Amplifier/Design Specifications

PFL Input output
Pulse e-Gun e-Gun e-Gun Light Light Clear

Length Voltage J (in gas) Am Energy Energy Stage Aperture
Unit (ns) &w (A/cm2) (cm2) (J-) (J) Gain (cm)

SAM 100 300 12 12X 100 0.25 5 20 10 x 12
PA 650 675 10 40x 300 1 50 50 20 x 20
IA 650 675 10 40 x 300 50 2000 40 40 x 40
LAM 650 675 12 100 x 200 2000 10,000 10 100 x 100

HV FEED BUSHING

E-BEAM CATHODE- Ih I l’i II l-”,fi.l-”a.l

WJ -’
GUIDE MAGNET COILS Y A

LASER
CHAMBER

7

. . . .

7PFL “.:

I
OUTPUT WINDOW --. ,

HIBACHI

DIODE VACUUM
ENCLOSURE

Fig. 6 Assembly drawing of the LAM. Shown are the laser chamber, the o!i!put window, the guide magnets, the water

dielectric PFLs, and the e-gun assembly. This amplljier is representative of the amp[l~ers used in the AURORA chain. It is

symmetrical in that it uses m’o sets of PFLs and two e-guns in a double-sided pumping arran,qemenr.
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Fig. 7. A photograph showing the AURORA LAM in its initial assembly phase. The main laser cavity, which is pumped by

two opposed broad-area cold-cathode e-guns, is located between the coils that provide the guide magneticfield for the e-guns.

The e-guns are housed in the vacuum enclosures adjacent to the laser chamber. Each e-gun is powered by a parallel combination

of two coaxial water dielectric PFLs, which are clearly visible in the foreground. Each pair of PFLs is charged by a separate

Marx generator; the tank visible in the background contains one Marx. On a routine basis, the e-guns deliver z 160 kJ into the

laser gas at electron energies of 550 to 600 kV and current densities of 12 Alcm2.

The stage gain, extraction efficiency, and ASE

characteristics for amplifiers like the PA, IA, and LAM have

been designed using a onedimensional steady-state radiative

transport analysis that incorporates bidirectional
amplification, nonsaturable absorption, and ASE in a self-

consistent manner (Hunter and Hunter 198 1). Assumed in

the model are a uniform gain region of length L and a square
aperture of dimension D on a side. The saturation flux Isat

and the ratio of SSG to nonsaturable absorption go/a are

other parameters necessary for the analysis. The saturation

flux is taken to be 1.5 MW/cm2. The main result of this

model is that the stage gain of the KrF amplifiers increases

as the driving flux is reduced. However, as the drive is

lowered, more energy is lost as ASE outpu~ therefore, less

coherent energy will be extracted at low drive. The single-

pass PA and IA both run at low drive, so they are fairly

inefficient. A harder driven doubl-pass amplifier such as

the LAM has relatively low stage gain but a relatively high

extraction efficiency. Consequently, there is a required

compromise for higher efficiency because double-pass

amplifiers will require greater optical complexity. We have

chosen to employ single-pass amplifiers early in the

amplification chain to minimize the optical complexity of

the system and to relax the front-end output requirements.

We then use a double-pass amplifier at the high-energy end

of the amplification chain to maximize the energy

extraction.

Figure 8 shows the predicted performance of the PA,

IA, and LAM as calculated using the model mentioned

above. The stage gain and extraction efficiency are plotted

8 Ineti”al ConfinsmentFusion at Los Aknos: Progress Since 1985
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as functions of the injection (drive) flux Iin for a family of

goL (gain-length product) values at a given value of go/cx.

We have designed the PA, IA, and LAM to run at injection
fluxes of Iin @ 0.4% I~at, 4% Isat, and 30% I~at,

respectively. These injection fluxes yield stage gains of

-50,40, and 10 for the parameters indicated on the PA, IA,

and LAM graphs, respectively.

VOZ. & Chapter V

was calculated by means of model that includes bidirectional

amplification, nonsaturable absorption, and ASE in a self-

consistent manner. The ratio of small-signal gain to
nonsaturab[e absorption coefficient gola is taken as -10;

the saturation jlux is taken as -1.5 MWlcm2. A family of
curves for dl~erent values of g& is shown in the figures.

The nomina[ design points area stage gain of 50,40,10

and extraction efficiencies of-1 O, 15, and 4070 for the PA,

IA, and LAM, respectively.

Injection Flux (1sat)

‘oo~ ‘0
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c
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Fig. 8. Stage gains and extraction efficiencies for the (a)

PA, (b) IA, and the (c) LAM plotted as a function of the

injecfionflux(expressedinunitsOfl$ar).Thisperftmunce
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e-Beam Pumping

Because the laser gain medium is pumped by an e-

bearn, laser properties are closely linked to the properties of

that beam as detailed in Vol. II of this series. If the electron

energy deposition in the laser gas is nonuniform, the gain,

and hence the optical beam quality, will be nonuniform as

well. There are four main sources of electron energy

deposition nonuniformities:

. variations in the spatial deposition profile resulting

from the energy dependence of the electron stopping

power in the laser gas,
. collisional diffusion of the e-beam in the laser gas,
. e-beam pinching in the e-gun diode, and
. temporal nonunifonnities in the e-beam energy as a

result of diode closure.

(Diode closure leads to a time-dependent impedance

collapse, which in turn results in a diode voltage that

decreases in time. This change in electron energy with

time results in a change in the spatial e-beam energy

deposition.)

The first nonuniformity can be avoided by double-side

e-beam pumping, which we employ in the LAM because of

its very large aperture. Collisionai diffusion and pinching

can be countered by the use of a guide magnetic field, which

is used in all amplifiers except the SAM. Impedance

collapse problems can be countered by proper impedance

matching in the diode and pulsed power components.

We have designed the AURORA e-guns to provide

reasonably uniform e-beam pumping of all the laser

amplifiers using the detailed pumping kinetics described in

Vol II, Chapter IV.

For the 20-cm aperture PA, pumping uniformity at 1-

to 1.5-amagat laser gas pressures is easily attained with a

fairly broad range of voltages. The requirements for the IA

are more stringent because single-sided pumping is used for

the 40-cm aperture. The IA requires -650-kV electron

energies for 1.5-amagat pressure. For the l-m LAM

9
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aperture, the required e-gun voltage is in the 600-to 700-kV

range for a 1.5-amagat laser gas mix. Double-sided

pumping yields a very uniform electron energy deposition

profile.

Marx Generators and PFLs

Typically, the e-guns that pump the laser amplifiers are

powered by a combination of Marx generators and water

dielectric PFLs (Rosocha and Riepe 1987). The LAM used

double-sided e-beam pumping and has two PFLs in parallel

for each of its two e-guns. The PA and the IA both use

single-sided e-beam pumping, and each has a single PFL.

The SAM also uses single-sided pumping, but it is an

exception in that it employs a Marx with a peaking circuit

in place of a PFL. Each Marx generator is of similar design

and construction, except for the SAM, which is a

commercial device. The SAM is a modified commercial e-

beam pumped laser. The PA, IA, and LAM will employ

15-stage Marx generators that erect to an open-circuit

voltage of -1.8 MV and to a voltage of -1.6 MV when

charging the PFLs. These PFLs are coaxial transmission

lines that use deionized water as a dielectric. The inner

conductor has a 61 -cm diarneteq the outer conductor has a

91-cm diamete~ the length of the line is 10.8 m. The
impedance of each line is -2.742, the one-way electrical

transit time of the line is 325 ns, and the energy storage per

line is typically 150 kJ. Each PFL is connected to thee-
gun cathode through an SF6-insulated tngatron output

switch and a high-voltage vacuum feed bushing. Depending

upon the particular amplifier, the output switches are

triggered from 1.2 to 1.8 ps after the Marx erection. When

the output switches fire, a voltage pulse of one-half the

charge voltage and twice the electrical transit time of the

PFL is delivered to the cathode.

e-Gun Assemblies

The e-guns consist of the following main components:

diode-feed bushing, cathode-corona shell, emitter, hibachi,

and foil. These components are housed in a vacuum

enclosure and maintained at a pressure of -5 x IO-6 torr.

Any of the e-guns (SAM, PA, IA, or LAM) is

representative of the design and construction concepts used

for AURORA, except that the SAM is considerably smaller

than the other three and differs in some details not

mentioned here. Figure 9 shows a cross section of the

LAM e-guns.
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Fig. 9. Cross section for the AURORA LAM e-gun

assembly. The LAM e-gun is representative of the major

AURORA desiees. It employs two parallel-connected PFLs

for each of its e-gtins in a double-sided excitation

arrangement to achieve uniform pumping across its 1-m

laser apertlire. The laser axis is perpendicular to the plane of

the jigure. The e-beam emitter dimension is 200 cm along

the laser axis and 100 cm transverse to the a.vis.

The diode-feed bushing electrically interfaces the output

switch to the cathode. This bushing is a fairly common

high-voltage design using 450-angled acrylic insulator rings

alternating with aluminum field-grading rings. The cathode-

corona shell attaches to the end of this bushing, and the

graphite felt emitter material is attached to a contoured boss

on this shell. Graphite felt is used for the emitter because it

exhibits a low ignition voltage and a reasonably uniform

spatial distribution of electron emission. The emitter area

for the SAM is 12 cm x 100 cm and the anode-cathode (A-

K) gap spacing is 3.2 cm, which gives a calculated 642

diode impedance at a nominal voltage of 350 kV. The

current density at the cathode is 35 A/cm2, with an

observed hibachi transmission of 3590. The PA and IA e-

guns are almost identical. Both have - 8-cm A-K gaps and

40- x 280-cm emitter areas, although the PA beam is

masked off to produce a 20-cm-wide beam compatible with

its smaller laser aperture. The PA and IA diodes are

designed to match the PFL impedance of 2.7(2 and operate

at a nominal cathode voltage of 675 kV and a nominal

space-charge-limited current density of 22 A/cm2 at the

cathode. The LAM cathodes have 100- x 200-cm emitter

areas and an A-K gap of-7.5 cm. The nominal design

cathode voltage and current density at the cathode are 675 kV

and 25 A/cm2, respectively, which matches the 1.35-Q

impedance of two PFLs in parallel.
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The interface between the diode vacuum chamber and
the laser-gas volume is provided by a titanium or Kapton

(registered trademark for polyimide film, E. I. DuPont de

Nemours and Company, Inc., Wilmington, Delaware) foil

of nominal 25-pm (1-roil) and 75-pm (3-roil) thicknesses,

respectively. The foil is supported by an aluminum hibachi

structure that typically has a geometrical transmission of

80%. The open-cell hibachi dimensions range from

13.5 cm x 1.6 cm for the SAM to 23.8 x 3.6 cm for the
LAM. The laser chambers contain the krypton/F~argon

laser gas mixtures at typical pressures in the range 600 to

1200 torr. The open-cell sizes and hibachi thicknesses are

designed to withstand the mechanical stresses resulting from

these pressure differentials. A more detailed discussion of

the hibachi design and an e-beam transport analysis is

presented in Rosocha and Riepe (1987). The transport of

the e-beam from the emitter surface to the pumped laser gas

volume depends on many factors. Among these factors are

the properties of the cathode emitter (emission uniformity in

particular), scattering of the e-beam by the foil and laser gas,

energy loss in the foil, obstruction by the hibachi and other

mechanical support structures, and the uniformity of the

applied guide magnetic field. Typically, the transport

efficiency is <50%, although this depends to a large extent

on the relative dominance of the previously mentioned

factors.

Guide Magnets

Electromagnet coil pairs of quasi-HelmhoItz

configuration are installed on all amplifiers but the SAM.

The coiled pairs are symmetrically placed about the center of

the laser chambers and provide nearly uniform magnetic

fields parallel to the e-beam paths. These fields stabilize the

e-beams against self-pinching and reduce collisional

diffusion losses in the laser-gas volume.

The degree of beam pinching is related to the magnitude

and direction of the self-magnetic field, which depends on

the total beam current and the diode geometry. A device like

the SAM has a small self-field that generates little beam

pinching; therefore, it does not require a guide magnetic field

to overcome the self-field. The PA, IA, and LAM have

fairly huge self-magnetic fields; thus the use of guide fields

for these devices is mandatory. Loss of electrons from

collisional diffusion is most important for diffusion

perpendicular to the field direction. This diffusion is

dependent on the mean-free-path of the electrons in the gas

and the radius of the electron gyration about the field lines

(Lamer radius). For large magnetic fields, diffusion

perpendicular to the field direction is inversely proportional

to the field strength.

The main engineering considerations for the guide field

are the magnitude of the applied field, the field tilt angle,

and the spatial uniformity of the field.

If the guide field is sufficiently strong, it will add with

the beam’s own self-field in such a way as to produce a

resultant field nearly parallel to the beam direction. The

electrons within the beam will follow the resultant magnetic

field lines in a helical orbit. If the deviation of the field

lines from the normal to the cathode is small, the electrons

will be transmitted with high efficiency through the hibachi

and foil into the laser gas. If the deviation is larger, more

beam current is intercepted by the hibachi ribs, which

results in inefficient transmission. Once inside the laser-gas

volume, the electrons will still be constrained to spiral

along the field lines rather than scatter out. Practical

experience has shown that the magnitude of the required

guide magnetic field is generally a few times that of the self-

field. Using a higher magnetic field strength is not

advantageous because the closure velocity for the A-K gap

increases with increasing applied field strength. This

procedure can lead to excessive cathode voltage fall-off and a

consequent change in the pumping uniformity if the closure

is too fast.

Tilt angle raises two concerns: how transmission of the

e-beam through the hibachi is affected and how the size of

the beam cross section is reduced. We have designed the

guide field tilt at the hibachi to be +“ for all the amplifiers.

This keeps the transmission reduction resulting from the tilt

<5%. Tilt at the cathode reduces the beam size, which may

leave unpumped regions near the edge of the laser cavity.

We have designed the guide magnets to allow a tilt at the

cathode of-1 OO. This tilt results in a beam size reduction of

-8% for the PA, 47. for the IA, and 2% for the LAM.

The spatial variation in the magnitude of the guide field

along the laser-cavity optical axis can have two effects: a

spatial variation in the guide field can lead to changes in the

tilt angle of the resultant magnetic field, which gives a

spatial variation in the hibachi transmission; spatial

variations in the guide field can lead to spatial variations in

the closure velocity. Both of these effects can result in

nonuniform electron energy deposition in the laser gas. We

have designed the AUROIL4 guide magnets to have a field

uniformity of tlO!ZO over the length of the laser cavities.

This leads to an -8% to 10% increase in closure velocity

from one end of the laser-gas volume to the other, which is

not too severe for our applications.

The PA and IA coils have major and minor diameters of

5.5 m and 1.65 m, respectively; the LAM coils have a

major diameter of 4.2 m and a minor diameter of 2.6 m.

Typical fields are 0.12 to 1.18 T for the PA and IA, and 0.2

to 0.3 T for the LAM. We found the measured total
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deviation in the field from the PAfL4 coils to be -10%

along the major axis and 55% along the minor axis. The

usual magnet current wavefonm is a trapezoid with rise and

fall times of a few seconds and a few second plateau.

Optical System

The AURORA optical system is representative of

typical angularly multiplexed systems. It is designed

(Hanlon and McLeod 1987; McLeod 1987) to match the

long amplifier electrical excitation pulse time, determined

by electrical and laser kinetics considerations, to the much

shorter pulse times required for et%cient coupling of the

laser pulse energy to inertial fusion targets. Angle and time

multiplexing are necessa~ to accomplish this match.

Distance is used to provide the time delays needed to time

encode a 96-beam pulse train of 5-ns pulses. The 96 pulses

are produced by a combination of aperture division (12-fold)

and beam splitting (8-fold) . These pulses are spatially

separated, angle-encoded, and sequentially passed through the

KrF laser amplifier chain to produce an amplified 480-ns

pulse train. This amplified pulse train is decoded after the

final amplifier, using distance to take out the time delays;

then all pulses in the train are delivered simultaneously to

the fusion target. The major parts of the system are as

follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

an optical encoder that replicates the 5-ns front-end

output pulses to produce a pulse train 480 ns in length

consisting of 96 separate beams placed head-to-tail in

time;

an angle encoder that spatially separates the beams

through the amplifiers and helps direct them so that they

Can be decod@

a centered optical system that relays the beams through

the amplifiers so that they expand and fill the active gain

volum%

an optical decoder to delay the earlier pulses in the pulse

train relative to the later pulses so that they all arrive at

the target simultaneously;

a set ofjlnal aiming mirrors and focusing lenses that

direct the beams onto the targeq

isolated beam enclosures to provide a stable optical

environment for the propagation of the uv beams; and

three optical alignment systems that control the

alignment of the encoder, the final amplifier mirror, and

the final target chamber aiming mirrors.

Figure 10 on the following page shows a plan view of

the optical layout within the AURORA laser building.

D
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Temporal Encoding

The front-end oscillator-amplifiers deliver two 5-ns

pulses with two identical apertures to the encoder. The

beam sizes are then shaped with prisms to the aspect ratio

required for encoding. One beam is delayed by 30 ns with

respect to the other, and both are expanded by parabolic-

optics telescopes to an aperture size of -15 x 23 cm. The

expanded beams are divided spatially into six parts, each

7 cm x 7 cm in size, with each part given a 5-ns time

delay. This division produces a 12-element, 60-ns-long

pulse train. The pulse train is then directed through one

10- x 12-cm aperture SAM amplifier in a double-pass

mode with the use of 12 flat mirrors, which are part of a

24-element array. After amplification, the pulse train is

returned to the second half of the 24-element mirror array,

which creates a bundle of 12 parallel beams from the train.

The bundle of 12 beams is handled as a unit by three stages

of serial 50/50-intensity beam splitters, which produce an

8-fold replication to 96 beams. The time delays required to

obtain the final 480-ns composite pulse are obtained by

judicious location of the beam splitters. Figure 11 shows

photographs of some of the optical elements that comprise

the 8-fold encoder sections.

The decision to place the 12-fold aperture division first

in the encoding process was based on the following

considerations:

.

.

.

.

Divergence and aiming problems in the front end are

reduced by immediate expansion.

A convenient station for the input-output array for the

SAM amplifier results from this placement.

Aperture division with a low beam count avoids the use

of a very large expansion telescope or the use of several

parallel telescopes.

Intensity division as the second process provides more

flexibility in fitting long time delays in the existing

building.

The use of a multistage intensity division beam splitter

placed stringent requirements on the splitting accuracy of

each stage. For three stages, it was necessary to specify a

2% tolerance on the intensity division, even when driving

saturated amplifiers. The design of the beam splitters was

made even more stringent by both the building constraints

and mechanical complexity. It is not possible to pack the

beam splitters mechanically in a tight configuration as is

done in the mirror arrays because the mounts cannot be

hidden behind the optical components. Therefore, to keep

the beam array compact, we use large31- x 45-cm beam-

splitting elements, each handling 12 beams.

Inertial Confinement Fusion otLos Abnos: Progress Since 1985
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Aurora Facility

w
Fig. 10. AURORA system layout plan view (a number of details have been omitted for simplicity of presentation).

x ‘-m
Fig. 11. A photograph showing a portion of the 8~old

encoder. The 8-fold replication of the pulse train j70m the

12-fold encoder is accomplished with three stages of beam

splitters resulting in 96 separate beams. Judicious

placement of the beam splitters permits the proper time

de[ays to obtain the 480-ns pulse train. Each of the beam-

splitter elements is a coated fused-silica slab 30 cm x 46

cm x 8 cm in thickness and has a 50:50 B Yo splitting
1: ratio. The beam splitters are held in a motorized mount that

m—e.- is attached to the heavy stands.=.
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Angular Multiplexing

In the temporal encoder, the beams are collimated and

spatially distinct. They follow parallel paths to an 8 x 12

array of 96 separate flat mirrors called the input pupil array

(shown in Fig. 12). It is here that the individual beams are

angularly multiplexed; i.e., the beam paths are now slightly

separated in angle. The angle of an extreme chief ray is 6.5°

from the bundle centerline, whereas the channel-to-channel

beam separation is -1” Each beam is a square cross section,

7 cm on an edge. The input pupil is a small square, 4 cm

on an edge. Therefore, the beams are 1.5-cm oversize,

which allows for a generous tolerance for alignment and

diffraction losses. This allowance also provides reasonable

dynamic range for the target alignment control system,

which must introduce offsetting pointing errors to

compensate for real errors that occur in the form of physical

changes elsewhere. The computer-based alignment control

system that controls the pointing of these beams, is

described later in this chapter. Each of the 96 mirrors that

comprise the input pupil array is controlled by a pair of

stepper motors that are interfaced to the computer-controlled

servo-alignment system. The chief ray of each beam in the

array is independently aimed at the input pupil of the

centered symmetric optical relay train.

Optical Relay Train

The primary function of the optical relay train (or the

centered optical system) is to transport the 96 beams from

the 8 x 12 input pupil array through the PA and IA to the

96-element LAM input mirror array. The relay train must

interface to the encoder, provide a means to fill the amplifier

gain media in an efficient manner, arrd separate the beams

for the decoder. The PA and IA, which are placed toward the

front of the amplification chain, are designed as single-pass

amplifiers so that the beams use common optical elements

throughout the relay train, thereby reducing the complexity

and cost of the optical train. Relaying the input pupil

through the amplifiers provides the best possible fill factor.

The first section of the relay train is a centered symmetric

lens train between the input pupil and the PA. This section

consists of five lenses that image the input pupil to the

output of the PA. From a purely optical design point of

view, this is the most complex part of the laser system.

Most of the system aberrations are balanced here because the

parts are relatively small and inexpensive. The design

employs two strong negative power lenses to cancel the

positive power of the rest of the lenses, so that the Petzval

sum and, consequently, the field curvature at the focal plane

behind the LAM input array are nearly zero. This design

allows all the LAM input array mirrors to have a common

convex curvature and to be mounted on a plane surface. In

this set of lenses, there is an intermediate focus that requires

a modest vacuum.

The next section of the relay train images the input

pupil from the output of the PA to ‘the output of the IA. It

consists of the lenses and a turning mirror. The beams from

the PA output are relayed to the second set of relay lenses

by the first turning mirror. The first lens in this set has an

aspheric surface. These lenses form a pair that provides an

intermediate hard focus that can be used for alignment and

spatial filtering. The regions of hard focus require a

moderate vacuum of- 10-3 torr to avoid air breakdown.

At the output of the IA, another lens focuses the beams

to a surface behind the 96-element LAM input array.

However, to fit the building, a turning mirror is required

between the IA and the LAM input array.

There are many factors to consider in this subsystem

design. The optical system must fit in and around the

mechanically large amplifier hardware, which must be placed

in predetermined spaces because of its size. The centered

optical subsystem must interface to the encoder, optimally

fill the amplifiers, and separate the beams for the decoder.

In addition, it must shape the beam envelope in a

predetermined space with lenses <60 cm in diameter because

larger lenses have prohibitive costs and delivery schedules.

The sum of the powers of the lenses must be nearly zero or

severe mechanical problems result.

It is convenient to think about the centered optical

system as a pupil-relay system. Figure 13, although not to

scale, shows the lens shapes and spacing. The first five

lenses relay the input pupil (position 2) to the back of the

PA ( 17). The next three lenses relay this pupil image close

to the exit of the larger IA (29), and the final lens (30)

converges the beams to 5 cm2 so they will be sized and

spaced properly on the final amplifier (LAM) input array.

One of the 96 beams is sketched to show a conceptual size

and typical path. In addition to relaying the input pupil to

the back of the PA, the first five lenses correct most of the

aberrations introduced by the entire lens train. Two of these

lenses introduce negative power to cancel most of the

positive power of the rest of the lenses, so that the focal

plane behind the LAM input array will be nearly flat; this

allows all the LAM input array mirrors to have the same

convex curvature and to be mounted on a plane surface.

Between every pupil image is a 96-spot focal plane.

Diagram positions 11 and 23 show the focal planes. The

focal plane at position 23 is inside a vacuum pipe;

otherwise, the amplified beams focused there would break

down the air. Positions 20,32, and 33 are turn mirrors that

keep the beam paths inside the building.
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?
i
:

Fig. 12. The 96-element input pupil feed array. This 8 x 12 mirror array angle encodes the A URORA beam train by directing

each beamlet through the amplifier chain at slightly different angles relative to the central optical axis. Each mirror is 10 cm

on an edge.

Inertial Confinement Fusion at Los Alamos: Progress Since 1985 E
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~

A4 A5
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30 31 32 33 34

LAM
IWJt Ray

—1

Fig. 13. A conceptual drawing of the centered optical system from the input pupil to the W input array. Distances are in

inches. Numbers identtfi the suflaces. Lens sutfaces AI to AS are mild aspherics.

The YYBAR (DeLano 1963; Shack 1973; Stavroutes beam line that corresponds to the point chosen. The line

1982) diagram was used to design the AUROR4 centered segments circle around the origin to represent a beam as it

optical system first-order layout. YYBAR is an progresses through the system. Line segments that are

abbreviation for the beam parametem: Y (half the beam parallel to the YBAR axis represent collimated beams

diagonal) and YBAR (height of chief ray). It conveniently because the beam size in this space, which is given by the

shows detailed information about the lens system shown in Y coordinate, is constant. Line segments that are parallel to

Fig. 13. Figure 14 shows the YYBAR diagram for an the Y axis represent a telecentric space because the chief ray

extreme angle channel of the AUROIW optical system. In for the beam is parallel to the optic axis. When line

contrast to the usual picture of an optical system, shown in segments cross the YBAR axis, the beam size is zercy these

Fig. 13, the YYBAR diagram is an end-on projection of points represent focal planes. When line segments cross the

beam parameters onto a plane perpendicular to the optic Y axis, the YBAR is zero and these points represent pupil

axis. The Y axis of the diagram gives half the beam positions. The line segment turns clockwise at a positive-

diagonal, and the YBAR axis gives the height of the chief powered lens and counterclockwise at a negative-powered

ray (center ray) from the optic axis. The coordinates of a lens. Area on the diagram corresponds to the Lagrange

typical point on the curve plotted in the diagram represent invariant times the distance between planes in the real

the beam size and chief ray height at the distance down the system. On the YYBAR AURORA diagram, the areas that
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correspond to the lengths of the two amplifiers are shown

crosshatched. The YYBAR diagram proved to be very

useful for first-order design for the following reasons:

. The diagram is especially convenient when designing

with the tight physical constraints that exist in the

AURORA facility.
. The entire system is represented on one convenient

diagram, which offers a system point of view.
● The required size for optical elements or containers

positioned along the beam path can be read easily from

the diagram.
. Component sizes and amplifier till factors can be read

easily from the diagram and adjusted during design.
. After design, the diagram proved to be a useful way to

transfer the system requirements to a lens designer and

to check if critical first-order properties were disturbed

when the lens system was optimized.

I , , , , , r f

10

5

>0

-5

-10
-lo -5 0 5 10

YB

Fig. 14. The YYBAR diagram for the AURORA centered

optical system. The numbers correspond to the sutiaces

identified in Fig. 12. The crosshatched areas correspond to

the PA and IA. (Units are given in inches.)

In addition to first-order layout, YYBAR diagrams were

also used to analyze single surface reflections from lens

surfaces along the centered optical train. These reflections

could damage components if the reflected beams were

amplified and then focused by the lens train onto an optical

element during the return transit. Figure 15 indicates

several cases where a lens surface is considered as a reflector.

(The surface numbers correspond to those shown in Fig.

13.) AURORA 17 is the YYBAR diagram when surface 17

is a reflector. From 1 to 17, the diagram looks exactly like

the AURORA baseline. From 17 back down to 1 is the

return path through the PA, the five lenses near the input

pupil, and the input pupil. The return beam comes to a

focus(Y= 0) betweensurface 3 and the input pupil. On the

Iw*”oJ Confinement Fusion atbs Alanws: Pro@ess Since 19S.5
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return trip, the beam at 3 is about the same size as the

forward-going beam, but now it has been amplified by the

PA. This occurrence has two detrimental effects: the return

beam robs energy from the amplifier, and it could damage

the lens at 3 (which indeed was observed in the AURORA

integration process). A plate with holes at the focal plane

11 protects the lens, and the first problem was evaluated

during the AURORA integration.

Surface 23 is at the focal plane inside the vacuum pipe

in a virtually telecentric space where the chief ray is almost

parallel to the optic axis. If a mirror were placed at this

position, the chief ray would strike it nearly normally and

the beam would return on itselfi consequently, at the break

points in the curve, the YBAR values and the magnitude of

the Y values for the beam coming and going are essentially

the same. Therefore, the graph for AURORA 23 is nearly

symmetrical.

AURORA 30 shows what happens to the return beam

when surface 30 reflects some light. If no precautions are

taken, the return beam would be amplified by both the IA

and the PA and it would surely damage lens 3 near the input

pupil. If a filter plate is placed at 23, the forward beam will

focus there and pass through the plate; however, the return

beam will be big and almost completely blocked. The filter

plate at 23, therefore, is a necessity. Reshaping lens 30 is

being considered to eliminate the return focused inside the

IA. A computer analysis was also carried out to find

potential reflection problems. The YYBAR diagrams

offered a convenient summary of those results.

We have also done detailed computer design and

analysis of the centered optical system. It has led to choices

for the lens shapes, lens splitting, and aspheric placement

and constants. The design goal was to have less than tl uv

wavelength of optical path difference for all field points on a

nearly flat field at the focal plane following the centered

optical system. This design allows all mirrors in the LAM

feed array to have the same radius of curvature and to be

mounted on a flat plate.

In the real system, the convex mirror final amplifier

feed array intercepts the beams before they reach the focal

plane at the end of the centered optical system. However,

the array can be set aside to examine experimentally the

system beam quality up to this point in the optical train.

Theoretical design of the centered optical system is not

the last word. Lens polishing specifications called for no

more than a quarter wave peak-to-valley error on the visible

transmitted wavefront. Tighter specifications significantly

increased the part cost and scheduling. These specifications

are sufficient to meet our target plane focused spot goals for

all the lenses except possibly for lenses near pupil positions

where each beam uses the entire aperture. The smaller

17 I
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Fig. 15 YYBAR diagrams for the A URORA centered optical system when one of the lens surfaces along the beam line acts as

a reflector. These diagrams are useful for understanding the unwanted reelections and also for designing hardware to limit the

damage they might cause. (Units are given in inches.)

lenses polished out significantly better than the is easy to see that, at the extremes of the bandwidth, the

specification. Pupil lenses met the specification and will be beams are not in focus. This is not necessarily bad because

satisfactory at least for initial experiments. The goal is to near-field spots are more uniform and tend to smooth out the

get 95% of the energy in an -200-pm spot at the target intensity distribution on the target. However, target

plane. Spending more time and money for better quality designers now want an even broader bandwidth range, MO

pupil lenses was not considered to be cost-effective during wave numbers, and a similar focal spot. This target

initial AURORA planning. System performance depends consideration will require some color correction for our

on many other factors that were not well known when the present design.

lenses were built, for example, front-end oscillator

bandwidth, the quality of the air along the propagation path,

parasitic, target plane requirements, alignment stability,

and the nature of lens polishing errors. So far, the front-end

bandwidth has the most influence on system performance.

Figure 16 shows spot diagrams for three field angles at three

wavelengths separated by ten wave numbers. The plots are

scaled as if they were imaged to the target plane without any

additional aberrations being introduced. From these plots it

18 Inertz”d C’onfkvnent Fusion at Los Alamo% Progress Since 1985
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Fig. 16. Focused-spot diagrams for three different field angles at three wavelengths within the HO wave number front-end

bandwidth.

We have fabricated, set up, and tested the centered

optical system in the AURORA system with all elements

functioning to first order as expected. The centered optical

system was a more difficult subsystem than we first

expected for the following reasons:

. The lenses are close to the amplifiers and need to be

moved frequently when amplifiers need repair.
● Dispersion in the glass over the required front-end

bandwidth requires that the design be color-corrected.
. Parasitic caused by multiple-retroreflections from lens

surfaces may be a difficult and expensive problem to

correct.

Double passing the amplifiers is just as easy as single

passing, may cost less, and solves the problems listed

above. If we were able to design this part of the system

Ine&”al Con@vn.ent Fusion at La AZanws: Progress Since 1985

again, and if building constraints were not a problem, we

would probably double-pass all amplifiers; however, glass

dispersion over a reasonable front-end bandwidth may

fortuitously smooth out the intensity distribution in the

target plane in our present system.

MM Input Array

The AURORA optical design employs a long flight

path after the IA to spatially separate the 96 beams. At the

end of this path, there is a 96-element array of small convex

mirrors. This array consists of an 8 x 12 matrix of small

mirrors very similar to the input pupil mirror array. The

mirrors in the LAM array are convex to avoid focusing,

which would cause air breakdown. The radius of curvature

of these mirrors was chosen to cause each beam to fill the

full 1- x 1-m LAM aperture. After a double-pass

w
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amplification in the LAM, the beams are then sent to the

decoder optics for stacking into a single 5 ns pulse at the

target.

Large Amplifier Optics

A large 1.1-x 1.1-m mirror and fused silica window are

required for the LAM amplifier: Several large square mirrors

have now been fabricated. These optical components pose

special problems for polishing shops. The phase I premium

quality mirror blank was polished while it was round, but

when it was cut square the part sprung about 14 waves, and

additional polishing time was required to get the part back

into specification. Based on that experience and the possible

requirement for refurbishing parts, the next mirror was

shaped square first and then polished with good results. A

full-size mirror is shown in Fig. 17 in the mount ready for

installation into the laser cavity. The mirror mount was

built at LANL and is capable of the submicroradian pointing

resolution required for demultiplexing.

Fig. 17. The LAM primary mirror in large four-bar jlexw-e

tilter. The ULE mirror 1.118 r# weighs 500 kg. The

deeply curved mirror shown n’as used in preliminary

extraction e~eriments; it was replaced by a II O-m radius

mirror for target service.

29

Materials and Coating Issues

The AURORA optical system requires materials for

both transmissive and reflective elements. The transmissive

elements consist of lenses and laser windows, both of which

require antireflection coatings for 248-rim service. The laser

windows are also required to operate in a fluorine

environment. The reflective elements are high- and low-

power relay mirrors, fold, and turning mirrors, as well as

expansion telescopes. These elements require high-

reflection coatings for both 248-rim and visible alignment

service. Beam splitters have both reflective and

transmissive elements.

Pyrex (trade name of Coming Glass Works material,

two-phase vitreous) is generally used for small mirrors.

Several other materials are being used for other mirrors:

Zerodur (trade name of Schott Corporation, two-phase

vitreous material with zero expansion coefficient near room

temperature) for one turning mirror, Cervit (trade name of

Owens-Illinois composite, semivitreous material) for the

large LAM mirror, and novel lightweight Pyrex for two

other turning mirrors (Hextex Corp.). The novel

lightweight Pyrex mirrors employ a sandwich design made

from Pyrex flats fused to a honeycomb-shaped array of

hexagonal close-packed Pyrex tubes. These mirror blanks

are considerably lighter and less expensive than conventional

mirrors made from quartz, Zerodur, or ULE (trade name of

Coming Glass Works material 797 1; synthetic, non-uv
transmissive, 7% Ti02, 9390 Si02). They cost about the

same as blanks of solid BK7 (Bomsilicate glass

manufactured by Schott Corporation) or equivalents by other

manufacturers, but they have considerably better temperature

characteristics. The material for transmissive optics is

generally synthetic fused silica. Coming 9740,

homogeneity grade C, inclusion class II, is a common type

used throughout the system (Coming Glass Works,

Coming, NY). The LAM output window is the largest

piece of this type of material; it is a fused silica monolithic

slab with a 1-x l-m clear aperture and a thickness of -7cm.

Smaller pieces of fused silica are also used for the beam

splitters and fold mirrors in the encoder.

Optical component coatings for 248-rim service are a

complicated issue because the technology involved in uv

coatings is still being developed. AURORA uses various

coatings produced by several different vendors: antireflection

and high-reflection coatings for use within the fluorine-

containing laser environment, 248-rim and visible alignment

service high-reflection coatings for high- and low-power

relay mirrors, and antireflection coatings for lenses.

Antireflection coatings that are not required to withstand

fluorine are made with conventional vacuum deposition

Inertial Confinement Fusion at J%sAlamos: Progress Since 1985
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coatings. Many of the mirrors in the fluorine-free beam

train use an aluminum undercoat to give high reflectance for

visible beam alignment.

High-reflection coatings from two different vendors are

found to be acceptable for fluorine service. These coatings

have damage thresholds in the 0.6 to 10.0 J/cm2 range, and

tested samples appear serviceable after 200 h of exposure to

the 0.570 fluorine laser-gas mixture. The material in the
highest part of the damage range is ThF4/MgF2, whereas

that in the lower part of the range is Hf02/ThF4. Both

have initial reflectivities of -97%; the smallest reflectivity

after fluorine exposure is %90.

Several sets of antireflection coatings for fluorine

service were evaluated. The material with the best fluorine
survivability characteristics is HfOflhF4, with a damage

threshold in the 1.6- to 2.5-J/cm2 range.
Other materials such as ThF4,/MgF2 and

ThF@a3AlF6 have reasonable damage thresholds but poor

fluorine survivability characteristics. In one test, low-power

relay mirror designs used an aluminum film on a Pyrex

substrate that was overcoated with a full 248-rim dielectric
stack of Hf02 and Si02. The aluminum film was intended

to give high reflectance for visible beam alignment.

Damage thresholds for these components are in the 1.3-to

1.5-J/cm2 range. The reflectance is 99% at 248 nm and

-80% at 514 and 633 nm. In the same test, high-power
relay mirror designs used a dielectric stack of Al 203 and

Si02 for uv service. The best samples obtained for these

designs give a damage threshold of 4.0 J/cm2, 99%

reflectance at 248 nm, and 90% reflectance at 514 nm. A

more detailed description of the AURORA optical materials

coatings experience is presented in Harden and McLeod

(1987).

AUTOMATED ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS

Multiplexer Alignment System

AUROR4 uses an electronic computer-controlled

system that analyzes digitized TV images to position

simultaneously the 96 elements of the multiplexed beam

train to high accuracy (Kortegaard 1987). This control

system is optimal and self-adaptive. Its algorithms

constantly determine the optimal number of samples needed

to resolve the actual alignment error for each of the beams.

A schematic diagram of the multiplexer alignment system is

shown in Fig. 18. The input pupil array does the angular

portion of the multiplexing task; it must keep each beam

aimed in its assigned direction with an accuracy of 30 prad

for first-phase AURORA and an accuracy of 2 prad for

second-phase AURORA. To control the 96 mirrors of the

input array, the beams reflected from these mirrors are

sampled and imaged on a TV camera as an 8 x 12 amay.

The image-plane position of each element of the image has

a one-to-one correspondence with the angular position of the

associated beam at the PA input pupil. Because each beam

overtlls the input pupil by a large margin, it is necessary

only to control the angular positions of the beams and not

their points in space. Positioning error information is

obtained by a sophisticated analysis of the video signal

produced by the far-field image of the beams at this entrance

pupil. Once the positioning error is determined, the optical

system is controlled by directing stepper motors to move

the input array mirrors until the elements of the image are at

the desired coordinates. Parallel processing of the alignment

error information for all 96 beams and the use of inherent

system noise in the sampling process lead to very short

alignment times. Using binary decisions on a noisy sample

space permits effective interplating across beam boundary

pixels to obtain precise and repeatable measurements of the

beam position, without recourse to time-consuming and

often unreliable sotlware curve-fitting algorithms.

The alignment of the 96 beams is maintained

continuously in real time, until the actual instant of firing.

The types of disturbances expected are step displacements

and velocity errors. The step errors result from mechanical

settling or adjustments and velocity errors may arise from

thermal cycling of the building or from drifts in the

alignment electronics itself. So far the system has been

able to align all 96 beams to a 2-~rad step correction

accuracy in -3 min. Velocity errors of 1 prad/min or less

have been controlled to 5-mrad total error. The velocity

correction is predictive, permitting continuous interpolation

and correction estimations during the times when the system

is an open loop. In addition, the measurement analysis that

permits the comections provides error histories of all the

beams, assisting diagnosis of significant disturbances.

By using two dichroic beam splitters, the far-field

image is constantly available without interrupting the uv

beams. One of these beam splitters inserts a continuous

wave visible laser beam before the temporal encodeq the

other beam splitter diverts the visible beam at the input

pupil. The visible laser is also used to perform an initial

necessary manual alignment of the encoder. The encoder

optics mounts are designed to hold the required coarse

alignment accuracy for long periods of time. The stability

of the relay optics that follow the encoder is also adequate

for the immediate goal of filling the LAM. A more detailed

description of the alignment system and the methods for

image analysis have been presented elsewhere (Kortegaard

1987).
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Fig. 18. The input pupil at-ray multiplexer alignment station feedback [oop. A dichroic beam splitter in fl”ont of the input

pupil rej7ects co-linear visible beams to a 96-spot focal plane on a mask with benchmarks. The spots are image-processed and

positioned relati~’e to the benchmarks by driving the input pupil array mirrors.

Power Amplifier Alignment

A second part of the alignment system is concerned

with keeping the input mirror array and the main mirror for

the final power amplifier (LAM) aligned. The LAM mirror

array is similar to the input pupil array, except that the

LAM array mirrors are convex rather than flat. The main

LAM mirror is a full 1-x l-m clear aperture concave mirror

having a 38-m radius of curvature for first-phase AURORA

and a 110-m radius for the second phase. The beams

coming from the IA are expanded to till the LAM by means

of the convex mirror array. The main LAM mirror

compresses the beams to a manageable size for feeding the

decoder. Control of this array is largely static; stepper

motors for the 96 mirrors allow the beams to be aligned

manually in the initial stages. Real-time control of this

mirror array is not required because mount stability and

overfill tolerances are adequate to hold the alignment for

fairly long periods of time. Static alignment of the main

LAM mirrors, however, is not expected to be adequate

because of the following: high-angular error sensitivity at

this point in the system; mechanical perturbations caused

by, for example, the gas pressure pulse generated when the

LAM is fired; the commonality of all 96 channels at the

main mirror (any misalignment causes all the beams to be

misdirected); and magnetic forces generated by the quick field

magnets. Therefore, full-time feedback control of the LAM

mirror is designed into the alignment system. This

alignment mechanism, shown in Fig. 19, depends on

viewing the mirror from its center of curvature; a clear

channel for this purpose has been included in the optical

layout. A position-sensitive detector and a small laser are

placed side by side at the center of curvatur~ the mirror

returns an image of the laser beam onto the detector.

Because the LAM mirror radius is large, only small motions

at the mirror are required to produce motions at the detector

that are easily within the step limits of the main mirror

mount control motors. We have finished the installation of

this control system and currently intend to use the same TV

camera/video analysis system and similar software to what

was used in the 96-beam alignment system.
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19. The aiming of the LAM mirror is accomplished by using closed-loop feedback control.

Optical Demultiplexer System

Because the ICF target requires a short pulse of -5-ns

duration, the 480-ns amplifier pulse must be compressed for

delivery to the target. The synthetic long pulse that feeds

the LAM consists of a train of 96 separate 5-ns pulses. The

96 pulses have been encoded in the multiplexer to an

assigned angle and an assigned time slot in the amplifiers.

These assignations are then decoded in the demultiplexer to

compress the long-pulse train into a single high-power

pulse. This procedure is accomplished by sending the

beams along different flight paths to the target. For the

AURORA demonstration, only 48 of the 96 beams have

been decoded and delivered to the target.

As a result of a deliberate simplification of the encoder

design, the pattern of angle assignments naturally divides

into four time blocks. Each quadrant of the pattern in space

(or angle) is also onequarter of the pulse train in time. The

design of the decoder is also simplified by handling each of

these quadrants as a block.

Figure 20 is a diagram that illustrates the demultiplexer

(decoder) layout. The diagram is foreshortened drastically in

the long dimension for ease of representation. The decoding

process starts by recollimating the 96 slightly converging

beams from the LAM and dividing them into four quadrants

of 24 beams. Two of the quadrants encounter a 240-ns delay

in the long separation tunnel after the LAM, which brings

the two halves of the 480-ns pulse train into time

coincidence. Two 120-ns time delays provided by the

shorter beam tunnels at right angles to the main tunnel then

Ineti”aZ Confinement Fusion at Los AZamos: Progress Since 198.5
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bring all four quadrants into time coincidence. This scheme

of decoding by quadrants is illustrated in Fig. 21.

A fine decoding process then provides appropriate 5-ns

delays to allow all beams to arrive at the target

simultaneously. Each beam must have an entirely separate

mirror location within the shorter tunnels. Space is

provided behind these mirrors for optical mounts and for the

location of final optical diagnostics.

From the fine decoder, the beams are directed to the

final aiming mirror array, which then aims the beams

through the final focus lenses and onto the target. The

precision alignment system required for final aiming is

discussed in the next section. A more detailed description of

the demultiplexer system is presented inMcLeod(1987).

The complicated path crossings produced by angular

multiplexing and pulse stacking do not allow isolation of

individual beam lines, either for evacuation or the control of

air motion; hence, the optical quality of the long beam

paths must be controlled. Propagation of the 248-rim light

beams over long paths in air is affected by scattering

(Rayleigh, aerosol, and Raman); absorption by atmospheric

gases; thermal gradients and turbulence; beam alignmen~

control errors; and optical component figure errors.

Practical experience indicates that good beam quality cannot

be obtained for modest path lengths (several tens of meters)

unless an environmentally isolated beam tube is employed.

In Rosocha et al. (1987), we examine how these

mechanisms affect beam propagation in the AURORA

system, report on experiments performed to characterize air

as a practical propagation medium, and describe the

construction of a suitable environmentally isolated beam

enclosure,

B
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Feed
Array

Large
Aperture
Module
(IAM)

!!
Amplifier (1A)

Fine Decoder

Fig. 20. Current 48-beam layout illuminating only one side of the tar-get-not to sca[e and with only a few beams show. A

240-ns delay is not required; a 120-ns delay is hidden in turn and grade changefiom separation tunnel into decoder wing.

Fig. 21. The pattern of angle assignments in the multiplexer naturally divides the beam train into four time blocks. This

enables the scheme of decoding by quadrants to be employed.
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Fig. 22. The final aiming of laser beams on target will employ a third, closed-loop alignment system using data reduction

techniques similar to the multiplexer (input pupil) alignment system.

Demultiplexer Alignment

To deliver laser pulses to the fusion target chamber, the

beams must be directed from the main LAM mirror and

through the decoder to the final aiming mirrors at the target

chamber beam cone. Except for the last mirror in each

beam path, each remaining decoder mirror needs to be aimed

only well enough to direct the light to the next mirror. All

optical elements in the decoder have been made oversize to

permit several arc seconds of static alignment error at most

locations. If necessary, the decoder optical elements can be

manually aligned from a remote location by motorized

mounts designed into the system.

The last mirror in each beam path is a final aiming

mirror, which must be controlled by a third alignment

system. This final aiming system does the largest measure

of the work in hitting the tiny fusion target. Its accuracy

must be one arc second or better, with adjustment steps of

an even finer size. An optical system, including an

instrument inside the target chamber, will image the focused

spot together with fixed optical benchmarks, directly on a

similar TV camera/video analysis system as used at the

input pupil. Figure 22 shows the final aiming system

concept. The software and control schedules for analyzing

the properties of these overlapping beams will be very

differentfromthoseof theinputpupil,butsimilarmethods

of high-speed data reduction will be used, and the effects of

repositioning each of the beams will be observed to

determine velocity errors schedules. The instrument in the

target chamber will be withdrawn only seconds prior to

delivery of energy to the target, but the velocity

measurements will permit continuous error correction

interpolation during that interval. (Predictive velocity

correction must be used in real time to minimize the average

error bounds.)

Because the final aiming mirror system is large and of

high mechanical Q, resonance stepper motor control of its

pointing schedule may conceivably introduce pointing errors

resulting from mechanical vibrations. Therefore, the target

alignment system may have to work in conjunction with

the input pupil system to minimize any such effects. In

total, overall pointing errors of.4 wad seem attainable

with a direct extension of our present methods.

CONCLUSION

We have described the design of the AURORA Laser

Facility. This system was conceived as a fully integrated

demonstration of the KrF laser for ICF applications.

This evaluation is now beginning with the completion

of all the hardware systems described above. Near-term

performance has been described by Rosocha and Blair (1988)

andRosochaet al. (1988).In thenextsection we will
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summarize the preliminary data from the AUROR4

integration tests. A separate section (Kristal) describes the

target irradiation apparatus system design and near-term

performance.
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V. KrF IASER DEVELOPMENT

C. AURORA SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Johnny E. Jones, Charles R. MansfieU Louis A Rosocha
Stephen J. Czuchlewski, Thomas P. !l’tn%er, and Robert G. Wa~

OVERVIEW

The AURORA KrF/ICF laser facility is now

operational, and the major activities on the system support

laser-target interaction experiments and investigations of the

laser physics of large KrF amplifiers.

Development prior to 1985 consisted of construction of

the front end, the large aperture module (LAM), and the

automated 96-beam input pupil alignment system. Progress

in 1985 and 1986 included LAM energy extraction

experiments, the construction of additional amplifiers, and

the installation of encoder and relay optics.

System integration through the Intermediate Amplifier

(IA) was first achieved in March 1987 and led to upgrades to

the amplifiers and the front end, followed by amplifier

performance studies and reintegration of the system in 1988.

The delivery of near-kilojoule level pulses to the target

chamber took place in December 1988. Initial beam-

focusing and target-relevant experiments commenced in April

1989. Reliable system operation with target irradiance of

100 TW/cm2 was achieved in August 1989. The system is

currently capable of firing several shots per day at this level,

and a significant increase in irradiance on target is anticipated

in the next few months.

EARLY DEVELOPMEN’r

Three major portions of the AURORA system were first

constructed as tests of the KrF laser technology required for

ICF research: the front end, the automated 96-beam input

pupil alignment system, and the LAM amplifier.

The original front end used Pockels cells to switch out a

5-ns pulse from a longer 25-ns pulse produced by a

commercial electric discharge-pumped, injection-locked KrF

Ineti”d Con&ement Fusion at Los Alamos: Progress Since 19S5

oscillator-amplifier system. The 5-ns pulse was then split

into two identical pulses that were amplified by two

commercial electric discharge KrF amplifiers, resulting in a

combined output energy of approximately 350 mJ. This

front end was adequate to meet the requirements for proof-of-

principle demonstration of the technique of angular

multiplexing, although it had an unacceptable contrast ratio

for the delivery of energy to fusion targets.

The 96-beam alignment system (Kortegaard 1986, 1985)

was constructed early in the program to demonstrate that the

perceived alignment difficulties inherent in a multi-beam

angularly multiplexed optical system could be overcome.

The alignment system at the input pupil to the main e-beam

pumped amplifiers aligned all 96 beams simultaneously to a

2-prad step correction accuracy in approximately three

minutes. Drift errors of 1 prad/min or less were controlled

within a 5-prad total error. This system ultimately received

an IR 100 award from Research and Development magazine

in 1986 as one of the 100 most significant research and

development achievements of the year.

The LAM was constructed early in the program to

demonstrate the scalability of e-beam pumped amplifiers to

large volumes. Its size was chosen to address issues

associated with the scaling of these devices to higher energy

and lower cost. Its initial performance in an unstable

resonator configuration is described below.

The results of these demonstrations of alignment

systems and scalable amplifiers have shown conclusively

that the basic components of KrF technology can be

extended to future system designs with low risk and reduced

cost.

1
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LAM Energy Extraction

In April 1985 the LAM was operated as an oscillator

with a confocal unstable resonator of magnification

M = 2.88 and an aperture of 1 m x 1 m. The pumped

volume was 2 m in length, and the resonator length was

2.64 m. The output window was an array of 32 uncoated,

fused silica panels with a net geometric transmission of

about 6090. The average output fluence was measured with

calorimeters at 1.01 J/cm2. When this value was corrected

for the transmission of the uncoated windows and the

obstruction of the window mounting structure, the total

extracted energy estimate was 10 kJ in a 600-ns pulse. The

average small signal gain was estimated to be 2.8%/cm.

Details of this experiment were reported by York et al.

(1985) and Czuchlewski et al. (1989a,1987).

Electron Gun Performance

During 1985 and early 1986 the Preamplifier (PA) and

IA were constructed, and extensive performance experiments

were conducted on the amplifier e-guns. It was found that

the e-gun voltage, current, and energy deposited in the laser

gas were consistent with the Child-Langmuir cold cathode

electron diode model (Rosoca and Riepe 1987). The LAM

was operated over a range of Marx generator charge voltages

from 40 to 60 kV. Typical cathode voltages were 450 to

600 kV with usual cathode current densities of 14 to

25 A/cm2 measured at the anode plane. Typical electron

energy deposited in the laser gas ranged from 80 to 165 kJ,

and the corresponding time-averaged specific pump power

ranged from 64 to 133 kWlcm3, as measured by pressure

jump calorimetry. Figure 1 shows the energy deposited in

the LAM laser gas as a function of Marx generator charge

voltage. The solid line on the log-log plot on this graph has

a slope of 5/2, which agrees within experimental error with

the calculated slope of 5/2 for an ideal Child-Langmuir diode.

Total LAM e-gun current and LAM electron current

density on the downstream side of the hibachi and Kapton

foil were also measured. Typical current densities in the gas

were 10 to 12 A/cm2 for a total current of 450 kA and a

cathode area of 2 x 104 cm2. The overall transmission of

the LAM hibachi and Kapton foil was estimated to be 43%.

With the more durable 0.002-in. titanium foil, the estimated

transmission was reduced to approximately 3470.

In similar experiments, the PA was operated over a

range of Marx generator charge voltages from 45 to 55 kV

and guide magnetic field strengths of 600 to 1500 G.

Typical energy deposited in the laser gas was 5 to 10 kJ,

which corresponds to a time-averaged specific pump power

2

of 75 to 150 kW/cm3. For low-voltage tests (<500 kV

cathode voltage) the measured e-beam current density at the

anode was 7 A/cm2. Figure 2 shows the effect of varying

the magnetic field strength on energy deposited in the PA,

indicating an optimum field strength of approximately

1200 G.

j’” ~
40 50 80

Marx Charge Voltage, Vc (kV)

Fig. 1. Measured deposited energy in the LAM laser gas is

plotted as a function of the Marx generator charge voltage.

The slope of the solid line on the log-log plot is -512,

which agrees with an energy versus voltage relationship for a

Child-Lungmuir diode.

1200 G

\

8E I I I
45 50 55

MarxCharge Voltage, V=(k~

Fig. 2. Measurements of the energy deposited in the PA

laser gas versus the Marx generator charge voltage for a

family of guide ntagneticfie[d values are plotted.
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Experiments were conducted on the PA using Faraday

cups to determine the spatial distribution of the current

density. Additional e-beam uniformity data was collected

using e-beam sensitive film mounted parallel to the foil at a

distance of 8 cm. Figure 3 shows three densitometer scans

of the developed film. The three different scans correspond

to different longitudinal cathode positions. These

measurements indicate a slight tip in the cathode vertical

plane, which was confirmed by mechanical measurements of

the anode-cathode gap spacing and was comxted. These

experiments showed that e-beam energy deposition was

uniform to within +15’%0.

Film 4(8 cm from foil)
3.5 # I 1 I 1 I

3.0 -

.$ 2.5

E
o 2.0
6
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-- Scan 4 – 2.54 cm Left of Center

0.5f -- Scan7-10.8 cm Right of Center
io~

-12 -8 -40 4 8 12

Distance Transverse To Long Axis (cm)

Fig. 3. Densitometer scans of exposed e-beam sensitive

jllm for the PA. This is a single-shot exposure with the

fdm being placed -8 cm from the foil. The cathode voltage

was -500 kV and the guide field streng~h was -1200 G.

Each separate trace corresponds to a scan transverse to the

long axis of the cathode at a different longitudinal cathode

position.

Initial Integration Experiments and
System Upgrades

Initial system integration experiments were started on

AUROR4 in July 1986 by coupling the front end to the

12-fold encoder and amplifying the 60-ns, 12-eIement pulse

train with the Small Aperture Module (SAM). These

experiments addressed the stage gain of the SAM amplifie~

the fidelity of the pulse shapes in the amplification process

and the integration of the front end, 12-fold multiplexer, and

one e-beam pumped amplifier (Rose 1987). The input pulse

train incident at the SAM is shown in Fig. 4a. The

measured average stage gain of the SAM amplifier was

approximately 12 for the 12-element pulse train, instead of

the original design value of 20. After the 12-fold

multiplexingandamplificationdemonstrationwas

completed, the 8-fold encoder and input pupil mirror array

were integrated into the test effort. The resulting 96-beam

pulse train produced by the multiplexer was characterized at

the input pupil to the main amplifier chain and is shown in

Fig. 4b.

a

b

Fig. 4. (a) Twelve-element beam train incident at the SAM.

(b) Ninety-six element beam train incident at the PA.

Subsequent system integration activities then involved

the addition of relay optics and the integration of the PA and

IA amplifiers into the AURORA system. System

integration through the IA was demonstrated in March 1987

(Rosocha and Blair 1988). This demonstration included the

temporal measurement of the incident and amplified pulse

trainsandthemeasurement of the small signal gains and tlte
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energy extracted from the PAand IA. The stage gain

measured when the PAwas loaded with the 96-beam pulse

train was approximately 43, compared to the design value of

50. The addition of the IA to the amplifier chain yielded an

output energy of 256 J. Although this energy was

considerably less than the original design value of 1 kJ, it

represented a major step in the integration of the entire

AURORA laser system.

The low output in the initial integration experiments led

to a series of upgrades to improve the performance of the

amplifiers (Kang 1988; Rosocha et al. 1988). The upgrade

to the SAM amplifier included the redesign of the hibachi to

improve the e-beam transmission from the gun into the laser

gas and the addition of a second diverter to improve machine

reliability through redundancy. The result was a 3770

increase in deposited energy and improved reliability. The

PA upgrade consisted of changes in the cathode and hibachi

to improve e-beam transmission, which resulted in a

doubling of the energy deposited in the laser gas. The LAM

upgrade consisted of a redesign of PFLs and bushings with

the major objective of improving machine reliability. The

new design also improved impedance matching between the

PFLs and the diodes and resulted in a 40% increase in

deposited energy. Table 1 summarizes the improvements in

energy deposition for the SAM, PA, and LAM amplifiers.

The original front end was also replaced by the new front end

described in detail in the section entitled “The AURORA

Laser Facility.”

TABLE 1. Electron energy deposition for upgraded

amplifiers.

Change Electron Beam

Voltage Energy Deposited

Amplifier (% of in Laser Gas HaKiware

Device maximum) Old New Changes

Small Aperture 93% 585 J 800 J Cathode

Module (SAM) & Hibachi

Preamplifier 92% 10kJ 20kJ Cathode

(PA) & Hibachi

Large Aperture 83% 125 kJ >175 kJ PFLs &

Module (LAM) Bushings

An IA upgrade was designed to increase the IA deposited

energy from the present value of 35 J/l at a cathode voltage

of 550 kV to approximately 100 J/l at a cathode voltage of

4
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770 kV and to improve machine reliability and flexibility in

laser staging (Kang 1989). This upgrade has not yet been

implemented because of the need to avoid interfering with

the AURORA shooting schedule but it is scheduled for

installation during FY90-91. An additional LAM upgrade to

improve e-beam transmission has also been planned.

Amplifier Characterization

A series of experiments was conducted to determine the

operating characteristics of the upgraded amplifiers.

Extensive measurements were made on the SAM and the

1.AM, and preliminary measurements were made on the PA.

The SAM small-signal gain (SSG) measurements

(McCown et al. 1989a) were made using the front-end beam

as a probe beam. The output of the front end was split into

five beams: four probe beams and one reference beam.

Measurements were made to determine the SAM SSG as a

function of vertical position in the laser medium, distance

from the foil, fluorine concentration, total gas pressure, and

Marx charge voltage. Figure 5 shows the SAM SSG

coet%cient as a function of gas pressure for two distances

from the foil for a Marx charge voltage of 70 kV.

Additional measurements were made to investigate the effects
of C02 contamination on SSG and the fraction of deposited

energy lost to fluorescence (McCown et al. 1989b).

Experiments were also conducted to determine the optimum

timing of the SAM amplifier for maximum energy

extraction. With a Marx charge voltage of 70 kV, a gas
pressure of 900 tom, a gas mixture of O.15% F2, 10% Kr,

balance Ar, and an input energy of 100 mJ, the stage gain of

the SAM was greater than 20.

41 I I I I I

●
●

● 7.8cm From Foil

A 15.3 cm From Foil
i

t)~
800 700 800 900 1000

Total Gas Pressure (torr)

Fig. 5. SAM SG \Is total gas pressure for tn’o distances
from the foil. Gas composition was 0.3% F2 10% Kr,

balance Ar. Marx charge voltage was 70 kV.
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For LAM SSG measurements (Greene and Czuchlewski

1989; Czuchlewski 1989a) a commercial KrF discharge laser

was apertured, attenuated, and split into eight beams. Seven

of these were used as probe beams with the eighth serving as

a reference beam. The seven probe beams were directed

through the l-m x l-m aperture of the LAM at seven

different locations. LAM SSG was measured as a function
of horizontal position, vertical position, F2 concentration,

total gas pressure, Marx charge voltage, and C02

concentration. Figure 6 shows the LAM SSG as a function

of horizontal distance across the aperture for a Marx charge

voltage of 50 kV, a gas pressure of 700 tom, and a gas
mixture of 0.3070 F2, 10% Kr, balance Ar. As can be seen

from the figure, tbe net small-signal gain was fairly

uniform, with an overall average of 1.43%/cm. The highest

gain occurred in the center of tbe chamber, and the north side

had slightly lower gain than the south side.

-- ‘“”~
.
cd
El”
m- 1

50 kV
700 Torr

I

-40 -20 0 20 40
South North

Probe Beam Position (cm)

Fig. 6. Horizontal scan of the SSG of the LAM. Gas

composition was 0.3V0 F2, 107o Kr, balance Ar.

To obtain quantitative information on the amount of

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) inside the LAM

chamber, two additional sets of measurements were made.

The second set of measurements was made in a restricted

volume using two horizontal plates mounted 20-cm apart in

the center of the amplifier. This procedure reduced the

amount of ASE and, hence, increased the measured SSG to

an average of 2.1 %/cm for the same conditions. The third

set of measurements was made with copper mesh screens

intercepting approximately 50% of the e-beam energy and

thus cutting the pump power inside the amplifier in half.

Because ASE is nonlinear, it was predicted to decrease more

than a factor of two, and the SSG with the screens was

expected to be more than half the SSG without the screens.

Using the screens resulted in a measured SSG of 1.O%/cm

and verified the ASE modeling. Figure 7 shows the effects

of ASE on the gain of the LAM for the full aperture and the

20-cm restricted aperture cases. The results of the SSG and

ASE studies conducted on the LAM were compared to the

calculated LAM performance curves shown in Fig. 7 and

were found to be in agreement with the calculations. The

anticipated near-term LAM operating range is indicated by

the shaded region of Fig. 8.

Gain measurements on the upgraded PA were limited to

measurements of the stage gain. With a Marx charge
voltage of 50 kV, a gas pressure of 750 tom, an F2

concentration of 0.3Y0, and an input energy of 0.5 J, the PA

output energy was 65 J for a stage gain of 130.

Measurement Deposition
3—
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❑

/

/
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20 x 100 x 200 cml

/
/
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o 1 2 3 4

go (%/cm)

Fig. 7. Gain calculations and measurements for the LAM

amplifier, considering the effects of ASE.
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Fig. 8. Plot of LAM ouput energy vs input energy with

near-term operating range.
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Final System Integration

The goals for the AURORA KrF/ICF laser facility

during FY89 were to

● complete the system integration and deliver kilojoule-

Ievel energy to targe~

● demonstrate reliable system operation; and

c deliver more than 25 TW/cm2 to the target.

In conjunction with the SAM and PA energy extraction

experiments, final system integration began in October

1988. In November, integration was completed through the

IA, and 550 J was extracted from the IA. Laser system

integration was completed in December 1988 with the

extraction of 2500 J from the LAM and the delive~ of

780 J to the target chamber lens plate in 48 beams

(Rosocha et al. 1988). Table 2 shows amplifier performance

on this first fully integrated shot of the AURORA laser

system. For this shot the full-size LAM mirror was not

available. A down-sized mirror with an area of 20% of the

full LAM aperture was used, which resulted in lower LAM

output energy and stage gain. Only 48 of the 96 amplified

beams are taken to the target area by the present AURORA

optics system. The energy delivered to the lens plate on this

shot was further reduced by losses on optical surfaces

between the LAM and the lens plate (estimated at 15%) and

by absorption of energy by impurities in the air in the beam

tunnels (estimated at 27~0 based on absorption

measurements) (Rosocha et al. 1987).

TABLE 2. Amplifier performance summary during first full

system energy extraction demonstration (December 1988).

Energy In Energy Out Stage

Location (J-) (0 Gain

Front end 0.9 –

Small Aperture Module 0.2 3.5 17

Preamplifier 0.5 65 130

Intermediate Amplifier 65 550 8.5

Large Aperture Module* 520 2500 4.8

Lens Plate** 780 — —

*Using l/5-scale mirror in the Large Aperture Module.

**48 beams transported to lens plate.

The full-sized LAM mirror arrived and was installed in

May 1989. Tumel air absorption was reduced to about 10%

by the addition of an air-handling system and filter bank.

Damage to the optics in the centered optical system had

occurred during the previous shot series that included final

integration and the delivery of kilojoule-level light to the

lens plate. These damage problems were substantially

reduced in the following months, but because a full set of

spare optics was not available, the gain of the PA was

reduced (by reducing gas pressure) to preserve the damaged

optical elements for as long as possible.

System integration was completed in June 1989 with

the first full-system shot to target. The shot delivered 770 J

to the target in 36 beams in a 7-ns pulse (FWHM), with

80% of the energy in a spot 600pm in diameter and

produced a target irradiance in excess of 30 TW/cm2.

System Performance During Initial Target
Physics Experiments

The first series of target physics experiments using the

AUROW KrF/ICF laser facility was conducted during

August 1989. The goals of this target shot series, called the

“High Intensity Campaign,” were to increase the irradiance

on target, to check out target physics diagnostics, and to

demonstrate the repeatability and reliability of the AUROM

laser system. Alignment of the laser system was

accomplished using the automatic input pupil alignment

system and the automated LAM alignment system. Final

beam alignment to target was accomplished manually

because the final target alignment system was not yet

operational. During this shot series, 36 beams were aligned

to target, and the remaining 12 beams were intercepted by

calorimeters at the lens plate for diagnostic purposes. The

second 48 beams were used for calorimetry and bum patterns

at other points in the system. Temporal pulse shapes were

also measured at several points in the system. The focal

spot size of the 36 overlapped beams on target was measured

by visible fluorescence from a uv-sensitive fluor at target

center and was confirmed using x-ray images taken with

filtered pinhole cameras.

The temporal pulse shape was measured throughout the

system using photodiodes with a risetime of 270 ps and 1.35

GSample/s digitizers (742 ps/sarnple) with typical system

risetime resolution limited by analog bandwidth effects to

approximately 435 MHz (590 ps rise time resolution).

Figure 9 shows the pulse shape at two points in the system

for the same shot. For this shot, the pulse width (FWHM)

at the output of the SAM amplifier was 2.3 ns, whereas the

pulse width at the decoder (following amplification by the

PA, the IA, and the LAM) was 3.5 ns. This increase of

about 1.3 ns in pulse width has been observed on all system

shots. It is believed that this difference in measured pulse

widths is due primarily to the difference in beam area used

6 Inertial Con@wnent Fusion at Lvs Abnos: Progtwss Since 1965
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for the two measurements. The photodiode at the decoder

samples the entire beam area, but the one at the SAM output

intercepts only the central 20’%0of the beam area. The data

suggests that the pulse duration of the beam center is less

than that of the edges. This is consistent with expectations

based on the spatial distribution of the gain of the front-end

amplifier and was borne out by other pulse-shape

measurements at the decoder. This and other pulse-shape

data indicates that the entire amplifier chain has good

fidelity, and that the shape of the output pulse can be

controlled by controlling the front-end pulse shape.

■ Decoder #20 (270ps PD)

1.0
❑ SAM Output (270Ps PD)

0.8 -
&

~ 0.6 -

.~ 0.4 -
z
x
cc 0.2 -

0
—

-0.2 I I
024681012 14

Time (ns)

Fig. 9. Pulse shapes measured at the SAM ouput and at the

decoder for the same shot with the front end conjiguredfor a

3-ns pulse (FWHM).

Optical images from visible fluorescence using the front

end only indicated a minimum focal spot diameter of about

350 pm for 36 overlapped beams. Since this technique

could not be used for full-energy shots, x-ray pinhole images

have been used to estimate the focused spot size. Such

images provide an upper limit of the spot size because the

plasma producing the x-rays expands to a larger size than the

actual focused laser spot. Figure 10 shows a pinhole camera

image of x-ray emission from a typical target shot. The

FWHM width of this spot is approximately 500 pm. Based

on similar data from all target shots, the spot size has varied

from 450 to 600 pm, depending on manual alignment and

the beam quality of individual beams for a given shot, which

is dependent on environmental variables in the beam

transport path.

Table 3 lists the energies, pulse durations, and calculated

average target irradiances for 11 successful target shots

performed during the August campaign. Energies were

measured using 12 calorimeters on the lens plate and

extrapolated to the 36-beam energy. Pulse durations were

measured in the decoder. The irradiances were calculated

based on 80% of the energy contained in a focal spot

550 pm in diameter. This produces values for the average

irradianceoverthe focused spot, not values for pesk

VOZ. ~ Chapter V

irradiance at the center of the spot. Because the spot size is

less than 550 pm in some cases (and may be less in all

cases), the values for irradiance are conservative. The peak

irradiance achieved is well over 100 TW/cm2.

500 urn

Fig. 10. X-ray pinhole camera image of focused spot on

target. 2X camera with 12-pm pinhole and 1.9-roil

beryllium filter mountedat450 to target plane.

TABLE 3. AURORA performance during high intensity

campaign (August 15-31, 1989).

lrradiance*

Shot 36 Beam Pulse Width (ti5~)

Date Enerfl FWHM (ns) ~/m2)

8/15

8/16

8/16

8/17

8/22

8/22

8/23

8/23

8/3 1

8/3 1

8/3 1

1290

1300

1130

960

850

730

910

580

940

840

900

7.0

6.0

7.0

4.5

5.0

3.5

3.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

3.5

62

73

54

72

57

70

88

49

90

94

87

*Average irradiance based on 80% energy in a 550 pm

diameter spot.

For the first three shots of the series, the front end was

operated in its normal configuration with two Lumonics

post amplifiers producing a total output energy of 400 to

Inertial Con@.ement Fusion at LQsAlanux Progress Since 1985 7
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500 mJ. The amplifier ASE contributed to the total pulse

width on target and resulted in a significant tail and increased

pulse width. For the remainder of the shots the Lumonics

amplifiers were removed. This reduced the front-end output

energy to 20 mJ or less, but it caused only a slight

reduction in energy on target. This allowed better control of

pulse duration, shorter pulses on target, and an increase in

target irradiance.

The maximum 36-beam energy delivered to target was

1300 J. This represents a 96-beam energy of 3470 J.

Assuming transmission losses of 15% on optical surfaces

and 10% to air absorption, the yield of the total LAM output

energy was approximately 4500 J.

A high shot rate and good system reliability were

successfdly demonstrated during the High Intensity

Campaign. A total of 13 target shots was fired within 12

working days. Two of these shots are not included in

Table 3 because minor problems in the LAM resulted in

low energy (-Q50 J) on target. One of these shots was the

first shot fired on August31. Following that shot, a LAM

output switch was replaced, and three successful target shots

were fired that day.

ANTICIPATED FUTURE SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE

The system has not yet been optimized, and several

near-term improvements should result in significant

increases in both delivered energy and target irradiance. The

most obvious of these is the removal of 12 calorimeters

from the lens plate to allow 48 beams to go to target and to

increase delivered energy by 33% over the present value.

Relatively minor modifications to the front end should result

in a 3090 increase in output energy. Replacement of

damaged relay optics will increase transmission into the PA

input by at least 25%. New optics and the further reduction

of retropulses and parasitic will allow the PA stage gain to

be increased by up to 50% (by operating the PA at the

upgrade design levels). Thus far the LAM has been operated

at a conservative Marx charge voltage of 50 kV for all

system shots. In the past it successfully operated at 60 kV

during pulsed power tests. Target alignment has been

accomplished manually, but the final automatic target

alignment system is nearing operation. It should result in

both faster alignment and better beam overlap for a smaller

spot. These improvements should allow maximum target

irradiance to approach 500 TW/cm2 within the next six

months.

The near-term plans for AUROW include the following

activities:

.

.

.

.

.

full characterization of the laser performance of the

LAM and other e-beam pumped amplifiers

investigations of target prepulse from crosstalk and

ASE;

measurements of energy absorbed by the target and

x-ray conversion eftlciency;

studies of the temporal pulse-shaping capabilities of

KrF systems; and

demonstration of the broad bandwidth capability of

KrF amplifiers.

Additional performance improvements are planned

during the next two years. The installation of IA and LAM

upgrades will result in output energies in the 15-20 kJ

range. Improvements in the optical system and the

environmental control of the beam path will allow focal spot

diameters of less than 350 pm; the ultimate goal is

200 ~m. Target irradiance in excess of 1015 W/cm2 is

expected in lW92.

SUMMARY

The development of the AURORA KrF/ICF laser

facility shows continual progress in establishing that KrF

laser technology is the leading candidate for future ICF

drivers. Final integration of the system is complete, and

AUROW will soon begin operations as a target physics

facility. Recent accomplishments include demonstration of
.

.

.

high energy, with multi-kilojoule output and the

delivery of kilojoule-level pulses to target in 36

beams;

high intensity, with maximum target irradiance in

excess of 100 TW/cm2; and

system reliability, with a sustained average shot rate

of one shot per day and a maximum shot rate of four

per day.

Continued improvements in system performance are

anticipated in both the near and far terms, with the goal of

achieving routine operation with target irradiance in excess

of 1015 W/cm2 in FY92.
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V. KrF IASER DEVELOPMENT

D. TARGET IRRADIATION

RidumiKhsta

AURORA is a short wavelength (248 rim), 10-kJ KrF

laser system designed for use in the ICF program at Los

Alarnos National Laboratory. It is both an experiment in

driver technology and a means for studying target

performance using 248-nm KrF laser light. Both features

will be used to help evaluate the uv excimer laser as a viable

fusion driver.

The system has been designed to employ several

electron-beam pumped amplifiers in series, with a fixed

aperture of one meter square, to amplify 96 angularly

multiplexed 5-ns beamlets to the 10-kJ level. In Phase I,

48 of these beamlets are brought to target by demultiplexing

and focusing with f/26 optics. The beamlet ensemble

contained within an f/1.8 bundle is focused as a single

beam; however, pointing is done individually. Spot size in

the target plane is variable from 0.1 to 4 mm, with

maximum averaged intensity of -4 x 1015 W/cm2.

The illumination geometry is designed specifically for

several classes of important target physics experiments.

These include energy flow, symmetry and preheat studies

related to indirectly driven targetq x-ray conversion and

plasma coupling characterization on disc targets; and

hydrodynamic instability studies in planar geometry.

Much of the technology involved in AURORA is new

and state of the art. Some of it, however, is not, and for

these applications extensive use has been made of existing

equipment and technology from previous laser fusion

experiments at Los Alamos.

The entire project was, and still is, an experiment. In

recognition of this, it was decided to proceed toward the

target irradiation goals in two phases. Phase I entails

bringing half of the multiplexed beamlets to target,

although all the beamlets are amplified through the entire

laser chain. Encouraging results in Phase I would then spur

the Phase II effort of bringing the remaining 48 beams to

target.

Ine~”d Confinement Fzmwn ati%sAkmwsY Progress Since 1985

BEAM CONFIGURATION AND
IRRADIATION CONDITIONS

The number of beamlets required is determined by the

width of the energetic part of the laser gain pulse and the

maximum time of interest for depositing the extracted

energy on target. When optical architecture considerations

are also included, this leads to a total of 96 5-ns beamlets,

spending a total of 480 ns per pass in the gain media. As

mentioned above, initially only 48 of these are brought to

target in Phase I.

In the target chamber the initial 48 AURORA beamlets

are arranged in a single tightly packed bundle with a hole in

the middle, as shown in Fig. 1. The array is rectangular,

eight columns by six rows. The central four columns are

separated in the middle to allow diagnostic and alignment

system access. The beamlets are each f/26, and the

ensemble forms a roughly square bundle of f/1.8 cone angle

across the diagonal.

For an f/26 aperture, the diffraction limited focal spot

size is -8 pm. However, spot sizes of this order are neither

feasible nor desirable from target coronal stability

considerations. Spot size is instead determined by surface

figure and aberrations from various elements in the beam

line. Surface figures of the larger optics are intentionally

specified at X/4 in the visible, which is less than state of the

art. The random addition of these figures, coupled with

optical aberrations, are expected to produce an average spot

size of-50 ~m (for the central 50% encircled energy) with a

variation of -20 ~m.

With a bearrdet energy of 100 J in 5 ns, the expected

intensity at best focus is -3 x 10] 4 W/cm2 averaged over

the central region. The intensity distribution in the

superposed spot will depend on the performance capability

of the beam aiming system. If all beams were perfectly

superposed, then best focus intensity would be

1
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-1016 J.fl/cm2. However, for ~ea~on~ di~cu~~ed later,

beamlet aiming accuracy is expected to be -35 pm. This

should produce an ensemble central blur spot (50%) of

-120 pm, with 95% of the energy within 200 pm. Under

these conditions, the central average intensity for the bundle

is expected to be -4 x 1015 W/cm2.
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Fig. 1. Beam configuration in target chamber. Beamlets

are arranged in rectangular array, with -3 “between beamlet

cones. Convergence begins at the lens plate, 180 in. from

target.

Superposition of the beamlets need not occur in the

focal plane. It actually takes place in the target plane, and

the focal plane may be substantially displaced axially as

shown in Fig. 2. Focusing of the beamlets is done on the

entire bundle as a single unit, with focal plane position

anywhere from 2.5 cm in front of the target to 13 cm

behind. This capability is designed to allow spot sizes of

up to -4 mm, which are useful for establishing 1D

conditions for planar target experiments. With maximum

defocusing, aiming system errors are negligible and the large

number of beamlets should provide a fairly uniform

footprint. The bundle may be pointed off axis by up to

2.5 mm in any direction. A summary of the beam and

irradiation parameters appears in Table 1.

TARGET SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

AURORA is composed of a number of nominally

distinct functional parts, as noted in Fig. 3: front end

section, encoder section, amplifier section, beam tunnel, and

target area. These parts are also somewhat spatially

localized, as shown in Fig. 4.

Focus Behind Focus Before
Target Plane Target Plane

F&J=&)&m
/iMm

Focal Target Target Focal
Plane Plane Plane Plane

Fig. 2. Illumination pupil and focusing options. Plane of

beamlet superposition (synthesized pupil) is defined as the

target plane. Beamlet focal plane position maybe \’aried

substantially as shown by moving lens plate.

TABLE 1. Beam and Irradiation Parameters Each Side

Energy 51cJ

Pulse width 5 ns
Wavelength 248 nm

Bandwidth -0.0590

Number of beamlets 48
Beamlet cone fJ26

Beamlet waist -70 pm
Bundle cone -f/l.8

Focused spot diameter

50% of energy -120 pm

95% of energy <200 f.lm

Maximum averaged intensity:

Bearnlet 3 x 1014 W/cm2

Bundle 4 x 1015 W/cm2

Intensity contrast 106

2 Inertial Confinement Fusion at Las Abnoc Progress Since 1985
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Target Area

Front Encsder Amplifier seam Target
End ~ Section Section , Tunnel ~ Area

I
I I 1 I
I I I I

Short, high I Time and I High gain, I Transport I Decoding
contrast I angle I energy boost I recollimation, I aiming,
pulse ~ multiplexing, I to 15 kJ. 1separation. 1 focusing,
generation, , some gain. ~ Focusinginto [ Tumlng lfltO ~ !ar9et
discharge , tunnel. , target area. , Illumination.
amplification.[ I I I

0.25 J 3J 15kJ 5 ‘w

Fig. 3. AURORA functional structure. There are five basic

functional parts of AURORA, as shown. Energy levels

within each part vary because of optica[ losses and amplljier

gain. Listed values are at boundaries.

Chamberl Ilooft I

ULIL!JI
Fr6nt Encoder
End Seetion

Fig. 4. AURORA physical layout. Front end, encoder, and

ampll~er sections are all in one building. Tunnel is of

double foam wall construction to reduce thermal gradients

(and, ther~ore, index gradients) and turbulence in beam path.

The target area contains the target room, aiming mirror

gallery, decoder room, and some support mess as detailed in

Fig. 5. Essentially all of the large target area hardware has

been fabricated and installed. The target room itself contains

the basic targeting systems, viz., target chamber, beam

cone, lens plate, and related hardware, a photo of which is

shown in Fig. 6 (page 4). The aiming mirrors, lens plate,

and delay mirror mounts are shown in Fig. 7 (page 5). The

target chamber is a stainless steel sphere, 3 in. thick and 62

in. in diameter, composed of two o-ring sealed hemispheres

with the seal plane at 35° from horizontal. The target is

positioned at the center of the chamber, which is 78 in.

above the floor. The chamber has a total of 75 ports,

including two opposing 2 l-in. beam ports to allow for entry

of the two f/1.8 beamlet bundles. Target positioning is

accomplished using two major subsystems: the target

insertion system and the target viewing system. The target

insertion system is an airlock single target insertion
mechanism used in the Helios C02 laser system (Day and

Cummings 1978) and modified for use on AURORA. The

target is held on the end of a slender stalk, mounted in a cart

with a three-axis micropositioner. A dual chain drive

transfers the cart across the airlock gate valve and cams it

into position on a kinematic base. Positioning

reproducibility is 5 pm. The system is operational.

Turning Mirrors
~’

Beamlets from - ~\
Co;;:::g

Recollimator Array (46)
“ - From Laser

Fig. 5. AURORA target area layout. Target room, aiming

mirror gallery, and decoder room are the principal parts of

the target area. Remaining 48 beamiets, lfbrought to

target, would require another ga[[eryldecoder on Iefl side of

target room.
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Fig. 6. Photograph of AURORA target system. System axis is 78 in. above floor

180 in.

Nomina[ [ens plate to target distance is

The target is viewed by two telemicroscope systems

orthogonally mounted. These systems have a zoom

capability of 250 pm to 5 mm over a pan range of 5 mm

in any direction. Both systems are operational. The target

insertion system and one viewing system are located in the

vertical midplane, as shown in Fig. 8 (page 6).

A large gate valve is mounted on the beam port, which

serves to isolate the target chamber from the high vacuum

(10-6 tom) of the beam cone when the former needs
servicing at ambient pressure. A person port at the bottom

of the chamber permits personnel access to the inside.

Vacuum cycle time for the target chamber is less than an

hour.

Adjacent to the valve is a beam viewing section

containing ample access for parallel ray viewing of the

entire beam bundle, e.g., in light scattered by residual gas.

Such access may be useful in providing diagnostic data on

the whole beam bundle. Just upstream, between the

viewing section and beam cone, is the focus control section.

This is composed of a stainless steel bellows across which

is mounted a precision, stepper-motor driven, four-point

jack screw assembly. This system is heavily geared down,

and routinely posit ions the entire beam cone (-1 5 tons)

under an ambient pressure load of -8 tons, with an accuracy

of 10 pm over the 16-cm focus range. To enable this

motion, the beam cone and lens plate are mounted on an

undercarriage that rides on a precision low-friction rail

system.
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Fig. 7a and b. (a) Aiming mirror gallely and lens plate, as viewedfrom decoder room. Mirror mounts are visible on aiming

mirror stand. (b) Array of delay mirror mounts in decoder room.
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Fig. 8. Target chamber midplane instrumentation.

Instrumentation shown except for the target viewing system

are all from previous ICF experiments, modijied to adapt to

AURORA. Diagnostic instruments are all portable and

designed to be mounted at other locations on chamber as

well.

The lens plate is mounted on the large end of the beam

cone and closes the vacuum envelope. It is a reinforced

spun spherical dome, 10 ft in diameter, made of 2-in. thick

stainless steel. It contains the 48 beamlet ports surrounding

a large central rectangular diagnostic port. The lens cells,

containing the fused silica condensing lenses, mount on the

port flanges. The cells are fixed focus, with the lens also

serving as the vacuum window. Spacers under the lens cells

accommodate the variation in focal length and port distance

to target, and provide an overall initial lens matching of

AI 25 pm for the worst case. The lenses are piano convex

with a focal length of 180 in. They are installed on the

lens plate and are operational. Lens matching is only one

component of the beamlet focal plane match, the other is

beam collimation variation, which may be expected to be of

comparable extent. We expect, therefore, to limit the focal

plane variation to 250pm between beamlets.

The effect of this variation is dependent on beamlet

behavior in the waist region, which will not be known until

it is measured. However, since the focal spot is dominated

by figure emors and abemations, a simple geometric model,
~ shown in Fig. 9, is useful. Using this model the

expected variation should produce no differences in bearnlet

average spot size in the nominal focal plane; away from this

plane, all beamlet spot sizes should monotonically increase.

Thk only applies, of course, to averages over the profile and

the beamlet ensemble. Within each beamlet substantial

variations in intensity distribution are expected. These

variations will be characterized with the imaging system

used for beam aiming, described below.
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Beamlet Waist
50 ym Blur Spot Diameter

0.5 mm Beamlet Focal

Waist Length
j726 Beamlet Cone

Fig. 9. Simple beamlet waist model. Shallow beamlet

cone (j726) gives extended waist length.

The beamlets are directed to the lenses by 48 multilayer

dielectric mirrors mounted on the large aiming mirror stand.

The mimers are all fabricated and installed. The mounts are

controlled in orthogonal dkctions by stepper motors that

provide 17-pm step resolution in the target plane. The

mounts will be computer controlled in a closed loop system

with error signals generated by an imaging system viewing

the target plane. There are two different imaging objectives

providing a choice of 90 or 22.5 magnification. Each

consists of a retractable catadioptric system located behind

the target plane that relays a magnified image of the target

plane to a uv-sensitive TV camera system mounted in the

center of the lens plate, outside the vacuum envelope.

Aiming is accomplished using an auxiliary high repetition

rate KrF alignment laser injected at the AURORA front end.

Fabrication of the objectives is nearly complete, and

assembly of the remaining components is proceeding.

Initially, the aiming system will assemble all the beamlet

focal spots in as small a circle as possible in the target

plane. Short-term beam stability (under normal conditions)

is expected to be S15 pm, and long-term beam motion will

be limited to -20pm by the aiming system. This

capability, coupled with the 50-~m average spot size,

should be adequate for meeting the 200-I.lm, 95~o design

goal.

The aiming mirrors are somewhat oversize to allow for

lens plate motion. With all the beamlets pointed to the

same place in the target plane, movement of the lens plate

over its range requires beam repositioning on the mirrors.

This is accomplished by open loop remote angle control of

the delay mirrors. These mirrors are all located in the

decoder room and are spaced such as to provide the requisite

path length for each beamlet so that all beamlets arrive at

the target plane in synchronism, within 200 PS. The 48

beams incident on the deiay mirrors pass through gaps in

the aiming mirror stand from a turning mirror array in the

beam tunnel, as shown in Fig. 5 and discussed in the next

section.
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Beam ‘lh.tmel

The beam tunnel is a long double wall, heavily

thermally insulated structure extending from the LAM

power amplifier at its upstream end to an array of

recollimator mirrors at the other end. The length of the

tunnel, -400 ft, is determined by the distance needed for

physical separation of the multiplexed beams as they

converge to their individual virtual focii, while

simultaneously limiting coma and astigmatism from off-

axis LAM mirror operation. The recollimator mirrors aim

the beamlets toward the turning mirrors mentioned above.

The purpose of the double wall structure is to reduce

thermally induced gradients and turbulence in the beam path,

which would otherwise result in unacceptable beam wander

and breakup in the target plane. Because of folded optical

paths, the beamlets actually travel more than 1000 ft in the

tunnel (including a long path section between the last two

amplifiers). Maintaining uv beam integrity over this

distance in ordinary room air would be impossible. The

tunnel construction, coupled with an absolute minimum of

personnel or equipment activity in the tumel, seems to

provide an adequate propagation medium.

INITIAL EXPERIMENTS AND
DIAGNOSTICS

Initial experiments will concentrate on absorption,

deposition, and x-ray processes, which will be relevant to

indirect drive targets. These are important parameters in the

establishment of an adequate drive environment, and

AURORA will be judged by its ability to produce

attractively scalable indirect drive conditions. Key

measurements involved in these experiments include time

resolved, calibrated, soft x-ray spectrometry; x-ray pinhole

photography; x-ray spectroscopy; and scattered light

amplitude and distribution.

The time resolved measurement is made with a

calibrated seven channel filtered XRD system sensitive on

the 20 eV -2 keV range. This instrument, originally used

on Helios experiments (Day 1981; Day et al. 1980), has

been modified for use in AURORA. It has a response time

of-200 ps, and will, therefore, also be useful for assessing

the temporal superposition of AURORA beamlets. Data

from the instrument is analyzed in a number of ways: by

folding its response with measured (time integrated) spectr~

by comparison with computer code (e.g., LASNEX)

prediction; or by use of a simple analytic model for the

source spectrum. Presently it uses calibrated aluminum

photocathodes. The device contains an airlock so that

channel filters can be changed with the target chamber

remaining vacuum.

Three ports on the AURORA target chamber have

been allocated to this system. They provide a view from -

38” off the east-beam lin~ a view normal to the beam lin~

and a view from close to the west beam line.

Pinhole photography (van Hulsteyn 1980) is done

with a valved, retractable airlock device that transports a

small x-ray pinhole camera to the vicinity of the target.

The camera is remountable, which permits the use of a

variety of pinhole sizes—typically 25 pm—and

arrangements-multiple pinholes, each with its own x-ray

filter. The film cassette holds a variety of film types as

well, and the cassette is replaced after each shot without

breaking target-chamber vacuum. This instrument images

the target in its own x-ray emission in the range 0.5 to

10 keV. Consequently, it gives important information

about the spatial distribution of deposited energy, which

depends strongly on the spatial distribution of laser light on

target. This is a pivotal measurement when the

illuminating beam is composed of 48 individually aimed

beamlets. Several of these instruments are available from

previous laser fusion experiments at Los Alamos, where

they were of inestimable value in interpreting target and

laser performance (Yates et al. 1982) Six ports on the

AURORA target chamber are designed to accommodate this

instrument. Similar considerations concerning view angle

apply to this instrument as to the spectrometer, and in some

instances, its location is as close to the spectrometer as

possible. Soft x-ray (200 -300 eV) in-situ pinhole

cameras (Lee et al. 1981) are also available.

X-ray spectroscopy will be done with two types of

instruments: a crystal spectrograph (Hauer et al. 1980;

Hauer et al. 1986) and a grating spectrograph (Cobble 1981;

Sedillo et al. 1985) both available from previous

experiments. The crystal spectrograph mounts in the same

retractable system as the pinhole camera and provides time-

integrated spectra on film over the range of 2 to 20 keV

depending on the crystal. The grating spectrograph is more

sensitive than the crystal unit and responds to much lower

photon energies. It gives time-integrated spectra on film

over the range 0.1 to 10 keV. It mounts in an airlock on

one of the chamber ports, thereby also permitting rapid film

replacement.

These instruments will provide an important

complement to the spectrometer by providing the spectral

shape to fold with the channel response in determining

conversion efficiency. In addition, if the source is bright

enough, these instruments can provide a 1D spatial image of

the source.
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The scattered light measurements, from which target

absorption is inferred, will be made with a large number of

optical detectors arrayed around the inside of the target

chamber and lens plate (Kephart 1980). These will give the

total diffuse reflection as well as its angular distribution.

The detectors am currently in the prototyping phase. A

number of backscatter channels will also be instrumented so

that the total reflection can be inferred. The optical detectors

can also be filtered to observe Raman-scattered light.

Subsequent experiments will address more subtle, but

nonetheless important, issues in indirect drive performance:

drive symmetry and instability driven preheat.

Instrumentation for these measurements, including a

calibrated hard x-ray detection system, x-ray diode arrays and

uv spectrographs, are cumently in the conceptual design

phase.
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VI. ADVANCED KrF LASERS

A. KrF LASERS FOR THE LMF

John Pendergmss an.dDavid Hm”s

INTRODUCTION

LMC %@lg Study and IJINL
Participation

The Inertial Fusion Division of the OffIce of Weapons

Research, Development, and Testing of the US Department

of Energy (DOE) is conducting a multiyear scoping study of

a proposed facility to develop Inertial Confinement Fusion

(ICF) for defense and commercial applications. The

requirements, the suitability of extrapolations of existing

driver and other technologies, and the costs for the facility

are being investigated. The study is called the Laboratory

Microfusion Capability (LMC) Scoping Study (DOE/DP-

1989) and the facility is referred to as the Laboratory

Microfusion Facility (LMF). The LMC Scoping Study is

examining both direct drive targets including cryogenic

designs and indirectly driven targets. Los Alarnos National

Laboratory (LANL) is actively participating in the LMC

study and is developing a conceptual design for an LMF

using a KrF laser driver.

The LMC Scoping Study is the latest in a long line of

studies of a single-pulse ICF facility to develop high-gain

targets. Such a facility has generally been recognized as a

necessary step in the development of ICF for commercial

applications such as the production of electric power and

process heat and the breeding of fissionable isotopes (Wilke

et al. 1979). The LMC Scoping Study emphasizes the use

of driver energy and target emissions for defense-related

experiments.

The LMC Scoping Study has two phases. The first

phase, completed in October 1988, concentrated on the

driver-independent aspects of an LMF. These included

Ineti”alConfinement Fuswn at Los Alamos: Progress Since 19S5

. the specific applications for which the LMF would be

design~
. the overall driver and target performances (for example,

the driver pulse energy and target yield required for the

various applications); and
. a common LMF construction work breakdown structure

and common methodologies for estimating target

performance and LMF costs. (These are the ground

rules that would be used by all study participants

during Phase II, so that all LMY concepts could be

compared on an equal basis.)

LANL contributed substantially to this process and has

followed the LMC Scoping Study ground rules developed in

Phase I. The primary objectives of the second phase of the

LMC Scoping Study are the development of conceptual

designs for the LMF that incorporate the different driver

technologies being considered and the formulation of

corresponding technology development plans required for a

successful LMF.

The participants in the first phase of the study

concluded that an LMF should drive targets with yields up

to 1000 MJ. The driver pulse energy required to achieve

such target yields with a KrF laser driver was estimated to

be in the range of 1-10 MJ. (The required driver pulse

energy varies for the different driver technologies.) This

driver energy and target yield would permit
—

—

—

the development of high-gain targets;

the performance of experiments of interest to the

defense community, such as weapons-physics studies

and weapons-effects simulations; and

the demonstration of some of the technologies required

for ICF applications beyond those for which the LMF

would be designed.

The LMF is to be designed to accommodate at least one

high-yield (100- 1000 MJ) shot per week and at least two

lower-yield (>100 MJ or less) shots per day. These and

other requirements are discussed in moredetail below.

1
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Considerable technology development will be required

prior to the design of an LMF. The time allotted for this

development will be influenced by these two opposing

considerations:

the need to reduce the risks and uncertainties in target

performance, driver cost and performance, and target

chamber design because of the large extrapolations in

technology and physics from existing facilities; and

the need to have this capability to support defense and

energy programs.

Many of the defense-related experiments could be performed

in other facilities and in underground tests. The demand for

defense-related experimental capability provided by an LMF

may be too low to justify proceeding directly to an LMF at

this time. Moreover, the extrapolations from today’s

technology and target physics performance to an LMF target

physics performance result in a significant risk. The desire

to accept this risk could be altered dramatically by physics

or technology breakthroughs or by a nuclear test-ban treaty.

At LANL, we believe that one or more facilities

intermediate in scale between existing ICF experimental

facilities and the LMF will be needed for the following

reasons:
— to better understand target physics in order to help

validate LMF feasibility and to determine LMF driver

requirements such as energy, pulse shape, illumination

geometry, et~

to demonstrate driver cost scaling, technology

improvements, and performance (such as pulse shaping

flexibility and accuracy, bandwidth control, and beam

quality); and
— to provide a near-term capability to perform defens-

related experiments.

In addition to the LMC Scoping study, substantial

efforts are underway at LANL to
. establish the requirements for the intermediate facilities,
. develop attractive concepts for them,
. assess the technology advances required to obtain the

performance improvements and cost reductions, and
. formulate technology development and cost-reduction

programs to achieve these advances as part of a strategy

to provide a path to an LMF with lower risk.

Research and development (R&D) path from today’s JSrF

facilities to an LMF that is aggressive but involves

acceptable risk is outlined in Fig. 1. The existing

AURORA facility (Rosocha et al. 1987) can be viewed as

the first step in this process. Various projects have been

started to further develop the KrF technologies needed for

advanced facilities.

2
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Fig. 1. Aggressive R&D path from today’s KrF facilities to

an LMF that involves acceptable risks.

The preliminary Los Alamos KrF laser-driven LMF

design effort has concentrated on major systems. Those

conventional items which contribute significantly to total

facility cost or facility performance have also received

considerable attention. Those items having leverage for

considerable cost reduction or performance improvements

have been identified and technology development programs

have been implemented.

Other items have been investigated in less detail; only

preliminary estimates of their cost have been prepared. We

have identified virtually all the R&D, equipment, structures,

and construction and project management activities that are

required for successful completion of an LMF. We have

assembled descriptions of the general requirements and

characteristics of these items in a detailed, comprehensive

work breakdown struchue (capitakost account checklist) for

an LMF with a KrF laser driver (Pendergrass and Harris

1989). The upper levels of this work breakdown structure

without the detailed descriptions and requirements w

illustrated in Fig. 2. We are using this breakdown as a

guide in deciding when supplementary studies are needed.

Thus, we are confident that many of the general

characteristics of the present LANL concept will stand the

test of time. We also recognize that many of the details

must be studied further, and that some will require

modification as a result of future studies.

We have assumed that some advances to the state of the

art for KrF will be achieved by the time an LMF is built.

Where little improvement can be reliably expected, we have

been relatively conservative. Worldwide, funding for KrF

laser technology development is growing as the important

advantages of KrF lasers for ICF drivers become

increasingly apparent. Breakthroughs in key technologies,

such as pulsed power, electron-beam diodes, optical

performance, and optics fabrication technologies and

capabilities could significantly alter KrF laser architectures

and costs. The design presented here represents an initial

starting point prior to significant design verification tests; it

Inertz”alConjkvnmt Fusion at LOSAlamos: Progress Since 1985
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Fig. 2. Higher--[evel accounts in the work breakdown structure for a KrF laser-driven LMF.

is considered preliminary. Regular updates of the LANL

LMF concept are planned.

A brief report like this cannot cover all aspects of the

very complex LMF. Therefore, we concentrate on

descriptions of the two major systems and the structures that

house them in the LANL LMF concept: the KrF laser driver

and the driver building and the experimental area equipment.

We will not discuss more conventional items, such as

project administration, site preparation, target fabrication,

central computing, optical laboratory, and other equipment

and structures. However, we reeognize that some of these

items are costly and require careful attention in the

completion of a successful LMF project. As mentioned

above, all these items are covered in our cost estimates.

1987b). Experiments and theory all indicate that the x-ray

conversion efficiency (the fraction of incident laser energy

that is converted to x rays by a target) increases as the

wavelength becomes shorter. At the 248-rim KrF

wavelength, the x-ray conversion efficiency is relatively

high. The KrF laser bandwidth about the 248-rim line

center for the light from a KrF laser can be relatively broad,

approaching 170 of the lasing wavelength. A narrow-

bandwidth laser light drives several nonlinear processes that

produce highly penetrating “hot” or energetic electrons.

These hot electrons preheat the fuel and can greatly reduee

target gain. Thus, the KrF laser wavelength and bandwidth

represent a near-optimum combination for driving ICF

targets.

Pulses must be carefully shaped temporally to achieve

high gain with S10 MJ of KrF laser-driver energy. KrF

lasers can deliver complex temporally shaped pulses in two

ways. The preferred method is to generate the desired pulse

profile in the front end and amplify the pulses without

KRF LASERS AS ICF DRIVERS

KrF laser technology offers several advantages over

other driver technologies (Rosocha et al, 1987qHartis et al,

3Inertial Conji nement Fuswn at Las Alamos: Progress Since 1985
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distortion. Calculations indicate that amplification without

distortion is possible because in saturated amplifiers the

gain is nearly independent of power throughout the pulse.

The alternative method is to adjust the time decoding so that

different beams arrive at the target at different times to

deliver the desired pulse shape to the target. The front-end

pulse shaping method is preferred because flexibility is more

easily obtained and more uniform target illumination can be

achieved.

The pulse-compression technique used in the LMF

design is pure angular multiplexing. Other approaches

include the use of nonlinear Raman and Brillouin processes

(Ewing 1986). The input energy is converted by nonlinear

processes into slightly longer wavelength light in shorter

pulses of higher beam quality that are extracted using seed

pulses of the correct wavelength. The conversion step

involves significant inefficiencies and more than one stage,

or the use of a hybrid combination with angular

multiplexing to obtain the necessa~ pulse compression.

Nonlinear pulse compression techniques have been studied

extensively at LANL and elsewhere for many years and are

being used in existing facilities around the world. However,

these pulse-compression techniques have not yet proven as

efficient, cost effective, simple, flexible, or reliable as pure

angular multiplexing at the LMF scale. Therefore, these

technologies are not currently being considered for the

baseline LANL LMF concept.

In addition to being an ICF R&D facility, AURORA

is the first end-to-end integrated-system demonstration of a

large-scale angular multiplexed KrF laser driver with a long

(approximately 1 km from front end to targets) total

ultraviolet optical path length (Rosocha et al. 1987; Hanlon

and McLeod, 1987; McLeod 1987; Rosocha and Riepe

1987; Kortegaard 1987; Rosocha McLeod and Hanlon

1987; Bowling et al. 1987). It uses pure angular

multiplexing to superimpose 48 5-ns pulses on targets. As

the largest and one of the newest KrF laser systems in the

world, Al-JROW-l was an obvious starting point for the

development of the LANL concept for an LMF. Much of

the technology and concepts used in AURORA can be

utilized. Suitable changes in design details required for the

much larger scales and component counts of the equipment

in an LMF have been introduced to take advantage of

advances in design methods, materials, cost reductions, etc.,

that can be expected between now and the construction of an

LMF. Numerous studies have been conducted at LANL and

elsewhere of ways to scale KrF laser technology to higher

energies and to assess the potential and impacts of such

technology advances to cost reductions (Harris et al. 1985;

Harris et al. 1987a). The results of these studies are being

assimilated and applied wherever possible in developing the

LANL concept for a KrF laser driver for an LMF.

Differences Between AURORA and the
LMF Driver Design

The KrF laser driver in the LANL LMF concept

includes several imovations relative to AURORA that can

be briefly described. Some of these differences are

summarized in Table 1. In AURORA, the number of

beams is increased rapidly at low energy and a relatively

large number of beams are propagated through much of the

amplifier chain. Our studies indicate that for the LMF it k
less costly and reduces prepulse to increase the number of

beams by roughly the same factor between amplifier stages.
The 10.0% Kr/O.3% Ff189.7% Ar laser-gas mixture

used in AURORA has been changed to 99.7% Kr/O.3% F2

for the LMF. The change was made primarily because

theoretical and experimental studies indicated that higher

intrinsic eftlciencies could be achieved with Kr-nch mixtures

because they eliminated dilution by argon that diverted

pump energy from the preferred excitation (Mandl et al.

1987).

A side effect of this change is that the new mixture has

a modestly greater stopping power for energetic electrons

because of its higher average atomic number. Therefore, a

higher diode voltage can be used to pump the same

thickness of lasing medium, raising the required diode

impedance and reducing the pulsed power rise time and

efllciency. Both the AURORA Large Amplifier Module

(LAM) and the LMF main amplifiers are designed to operate

at or near the local atmospheric pressure to minimize

structural requirements. A decision made in scaling the

LMF main amplifiers from the 20-kJ AURORA LAM to

about a factor of 10 increase in the output energy was that

the pulsed-power and electron-beam technologies would not

be pushed too far toward higher voltages (1.0 MV for LMF

versus 0.7 MV for AUROR4). Also, to avoid invoking

large extrapolations in window fabrication capabilities, we

decided to keep essentially the same diagonal for individual

transmissive optics pieces. Thus, the LMF amplifier

dimension in the electron-beam direction is not much greater

than that of the AUROR4 LAM (1.3 m for the LMF

versus 1.0 m for AURORA).
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TABLE 1. Comparison of some LMF main amplifier
parameters with Aurora Large Amplifier Module (LAM)
parameters.

Value for Value for LMF
Parameter Aurora LAM Main Amplifier

Amplifier inside 1.0 x I.ox 2.0 1.3 X 3.9 X 3.8
dimensions
(W XHXL)

Amplifier output energy (l@ 10 240

Window segment largest 1.5 1.5
dimensions (m)

Amplifier pump duration (ns) 500 750

Electron-beam diode 1.0 x 2.0 3.9 x 3.75
dimensions (H x L, m)

Electron-beam diode voltage 670 1000
&v

Electron-beam diode current 24 24
density (A/cm2)

Total electron-beam diode 0.5 3.6
current (MA)

Energy per pulse-forming- 0.2 2.4
line Marx bank (MJ)

Lasing-medium 0.0,0.3,89.7 99.7,0 .3,0.0
composition
(volume % Kr, F2, Ar)

Short-pulse beams per 96 60
amplifier

Peak power pulse length to 2-10 5-50
target (ns)

The KrF amplifier dimension in the optical direction is

constrained by the opticsdamage threshold fluence and laser

intensity limits. Therefore, the LMF main amplifier is

only about twice as long as the AURORA LAM (3.75 m

versus 2.0 m). KrF amplifiers are less constrained in the

third direction, although the increase in parasitic oscillations

with increase in amplifier size and practical limits on

pulsed-power and electron-beam equipment must be

considered. The height of the LMF amplifier is 3.9 m

compared to a height of 1.0 m for the AURORA LAM.

Scaling in this way is attractive because parasitic

oscillations in this direction can be controlled by blackening

the inside of the top and bottom of the amplifier chamber.

The area of the LMF main amplifier window is thus

about five times that of the LAM window. Therefore, if an

LMF main amplifier window is to be made from pieces of

window material of near the same diagonal as that of the

AURORA LAM window, and its span is somewhat greater,

then it will have to be constructed of multiple rectangular

segments, rather than a single square piece as in the

AURORA LAM. Six such segments are required for the

LMF main amplifier windows.

A 3:1 height-to-width ratio allows three LMF main

amplifiers to aperture-share the square input and output

amay mirrors and high-intensity downstream optics that

decode the short pulses from the amplifiers and deliver them

to target. The square optics whose apertures are shared are

87 cm diagonally, which is within the current optics

industry fabrication capability. To more efficiently utilize

driver-building floor space, the LMF main amplifiers are

located closer together. The long pulse-forming lines join

the amplifier diode at an angle of 30°. This is described in

more detail in the section, LANL Concept for a KrF Laser-

Driver for an LMF.

The LMF amplifiers are pumped longer (750 ns versus

500 ns for the AURORA LAM), but the target pulses are

longer for the LMF amplifiers (1 O ns versus 5 ns for the

LAM). As a consequence, only 60 short pulses are passed

through each LMF main amplifier, instead of the 96 for the

AURORA LAM.

Higher optical fluences were assumed on the

downstream optics for the LMF than are used for

AURORA. Because the cost of these optics is a large

fraction of the total LMF cost, improvements in this

parameter have substantial leverage for reducing LMF costs.

An average fluence of 5 J/cm2 at 248 nm for 10-ns pulses

for multi-layer dielectric coatings is assumed for the high-

energy optics downstream of the LMF main amplifiers. In

contrast, 1.0 J/cm2 at 5 ns was used in the design of the

high-intensity optics for AURORA.
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The current LMF concept has 45 main amplifiers, each

with an output of 240 kJ for a total yield “of 10.8 MJ. The

8% excess over 10 MJ is to cover losses in delivering the

beams to target. In exploring the possibilities for scaleup

from the AURORA LAM to LMF main amplifiers, two

concepts at opposite ends of a large range were also

considered. The first of the two concepts employed

approximately LAM-sized main amplifiers. With a few

improvements, the output of LAM-scrde amplifiers could be

raised to about 24 kJ, so that 450 amplifiers would have a

combined output of a little over 10 MJ.

The first case involved a high component count that

resulted in concern about reliability and operability. It was

observed that the economies of scale would provide a

significant cost reduction of larger amplifier modules were

used. The second alternative concept involved a scaleup in

output energy per amplifier from AURORA by a factor of

100, rather than the factor of 10 for the current concept.

Only four 2.4-MJ main amplifiers would be needed to

provide the same total output energy. The extremely large

amplifier size of the second alternative caused concern about

scaleup to this size because some technology and fabrication

breakthroughs would be required for their realization. In

addition, the projected savings in cost from successful

scaleup of the amplifiers to this size are modest, partly

because scaleup in size reduces the opportunity for

manufacturing-cost learning by decreasing the number of

units in a production run. The current LMF concept

balances the benefits of size scaling and quantity production

discounts.

PERFORMANCE REQ~ AND
COS”I%FOR AN LMF

Introduction

TABLE 2. Important cost and performance goals,
requirements, and overall design parameter values for the Los
Alamos LMF concept.

Goal, Requirement, Other Parameter Value

Total LMF Cost Goal*

Driver energy

Target yield goal

Shot rate

Operability

Reliability

Maximum downtime for repair
or maintenance

Illumination geometry

Pulse shaping

Peak power pulse length

Bandwidth range
line

Backlighting

Main amplifier output pulse energy

Number of beams to target and for
backlighting

$ 100IJ

>Io MJ

1 GJ

1 high-yield/week,
2 Iow-yieldfday

90% availability

95% successful
driver performance

2 weeks

for 3-sided indirect-
drive targets

flexible

10 ns

0.1% to 0.5% of
center wavelength

lequited

240 kJ

900

* Using the standard LMF costing methodology.

Some principal performance requirements for an LMF

that have been identified by the ICF community are listed in

Table 2, together with some desirable features and parameter

values selected for the LANL LMF concept. The reasons

for some of these features and parameter values are discussed

below.

6

This overview concentrates on the design and

performance requirements for an LMF with a KrF laser

driver. However, the cost of an LMF using any driver

technology is expected to be large, so that cost becomes one

of the paramount considerations in deciding whether or not

to continue to pursue the LMF. Differences in the cost of

an LMF with different driver technologies maybe more

important than small differences in performance. An LMF

will not be constructed at any cost if there is not high

confidence that it will perform as required. However, if an

Inertz”d Confinement Fusion at Los Aknos: Progress Since 1986
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LMF can’t be shown to perform as required, then it won’t be

constructed at any cost. On the other hand, if it costs too

much, then no matter how well it might perform, it won’t

be built. Thus, for a successful LMF the right combination

of performance and cost must be achieved.

A cost goal of $200/3 or less of KrF laser-driver output

energy for a complete 1O-MJ facility has been adopted for

the LANL LMC study as potentially affordable. This upper

limit on the unit cost corresponds to a total facility cost of

$2B for a 1O-MJ facility. LANL is actively exploring cost
tradeoffs and technology developments to find ways to

further reduce the LMF cost.

There are several reasons to expect a decline in terms of

constant dollars for unit costs for the technologies that are

required for an LMF. Increased performance from equipment

of the same physical size can be anticipated with

considerable confidence in several areas. Increased
.. . . . . . . . “--- —

unaerstancung or me ptIyslcs anct engumenng of large Krk

laser amplifiers obtained during the design, construction, and

operation of the experimental R&D facilities that precede

the LMF can result in increased eftlciency and greater energy

densities. In some areas, better performance or lower cost

may be developed. An example is pulsed power, in which

replacement of pulse-forming lines with pulse-forming

networks is a possibility. Continued research into damage

mechanisms for optics can lead to much higher fluence

capabilities. The R&D to develop materials that cost less

and/or have superior properties, such as electron beam foils

with high transmission and longer electron-beam lifetime,

and optics with improved resistance to attack by fluorine,

can help in many areas.

New mass production facilities may be needed because

of the scale of the LMF and/or an increase in demand by

other customers. These facilities may result in significant

cost reductions for the LMF. Overhead, including

amortization of capital investments in manufacturing

capability per unit of production, is less for larger orders.

Favorable scaling of unit costs with size or other measure of

capacity is common. Manufacturing learning, which

increases efficiency, improves quality and materials, and

improves basic fabrication and assembly procedures, is also

common. Improved design methods and physics and

engineering analysis codes and models can permit designers

to reduce safety margins and associated costs. Better

fabrication processes and quality control can reduce costs

substantially.

We have employed in-house expertise and contracted for

independent industry help in preparing estimates of cost

based on current technology and manufacturing capabilities

emphasis here on technology rather than costs, we only

summarize current results of this cost projection process in

Fig. 3. These results do provide encouragement that

acceptable unit and total costs for an LMF can be achieved.

We are currently examining designs which may result in

significant cost reductions from these results.

Project
Management

‘esign”~
Direct Cost Breakdown

Other
k

b

Driver Cost Breakdown

and in assessing potential cost reductions from the factors

listed above. These activities continue. Because of the
Fig. 3, Summary of results of detailed LA4F cost studies in

terms of costs for major categories.
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Figure 3a shows the total LMF cost breakdown for the

initial LMF conceptual design using the standardized costing

methodology defined in the LMC Scoping Study Phase I

final report (DOE/DP- 1989). The preliminary cost estimate

for the 10-MJ KrF laser is $1.75 B. Figure 3b shows the

breakdown of the direct cost, showing where the leverages

lie. Future iterations of the KrF driver for the design such

that the high-leverage items are reduced.

Performance

Driver Pulse Energy and Target Yield

The maximum pulse energy that is considered desirable

for an LMF driver is based primarily on our current

experimental and theoretical understanding of target physics.

The ignition and propagation of thermonuclear bum required

for target gains 2.100 is a primary goal of the LMF.

Estimates of the range of driver energies in which the onset

of ignition and ever more complete bum propagation occurs

involve considerable uncertainty. Nonetheless, the

community of target designers appears to have reached

consensus on the approximate range of ti]ver energies

required to access the ignition regime of target physics: one
to a few megajoules.

A driver energy substantially above the estimated

ignition range is desirable to ensure that the physics of

interest can be accessed and thoroughly explored in the

LMF. However, the projected cost of an LMF very large.

The higher costs for driver capabilities significantly greater

than the estimated ignition range must be weighed against

the probability of success in exploring the interesting

physics regime.

A secondary consideration in selecting the maximum

driver energy for an LMF is the driver energies and target

yields required for the various applications experiments that

have been suggested. These experiments include nuclear-

weapons physics experiments; weapons-effects simulations;

studies of intense laser-matter interactions; investigations of

the properties of materials; and energy transport at extreme

temperatures, pressures, and densities. For these defense-

related experiments, target yields up to 1 GJ are considered

desirable (Hogan 1988). A driver pulse energy of 10 MJ

and a target gain of 100 will give a I-GJ yield.

Based on these considerations, the following values

were selected in the LANL LMF concept: a maximum value

of 10 MJ for the driver energy delivered to targets by the

KrF laser and a maximum target yield of 1 GJ that must be

accommodated by the target chamber. This value for the

maximum driver pulse energy gives a reasonable margin of

performance over that believed to be necessary for the

development of high-gain targets and is also projected to be

affordable.

Types of Experiments and Shot Rate

An LMF service life of 25 years is assumed. The

design shot rate for the LMF is based on estimates of the

number of shots required to successfully develop high-gain

targets, thoroughly explore the target design and physics

parameter space, and meet the anticipated demand for

applications experiments in a timely way. These

deliberations led to a specification of an average of 1 high-

yield (100 MJ to 1 GJ) shot per week for a total of at least

1300 and at least 5700 lower-yield (c 100 MJ) shots at 2

per day (Hogan 1988). This schedule could also include

some experiments that use the laser without irradiating

targets. If other applications experiments, down time for

repairs or major-maintenance activities, and long setup

times for some experiments are considered, somewhat higher

shot rates per week will be desired at times to achieve the

specified average shot rates. A breakdown of experiment

rates and total experiments for the different classes of

experiments that might be conducted in an LMF is given in

Table 3.
Experimentation in an LMF following startup to

achieve high target gains is expected to proceed roughly as

follows. Many shots at various output energies will be

required to thoroughly characterize the operation of the

driver. Defense-related experiments that utilize only the

laser light could begin during the early period of LMF

operation and dummy targets could be used to begin to

investigate target dynamics. Initially, modest gains and

yields would be obtained with targets containing fusion fuel.

Such low-gain, low-yield targets could be very useful in

examining some of the details of target physics. Not all the

defense-related experiments that would utilize target

emissions require high yields or gains; low-gain, low-yield

experiments could be started during this phase of LMF

operation. Eventually, the successful development of

targets that give high gains and yields would allow full

exploration of ICF target physics, and the performance of

other defense-related experiments.
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TABLE 3. Experiment rates and total experiments over service life required to make an LMF
an acceptable facility, plus desired rates to make an LMF even more attractive.t

Experiment Rate Total Number of Experiments
All 100 to 10 to 100 MJ

Experiment Category Yields 1000 MJ < 10 MJ 100 MJ 1000 MJ

High-gain target development
Requhed >300/yr >35/yr >1000 >300 >100
Desirable >600/yr >50/yr

Weapons-Physics Experiments
Required >500/yr >50/yr >1000 >3000 >1000
Desirable >800/yr >100/yr

Weapons-Effects Experiments
Source Development >1 O/yr >200 >100
Tests >16/yr >6/yr >200 >100

Total*
Required** >500/yr >50/yr >200 >3700 >1300
Desired >800/yr > 100/yr

* Not all categories of experiments would be conducted at the same rate thoughout the service life of an LMF. For example, the
development of high-gain targets must precede some of the experiments that require large target yields. Therefore, the total
required rates are somewhat less than the sum of the rates listed for the individual experiment categories. The total
experiments required over the lifetime of an LMF is the sum of the experiments for each category.

**These requirements correspond to approximately 2 low-yield shots per day, 1 high-yield shot per week,
and a 25-year service life based on the requirement for high-yield shots.

t’Hogan, 1988.

The primary utility of an LMF for nuclear weapons

related experiments is that it could permit certain

experiments to be performed at lower cost and at a rate that

meets nuclear weapons program needs in a more timely way

than underground tests. Comprehensive parameter studies

that take too long and cost too much with underground tests

may be feasible with an LMF. Measurements could be

made that are not feasible in underground experiments. ICF

offers a potentially important advantage over many other

above-ground experimental techniques for defense-related

experiments: larger objects can be exposed to meaningful

fluxes with a superior match to the spectra of radiations

from nuclear weapons.

Two classes of nuclear weapons related experiments

have received the most attention in developing the LANL

concept for an L~ weapons-effects and weapons-

vulnerability experiments and weapons physics experiments.

The first class of experiments investigates the effects of the

outputs of nuclear weapons on materials and equipment that

are likely targets of such weapons, especially the

vulnerability of other nuclear weapons. The second class

further clarifies the basic physics of nuclear weapons. The

response of materials to high energy deposition densities and

radiation fluxes would be studied experimentally, especially

the materials inside nuclear warheads and NDEWS at energy

densities typical of nuclear. Properties important to the

theoretical modeling of such responses, including equations

of state and opacities and other radiation transport properties,

would also be measured.

Both of these classes of experiments require that objects

(some with large masses) be located relatively close to

targets, which could result in the generation of potentially

damaging missiles (shrapnel) by the rapid isochoric

deposition of target emissions at high energy density.

Some of these objects would contain fissionable material,

which may greatly add to the induced radioactivity and

complicate the design of the target chamber. More work

needs to be performed on the definition of experiments

before a target chamber concept can be finalized.

The output from ICF targets differs from that of nuclear

weapons, resulting in a requirement for some temporal,

spatial, and spectral modification of ICF target emissions to

approximate the output of nuclear weapons. Protection of

the experiments from the unwanted effects of ICF

microexplosions may also be necessary. It is desirable to

have the capability to make experimental measurements for
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relatively long times after target microexplosions and to

perform additional in-situ post-shot experiments. A

preliminary experimental program would be required in an

LMF to develop such conversion methods to provide

radiation sources that match nuclem-weapons outputs with

satisfactory fidelity. Continuing R&D will be needed to

provide the measurement capabilities for the new

experimental opportunities offered by an LMF.

Operability, Maintainability, and Reliability

The component count and the consequences of failure to

meet operating schedules and to operate as intended will be

much greater for an LMF than for existing ICF

experimental facilities. Also, the operating costs will be

much greater for an LMF than for existing ICF facilities.

Therefore, an analysis of the operating characteristics of an

LMF is essential to a rational assessment of its cost

effectiveness. An LMF that is too often unavailable, is too

unreliable, or has excessive operating and maintenance costs

will not be considered attractive, however low its capital

cost. Modest addhional expendhures for equipment,

maintenance, quality control, training, etc., to increase

availability and reliability may greatly enhance the cost

effectiveness of an LMF.

In the LANL studies, a great premium is placed on

automating LMF operation to reduce the number of

operating persomel required. Improvements are being

sought in component life before failure, replacement, repair,

and maintenance, as well as short down times, easy access,

and low maintenance costs. Ways are being explored to

achieve fast facility turnaround and setup of targets and

applications experiments under ordinary operating conditions

as an aid to meeting or exceeding the proposed LMF

schedules.

IlluminationGeometries

There are two primary families of target concepts:

direct drive and indirect drive. The two classes may have

different requirements for the optical quality of the beams

used to drive them. Fortunately, the KrF laser driver for

either drive concept is similar, if not the same.

The fuel capsule in a directdnve target is illuminated

dk.ct.ly on its outside surface by the driver beams. The
compressive forces that implode the capsule must be highly

uniform to compress the capsule to the densities needed for

high gain. If the beams lack uniformity, instabilities

develop that can seriously degrade target performance. In

general, this means that the beams must have good beam

quality and balance and must be distributed throughout the

full 4-7c solid angle around targets.

A technique called induced spatial incoherence (ISI) has

been proposed to smooth beam profiles (Lehmberg and

Goldhar 1987). In this technique, a beam cross section is

divided into many smaller portions that are made mutually

incoherent. Each portion can be made to focus to the same

diffraction profile, provided the portions are small compared

to the scale of transverse aberrations and to the optical

apertures in the laser system. When the small portions of

laser light are superimposed on a target, it can’t respond on

the time scale of the relative delays. The target only

responds over a much longer time to the integrated energy

deposition, which is much smoother over the beam

footprint.

In indirect drive, the hohlraum combines the functions

of the regular distribution of beams in 4-rc, solid-angle,

precise balancing of beam energy and the 1S1beam-profile

smoothing used with dkect drive to obtain the required

illumination uniformity. X-ray energy absorbed by the

outer layers of the capsule causes it to implode.

One goal for the facilities that precede an LMF is to

determine the best target illumination geomet~ for an

LMF, or at least to narrow the number of geometries that

must be explored at the LMF driver-energy scale. As

facilities approach the LMF scale, the cost of providing

more than one illumination geometry becomes increasingly

expensive.

For now, we have assumed for the LANL LMF concept

that the illumination geometry will be for three-sided

indirect-drive targets. If some other illumination geomet~

is shown to be optimum by experiments in smaller

facilities, the present LANL LMF concept can be switched

over to that geometry with relatively minor changes. Even

if the best geometry is not determined until experiments

have been conducted in an LMF, only modest changes are

necessary to the existing high-energy optics systems to

deliver driver beams to target and to much of the

experimental area equipment and structures, for example, the

experimental area building and the target chamber. Much of

the existing equipment and structures could be used for the

new geometry. If 1S1must be provided for direct drive, the

added cost and complexity of the required equipment is not

large.

Pulseshaping

KrF laser technology offers a significant advantage in

easily providing the complex temporal pulse shapes required

to efficiently implode ICF targets. Pulse shaping may

make the difference in obtaining high gain with affordable

driver pulse energies. Other driver technologies have

inherent limitations that limit the range of pulse shapes that
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can be delivered andlor make flexible changing of pulse

shape difficult.

Current theoretical and experimental studies indicate

that to implode targets efficiently the shapes of the pulses of

energy delivered to fuel capsules should typically include a

long low-energy, low-power foot, followed by a smooth

steep rise to a narrow high-energy, high-power peak. (This

pulse shape can be approximated by a series of stepped

pulses.) The details of the optimum shape depend on such

factors as the driver energy delivered to the target and the

target design.

In the past, it was believed that the best way to shape

pulses from a KrF laser driver was to appropriately adjust

the times of arrival of many short pulses of similar shape at

a target so that their superposition gave the desired longer

overall pulse shape. However, recent theoretical analyses at

LANL indicate that pulses of the desired overall shape

generated with great flexibility at low cost by the low-

energy front end can be propagated without significant

distortion through a chain of amplifiers of increasingly

higher output energies if the amplifiers are operated in a

continuously saturated mode. When the amplifiers are

saturated, the lower-power portions of a pulse passing

through them overlap previous high-power pulses and have

the same gain as the higher-power portions of the pulse. If

all of the beams delivered to a target have the same pulse

shape, better drive symmetry will be achieved and the

optical complexity of the system is reduced.

Both types of pulse shaping are being studied further as

part of the LANL LMF and intermediate-facility conceptual-

design studies. The newer approach to pulse shaping, which

is promising when pure angular multiplexing is used for

pulse compression, may not be possible with nonlinear

pulse compression techniques, such as Raman and Bnllouin.

Pldse Length

The length of the individually shaped or superimposed

short pulses required to eftlciently drive targets is determined

by the width of the high-power peak of the complex pulse.

Theoretical studies suggest that the optimum short-pulse

length increases as the size of the target increases. The

appropriate peak-power pulse length for 1O-MJ driver pulse

energies is estimated to be of the order of 10 ns, and this

value was adopted for the LANL LMF driver concept.

Bandwidth

KrF lasers have the potential to deliver light with large

bandwidths. Large bandwidths improve the coupling of the

driver energy delivered to targets and increase the efficiency

with which targets are imploded. Flexibility in varying the

Inerti”d Confinement Fusion at Los Alamos: Progwss Since 1985

bandwidth is of interest for target development and to

determine commercial applications driver requirements. The

goal for the LANL LMF driver concept, a bandwidth up to

0.5% or more, is based on preliminary theoretical analyses.

More refined analysis and experimental results obtained in

the ICF facilities that precede an LMF will determine the

bandwidth requirements for a KrF laser driver for the LMF.

Repulse

Prepulse (energy arriving on targets before the main

pulse) carI significantly degrade the performance of the

target. Prepulse can be produced in several ways, including

poor front-end contrast ratio, late-beam to early-beam

crosstalk caused by small-angle scattering by optics, and

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE).

The principal objective is to keep prepulse low enough

to avoid the premature generation of plasma. Current target-

design studies indicate that prepulse power should be no

more than about 107 W/cm2. By using high contrast front

ends, controlling crosstalk by proper optical design, and

controlling ASE in the larger amplifiers to acceptable levels

by maintaining saturation, the required prepulse limits carI

be achieved.

Backlighting

One of the most powerful techniques for collecting data

on target dynamics is time-resolved photography, in which

x rays from an external source are passed through the target,

instead of recording only x-ray photons emitted by the

target. To be useful, the source of x rays must be very

bright, very close to the targets, and light up when the

targets are illuminated. At present, the best method of

providing such an x-ray source appears to be the use of

powerful tightly focused laser beams to heat a small amount

of an appropriate material located close to the targets to

temperatures at which it radiates strongly at the desired

wavelengths. Up to 10% of the total driver energy may be

diverted for this purpose in the LANL LMF design.

LANL CONCEPT FORAKrF LASER
DRIVER FOR AN LMF

In developing a conceptual design and estimating costs

for a KrF laser driver for an LMF, most of the effort to date

was concentrated on theoretical analyses and design tradeoffs,

cost, engineering-feasibility, industry-capability,

maintenance, and system-operability studies for the larger,

more expensive, and often more highly stressed

components. In particular, the main amplifiers and their

supportsystemsand the large opticalcomponentshave

U
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received the most attention to date. However, the smaller,

less-costly equipment was also considered, and more

attention is being paid to it now that some studies of the

larger components have yielded significant results.

The equipment and structures required for a complete

KrF laser driver at the LMF scale is described below. The

facility uses pure angular multiplexing for pulse

compression, main amplifiers that are pumped from both

sides using electron beams with guide magnets, and a pulse-

power system energized by pulse-forming lines. The

description begins with the low-energy optical systems and

amplifier train that provide the precisely timed and

temporally shaped train of pulses that constitute the input to

the main amplifiers. A description of the main amplifier

systems that produce the high-energy pulses required to drive

targets follows, and then a description of the optical systems

that demultiplex, transport, and focus the pulses onto targets

is given. Next, other driver subsystems, such as laser-gas

handling, beam alignment, system control, beam and

amplifier diagnostic, and other system instrumentation and

equipment, are discussed. We conclude with a discussion of

the high-energy beam enclosures, the needed prototyping,

spares, and the driver building. Figure 4 is an artist’s

conception of the initial design of the entire LMF, which

shows the main amplifiers located in the driver building, in

addition to other major equipment and structures.

,1 I
Amp

nodul

Fig. 4. Artist’s conception of initial design of the entirt

LMF.

Low-Energy Laser Equipment

The low-energy driver systems begin with the front-end

equipment that provides the input pulses for the entire driver

system. A variety of optical components divide the pulses

from the front end, angularly encode them, separate them

spatially, time-encode them to form a train of head-to-tail

short pulses, expand them to fill amplifier apertures, and

relay them through a chain of amplifiers. Larger amplifiers

downstream boost the pulse energies to the levels requi~d

for the inputs to the main amplifiers. All these systems

require appropriate alignment, diagnostic, and controls

systems.

Fkmt End

The front end consists of a master oscillator and pulse-

switchout, pulse-shaping, and bandwidth-broadening,

equipment. Small amplifiers that boost the energy of the

pulses from the master oscillator are also considered as part

of the front end. The master oscillator is a small, precisely

controlled laser that generates light at the 248-rim KrF

wavelength or at a wavelength that can be transformed into

the required wavelength. The short ( 10-ns) seed pulses

required from the front end are extracted from the master

oscillator by electro-optical pulse-switching equipment.

Equipment may be required in the front end to alter the

frequency of the laser-light pulses extracted from the master

oscillator, to adjust their bandwidth, to increase their

contrast ratio, to shorten them and their ramp-up and ramp-

down times, and to alter their temporal shape. For example,

the pulse shapes can be adjusted in the front end by

flattening the top of the pulse, by eliminating leading

spikes, creating trailing spikes, or in more general ways.

Small KrF amplifiers of conventional design can be used to

boost the energy of the laser-light pulses from the master

oscillator and/or at one or more points among the equipment

in the front end.

A good front-end design is important for the success of

an LMF with a KrF laser driver. However, the development

of a detailed conceptual design for the front end of the LANL

LMF tilver concept has not received much attention to date.

This is because there appear to be many promising options,

none of which cost very much. Also, if changes are needed

in the front end, even after final design and construction of

an LMF, the time and cost required to effect them are not

great. The most xecent design for the AURORA front end

has many of the necessary qualities (Thomas and Kumit

1989).

B I~”al Confinement Fusion at LmAkunas: Ftqpvss Since 1985
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TABLE 4. Summary of Los Alamos LMF amplifier staging from the main amplifiers (ultimate gain stage) upstream to the
front end.

Gain-Stage Amplifier Parameters Overall Gain-Stage Parameters
Input output Pump Input Output

Energy Energy
Gain-Stage Designation

Time Energy Energy
(W (k-0 Gain (ns) Beams Amplifiers (w Beams

Ultimate (U) 32.7 240 22 750 60 45 432 10800 900

Penultimate (PU) 2.0 42 21 750 60 15 30 630 900

Antepenultimate (APA) 0.124 2.6 21 375 30 15 1.86 39 450

Preantepenultimate (PAPU) 0.024 0.72 21 188 15 5 0.12 3.6 75

Final common (FC) 0.008 0.24 30 188 15 1 0.008 0.24 15

Semifinal common (SFC) 0.0005 0.015 30 63 5 1 0.0005 0.015 5

Front end (FE) 0.001 – 10 1 1 – 0.001 1

TABLE 5. Summary of the characteristics, counts, and costs of the small optical components required in the low-energy part of
the Los Alamos KrF laser driver concept for an LMF required to produce and deliver the precisely timed, temporally shaped, and
wavelength-tailored pulse train used as input to the main amplifiers.

Optics Element Element Cost of Elements
Station Optical Element Element Size Count (1000 $)

Gain Stage Diameter
and Station (cm) Total Optics Mounts Total

FEO1

FE02

FE03

SFCO1

SFC02

FCO 1

beam splitters in front-end room 12.8 4 4.8 1.4 6.2
for 5-charnel of common driver
multiplexer buillding

beamdirection in front-end room 12.8 5 4.0 1.2 5.2
mirrors
(flat)

input-pupil-
arrays mirrors
(spherical)

beam splitters
for 15-channel
multiplexer

beamdirection
mirrors
(flat)

FC-amplifier

of common driver
building

in front-end room
of common driver
building

in common driver
building

in common driver
building

in common driver
input-”aray building
mirrors (spherical)

Ineti”al Confinement Fuswn at Los A’anws: Progmess Since 198.5

2.8 5 4.0 1.2 5.2

2.8 10 10.8 3.3 14.1

2.8 15 10.8 3.3 14.1

2.8 15 10.8 3.3 14.1
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TABLE 5 (continued)

Optics Element Element Cost of Elements
Station Optical Element Element Size Count (1000$)

Gain Stage Diameter
and Station (cm) Total Optics Mounts Total

FC02

FC03

FC04

FC05

FC06

PAPUO1

PAPU02

PAPU03

PAPU04

PAPU05

PAPU06

APUOI

APU02

APU03

APU04

APU05

APU06

14

FC-amplifier
window
(flat)

FC-amplifier
back mirror
(spherical)

FC-amplifier
output-array
mirros (spherical)

beam splitters
for 15-channel
multiplexer

beamdirection
mirrors
(flat)

PUPU-amplifier
input-amay
mirrors (spherical)

PAPU-amplifier
windows
(flat)

PAPU-amplifier
back mirrors
(spherical)

PAPU-amplifier
output-array
mirrors (spherical)

beam splitters
for 30-channel
multiplexer

beamdkection
mirrors (flat)

beamdirection
mirrors (flat)

APU-amplifier
input-may
mirrors (spherical)

AIW-amplifier
windows (flat)

AIW-amplifier
back mirrors
(spherical)

AH-J-amplifier
output array
mirrors (spherical)

beam splitters
for 60-channel
multiplexer

front of FC
amplifier

back of FC
amplifier

in common driver
building

in commondriver
building

in commondriver
building

in PAPU-stage
rooms of driver
buildings

front of PAPU
amplifiers

back of PAPU
amplifiers

in PAPU-stage
rooms of driver
buildings

in PAPU-stage
rooms of driver
buildings

in PAPU-stage
rooms of driver

in APU-stage
areas of driver-
building basements

in APU-stage
areas of dnver-
building basements

front of APU

back of APU
amplifiers

in APU-stage
areas of driver-
building basements

in AH-J-stage
areas of dnver-
building basements

31.0

31.0

15.6

15.6

15.6

15.6

62.0

62.0

16.5

16.5

16.5

16.5

16.5

62.0

62.0

22.0

22.0

1

1

15

60

75

75

5

5

75

375

225

225

450

15

15

450

450

5.4

4.2

14.0

79.4

59.6

59.6

102.4

80.1

64.2

460.6

172.4

172.4

321.8

275.1

215.3

474.6

952.3

1.1

0.8

4.2

23.8

17.9

17.9

20.5

16.0

19.3

138.2

51.7

51.7

96.5

55.0

43.1

142.4

285.7

6.5

5.0

18.2

103.2

77.5

77.5

122.9

96.1

83.5

598.8

224.1

224.1

418.3

330.1

258.4

617.0

238.0

Ineti”al Confinement Fusion at Los Alams: Progress Since 1985
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TABLE 5 (continued)

Optics Element Element Cost of Elements
Station Optical Element Element Size Count (1000 $)

Gain Stage Diameter
and Station (cm) Total Optics Mounts Total

APU07 beamdirection in APU-stage 22.0 900 885.7 265.7 1151.4
mirrors (flat) areas of driver-

buildlng basements
Puol PU-amplifier in PU-stage 23.3 900 959.0 287.7 1246.7

input-array axeas of driver-
mirrors (spherical) building basements

PU02 PU-amplifier in front of PU 196.0 15 719.6 72.0 791.6
turning mirrors amplifiers
(flat)

PU03 PU-amplifier front of PU 165.1 15 4890.5 489.1 5379.6
windows (flat) amplifiers

PU04 PU-amplifier back of PU 165.1 15 2554.1 255.4 2809.5
back mirrors amdifiers

Intermediate Amplifiers

The amplification required to increase the energy of the

front-end output pulses to the level needed for the input to

the main power amplifiers in the LANL LMF driver concept

is accomplished in five stages. The designation adopted for

these stages and some important characteristics of the

amplifiers at each stage are listed in Table 4. The laser-

Iight pulses are optically divided using beam splitters; then

they are angularly encoded, time encoded, cleaned up, relayed

between stages, and directed into and out of the amplifiers

by mirrors. The required optical stations and their important

characteristics are identified in Table 5. The amplifier

staging and the required optical stations are illustrated

schematically in Figs. 5 and 6.

Each of the first two stages of amplification employs a

single amplifier. The output of the second of these

amplifiers is split for distribution to the 15 individual

driver-building arms; these arms contain the 45 main

amplifiers that share optical apertures in groups of three.

This is the reason for the designation “common” for the first

two amplifier stages and the driver-buildlng area that houses

them.

The semifinal common-stage amplifier is single pass.

The equipment for this amplifier includes (in addition to the

input and output optics) a laser chamber and accessories; an

input window and an output window; and laser-gas, pulsed-

power diagnostic, instrumentation, and control systems.

The pulsed power for this amplifier features peaking

circuits, instead of the pulse-forming lines used for the

larger amplifiers in the train, and electron-beam lasing-

medium pumping systems without the guide-magnets used

for the other amplifiers. Otherwise, a similar concept is

used for all the larger amplifiers (includlng the main

amplifiers), for which a more detailed description in provided

below.

The rest of the intermediate amplifiers are double pass.

Detailed conceptual designs have not yet been prepared for

each of the amplifiers that precede the main amplifiers, but

their estimated costs are included in the total for the LMF.

The main amplifiers are more expensive and call for larger

extrapolations from today’s technology. Calculations for

the main amplifiers indicate that a broad peak in extraction

efficiency occurs with a stage gain near 25. For this reason,

all the intermediate amplifiers, as well as the main

amplifiers, are designed to operate with gains in the range

20 to 30.

Optics

The optics and other equipment for pure angular

multiplexing include angle encoding, time encoding, beam

cleanup, and image relaying, optics amplifier input and

output optics (including beam splitters), mirrors, mounts,

supports, alignment actuators, and stepper motors. The

conesponding equipment for AURORA has been described

in the literature (Hanlon and McLeod 1987).

Inertial Conj%.ement Fuswn at Las Alamos: Progress Since 1985 Is
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A low-energy seed pulse with the appropriate temporal

shape from the front end is divided by beam splitters into

pulses of the same length but with lower energies. Further

splitting occurs after all but the penultimate and ultimate

gain stage. The number of bedm splitters required at each

station depends upon the desired increase in the number of

channels between amplification stages and the number of

beam-splitter stations between gain stages.

Each of the lower-energy beams is directed by mirrors

along distinct optical paths (angle encoding) of different

lengths. This permits the many short pulses to be delivered

consecutively in time (time or temporal encoding) to

amplifiers to synthesize the long pulse that can extract laser

light energy throughout a long pump period for high

et%ciency. The short pulses can be delivered with no gaps

between them or at intervals small in comparison to the

KrF laser upper-state lifetime.

The separate identities of the short pulses are

maintained as they are passed through several stages of

amplification by directing them through the amplifiers at

slightly different angles (angular multiplexing), using arrays

of distinct input and output mirrors for each short pulse.

The input beams are expanded by weakly powered spherical

mirrors to fill the amplifiers whose apertures must be much

larger to supply the output energies and to accommodate the

output intensities that result from large stage gain.

The input-amay mirrors must be located far from the

amplifiers to keep the angles small enough so that each

short pulse extracts nearly all the volume. Otherwise,

amplifier efficiency is decreased in proportion to the fraction

of the unextracted volume and by increased ASE in the

portions of the unextracted pumped volume. Also, if the

optics are located close to the amplifiers, then the

aberrations introduced by spherical mirrors, which are

preferred because they cost less than asphencal ones, maybe

too large. In addition, the long flight paths isolate the gain

stages to prevent parasitic or retroreflection amplification.

On the other hand, the angles must also be large enough to

prevent small-angle scattering of laser light by amplifier

optical from channels for late pulses into channels for early

pulses (crosstalk). Small-angle scattering can result in

excessive prepulse being delivered prematurely to targets.

These angles (typically only a few thousandths of a radian)

play a large part in determining the sizes, relative locations

(typically 100 to 200 m from the amplifiers), and feasible
groupings of amplifiers and optics. Because of the

importance of small-angle scattering in determining optical

layouts and the necessity to determine such scattering

experimentally, small-angle scattering is being examined in

parallel with damage threshold in an experimental program

to develop improved optical coatings.

The locations of the mirrors in input and output arrays

typically do not correspond in a systematic way to the

chronological order of arrival of the short pulses at the

arrays. This permits more uniform energy extraction by all

beams in time and space of energy from the pumped volume

of the amplifler and reduces ASE. In addition,

configurations that employ fewer turning mirrors to direct

beams have become possible. The input and output mirrors

may be interspersed on the same array mount to reduce

mount costs.

The beams enter the amplifiers through large flat

windows that separate the Iasing medium from the helium

in which the beams are transported between amplifiers in the

LMF. These long focal-length spherical mirrors redirect the

beams back through the pumped volume for additional

amplification and out tbe window and reduce the size of the

beams delivered to in the output array mirrors. The array of

output mirrors must be weakly powered to recollimate the

beams for relay (through beam splitters after several of the

intermediate amplification stages) to the next amplifier

stage. These spherical mirrors are located at approximately

the same distance from the amplifiers as the input mirrors.

One or more sets of flat mirrors maybe required to change

the directions of the beams between amplifiers.

The sizes of the optics do not change rapidly from gain

stage to gain stage, certainly not in proportion to the gain

per stage. This occurs because of the many subdivisions of

beam energy as a result of beam splitting and also because

the damage threshold is not closely approached in the low-

energy part of the laser system. The segmented windows,

amplifier back mirrors, and the large turning mirrors required

for aperture sharing for the main amplifiers are described in

more detail in the Main Amplifier section.

Another guiding principle in the design of the optics for

a KrF laser driver is that square optics may be more

expensive (per unit area) to make and mount than round

optics. Therefore, a round optic with an area not utilized by

a square beam may be less expensive than a square optic

with little wasted area. That is why the LMF includes

round optics in many places.

Main Amplifiers

The 45 KrF main amplifiers in the LANL LMF driver

concept are configured in groups of three that share input

and output optics. An artist’s conception of the overall

layout of the three-amplifier groups in the driver building is

shown in Fig. 7, and some of the details are given

schematically in Fig. 8. Aperture sharing provides an

additional stage of beam splitting to reduce from 2700 to

900 the number of beams needed to extract energy from 15

Ine&”al Confinement Fusion at Los Alamos: Progress Since 1985 17
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sets of three amplifiers. It makes the number of input and

output optics manageable and their size and cost affordable.

The additional optics station needed to split and turn the

beams involves only a single large component for two out

of each group of three main amplifiers-a total of 30 for the

entire LMF. This arrangement allows the matching of

square optics for input, output, and downstream beam

transport to the 3:1 optical aspect ratio of the main

amplifiem.

This arrangement also permits more efficient utilization

of space within the driver building and results in additional

cost savings. The pulse-forming lines must join the

electron-beam pumping system at an angle of 30° to

maximize the utilization of space within the driver beams.

Pulsed-Power Systems

The main amplifier pulsed-power systems deliver large

pulses of high-voltage electrical energy to electron-beam

diode that pump the amplifiers from both sides (Rosocha

and Riepe 1985; Sullivan 1987). The pulse-power

equipment includes an initial energy storage section, a

pulse-shortening energy transfer section, an output section,

fluids support systems, handling and special maintenance

equipment, and diagnostic and triggering systems.

Marx generators provide the initial energy storage of the

electrical energy fed to the pulse forming lines.

The pulse-forming lines shorten the electrical pulses

from the initial energy-storage section. The pulse-forming

line concept used for the main amplifiers of the LANL KrF

laser driver is illustrated in Fig. 9. The use of planar

central conductors in a rectangular tank of degassed and

deionized water makes the maintenance of the pulse-forming

lines much easier than for the coaxial geometry used on

AURORA. New materials and designs may make pulse-

fonning networks more cost effective for large KrF

amplifiers of the types under consideration. Pulse-forming

network technology is being investigated for its potential

use in an LMF with a KrF laser driver.

The output sections of the pulsed-power systems

consist of short transition sections (including bending and

impedance matching) to interface the pulse-forming lines to

the bushing and e-beam diode equipment. The transition

section with a 30° bend is illustrated in Fig. 8. One option

for the output switches are rim-fired, gas-insulated, laser-

triggered switches with the laser optics enclosed within the

central conductor structure of the transition section. Rail-

gap switches are also being considered. Current-return

conductors and accessories complete the pulsed-power

circuits.

The pulsed-power triggering systems consist of special

heavy-duty circuits and electronic equipment to initiate the

operation of the switches in the pulsed-power equipment,

plus interfaces to the overall driver control systems. The

triggering must be synchronous with the triggering of other

laser equipment, or with appropriate lead times or delays.

Electron-Beam Pumping Systems

The main amplifier electron-beam pumping systems

generate the pulses of high-energy electrons that pump the

lasing medium (Rosocha and Riepe 1989; Sullivan 1987).

These systems are illustrated schematically in Fig. 10.

They include cathode and anode structures, guide-field

magnet systems, vacuum housing and pumping systems,

supports, and special maintenance and diagnostic equipment.

The main amplifiers are pumped from both sides to promote

energy deposition uniformity across the pump volume. The

measures taken to ensure acceptable beam uniformity over

the cross section of the electron beams in the laser chamber

are discussed below.

The e-beam diodes in the conceptual design for the main

KrF amplifiers represent a significant extrapolation in area,

voltage, and total current from AURORA LAM diodes. A

comparison of these design parameters for AURORA and for

the LANL LMF concept is presented in Table 1. One of

the principal design issues for the main amplifiers is the

choice between monolithic cathodes and segmented cathodes

in the electron-beam systems. The current choice for the

main amplifier cathode in the LANL LMF concept is a

monolithic structure with a velvet cold-cathode emitter

surface on aluminum and enclosed in a vacuum housing.

The two considerations that drive the interest in

monolithic cathodes are a modest cost savings and the

possibility of greater system reliability through a reduction

in component count and overall complexity. That either or

both of these advantages can be realized has not yet been

established. A principal issue whether emission over large

monolithic cathodes is uniform. One of the primary

recommendations of the working groups at a recent

workshop (Honig and Kristiansen 1989) that addressed this

question was that segmented diodes, with segment areas

about the same as the monolithic cathodes in use today,

could be used without guide-field magnets. In addition to

the information gained from experiments with the

AURORA diodes, both external and in-house design and

R&D programs have been initiated. Improved emitter

surfaces are expected in the near future. The principal

improvements sought include longer service life before

replacement and reduced exfoliation of fibers. This issue of

optimum pump architecture is still unresolved.

lx k.erh”al Confinement Fusion at L.OsAlamos Progress Since 1985
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Fig. 7. Artist’s conception of three main amplifiers (or ultimate gain stage) that share apertures, together with the single

penultimate gain stage and antepenu[timate gain stage amplifiers that drive them, in one of the 15 arms of the driver building.

Amplifier Building

/ K Preamplifiers

r Demultiplexing

i /—
— —

I

~ Beam Tube

/

lL- Final Amplifiers
L Feed and Recollimation

(240 kJ each) Array

Fig. 8. Details of layout of main ampltjlers and time decoder optics in a driver-building arm.

To Target
Building
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Fig. 10. Main amplifier electron-beam equipment.

The magnetic fields generated by the electron beams

from large monolithic cathodes can produce beam pinching.

To control this problem, large electromagnetic coils are

placed around the electron-beam in the main KrF amplifier

to provide an external guide field. These are shown in

Fig. 7. The magnetic field generated by such coils must be

relatively uniform and very strong (of the order of 0.5 Telsa

for the LANL concept). The currents required to generate

such fields are large and the cross-section of

nonsuperconducting coils to cany this current with

acceptable resistive losses is correspondingly large. The

coils would be operated in a pulsed mode. The power

required during the time the coils are activated is also large.

The main KrF laser amplifier chambers in the LANL

LMF driver concept are rectangular vessels that must resist

both internal and external pressure loading and the loading

imposed by the strong fields of the main guide magnets.

They are illustrated in an artist’s conception in Fig. 7 and

schematically in Fig. 10 with more detail. Prior to a shot,

the pressure in the laser gas will be approximately that of

the local atmosphere. During a shot, the electrical pump

energy that is not converted to laser energy will cause a

transient pressure rise of a fraction of an atmosphere. When

the laser chambers are evacuated to remove the lasing

medium, they must be able to resist buckling under an

external pressure loading of essentially a full local

atmosphere.

The amplifier chambers must provide stable platforms

for the optics integral with them, for example, the window

at the front of the chamber and the mirror at the back of the

chamber. Thus, the support structure for the chambers must

be massive and be designed for control of vibrations. When

the main guide-field magnets are energized, the back mirrors

may move in response to the strong magnetic field that is

generated. Their mounts must be designed to allow the real-

time realignment that must be accomplished after ramping

up the magnetic field. This is currently done on the

AURORA Facility, and various similar technologies will be

employed. Parasitic oscillations will be controlled by

special antireflection coatings and baffles in the shadow of

the hibachi structures and on the unoccupied areas of the

Iaser-chamber top and bottom.

Amplifier Optics

Although they are relatively few in number, the main

amplifier windows and back mirrors represent a substantial

fraction of the total cost of the optics for an LMF. Their

costs and some of their characteristics are summarized in

Table 6 and illustrated in Fig. 11. The corresponding

optics for AUROW have been described in the literature

(Hanlon and McLeod 1987; McLeod 1987).
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I

TABLE 6. Summary of the characteristics, counts, and costs of the large optical components required to produce the high-
energy beams in the main KrF laser amplifiers of the Los Alamos LNLF driver concept and to transport, aim, and focus them
onto targets from the input of the forty-five main amplifiers configured in three-amplifier modules.

Optics Element Element Element Element Cost of Elements
Station Optical Element Location Parameters Size Count (1000 $)

Gain Diameter
Stage Shape, or Long

and Figure Side
Station Segments (cm) Total Optics Mounts Total

Uol

U02

U03

U04

U05

U06

TO1

T02

T03

T04

T05

T06

main-amplifier
input-array
mirrors

main-amplifier
turning
mirrors

main-amplifier
windows

ends of driver
buildings opposite
main amplifiers

center of three
aperture-combined
main amplifiers

front of main
amplifiers

1.21:1
rectangle,
flat, 1

2.10:1
rectangle,
flat, 6

2.00:1
rectangle,
flat, 6

2.00:1
rectangle
spherical, 6

1.21:1
rectangle,
spherical, 1

1.21:1
rectangle,
flat, 1

1.21:1
rectangle,
flat, 1

1.70:1
rectangle,
flat, 1

round,
flat

round,
flat,
1

round,
lens, 1

round,
flat,
1

40.0

465.0

465.0?

465.07

87.0

87.0

87.0

110.0

110.0

95.0

87.0

180.0

900

30

270

2,096

6,381

46,405

419 2,515

638 7,019
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Pr~load Arrangement

End Transition Section

Fused Si Window
Laser Chamber/ Hibachi Support / Segmented

CGW 7940
Fused Silica

H

[ II
Window

‘ 1.5m
I/\

\

Total Width Frame

Bezel \ 30 cm
3.96 m Unpumped Length

Active Height (each end)

Fig. 11. Main amplifier chamber with intet-j2aces to electron-beam equipment and integral optics.

Low thermal expansion, high strength, and resistance to

color center formation are important considerations for the

window material. Although fused silica is the current

material of choice for the main amplifier windows, other

window materials are still being considered. They include

single-cgwal materials with fluorine as a constituent for

better substrate resistance to the lasing medium. These

materials can be grown in large-plate geometries by edge

crystallization methods under development in industry and

could be available by the time an LMF is built.

Sizes near those currently available for window blanks

limitations may persist for the LMP. Therefore, we

conservatively assume that the windows and mirrors for the

main amplifiers in an LMF would be segmented, and the

size would not far exceed the largest size that is currently

produced and used on AURORA. The windows are

rectangular, with an aspect ratio of 2:1 (1.5-m diagonal);

they are about 10-cm thick. For comparison, the length of

the diagonal of the AURORA main amplifier window is

also about 1.5 m and its thickness is 7 cm.

The mounts for the main amplifier windows must

support them without distortion under gravitational loading.

The window mounts must also prevent damage to these

optics from the one-sided impulsive pressure loading by the

lasing medium and the thermal loading caused by deposited

laser light energy and thermal energy transferred from the

hot lasing medium when the laser is fired. The windows

may need to move and expand in response to this loading.

Special equipment would then be required to automatically

adjust, and perhaps also reseal, the windows after every shot.

The joints between the segments intercept more laser

light than their total geometric cross section would suggest

because the beams are directed into and out of the amplifiers

at an angle and must pass through the windows twice. In

addition to the beam energy loss, ASE from unextracted

regions in the shadow of the joints is a concern. We have

developed a design for the main amplifier windows that

does away with thick sashes for mechanical support at the

joints. This concept is illustrated schematically in Fig. 11.

The pressure loading is supported at the ends of the
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segments 1.5 m in length, that span the 1.3-m window

opening. The joints require only thin seals.

The back mirrors are also segmented (with the same

segmentation as the windows) and must be spherically

figured. However, their design in many respects is not so

difilcult as that of the windows. The substrates can be made

of any suitable low-expansion mirror material. The high-

reflection dielectric coatings require many more layers than

the windows, but they also provide more protection for the

substrate from attack by the laser-gas mixture. The joints

need not be sealed against a pressure differential. They are

exposed to beams passed through the amplifier only once

and at only one surface.

LaserGassystems

The amplifiers must be supported by equipment to

receive, store, and mix the chemically aggressive and

hazardous Iasing medium and to fill and empty the laser

chambers. A single central laser gas facility could serve all

the smaller amplifiers and all of the main amplifiers, but a

separate module to serve the amplifiers in each laser-

building arm makes more sense. A schematic of the major

items needed, all relatively conventional process equipment,

is presented in Fig. 12. A detailed study of the

requirements, equipment, and costs for the gas systems for

the LMF is under way.

Figure 13, in which the measured effects of common

contaminants on KrF laser performance are summarized,

gives an indication of the necessity for constraining the

contaminants in the lasing medium at very low levels to

achieve high laser efficiency. Also, organics, such as the

vapors from lubricants and plasticizers outgassing from

polymeric materials, must not be allowed to contaminate

the laser gas.

The resources, sources, quantities, and costs for some of

the gases required for operation of an LMF, including the

lasing-medium constituents, are given in Table 7. The

estimates of the amual consumption are based on

reasonable assumptions of the amounts ~quired to fill LMF

equipment, such as the smaller amplifiers and the laser-gas

support systems, and to the main amplifiers. Losses during

purification, ordinary leakage, and losses when access for

maintenance is required are also accounted for. The

quantities of fluorine required are small and it is less

expensive to dispose of it in an approved manner than to

repurify and recycle it. The krypton requirement is

relatively large in comparison to current production rates,

and it has a high unit cost. However, krypton is relatively

easy and inexpensive to separate, clean up, and reuse , and

production rates could be increased substantially if the

demand were there.

Main Amplifier Input and High-Energy
OUtpu~ Decoder, Tnmspm%=d
Targeting Optics

The high-energy optics consist of a large number

(several stations for each of 900 beams) of large

(approximately l-m diagonal) optics. The high-energy

optics as a group operate at the highest average fluences
(S 5 J/cm2) in the l~er system. Much of the published

discussion of the corresponding optics for AUROIL4 applies

to the LMF optics (McLeod 1987). This fluence is a

reasonable extrapolation from today’s values, based on recent

increases in coating damage thresholds. The number of

channels in thk section of the driver optics could be reduced

significantly only if the conservative size assumed for these

optics could be substantially increased. The size of the

optics that can be produced cost effectively at the time the

LMF is built camot be predicted now. We also discuss here

brieffy the input optics for the main amplifiers, including

the turning mirrors used to split the main amplifier input

beams and direct them into the amplifiers.

The total cost for these optical components is so large

that extensive efforts have been made to find ways to

substantially reduce their cost. A summary of some of the

important characteristics of the optics in this group and an

estimate of their costs are presented in Table 6. The optics

are illustrated in Fig. 14. The cost estimates in Table 6 are

for the equipment only and don’t include installation,

integration, and indirect costs. In preparing the cost

estimates, all the possibilities for cost reduction mentioned

in the Introduction were considend.

The cost estimates for the high-energy flat mirrors also

assume that they are of a novel lightweight design (Hextek)

developed over a period of several years at the Mirror

Fabrication Group of the Astronomy Department at the

University of Arizona. The mimer blanks are fabricated by

fusing at high temperature short sections of Pyrex tubing in

a closest-packing array to one side of a flat Pyrex plate. The

plat is much thinner than a conventional monolithic mirror

blank of the same stiffness as the Hextek mirrors. The

weight of the completed blank is much less than that of an

equivalent monolithic blank. The blanks have been

successfully polished and coated to produce mirrors of high

quality that are currently in use on AURORA.
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Fig. 12. Laser gas equipment.

TABLE 7. Resources, stockpiles, production rates, and annual sales versus LMF requirements and costs and delivered purity for
helium, krypton, and fluorine (1985 sales, resources, and stockpiles; 1988 delivered costs).

Initial U.S. Combined cost of
Requirement Domestic and Us. Us. Initial
and Annual Export Annual Measured Government Purity as Invento~ &

:::30 Sales Resotuce Stockpile Supplied Unit Cost Annual Makeup
Gas ( ) (std m3) (std m3) (std ms) (70) ($lstd m3) (M$)

helium 3.30 x 105 5.30 X 108
(He) 2.63 X 105* (3,3,5,23,

1,1 ppm of
H20,02,N’2,

Ne, H2, THC)

krypton 1,600 2,500
(Kr) 160**

fluorine 5 40,000
(F2) 60***

6.76 X 109
0.526

1.14 ppm
in air

3 to 470
in

phosphate

1.04 x 109 99.997 2 0.660

99.995
(3,3,5,25,

3,1 ppm of
H20,02mN2,

(Xe,C02,THC)

98

500 2.400
0.240

100 0.001
0.006

* Assumes 0.1%/day normal leakage and 1% loss/maintenance access every 10 days.
* * Assumes 1070 1055/year.
*** Assumes 100% turnover per month.
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Fig. 14. Optical
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Fig. 13. Effects of common lasing medium contaminants

on KrF laser performance.

In order for three LMF main amplifiers to share

apertures with the input and output mirror arrays, they must

have matching aspect ratios. The square beams directed

toward the amplifiers must be split into three equal vertical

strips three times as high as they are wide to match the

aspect ratio of the amplifier windows. As illustrated in

Figs. 6 and 7, this is accomplished using two mirrors (for

an LMF total of 30) of the same height as the amplifiers

but wider, because the input beams must strike them at a

60° angle. These mirrors intercept and redirect into two

amplifiers one-third of each input beam from both sides.

The central portion of the input beam passes between the

Inertial Confinement Fusion at Los Alarnos: Progress Since 1985

two turning mirrors into the third amplifier of the group of

three. Thus, for a set of three main amplifiers, 60 square

input beams are split into 1803:1 aspect-ratio beams, and

60 are passed through each main amplifier. The rectangular

beams emerging from the main amplifiers are then

recombhmd into 60 square output beams by the same

mirrors and sent to the recollimator arrays.

The 900 recombined and recollimated main amplifier

output beams are directed by the output array along the arms

of the driver buildings in the general direction of the

amplifiers. A separate Hextek mirror located along the

outside walls of the beam enclosures provides an optical

path of different length for each short pulse; the path reduces

some of the time differences introduced by time encoding.

Not all of the time decoding is done here because the optical

paths for delivery of beams to targets from different sides

and at different angles are of different length. The decoder

mirrors direct the beams back down the driver-building arms

toward the central experimental area building.

Half (450) of the beams entering the experimental area

building, shown in Fig. 5C, are sent directly to an optical

switchyard with a mirror for each beam to be routed as

required for delivery to target. The other half of the beams

entering the experimental area building pass to the opposite

side of the building from where they enter. There, a mirror

sends the beam to an optical switchyard. In this optical

switchyard (as in the other switchyard), each of these 450

beams is directed by a separate fixed mirror. A mirror for

each of the 900 beams located around the outside of the

Z5
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target chamber in the experimental area building turns that

beam toward a separate aiming mirror that can be adjusted

by the automatic targeting system. This mirror aims it at

an angle of approximately 60° from the normal to the

spherical target-chamber surface toward a lens for each beam

that is mounted in the target chamber wall.

The lens, which is located in a cylindrical penetration

through the target chamber wall, is shielded to protect the

lens from target emissions. The lens is moved by the

targeting system to focus the beam for delivery to target.

The lens also serves as the vacuum barrier for the beam line

interfacing with the evacuated target chamber. Each beam

then strikes a final mirror inside the target chamber that

turns the beams toward the targets. This last mirror must

be in the direct line-of-sight to the targets. The last two

optics in the high-energy chain that delivers the driver

energy to target are illustrated schematically in Fig. 15.

More discussion of the reasons for this arrangement and the

methods adopted to protect the lenses from target emissions

are presented in the section on the LANL experimental area

concept for an LMF with a KrF laser driver.

X-Ray Shield
And Instrument/

Exoenment SUDDOrt

Alignment

Alignment and focusing systems must rapidly counter

any drift of alignment in the driver optical components,

eliminate the disturbances resulting from the effects of firing

the laser and target microexplosions, and aim and refocus the

driver onto new targets. The following equipment is

required for alignment and focusing of optics: beam-position

sensors, stepper motors, low-backlash micropositioners and

mechanical linkages on selected adjustable optical

components, low-power alignment lasers, beam-position

sensors, microcomputers and peripherals, displays,

oscilloscopes, image analyzers, data-transmission lines,

control systems, and interfaces to the driver control systems.

The optics at many of the stations are aligned only

infrequently, after which they are fixed in position. Arrays

of optics typically will be mounted on a single rigid frame

that prese~es their relative locations for long periods of

time so that the optics can be manipulated as a single unit.

Adjustable mounts with microradian pointing accuracies that

meet all requirements have been designed at LANL.
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Fig. 15. LANL Lh4F target-chamber optical layout concept in experimental area building.
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An award-winning microcomputer-controlled alignment-

system design was developed at LANL for AURORA to

automatically align a large number of optical channels in a

short time and then update the alignment periodically

thereafter (Kortegaard 1987). The sophisticated software to

operate it also was developed at LANL. This alignment

system design uses inexpensive electro-optical components

in innovative ways to achieve outstanding results. There is

a continuing project at LANL to improve this concept to

meet the even more stringent requirements for future ICF

drivers.

Diagnostics Systems

Diagnostic systems, in addition to the ordina~

instrumentation needed for operation, are required to

continuously monitor the status of much of the driver

equipment (Rosocha and Riepe 1987). A record of the

performance of the driver as a whole and its subsystems

individually can aid in diagnosing malfunctions and

substandard performance and determining when preventative

maintenance is required.

For the pulsed-power subsystem, the parameters of

interest include stage and overall voltages, stored energy,

inductance, series resistances, jitter, actual peak current and

charge transfer, and short-circuit current and charge transfer.

For the electron-beam systems, vacuum, charges, voltages,

currents, jitter, and electric and magnetic fields are

parameters of interest. Prior to shots, the lasing medium in

amplifiers must be monitored for composition, including

impurities, plus thermal uniformity. After a shot is

triggered, it will be desirable to also measure and record the

variables needed to analyze laser-gas composition, pressure,

temperature, volumetric energy deposition and power,

pumping efficiency, extraction efficiency, gain, ASE,

parasitic oscillation, etc., as functions of time and position

after triggering a shot. Some of these measurements are

extremely dit%cult to obtain and will require sophisticated

and expensive equipment.

Beam Enclosures

Special enclosures are needed to provide stable, uniform

low-loss paths for the propagation of the laser beams.

Some of the issues as they apply to AURORA have been

discussed in the literature (Bowling et al. 1987). The

enclosures are relatively small, simple, and inexpensive in

the low-energy portion of the amplifier chain, but they are

larger and more expensive in the high-energy part of the

driver and targeting systems. The enclosures include tubes,

ducts, halls, rooms, and other structures that are insulated to

stabilize temperature distributions within them. The

required equipment includes special environment-control

systems, such as heat exchangers, baffles, gas flow directing

equipment, blowers, fans, drives, instrumentation and

controls, etc., to maintain the interior of the enclosures at

uniform temperatures. Special provisions must also be

made for visual inspection from outside, access for repair

and maintenance, and control of access to the enclosures that

contain unbreathable atmospheres.

Large beam energies must only be transported from the

output of the main amplifiers to the targets. The average

pulse fluences there are .S 5 J/cm2, with localized peaks of

up to three to four times the average. Transport in air of

such intense beams over the long beam paths required for

time decoding and delive~ of the beams to the target

chamber is not a viable option because of rotational Raman

and Rayleigh scattering losses.

Transport in a soft vacuum (up to few torr) of the high-

energy beams from the main amplifier output windows to

the target chamber windows is possible. However, the

structural requirements for large cross section vacuum beam

enclosures, which must resist buckling from external

pressures near one local atmosphere with an appropriate

safety margin, appear to introduce unacceptable costs.

The option selected for the transport of high-energy KrF

laser beams in the LANL LMF concept is high-purity

helium (He) gas at small overpressures in light, insulated

beam enclosures within buildings in which the temperatures

are carefully controlled. As a high-energy beam-transport

medium, a monoatomic, inert gas offers the advantages of

small Rayleigh-scattering losses, no rotational Raman

scattering, and ease of purity maintenance. The Rayleigh-

scattering losses with helium as the transport medium are

negligible. Helium offers the additional benefit of easy

control of refractive-index variation, because it has a low

refractive index (1.000036 @ STP) to begin with and

superior thermophysical properties that facilitate the control

of temperature gradients.

The basic concept is illustrated schematically in

Fig. 16. The enclosure shown is for a relatively empty

section through which high-energy beams are transported for

time decoding or delivery to the target building. While

similar in principle, the enclosures surrounding amplifiers

and concentrations of large optical components and those

involving changes in elevation inside the target building

will be more complex. The magnitude of the problem is

indicated by the illustrations of the LANL LMF concept in

Figs. 4 through 7, which show something of the driver-
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building arms, the enclosuresand their shapesand contents,
and the many beams that must be delivered to target.

Double Wall Beam Tube

Fig. 16. LANL high-energy beam-enclosure concept.

An obvious design goal is to keep the total volume

inside the beam enclosures as small as possible to reduce the

amount of expensive inert gas that is required nevertheless,

there must be convenient access to enclosed equipment for

inspection, replacement, repair, and maintenance Another

design goal is to make the surface-to-volume ratio of the

beam enclosures small to reduce the cost of the enclosures,

the potential for leakage, and the requirements for

temperature control.

The economics of the use of helium for the high-energy

beam-transport gas in an LMF depend on several factors,

including
. the amount required to fill all of the beam enclosures;
. the form in which the helium is delivered and stored and

the on-site storage requirements;
. the purity at which the helium is delivered, the purity

that is required for normal operations, and the cost of

owning and operating any on-site purification

equipment that may be required to prepare the as-

delivered helium for service and to maintain the helium

in the enclosures at the required purity;
. the loss rates for helium during normal operations and

maintenance
. the cost of achieving a specified loss ratq and
. the costs associated with the safe operation and

maintenance of the LMF facility that uses a

nonbreathable atmosphere in the enclosures.

Accurate estimates of the volume of helium required to

till alI the complex high-energy beam-transport enclosures

will not be possible until the design is completed.

However, a rough estimate can be obtained by estimating

the average total cross section of the enclosures required to

transport all the beams, with due allowance for a workable

design of separation and clearance around the beams, and

then multiplying that sum by the average length of the

optical path from the main amplifiers to the target chamber.

Based on a pulse energy of 10 MJ at an average fluence of

5 J/cm2, a separation and clearance factor of 3, and an

average optical path length of 600 m, approximately

3.6 x 105 std m3 of helium is required.

The identified US helium resource, the amount of

helium in the national stockpile, the annual US domestic

and foreign sales of helium, and the asdelivered purity and

unit cost of helium are listed in Table 7. The amount and

cost of helium required annually, based on listed

assumptions about leakage during operation and losses

during access for maintenance, are also given in Table 7.

The long-term storage of the high-purity helium

required for an LMF is more expensive per unit mass than

the helium itself. Therefore, reductions in the requirements

for storage of helium onsite is one way to improve the

helium economy for an LMF. The largest reduction in on-

site helium storage requirements can be achieved through

use of the high-energy beam-transport enclosures as the

primary storage for helium, and we have assumed this for

the LANL LMF concept. Some additional storage of

helium on the site is required to makeup leakage during

normal operations and losses incurred when enclosures are

entered for repairs or routine maintenance of equipment.

Long-distance transport and long-term storage of helium as a

liquid are less expensive than storage as a gas at high

pressur~ and we have assumed this for the LMF.

Control Systems

The driver control systems must address an unusual, but

by no means unique, combination of requirements. Data

acquisition and control systems for AURORA have been

described in the literature (Bowling et al. 1987). Some of

the many operations that must be performed to prepare the

driver for a shot, such as final alignment of optics, can’t be

performed fast enough manually and/or with adequate

precision. The assistance of sophisticated servomechanisms

and data acquisition, computational, and control systems

operated from a central control room is necessary. Also,

many driver components must be triggered to operate

synchronously to within less than a nam)second or to

initiate operations with similarly precise delays. Some

other driver operational pararnetem also must be controlled

within tight limits.
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The initiation of driver operation will also trigger

actions by other LMF systems whose timing is critical,

such as experiment and diagnostic instrumentation.

Improper driver operations may result in considerable

damage to these systems andlor targets and involve

significant costs. Some of this triggering and control is

accomplished using passive systems, but active systems are

also required.

On the other hand, many of the operations required to

prepare the driver, the target chamber, targets, and

experiments for a shot do not need to be closely coordinated

with operation of the driver, nor do they require such precise

timing, or involve such close control. The laser-gas

operations, post-shot cleanup, target and experiment setup,

and evacuation of the target chamber in preparation for the

next shot are examples. Such local, off-line control

functions may be provided more eftlciently and at lower cost

by independent systems, placed throughout the large LMF

site.

Therefore, the LANL LMF concept includes a driver-

oriented master control system in a screened, central control

room at the apex of a complex hierarchy of subsidiary

control systems. The authority of the master control

system must be supreme. The driver firing and certain

important safety procedures would be controlled from this

control room. In addition, there maybe distributed control

rooms, for example, one for the experimental area concerned

primarily with target-chamber operations and one for site

services.

Safety and Environmental Protection
systems

l%e driver building would be cleared of persomel

shortly before a shot was fired. Some specialized systems

will be required to ensure safety during other activities

within the driver building and to protect the public and the

environment. The principal hazards associated with the

operation of the driver include high voltages, stray currents,

residual charges, strong electrical and magnetic fields, the

fluorine in the Iasing medium, energetic electrons, x-ray

emissions, energetic laser-light pulses, a nonbreathable

atmosphere in the beam enclosures, and high vacuums. A

more detailed analysis is presently being conducted of the

hazards associated with LMF operation, the safety and

environmental-protection equipment and procedures required

throughout an LMF, and their costs and impacts on facility

operations.

Systems to detect the presence of operating personnel,

experimenters, intruders, etc., and to monitor radiation,

electric and magnetic fields, chemical hazards, temperatures

and pressures, etc., will be needed. The list of required

safety equipment also includes warning signs and displays,

visible and audible alarm systems, and special visual and

voice communications equipment, etc., to caution and

advise persomel in operational areas. Barriers will be

needed, such as special doors, walls, fences, and guards, to

restrict access to operational areas and equipment. Safety

interlocks to centralized and distributed control systems will

also be needed to prevent simultaneous occupation of an area

and operation of equipment, simultaneous operation of two

incompatible systems or pieces of equipment, etc.

Miscellaneous safety systems, such as special emergency

lighting, local ventilation, electrical grounding, chemical

cleanup, injury treatment, respirator, and washing systems,

and emergency shelters will also be required. The driver-

building ventilation air cart be continuously sampled to

detect the presence of fluorine and quickly diverted through a

charcoal bed if fluorine is detected.

Prototype Amplifier Module

In spite of the experience gained in the design,

construction, and operation of the smaller facilities with

KrF laser drivers, a prototype of the large laser equipment

for an LMF may be needed. The schedule and cost for such

a prototype are included in the LANL LMF study. The

prototype would consist of a single large amplifier, with the

appropriate equipment for pulsed-power, electron-beam

pumping, guide-magnet, optical, laser-gas, diagnostics,

instrumentation, and control systems, etc., at or near the

scale of the LMF main amplifiers. The prototype would

provide scabup confidence before a commitment is made

to the full LMF desig~ permit proposed minor design

changes, new materials, etc., to be evaluated under realistic

conditions during design of the L~ and provide an

opportunity for hands-on training and experience for

operating and maintenance personnel prior to startup of the

LMF.

The prototype need not include all of the low-energy

systems, for example, the pulse-shaping systems that

deliver the input pulses for the LMF main amplifiers. The

high-energy beam-transport equipment for delivering

focused, shaped pulses to targets need not be provided.

Some of the modules of modular subsystems for the main

amplifiers for an LMF might be omitted, such as pulsed-

power or electron-beam lasing-medium pumping equipment.

However, the prototype must be capable of operations that

address the critical design issues of the main amplifier and

associated equipment for an LMF in sufficient detail, at an

adequate scale, and for enough shots to provide the design

verification for the LMF. Alternatively, the prototype must
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be identical to a main amplifier for the LMF and eventually

be installed as such or serve as a spare. Because the

prototype would be a first-of-a-kind device, its cost maybe

higher, but the construction of the LMF main amplifiers

would then occur farther down the fabrication-cost learning

curve.

spares

For some of the driver equipment described above,

comprehensive and detailed reliability and maintenance

studies should be established so that adequate initial

inventories of spares are on hand for critical driver

components and subsystems that are expected to fail in

service. The objectives are to rapidly restore the driver to

service and to permit operations and maintenance training

with actual equipment. The spares used for failed equipment

may be replaced with new units from suppliers.

Alternatively, the failed equipment could be repaired and

placed in the spares inventory. An initial inventory of

critical spares large enough to last the projected service life

of the LMF may be desirable if the timely availability of

future supplies is in doubt or if the acquisition of spares in

the future is predicted to be very expensive, provided such

spares have an unlimited shelf life. (Spares may be much

more expensive to acquire after an initial order is filled

because of the expense of restarting production, limited
production runs, and/or competition for the manufacturing

capability.) Alternatively, the establishment of on site

and/or off site standby manufacturing capability that is

dedicated to the LMF or on which the LMF has first call

might be warranted. A manufacturing capacity that is

sufficient to meet the anticipated average requirement for

spares and that operates throughout the service life of the

LMF might also be justified.

Driver Building

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the driver building is divided

into 15 arms that are tangential rather than radial to a central

circle. The outer area of each arm contains on-grade groups

of three main amplifiers that share optical apertures and their

accessories. Smaller amplifiers are located in basements

under each arm. The wider sections of the halls leading

from the outer areas contain demultiplexing optics. The

narrower sections house beam enclosures for high-energy

beam transport; the input and output mirror arrays for the

main amplifiers are located at their inner ends.

The requirements for the driver building are not severe.

A thick concrete floor is required to provide a stable

platform for optical components, including the windows and

3
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back mirrors for the amplifiers. Elsewhere, the building pad

can be thinner to save costs, except for walls and roofs and

locations where greater thickness is required to support

heavy equipment, such as cranes and other lifting

equipment. Such thinning of the floor is also contingent on

the use of a special design to prevent the transmission of

vibrations to the more sensitive areas or the elimination of

activities that generate the disturbances during critical times

prior to shots and during shots.

Conventional steel industrial-building technology.

Relatively low-cost enclosures that resist adequate external

loads and provide a stable environment. These loads include

those due to weather (wind, rain, snow, ice, sudden

temperature variations, etc.), diurnal temperature variations,

geologic ground motions, site machinery, and passing

vehicles. Provisions must be made for high-capacity

traveling overhead cranes and other lifting and transportation

equipment required for raising, lowering, and moving heavy

driver components during their installation and their

disassembly for replacement, repair, and maintenance.

LANL EXPERIMENTAL AR.EA
CONCEPT FOR AN LMF WITH A KrF
LASER DRIVER

The experimental area for an LMF includes a target

chamber and associated equipment and the building that
houses them. The associated equipment includes the

systems required to maintain appropriate environments

support targets and experiments; to make experimental

measurements; to monitor, control, and maintain the

experimental area systems; and to protect workers, the

public, and the environment from the hazards associated

with experimental area operations. The optical systems that

direct high-energy laser beams around the experimental area

building and focus them onto targets are considered to be

part of the driver. They were discussed previously in

connection with the driver and are not discussed further here,

except where they interface with the target chamber.

Target-Chamber Requirements

The target chamber for an LMF must meet many

requirements. The target chamber for an LMF will not be a

simple vacuum vessel. The combined requirements for

structural, mechanical, heat-transfer, electrical, nuclear, etc.,

components and systems for an LMF target chamber is

unprecedented. These components and systems include first-

wall and driver protection systems, for

last/optical/components vacuum membranes and structural

shells, environment-control systems, chamber
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instrumentation and control systems, shielding,

penetrations, and supports.

There are also several desirable characteristics of target

chambers for an LMF that involve significant

cost/performance tradeoffs. These desirable characteristics

include low cost, high availability, high reliability, fast

turnaround, low risk, easy maintenance, low activation, and

easy access for experiments.

The target chamber must be compatible with the

illumination geometry required and must interface

satisfactorily with the driver, including providing a stable

platform for optics. It must provide the environment

required for targets and experiments. These include, at a

minimum, high vacuum for targets and instruments, a

stable platform for targets and instruments, and liquid-

helium cryogenic support for targets. The target chamber

must provide enough solid-angle and lineal, areal, and

volumetric room between beams at locations close enough

to the target for diagnostic and experimental instrumentation

and for experiments.

The target chamber must contain the products of ICF

target microexplosions. It must protect itself and the

systems that interface with it, facility personnel, and

equipment and structures that are external to it from the

consequences of target microexplosions. The target chamber

must function satisfactorily for thousands of shots with

yields ranging from <100 MJ up to about 1 GJ. Up to

approximately one-third of the target yield will be in x rays

and debris-ion kinetic energy. The design for a maximum

target yield of 1.4 GJ with up to 600 MJ in x ray and ions

provides a safety margin for targets that perform beyond

expectations.

The chamber must successfully resist impulsive

loading, including mechanical and thermal stresses and the

reaction to material ablation that results from rapid isochoric

deposition of neutron energy in exposed components and

x-ray and ion energy at exposed surfaces. Unacceptable

reductions in integrity and performance resulting from

radiation damage, melting, thermal and mechanical

stressing, and material loss by ablation must be prevented.

Unprotected, thin, small-radius target-chamber first walls

exposed to target x rays and ions will ablate, and/or crack

melt, at the front surface, and may span at the back surface

as a consequence of the impulsive loading. Energetic

missiles (shrapnel) can be generated from targets and

surrounding material that disintegrate in response to shocks

produced by the rapid surface deposition of large amounts of

energy.

Thus, some method for protecting target-chamber

surfaces and components from target emissions must be

included in the target-chamber design. The proposed

solutions to this problem include renewable or resistant

protective layers, large chambers, and gas puffing (Orth

1988; Monsler and Meier 1988; Pitts et al. 1988; Bourque

et al. 1989). None of these proposals has emerged as a

clear choice for use. The assessment of their relative merits

is complicated by the lack of definitive experimental data or

convincing theoretical models for the interaction of target

emissions with condensed materials. Various theoretical and

experimental analyses are being performed at Los Alamos

and elsewhere to resolve the issues.

The target chamber must be shielded to reduce the

leakage of neutrons and gamma rays when shots are fired and

from activated materials between shots so that normal

operation and maintenance activities can be carried on

conveniently in the experimental area building and to protect

personnel, the public, and the environment during shots.

The shielding is also required to protect sensitive

components from damage by radiation and to reduce long-

Iived activation by reducing the kinds and amounts of

materials exposed to neutrons. Activated target,

experiment, instrument, target-chamber gases, and structural

materials must be reliably contained. Special measures will

be necessary to control radiation streaming through

penetrations, which is a particular concern. If a target-

chamber design is to be truly low-activation, then

considerable attention to the control of neutron streaming is

necessary.

Optics other than the final mirrors can be easily and

adequately protected from radiation damage, but

maintenance becomes more difficult and costly if they

become highly activated. The focusing lenses that also

serve as vacuum interfaces are apparently the most easily

damaged components. They need not be line-of-sight with

the targets and they only need to be protected from excessive

exposure to streaming neutrons and from materials ablated

from exposed target-chamber surfaces. Therefore, to control

the exposure of optics and other equipment to streaming

neutrons, special materials selection, shielding, bends in the

optical paths, and other measures will be needed for a small

part of the way along the beam enclosures from the target

chamber.

The target chamber must also include some means of

protecting the driver optics that are exposed directly to target

neutrons, x rays and ions and shrapnel. Surveys of some of

the issues of protecting exposed optics and some of the

potential solutions have been published (Bourque et al.;

Nilson and Woodworth 1989). Protection of these large,

expensive optics from gases heated by target emissions and

vapors ablated from exposed surfaces is also essential for

economical facility operation. Protection of optics from

shrapnel is viewed by many as the most difficult
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engineering problem for LMF target chambers. With a

nominal 1-GJ yield , calculations to estimate the production

of shrapnel by x rays striking the surfaces of thin

components made of metallic materials and located a few

tens of centimeters from targets indicated that shrapnel

pieces might range in mass from micrograms up to a few

grams and have velocities up to a few kilometers per second

(Nilson and Woodworth 1988). It is hoped that by careful

design the maximum momentum for any missile produced

by target microexplosions can be reduced to the order of a

few hundredths of a kg-m/s, for all but those experiments

requiring that large masses be placed close to targets. For

example, this corresponds to particles of typical densities of

the order of 1 mm in diameter traveling at about 10 km/s.

Considerable additional investigation that includes the

effects of surface deposition of ion energy and volumetric

deposition of neutrons will be required to verify that this

goal can be achieved and to examine the more severe cases

in which large masses are placed near targets.

Unfortunately, the sensitivities of optical coatings

expected to be the least darnage resistant and the substrates

to the various target emissions and hot gases and vapors are

not well known. For direct-shine neutrons, the only

feasible method for limiting damage is to locate the exposed

optics sufficiently far from the source that fluences are

reduced to acceptable levels. The only proposed solution for

protection from target x rays and ions that is genera[ly

considered credible is to puff gases into the optical path just

before the driver is fired. Gas puffkg may also provide all

the protection from hot gases and vapors that is required and

can provide some protection from small pieces of shrapnel.

Mechanical shutters of various types have been proposed for

protecting the final optics from larger missiles. These

shutters could also provide increased protection from ablated

materials, which would arrive at optics roughly on the same

time scaIe as shrapnel in the absence of gas puffing. Some

of these concepts for protecting optics are discussed in more

detail below.

Even at tens of meters from a 1-GJ target emitting one-

third of its energy release as x rays and ions, the fluence on

optical surfaces is of the order of a few J/cm2. Such x-ray

fluences are sufficient to permanently damage optical

coatings and the surfaces of uncoated substrates. Gas

puffing has been proposed to protect exposed optics in the

driver energy-delivery systems from damage by target x-ray

and ion emissions. According to calculations and limited

experimental evidence, a few tens of tom-meters of an inert

gas of moderate to high atomic number puffed between the

last optics and targets just before the laser is fired wilI

suffice to protect these optics. The timing is critical: the

gas must be introduced before the driver beams are injected

and must not arrive near the targets and certain

instrumentation before the target is illuminated. A gas

expanding into a vacuum typically requires only a few

milliseconds to move to a few tens of meters. The higher

atomic-number inert gases, such as xenon, have greater

stopping powers for ions and x rays and higher molecular

weights mean sIower molecular speeds. However, the costs

of inert gases with atomic numbers higher than that of

argon are much greater, and they provide only modest

increases in performance. The gas must be introduced so

that inhomogeneities are modest. The low density helps in

keeping density variations low. The laser light must not

interact strongly with the gas, so that the choice of gases for

protection of optics is limited, Some exploratory studies of

gas puffhg have been conducted (Bourque et al. 1989;

Nilson and Woodworth 1988).

Considerable effort has been expended elsewhere in

exploring Iow-activation concepts for the smaller target

chambers that may be appropriate for use with other drivers

(MacFarlane et al. 1988; Orth 1988; Monsler and Meier

1988; Pitts et al. 1988; Bourque et al. 1989). The yield of

fusion neutrons (14. 1 MeV when born, but with a spectrum

somewhat degraded by interactions in targets), from a single

1-GJ yield target is about 4 x 1020. Reduced activation or

a shift from long-lived radioactivity to only isotopes that

decay rapidly can allow better access for experiment setup

and maintenance on some parts of the target chamber and

associated equipment sooner after shutdown. Hands-on

maintenance can replace some remote maintenance.

Alternatively, radiation exposures of facility personnel can

be reduced. Radwaste processing and disposal while the

facility is being operated and the decommissioning of the

LNIF after its useful service life could be less costly if most

of the activated materials can be made to fall into a waste

category with much lower treatment and disposal costs.

Some of these low-activation concepts involve

considerable complexity, large uncertainties that will require

extensive R&D to reduce, the use of relatively expensive

materials, and potentially significant impacts on operational

schedules. Many of them are not suitable for adaptation for

the LANL LMF target-chamber concept because of

incompatibility or cost. Some radiation and activation

analyses for these concepts reveal that many of the hoped-for

benefits are not achieved at all or only to a limited degree

(Bourque et al. 1989; Tobin et al. 1988). Complete control

over target and close-in instrument and experiment materials

to eliminate activation is not possible. The driver optics

that must have line-of-sight access to targets can’t be

shielded from neutrons. We do not believe that the high

cost of extreme measures to achieve low activation of some

parts of the target chamber is justified when other
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components will routinely become highly activated. The

severity of the problem will fluctuate with the recent and

long-term irradiation, target, and experiment history. Much

of the time, access for experiment setup and hands-on

maintenance will be constrained, and a worst-case suite of

remotely operated equipment must be available. However,

when reductions in activation at modest cost and impact on

other requirements can be identified, they will be

incorporated into the further development of LANL LMF

target-chamber concept.

Several target~hamber concepts developed elsewhere for

use with other driver technologies in an LMF have been

described in the literature , for example, light-ion

accelerators and solid-state lasers (MacFarlane et al. 1988;

Orth 1988; Monsler and Meier 1988; Pitts et al. 1988;

Bourque et al. 1989). The light-ion target-chamber

concepts are completely incompatible with laser drivers and

won’t be discussed further (MacFarlane et al. 1988). In

general, the concepts developed for use with solid-state

lasers do not appear to be particularly attractive for use with

a KrF laser driver at the LMF scale, although some of the

ideas incorporated in them are adaptable for use with KrF

lasers.

The concept for use with solid-state lasers that has been

studied most intensively involves forming a thick layer

(2 cm and up) of a low-density (about 0.1 g/cm3) water

frost on panels cooled to 100 K to 150 K with liquid

nitrogen over a period of several hours (Orth 1987). The

frost protects underlying structures that otherwise would be

exposed to target emissions. It reduces impulsive loading of

and heat transfer to the first wall. It substitutes vaporization

of a relatively benign material for that of structural materials

and makes removal of activated target and experimental

materials easier. On the other hand, it provides little

protection for the cryopanels from large pieces of shrapnel.

In addition, the thermal loading (on the required equipment

for cryogenic targets up until just before the driver is fired

and on the targets during the interval between removing the

cryostat and firing the driver) is substantially reduced from

that of an ambient-temperature chamber. This characteristic

of the target-chamber concept may allow substantially

longer target lifetimes before unacceptable degradation after

the cryostat is withdrawn. Water evaporated by target

emissions eventually recondenses onto liquid water and

unmelted frost. Considerable effort was devoted to ways to

reduce activation in this concept. The characteristics of this

and other LMF target-chamber concepts that may be useful

with a KrF laser driver will be mentioned in the discussion

of the LANL LMF target chamber concept.

Rotating or explosive shutters have been proposed for

the protection of the exposed target chamber optics against

the impact of missiles (Nilson and Woodworth 1988). The

current assumed design basis is 0.1 -g pieces of shrapnel

moving at 10 km/s generated 5 to 10 m away from the

shutters, so that they must close within about 0.5 to 1 ms.

As noted above, this requirement is not well established.

There are, however, substantial experimental and theoretical

data bases for the estimation of the thickness of materials

required to stop missiles of a given shape, velocity, and

material. To stop missiles of the design basis size and

speedj steel or aluminum alloy thicknesses of the order of

1 cm are apparently adequate.

The essence of the explosive-shutter concept for

protection against damage by shrapnel is to drive plates

normal to the beam paths using high-explosive charges to

seal off beam ports. To keep shutter sizes down to allow

rapid closing with practical equipment, the shutters would

be located at radii at which the cross section of focused

target beams that start out at approximately 1 m diameter at

the final optics are reduced to 10 to 20 cm in diameter. If

additional analysis indicates that only slower shrapnel speeds

must be dealt with, then less-violent mechanical methods

could perhaps be used to drive the plates. There are several

concerns with regard to this concept that have led us to

reject it. The operating cost estimates are high, long

turnaround times are expected, the effect of shutter operation

on other systems is of concern, and reliability is an issue.

Rotating shutters are an alternative to explosively

driven shutters, and are a concept that we are currently

pursuing. This concept uses rotating disks with holes that

match beam cross-sections, plus a small allowance that is

distributed uniformly around the periphery. The holes pass

the beams when they are aligned. The hole closing time is

determined by the disk rotation rate, the radial location of

the holes, and the hole size. A second, more-slowly

rotating disk with matching holes in front of the faster-

rotating disks can be used to block the holes in the faster

rotating disks when it has rotated through an angle sufficient

to align with the next beam path. The rotation rate for the

slower disk is determined by the hole size, the faster-disk

rotation rate, the number of holes, and the size of the disks.

The rotating shutter also protects in the short term against

ablated target-chamber materials. A fast-acting, but slower

mechanical valve or shutter behind the rotating shutters can

be used to provide a long term gas-tight seal if needed.

Our rotating shutter concept does not push conventional

flywheel technology. Maximum stresses can be kept well

below allowable stresses. The impact of shrapnel is not

expected to cause disintegration of the disks, but there are

many existing designs for “catchers” for flywheels

disintegrating under much more severe conditions. Good

vibration isolation will be required to insulate optics from
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the effects of the rotation of the large total mass of the

shutters required to protect all the final optics.

The rotating shutter assemblies are projected to have

modest capital costs, much lower operating costs and shorter

turnaround times than explosively driven shutters, to perturb

other systems to a much lesser degree, and to offer greater

reliability. The reliability issues are different for explosive

and rotating shutters. Whether or not an explosive shutter

will work can’t be determined until much of an experiment

is completed and subject to potential destruction. However,

firing of the driver maybe avoided by monitoring the

performance of the explosive shutters after they are fired, but

before the driver is fired. The performance of a rotating

shutter, on the other hand, can be monitored continuously

before firing the driver.

LANL LMF TargetiChamber Concept

A few distinguishing characteristics of the LANL KrF

laser driver concept for an LMF led us to investigate a

concept for the experimental area that differs significantly

from the experimental area concepts that have been proposed

for use with other potential LMF driver technologies.

These characteristics are the Iarge number of separate high-

energy beams (900) delivered to target and the large total

area of optics required to do it. Substantial increases in the

design fluence and the size of the optics that can be cost-

effectively produced would be required to change the

situation very much.

The last optical surfaces in the high-energy beam-

transport trains will be in direct line-of-sight from the

targets. All other optics in the experimental area building

can be more or less protected by shielding and various

neutron-streaming control schemes, but the only practical

way to protect direct line-of-sight optics from rapid damage

by fusion neutrons is to locate them far enough away from

target microexplosions. Preliminary estimates indicate that

locating the last optics approximately 30 m away from

targets with yields of 1.5 GJ will sufilce to reduce rates of

damage by fusion neutrons to acceptable values. The

surface area of a sphere with a radius of 30 m is

approximately I@ m2. Thus, if all the high-energy beam-

transport optics and other equipment that must be near the

target chamber are located at a radius of 30 m or more from

its center, then there should be enough room for all the

optics and equipment, provided the groupings of beams and

equipment required for a particular illumination geometry do

not create interferences.

The driver beams must be transported to target through

a vacuum. If each beam is enclosed in a separate truncated-

cone vacuum tube, or even groups of beams enclosed in

larger tubes, the total lateral surface area of the cones

reaching from a small spherical target chamber out to a

radius of 30 m would exceed the surface area of a sphere of

30-m radius. For example, if 7 of the 900 beams were

grouped in a closest-packing arrangement in each tube, and

the spherical target chamber had a radius of 5 m, then the

lateral surface area of the approximately 129 beam tubes

would be about 18,000 m2, as compared to 10,000 m2 for

the sphere. Each beam tube would have to be vacuum-

capable and shielded to prevent the leakage of radiation. The

total amount of materials contained in this compIex

geometry would far exceed the material required for a simple

large spherical vacuum vessel with the same thickness of

shielding. We also note that at least some of the LMF

target-chamber concepts developed for use with other driver

technologies include thick concrete radiation shielding at

distances of about 30 m from the center of the chamber

(Bourque et al. 1989). With such shielding, the

experimental area buildlng need not be the primary radiation

shieldhg.

These considerations caused us to seek large target-

chamber concepts with features that could lead to costs

comparable to or less than those of the much smaller target-

chamber concepts. The target-chamber concept illustrated

schematically in Fig. 16 has several such features.

We note that the smaller target-chamber concepts often

include complex systems to reduce or eIiminate the ablation

of structural materials and impulsive loading as a result of

target emissions impinging on exposed surfaces. Such

complications add substantially to the cost of such target

chambers. Our target-chamber concept is relatively simple.

Whether a higher-capacity vacuum system is needed to

evacuate the larger volume of the LANL target-chamber

concept is also not clear in view of some of the first-wall

protection schemes described above that have been proposed

for smaller target-chamber concepts (Orth 1988; Monsler

and Meier 1988; Pitts et al. 1988).

The basic structure for the target-chamber concept

shown in Fig. 16 consists of a 1.5-m-thick layer of

concrete covered by thin layers of metal on the inside and

the outside. This concrete is formulated with heavy

aggregate to stop gamma radiation, and with boron to

absorb neutrons moderated by the water in the concrete. It

has a high modulus of elasticity, low thermal expansion,

and low elastic and creep deformations. For sufllciently

large target chambers, the volumetric energy deposition by

neutrons is reduced to values that can be tolerated by

concrete shielding, so that shields containing water or other

low-atomic-weight fluids to moderate neutrons are not

necessary. Concrete containing high atomic-number

materials and boron is a better gamma-ray shield and nearly
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as good a neutron shield as boronated water or boron carbide.

The additional shielding arrd other measures to reduce

neutron streaming along optical paths is not shown in

Fig. 16. The geometry of the penetrations for the driver

beams through the concrete shell reduces streaming through

them. The neutron streaming control structures required

outside the chamber are fewer than those associated with

some other target-chamber concepts.

The cost of such concrete is higher than that of

conventional concrete, but it is still a relatively inexpensive

material. As noted above, thick shielding of one sort or

another at radii substantially larger than that of the smaller

target chambers is needed in other experimental area

concepts. For any target-chamber concept with laser drivers,

the large optics (for example, windows into the target

chamber, either flat or lenses, and mirrors to direct and focus

the driver beams) have to be provided with stable supports.

The massive concrete construction of the LANL LMF

target-chamber concept provides the stable pIatform needed

for the window and targeting optics.

If a target chamber is constructed like a conventional

metallic vessel, then a large shell thickness, roughly

proportional to the shell radius, would be required to prevent

buckling under the external pressure loading of the

atmosphere when it is evacuated. (A small target chamber

would also have to resist internal impulsive and pressure

loading due to the ablation of materials exposed to target

emissions.) The effects of these internal loadings become

less significant as the target-chamber size is increased and

for a chamber radius of 30 m become insignificant. Even

for a 30-m target chamber, the thickness required to resist

internal loading because of micro-explosions for a simple

steel or aluminum shell is only a few centimeters.

The concrete target chamber of the LANL concept

would be subjected primarily to external pressure loading,

except at locations where modest tensile forces due to the

weight of the shell must be countered by reinforcing

members. ICSwall is thick and the concrete is strong in

compression. Therefore, the concrete shell can take up the

atmospheric loading when a vacuum is drawn within the

chamber. A massive metallic vacuum vessel is not required.

For example, a thin layer of steel or aluminum sheets (a few

mm at most) easily welded together in place to form a

continuous membrane on the outside of the concrete shell

serves as the vacuum barrier. A layer of aluminum or other

impermeable low-activation material securely attached to the

concrete at frequent intervals on the inside provides a barrier

to outgassing by the concrete when the chamber is

evacuated. The surfaces of penetrations through [he chamber

walls for driver beams, target and experiment mounting,

etc., also must be lined with a metallic outgassing barrier.

All of these materials are inexpensive and easily worked.

As shown in Fig. 16, the chamber would be supported

on a thick-walled hollow cylindrical pedestal of similar

construction. This pedestal would contain the airlocks

required for introduction of targets, experiments,

instrumentation, etc., into the chamber and access for

maintenance, cleanup after experiments, etc., using various

types of remotely operated tools and manipulators. The

support structure would also be appropriate for housing

many of the target chamber auxiliary systems, such as

vacuum equipment, that are expected to become

contaminated with radioactive substances generated by

fusion-neutron interactions within the target chamber and

require shielding. Hot cells for dismantling,

decontaminating, treating, studying, storing, repairing,

maintaining, etc., radioactive target-chamber equipment, the

remains of targets, experiments, instrumentation, etc.,

would be included within this shielded pedestal.

The inner shell shown in Fig. 16 can be constructed of

a purified aluminum alloy or other special material for

reduced activation and weight. It need be only as

sophisticated and as big as required for a particular series of

experiments and could be different for different experimental

campaigns. The potential requirement for target chambetx

of significantly different design for certain classes of nuclear

weapons-related experiments was mentioned earlier. The

radius of such shells would be only a few meters, with the

exact size depending on the requirements for a specific series

of experiments. The shell is there for several reasons. To

contain gases puffed in for final optics protection, light,

inexpensive beam tubes that have little pressure differential

could be installed across the walls that run from the inner

shell to the outer shell of the target.

The final line-of-sight mirrors inside the target

chamber, which deliver the driver beams to the target, must

be protected from shrapnel. If mechanical shutters of the

types discussed above are used to provide this protection, as

in the current LANL target-chamber concept, then the

smaller the openings that must be closed, the less massive

the equipment required to do so and possibly the lower its

cost. Of course, the shutters must close more rapidly

(within 0.5 ms at 5 m versus 3 ms at 30 m for particles

moving at 10 km/s) when located closer to the targets, but

the mass that must be moved to close the holes would also

be much less. For example, the area of the opening for a

single beam or a cluster of beams at 5 m from the targets

would only be l/36th of the area required at 30 m.

The targets and some other equipment must be fairly

close to the targets and must be provided with very stable

supports. The inner shell provides this support and also
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supports the shrapnel protection equipment. The ablation of

material from exposed surfaces by target x rays and ions is

substantially reduced for surfaces far from target

microexplosions, for example, at 30 m compared to a radii

of 5 m. The decrease in material thickness is not

significant at a 5-m radius in a structural sense for metallic

materials of thicknesses of the order of 1 cm and up, nor is

it significant for metallic materials of a thickness of a few

mm. The rate of loss for 1 GJ-yield shots will be of the

order of no more than a few microns per shot. The inner

shell protects the outer shell to prevent any ablation except

where it is in line with an openings in the inner shell. Any

target-chamber or experimental equipment that is located

outside the inner shell away from penetrations will be

similarly protected. Thus, a very large volume is available

in which to park equipment for protection .

On the other hand, there are concerns about where the

ablated material ends up and how its energy is transferred.

Hot vapors of metallic or other materials transferring energy

to delicate instruments and optical surfaces can damage them

by overheating and/or thermally stressing them.

Condensation of such materials on optical surfaces can

render them useless. These vapors will be trapped inside the

inner shell when the shrapnel-protection shutters are closed.

They will condense rapidly onto cooler surfaces or

homogeneously condense to form aerosols that would be

removed by the target-chamber vacuum system. It appears

that thicknesses of only a few centimeters can resist the

internal impulsive and pressure loading on the inner shell

from ablation, but our understanding of the response of

materials to intense, pulsed radiation from ICF targets is

somewhat limited. Such thicknesses may be less than that

required for a simple spherical vacuum vessel of this size to

resist the external pressure of the atmosphere. Much greater

thicknesses may be needed to provide a stable platform for

some heavy instrumentation and other equipment. The

inner shell in the LANL LMF target-chamber concept does

not have to resist external pressure loading. If, for example,

the use of a layer of water frost for one of the first-wall

protection schemes described above is shown to be necessaxy

or desirable, then the addition of the required equipment to

the inner shell of the LANL LMF target-chamber concept

would be relatively easy.

Target support equipment, such as beam-alignment

equipment, target and nontarget diagnostic systems, etc.,

would be withdrawn to protected locations shortly before

firing the driver. However, both high-yield and lower-yield

shots are expected to irreparably damage parts of target

mounts near the target and exposed parts of instruments that

require line-of-site access to targets. Much of this

equipment would be of robust construction but would

rquire some repair and replacement after each shot. Debris

from damage of this type and from applications nontarget

experiments and contamination by material ablated from

exposed surfaces may have to be cleaned up after each shot

or series of shots. Nontarget experiments and single-use

instrumentation must be recovered after each shot. Much of

the equipment, debris, and contamination will be highly

radioactive. Therefore, to meet the specified facility shot

rate, the necessary repair, replacement, cleanup, etc., under

diftlcult conditions must be rapidly completed and new

targets and experiments set up. To reduce the facility

turnaround time, the inner shell is mounted on a platform

that can be raised into position for a shot and then lowered

into the shielded airlock beneath the target chamber by a

hydraulic ram. There, remotely operated equipment can be

used to inspect for damage and contamination, replace and

repair damaged components, clean up and decontaminate, and

extract experiments, and then set up new targets and

experiments. The time constraints on this cycle could be

eased by the use of one or more remountable inner shells

that can be separated from the hydraulic ram and set aside to

be worked on. A shell with a pre-assembled package

consisting of a target, its support, diagnostic, and

positioning systems, applications experiments,

instrumentation, etc., could be set in place without delay.

In the LANL LMF concept, flat mirrors were selected

for the final optical surfaces in the train that aims and

focuses the driver beams onto targets because this class of

optics is generally less expensive than powered mirrors and

lenses, less expensive to refurbish or replace, and more

resistant to neutron damage than lenses. They would be

fixed in place after an initial alignment, so that no optics

alignment equipment would be required within the target

chamber. The mirrors are not located far enough from the

targets to sufficiently reduce their susceptibility to damage

by target x rays, but the job of protecting them from x rays

is much easier. They must also be protected from energetic

(tens to a few hundred keV) target-debris ions. Both types

of protection are provided by interposing puffs of an inert

gas between the targets and the last optical surfaces just

before the laser is fired, as discussed above. Preliminary

radiation transport calculations and the results of x-ray

damage experiments suggest that 20 to 30 tom-m of argon

will provide the necessary protection from target x rays and

will not significantly affect the delivery of the driver energy

to target by scattering the light or deflecting the beams.

This corresponds to a pressure of about 1 torr in the

chamber if the gas that is puffed in is distributed uniformly

throughout the entire inner wall of the chamber. However,

it should be possible to puff gas only into the beam paths

initially, thereby reducing the gas required by roughly an
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order of magnitude. Much less gas is required to stop the

target-debris ions. Analyses and experiments to study this

concept have been announced elsewhere (Bourque et al.

1989; Nilson and Woodworth 1988).

The vacuum barrier transmission optics through which

the driver beams are introduced into the target chamber can

be either windows or lenses. Windows are less expensive

than lenses, but another expensive station would have to

provide the beam-focusing capability of the lenses. The

windows could be fixed in place, whereas the lenses would

have to be both movable and reliably sealed against leaks.

Thus, the design of the focusing mounts for lenses used as

vacuum barriers would have to be fairly sophisticated. In

the belief that successful designs for lenses that also serve as

vacuum barriers can be achieved, the LANL LMF concept

includes such lenses. Although transmissive optics may be

more vulnerable to damage by neutrons than reflective

optics, these lenses don’t need to be in direct line-of-sight

from targets and can be shielded.

Other Experimental Area Equipment

Several large scale and many smaller systems are needed

to support target-chamber and other experimental area

operations in addition to those described above. They

include equipment required to set up and conduct target and

applications experiments, such as refrigeration systems to

support cryogenic targets (and some of the cryogenic first-

wall protection schemes, if they prove to be necessary).

Also required are a system for rapidly evacuating the large

target chamber, systems to position and orient targets,

extensive safety and environmental-protection systems, and

a wide variety of diagnostic, maintenance, instrumentation

and control systems.

Target Systems Associated with the Target

Optical, electronic, and electromechanical

micropositioning equipment is required for determining and

adjusting target location and orientation. Target preshot

diagnostics systems are needed for viewing and otherwise

inspecting and testing targets in situ to assure target

viability before firing the driver. Target performance must

be determined to characterize the output for both target and

applications experiments.

Special equipment is required for remotely inserting

targets premounted on supports into the inner shell,

controlling the target environment, positioning the targets,

performing pre-shot diagnostic testing and monitoring of

targets in the target chamber, and collecting and recording

target-performance and target-experiment data. Much of this

equipment must be
— withdrawn rapidly from near targets just before the

driver is fired (perhaps moved outside at least the inner

shell of the target chamber);

– provided with protection from target emissions just

before the tilver is fired (for example, by behg

positioned behind fixed or movable shielding); or

– be sacrificed.

Some of this equipment would be common to many

experiments and available as general facility support. Some

of it would be specialized and supplied by facility users for

their particular experiments.

Insertion systems introduce targets and the

instrumentation required for target experiments into the

inner shell of the target chamber. The instrumentation is

supported on appropriate mounts in equipment that provides

a controlled environment. The required equipment may

include these items:
— special transporters, handling fixtures, and target-

chamber penetrations;
— interfaces, such as transfer locks, manipulator systems,

and glove boxes;
— cryogenic refrigeration systems, thermal shields, and

vacuum or inert-gas enclosures, and

viewing, display, instrumentation, recording, control,

etc., systems.

The instrumentation, recording, computing, display,

etc., systems for determining target performance and

performing target experiments must include equipment to

obtain information about the incident driver pulse energy

and power, spectral content (bandwidth and distribution),

spatial profile, synchrony, and symmetry as a function of

time. Driver-target energy-coupling parameters must be

determined as a function of time, including

– the driver-to-ablative-surface energy transfer et%ciency

and symmetry, intensity, spectrum, and conversion to

x rays and
— the fuel preheat magnitude and spectral content for

electrons, ions, and x rays.

The details of the capsule implosion dynamics are to be

determined, such as the motions, symmetry, areal and mass

densities, mixing, instabilities, and pre-ignition

temperatures and pressures as functions of time and position

for the central ignition, main fuel, and pusher regions. The

following data are sought: ignition time, the timing and

spatial distribution of the bum, and the total, neutron,

fusion gamma, fusion charged-particIe, and target-debris

charged-particle and x-ray yields and yield rates as functions

of time. The equipment that provides x rays backlighting

of targets is needed to obtain some of this data.
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ApplicationsExperimentSystems

Equipment common to many experiments may exist as

general facility support for such applications experiments as

weapons-effects simulation and weapons-physics

experiments (Hogan 1988). Specialized equipment will

have to be provided by LMF users. Equipment similar to

that discussed for target experiments is required for

applications experiments, that is, special systems to

remotely insert and mount applications experiment packages

into the target chamber, to monitor them prior to shots, to

control their environment, to instrument and record their

performance. However, nontarget experiments may be

physically much larger and the capacity of their support

systems larger, but their positions and orientations may be

less critical. Equipment to recover, cleanup after, and/or

perform post-shot analyses on applications experiments also

may be necessary. For post-experiment analysis, special

remote equipment for dismantling; sectioning; mechanical,

electrical, etc. testing; multiplexing analysis; and chemical

analysis in hot and warm cells may be needed.

Cryogenic and Other Heating and Cooling
systems

The liquid-helium system to support cryogenic targets

will be relatively conventional and the required capacity

relatively small. Some instrumentation and nontarget

experiments may have substantially greater requirements for

liquid helium. The liquid-nitrogen system for targets would

also be relatively small and conventional, but once again

instruments and some experiments may require more.

Apparently a large liquid-nitrogen system will be required in

the experimental area only if a method of protecting the first

wall of the inner shell that involves the use of liquid

nitrogen is needed andlor cryopanels are used for evacuating

the target chamber. In this case the equipment required and

its cost would have to be examined in more detail.

The required liquid-helium equipment could include:

refrigerator/ Iiquifiers; compressors, pumps, and drives;

ambient and cryogenic piping, valves, fittings, traps, and

baffles; heat-exchangers; dewars and other storage vessels;

auxiliary equipment, such as initial cool down and

purification systems; and instrumentation and controls. The

liquid-nitrogen system equipment falls into the same

categories. A single liquid-helium or liquid-nitrogen supply

system might serve the entire needs of the LMF, but

separate systems for different areas, including the

experimental area, or only partial sharing of equipment with

other areas are options that could reduce costs and increase

flexibility.

3

A need for chilled water for various target-chamber and

experimental area operations is anticipated. The equipment

required includes chillers, pumps and drives, heat

exchangers, water purification and treatment equipment,

storage tanks, piping, valves, fittings, insulation, hangers

and supports, and instrumentation and controls. A choice

will have to be made between a single centralized supply and

separate systems for different areas. Other special cooling-

water and gas heat transfer systems may be required and

would involve similar kinds of equipment, but no such

additional requirements have been identified so far.

Targei+ChamberVacuum System

The technology for the target-chamber vacuum system

is relatively conventional, but the capacity needed is

unusually large. Therefore, we discuss the target-chamber

vacuum system in more detail. The target chamber in the

LANL LMF concept encloses a very large volume

(approximately 105 m3), has a very large internal surface

area (around 1@ m2), and many penetrations (900 for the

windows alone) that must be reliably sealed. It must be

evacuated quickly (within a few hours at most) from a

starting pressure of- 0.1 torr of the inert gas puffed to

protect the final mirrors down to a residual pressure of about

10-6 torr before every shot. The mass that must be pumped

out after each shot is of the order of a few tens of kilograms.

The low final pressure is required to reduce condensation on

cryogenic targets and for the proper operation of several

types of experimental instrumentation.

These unusual requirements do not present significant

technological or cost concerns. We find that the vacuum-

pumping capacity to meet these requirements can be

provided by approximately 10 to 15 large (about 10 m3/s

pumping speed each) commercially available turbomolccular

pumps backed by standard mechanical roughing pumps at a

total cost of only a few million dollars for a complete

vacuum system.

The target chamber vacuum system must handle

unburnt tritium and activated materials ablated from exposed

chamber surfaces by target emissions that react to produce

noncondensing gases, form aerosols, or are adsorbed or

absorbed by aerosols. The gases pumped from the target

chamber can be passed through high-efficiency filters to

remove particulate and charcoal beds to adsorb and/or react

with radioactive gaseous contaminates. The inert gas used

to protect the final mirrors can then be recycled.

Safety and EnvironmentalProtection

The kinds of equipment and procedures that will be

required to ensure the safety of facility personnel, visitors,
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and the public and to protect the environment during both

normal operations in the experimental area and under

emergency conditions are similar to those discussed for the

driver. There are substantial hazards associated with

operations in the experimental area, but none are really

exceptional, and essentially all the equipment required to

address the problems that they present is conventional.

Even the necessity to cope with 14-MeV fusion neutrons in

large numbers requires no new technology, and the

associated hazards pale in comparison with those of many

other nuclear facilities. Therefore, we will not discuss the

required safety and environmental protection equipment and

procedures in great detail here. However, we note that

because the equipment represents substantial additions to the

total LMF capital, operating, and maintenance costs and

potentially significant impacts on LMF operations, we are

studying in greater depth the relevant regulations, the

necessary equipment and their costs, and the effects on

operations of safety and environmental-protection

procedures.

Systems to clean up the experimental area building

atmosphere before discharging circulated air to the

environment may be needed during normal operations. Such

systems must clean the air in the experimental area building

before discharging it to the surrounds after accidental releases

of radioactivity and/or toxic chemicals. The required

equipment includes special gas circulation, filtration (high-

efficiency particulate air-HEPA filters), and/or liquid

scrubbing or, more typically, adso~tion (activated-charcoal)

systems for removing gaseous and particulate radioactive and

other hazardous substances from the air. This equipment is

all standard in the nuclear power industry.

TargeiiChamber Diagnostics

Diagnostic instrumentation is required to monitor the

condition of such target-chamber equipment as the gas-

puftlng systems and the equipment required to protect optics

from shrapnel before shots are fired. With the appropriate

diagnostics, malfunctions in protective equipment will be

detected before the laser is fired so that shots could be

aborted and expensive damage avoided. Diagnostics are also

needed to record the information during shots to identify

causes of improper operation and make decisions regarding

maintenance.

Targe&Chatnber Maintenance

A requirement is anticipated for dedicated general-

purpose and special-purpose equipment to perform

maintenance operations remotely on activated target-chamber

componentsandsystems.Nonactivatedexperimentalarea

equipment would be maintained using conventional facility

maintenance equipment and facilities. Damage by missiles

and interference with functionality by deposited target and

experiment debris and ablated target-chamber material are

potential sources of trouble. The required equipment may

include remote handling and transportation equipment,

cutting, welding, and other assembly and disassembly tools,

and special equipment for decontamination and radioactive

waste treatment and storage dedicated to the target chamber

and associated equipment. Most of this equipment is

expected to be relatively conventional and hence easily

specified once the requirements are established.

The remote-handling equipment that is needed may

include floor-mounted, bridge-mounted, and through-the-wall

manipulator systems with associated controls, and glove

boxes. The required remote-transport equipment may

include special-purpose, dedicated cranes, transporters,

handling fixtures, and transfer locks, with associated

controls. The remote inspection, viewing, and test systems

that are needed may include in-chamber and ex-chamber

direct-optical, television, and laser systems. Remotely

controlled tools may be needed for cutting, welding, and

machining activated target chamber equipment and associated

equipment for assembly and disassembly and repair in place.

Special decontamination equipment dedicated to the

experimental area in addition to central radwaste-facility

equipment may be needed to remove surface contamination

from the target chamber and associated equipment prior to

maintenance or disposal. Such dedicated equipment might

include water, steam, and chemical cleaning systems.

Special dedicated radioactive waste treatment and disposal

equipment also may be required. Such dedicated equipment

might be for the handling, cutting, chemical treatment,

fixation, compacting, packaging, storing, and shipping of

activated and contaminated target-chamber and experiment

components and decontamination wastes.

Experimental Area Building

The experimental area consists of the basic building

structures, ordinary building services, and any special

containment, security, and safety structures required to house

the target chamber and its support systems, some target and

applications experimental equipment, and some security,

safety, and environmental-protection systems. Figure 4

illustrates its location at the center of the arms of the driver

building.

Many of the requirements for the experimental area

building are essentially those for any structures in which

operations involving intense radiation fields are conducted or

radioactive materials are contained. However, the LMF

experimental area building will not resemble a fission power
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plant containment building in that it will not have to cope

with continuous large releases of energy, nuclear reactions

other than decay that produce highly radioactive isotopes, or

high pressures that persist indefinitely.

The experimental area building must be cleared of

people when shots are fired to avoid hazards, such as intense

electromagnetic fields generated by high voltages and

currents, and the intense radiation fields generated during

shots. The building must provide some shielding capability

to supplement other target-chamber and beam-enclosure

shielding to reduce the fluences. The fluences of fusion

neutrons and energetic gamma photons that escape from the

building during a shot must be kept to very low levels to

meet regulato~ requirements. Concrete appears to be an

appropriate prima~ construction material for the

experimental area building.

How much supplemental shielding must be provided by

the building depends on the shielding around the target

chamber and beam enclosures in the experimental area and

any other shielding internal to the building structure. The

shielding around the target chamber is designed to reduce the

levels of radiation to levels that permit routine access to the

experimental area building by operating personnel and

experimenters. NucIeonics and radiation transport

calculations have been performed to assess the amount of

activation that can be expected and the shielding that must

be provided to deal with the target emissions and radiation

from activated materials. The equipment and procedures

required to ensure safe operation, protect the environment,

and meet regulato~ requirements and the associated costs am

being investigated

The experimental area building also must accommodate

in an acceptable manner the externally imposed loads.

These were described in the driver building section. The

many large optical components in the experimental area for

the delivery of high-energy beams to target must be provided

with stable platforms. Targets mounted in the target

chamber awaiting illumination by the driver beams and

some experiment instrumentation must also be protected

from vibrations. A lot of room will be required around the

large target chamber to direct driver beams to the appropriate

places. Therefore, the experimental area building will be

large. The thick foundations and other structural

components of a very large concrete structure can provide

the stable attachments for large optical components within

the experimental area building. Additional massive concrete

structures to provide stable platforms for large optical

components, and one or more operating floors will be

required within the building. However, no large optics need

be attached to the roof in the LANL LMF concept.

A *F LASERS FOR THE LMF

For the three-sided target illumination geometry selected

as the reference for the LANL LMF concept, an

experimental area building in the shape of a vertical cylinder

with a shallow domed roof is convenient. It is located

largely below grade to reduce the shielding capability that

must be provided by the building structure. The thickness

of its walls can be minimized to reduce costs and the below

grade location is convenient for interfacing with the driver

building, whose main operating floor is located on grade.

Because no large optics will be supported by the roof of the

experimental area building, and because operating floors

within the building provide the shielding to prevent

excessive skyshine or radiation escape through the roof, it

can be designed for minimum thickness consistent with

other requirements. Thin, doubly curved panels with an

diameter/height ratio of about 6:1 stiffened by curved radial

ribs and a circumferential thrust ring, all poured in place, is

one such option. If the roof is supported by columns

carefully designed to economize on materials while

providing the necessary strength, stiffness, and resistance to

transmission of vibrations, then thin precast curtain walls

can be used above ground. If the building excavation is in

competent rock, the underground walls can be made of

concrete reinfomed with steel fibers constructed in one step

by spraying. If not, then thin precast concrete panels can be

used. This simple type of construction has been used

successfully for many years to quickly and economically

construct much larger enclosed sports complexes and other

public buildings.

CONCLUSIONS

LANL has made considerable progress in the

development of a credible concept for an affordable LMF

with a KrF laser driver that meets the requirements defined

in the first phase of the LMC Scoping Study insofar as the

major systems are concerned. This concept represents

reasonable extrapolations from and modifications of existing

AUROR4 technology, Additional studies are being

conducted to fill in the details and to find ways to improve

performance and reduce costs to make the LANL LMF

concept even more attractive. An R8cD path from today’s

KrF facilities to an LMF with a KrF laser driver that is

aggressive, but still involves acceptable risks, also has been

defined at LANL.
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VI. ADVANCED KrF LASERS

B. LASER TARGET TEST FACILITY

J. Alla-n Sullivan

INTRODUCTION

The Los Alamos 100-kJ Laser Target Test Facility

(L’ITF) is a necessary and logical step prior to committing to

a 1O-MJ Laboratory Microfusion Facility (LMF). It will

serve as both a test bed for the low-cost advanced

technologies needed for the LMF and as a necessary check on

the target physics. Los Alamos has a target date of October

1989 for completing the conceptual design of this facility.

Because we are in the early conceptual phase of the LTTF,

this article will be limited in scope to general considerations

of facility design, laser architecture, performance parameters,

and costs.

PURPOSE AND GOALS

The prime reasons for constructing the L’1”1’Fare to

demonstrate the scaling of KrF lasers to 100-kJ class devices

and to measure target interactions at energies and laser

bandwidths of interest, based on predictions of capsule

performance for shaped pulses using existing codes. Before a

commitment is made to the construction of a 1O-MJ LIvLFor

even a 1-MJ prototype for such a facility, the type of drive

required can be determined at lower energies. This will result

in significant cost reductions for the larger facilities. For the

KrF laser, the intermediate step also provides an opportunity

for a stepped approach to the needed laser amplifier scaling.

The stepped approach will significantly reduce the

performance risk inherent in moving to an LMF in a single

step.

The baseline design of the facility will incorporate both

direct and indkect drive targets with the option for conversion

from one irradiation geometry to the other.

The layout of laser amplifiers and the target chamber

will be similar to that of a 10-MJ LMF facility except the

final amplifier energy for the LTTF will be 50 kJ instead of

the 250 kJ that is the baseline design for the LMF. To reach

the 100-kJ output energy, two of the 50-kJ amplifiers will be

arranged as a doublet in which the outputs are recollimated on

a single optic before being demultiplexed and directed to the

target. This conceptual design is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The technologies that will be demonstrated on the LITF

ale
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the performance of SO-M KrF amplifier modules. T’hese

units will be within a factor of 5 in energy output of the

amplifiers assumed in the current LMF design.

pulse shape generation in the front end and propagation

through the amplifier chain with minimal distortion;

broad bandwidth generation and propagation;

interstage encoding that will make possible the use of

more compact initial amplifiers that operate with shorter

pulse lengths than is possible when the full encoding is

accomplished immediately afier the front end and first

amplifier stage as in the current AURORA lase~

aperture sharing with two 50 kJ amplifiers;

the performance of high damage threshold reflective

optics; and

verification of the LASNEX predictions of ignition and

gain for shaped pulses.

In addition to the specific technological advances to be

achieved, the construction of the Ll”IT will place the

important factor of cost projections for an LMF on a much

firmer footing. The initial construction and testing of a

50-kJ amplifier will be completed before an amplifier of this

size is placed in the LTTF. The economy of scale for large

amplifiers should be born out by the construction of the

LTTF.

Ineti”al Confhvnent Fusion at Los Alamos: Progress Since 1985 1
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Fig. 1.

(50 kJ each)

l-- ‘OO”+
Conceptual layout of the amp[[jlers and target chamber for the L7TF.

At this early stage of the design of the L’fTF only

general requirements have been fixed. Specific design

descriptions of components and the facility and specific

performance parameters are not available. The general

requirements and specifications that are available are listed in

Table 1.

TABLE 1. Design Requirements and Parameters for the Los

Akrnos KrF Laser Target Test FaciIity.

Requirement or Parameter Value

Laser Output Energy 100 kJ
Ultimate Amplifier Stage 50Id
Aperture Sharing Yes
Intemtage Encoding Yes
Laser Wavelength 248 nm
Integrated Laser Shots Per Day 2
Target Shots Per Week 1
Pulse Shaping Yes
Indirect Drive Yes
Direct Drive Yes

The design of the 50-kJ amplifier has been accomplished

to the conceptual level. This amplifier unit is a factor of 2.5

higher in output energy than the AURORA LAM class

amplifier. However, with the upgrade in design parameters

and performance improvement currently being developed, the

actual size of the 50-kJ amplifier will be slightly more than a

factor of 2 larger than the AURORA LAM. The performance

parameters for the 50-kJ amplifier module are compared with

an AURORA-class LAM and to an LMF amplifier module in

Table 2. A concept of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 2.

FACILITY CONCEI?I’UAL
DESCRIPTION

The conceptual layout of the 100-kJ L’M’F (Fig. 1)

illustrates the current concept; that is, the facility will have a

single 100-kJ laser arm attached to a target building with two

target chambers. The plan is to construct the facility so that

a later upgrade in energy to the 1-MJ level would be possible

with a modest amount of new construction. This plan would

allow for true prototyping of LMF equipment at the ignition

level and would serve as a test bed for checking the target

parameters and laser parameters that were determined from the

LTTF. The upgrade will invoIve the fulI replacement of the

100-IcJ equipment and optics and the addition of laser arms as

required to reach the final target energy. An example of the

upgraded facility is presented as Fig. 3 for which 100-kJ

amplifiers have been assumed as the ultimate gain stage

units. An upgrade using 240-kJ amplifiers would require

only two laser arms to give a total energy of 1440 kJ.

2 Inertia! Conj%aementFusion at Los Alunws: PIVgnPSSSince 19&5
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Fig. 2. Concept of the find amp[ij7er for the LTTF.

Beam Transport

TripodAperture
Sha”ng Amplifiers

Target
Chamber

Feed Arrav I

TABLE 2. Comparison of KrF Amplifiers

20kl 50kJ 240 kJ
Parameter Units LAM Class Amplifier Amplifier

Pumped width meters
Pumped height meters
Pumped length meters
Unpumped lengths

each end meters
Pump power kW/cm3
Pump duration
E-beam voltage kVo&
Current density

into gas A/cm2
Hibachi

transmission %
Diode current

density A/cm2
Diode current

p?r side MA
Diode impedance Q
Intrinsic

efficiency 70
Krypton fraction %
Argon fraction 70
Fluorine 70
Gas density Amagat

1.0
1.0
2.0

1.1
2.2

2.35

1.3
3.9

3.75

0.20
250
576
800

0.20
200
750

1000

81
500
675 B-=%-.

6 20 13 X./
Deewier Areas

v
30 50 60

Fig. 3. Upgraded facility for the LITF.20 40 21.7

0.5
1.34

2.07
0.37

4.20
0.32

The L’ITF facility will have a front end that delivers a

single shaped pulse to the amplifier chain. Each pulse will

be amplified and further divided (eneoded) until the required

number of time slots at the correct energy is achieved at the

output of the final amplifier cluster. Pulse shaping will be

accomplished in the front end where the optics are small, so

that control of the pulse shape will be a matter of changing

the shape of a voltage signal to a Pockels cell and inserting

or removing saturable absorbers. The grouping of the final

6.0
6

93.7
0.3
0.8

11
50

49.5
0.5
1.0

11
70

29.7
0.3
1.0
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amplifiers to share a common optic at the recollimator

location reduces the total number of optic elements as well as

the number of alignment elements. To an observer viewing

the amplifiers from the feed and collimation array, the two

amplifier beams appear as one large beam that is made square

by choosing the aspect ratio of the amplifiers as 2:1. The

preamplifiers shown in Fig. 1 are located below the main

floor level near the doublet of ultimate amplifiers. The

output beam from the penultimate amplifier will propagate

up to the feed and recollimation array and will progress from

there to the ultimate amplifiers where it will be spatially

divided into two equal parts. The beams will double pass each

amplifier, be brought adjacent to each other, and then travel

to the recollimation optics. After recollimation the beamlets

will be partially deeoded in the areas shown in Fig. 1. l%e

first half of the beam will be handled on one side and the

second half on the other side of the centerline of the

recollimator array and beam transport housing. The beamlets

will then be dkcted to the target building individuality where

the remaining half pulse width delay of the lower set of

beamlets will be removed. l%e beams will then be directed

to aiming mirmrs and thence through focusing lenses on the

target chamber to the target. The estimated size of the target

chamber is 10 m in diameter, and the aiming optics will be

located about 10 m from the target.

SUMMARY

The scaling of KrF laser technology to a very large

1O-MJ class laser microfusion facility demands the

construction of an intermediate facility that will permit the

demonstration of the operational viability of the components

at an affordable scale. To meet this requirement, an

upgradable 100-kJ laser fusion facility is proposed as the next

major step in the KrF development progmm at Los Alamos.

B. LMER T~GET TEST FACILITY
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VII. KrF LASER TECHNOLOGY

A. GAS CHEMISTRY FOR KrF LASERS

RobetiAnderson and Roger Tennant

INTRODUCTION

Gas handling and analytical chemistry in large KrF

e-beam lasers present many unique problems that have

received considerable attention in the past several years. It

has been demonstrated in both discharge and e-beam pumped

lasers that very small quantities of gaseous contaminants can

have drastic effects on laser performance. These

contaminants are generated by fluorine reactions with seals,

construction materials, e-beam foils, and optics they can

cause kinetics effects, scattering, and laser beam attenuation.

It is important to understand the formation and control of

these impurities to minimize the effects on the AURORA

system and on future excimer laser systems. The specific

areas summarized here include materials compatibility, gas

handling and vacuum systems, gas delivery and mixing, rare

gas recovery, gas analysis, and laser beam absorption in air.

FLUORINE MA~
COMPATIBILITY

The materials that are suitable for use in KrF e-

beam lasers have been an issue of study since Los Alamos

started working with KrF lasers in 1975. A great deal of

applicable information has been accumulated from both the

open literature and from in-house empirical studies. The

results to date and the on-going areas of study are

summarized here in four general areas: the materials suitable

for seals, general construction materials, optic substrates,

and e-beam foils. Table 1 summarizes the corrosion rate of

those materials usually considered for use in KrF lasers.
Very high F2 concentrations (up to 100 times those

typically used in KrF lasers) were used to determine the

corrosion rates shown.

TABLE 1. Compatibility of Materials with Gaseous
Fluorine*

Corrosion Rate Temperature, Degrees F
roils/year >1 >5 5 to 50 >5

Metals

Nickel 1100
Aluminum 2024 700
Aluminum 5154 700
Silver 700
Monel
Inconel
304 Stainless Steel 400
316 Stainless Steel 400
Copper 200
Bronze 200
Brass 200
Titanium Alloy 16V-2.5A1
Titanium Alloy 6A1-4V
Zkconium
Tantalum 212
Tln 212

Beryllium
Molybdenum

Nonmetals

Alumina 392
Teflon 390
Silica
Activated Alumina
Pyrex 212
Soda Glass (I-IF absent)

212
Graphite 75
Amorphous Carbon
Neoprene

1200
>1000
>1000

1000
1000
400

4fM
400
400

250
100

1400

480
400
400

300

212

1300
1000
1000

750

500

800
700
600
300

400
100
100
100

>1300
>1000
>1000

>1200
>750
>500

>800

>600

>700
>100
>100
>100

75
75

>390
>480
>400
>400

>300

>212
All temp

* (From DMIC Memo 201, Battelle Memorird Institute, 1965 as found in
Douglas 1967 and NACE 1985.)
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Materials for Seals

A seal must be constructed of F2-compatible material

and it must maintain a long-term vacuum and pressure

sealing force. Seal materials studied include Teflon, Viton,

Kalrez, and Neoprene. As shown in Table 1, Teflon has

been found to be the most chemically inert; however, Teflon

is porous and it cold lows with time. Hence it is difficult to

attain a long-term vacuum and pressure seal with Teflon.

Teflon-coated Viton O-rings and Teflon with a central spring

to provide a more constant sealing force could be used.

Viton, Kalrez, and Neoprene have been studied extensively.

Neoprene becomes brittIe (seal integrity decreases with time),
and a substantial amount of C02 is produced as a reaction

product (Neoprene + F2). Of the two remaining types,

Kalrez is slightly more chemically inert than Viton.

However, Kalrez costs about 30 times as much as Viton.
Also, the predominate contaminant from Kalrez is SiF4 and

from Viton, small amounts of C02 and CF4. Figure 1

shows the effect of various gaseous contaminants on KrF

discharge laser output. Similar effects are anticipated for KrF
e-beam lasers. Because of the need for F2-compatibility and

reasonable cost, there is no clear advantage of using Kalrez

over ViCon. Therefore, fore-beam KrF lasers with a small

O-ring surface area and a large gas volume, Viton is

generally the seal of choice.

When the seal surface to gas volume ratio is large (as in

spectrophotometer gas analysis celIs) or when a very Iong-

term material study is being conducted, metal seals are

sometimes used to eliminate the reaction products of the

O-rings. Metal seals that have been used with success

include the conflat knife edge type with copper or aluminum

gaskets, hard silver solder or welded joints, copper or silver

alloy wires, and C-seals of various types.

Materials for General Construction

Results from in-house F2 material interaction studies are

consistent with the Battelle data in Table 1. Materials that

have been studied at Los Alamos include nickel, aluminum,

inconel, stainless steel, copper, brass, titanium , alumina,

Teflon, Kel-F, silica, Pyrex, Kynar, PVC, polyethylene,

epoxy, plexiglass, Iexan, and deIrin. For near room-

temperature operation outside regions impacted by thee-

bearn, either aluminum or stainless steel is adequate as a

general construction material. A common practical issue to

be addressed is weldability. Stainless steel (304 or 3 16) can

be reliably welded. Generally, if aluminum is to be welded,

alloys such as 2219 should be used. Other more common

alloys (for example, 606 1) typically have a weld cracking

problem that leads to serious air leaks. Materials such as

nickel, monel, and inconel may be desirable but are not

necessary for current applications. In general, plastics should

not be used because of gaseous contaminant formation (see

Fig. 1). There has been a great deal of concern over the
formation of SiF4 from the reaction between silicon in the

metals of construction and Fz Once the laser system is dry

(the water and HF are gone), the SiF4 formation rate is very

slow. Except during the initial conditioning of the lasers
with F2 (which has to be done every time the lasers are

opened to air), gas contaminant formation does not appear to

be a major problem for operations lasting a few hours.
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Fig. 1. Effect of various gaseous contaminants on KrF

discharge laser output.

Contaminants are still a problem in the recycling of the

expensive laser gas. After a system shot, the laser gas is

typically pumped through a series of three tanks. The first

tank serves as a collection vessel, the second tank is used for

long term storage and analysis, and the third is used for

mixing and supplying gas to the lasers. The gas in the third
tank contains F2; current data indicates that the shelf life for

reuse is about eight weeks. Sometimes a tank contains laser

gas for extended periods of time at a pressure below the local

ambient pressure. Hence, air leaks are possible. Except for

possible air leaks, the main contaminant that gradually
accumulates is SiF4. More exact data on the effects of small

amounts of air and SiF4 on KrF e-beam laser performance is

needed.

If the gas in the second tank is not pure enough, it needs

to be reprocessed or dumped. Krypton currently costs about

$1.50 per standard liter. For the near term, occasional
dumping of contaminated gas maybe acceptable, but

eventually the reprocessing issue must be addressed. The
predominate contaminants appear to be air, C02, and SiF4

If air leaks can be prevented and if the F2 does not have to be

removed, then the gas would have to be purified only

occasionally. This could be done by pumping the gas

through a pressurized liquid nitrogen or liquid argon cooled

2 Inertial Confinement Fw.on at Los Alwnos: PIvgmss Since 1985
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trap to regulate the temperature . Such a system could be

relatively simple and moderately inexpensive to operate. If
air andlor F2 have to be removed, then a high temperature

getter trap would have to be used and it may be necessary to

reprocess all of the gas. Such a system is more complicated

to build, much more costly to operate safely, and produces a

much larger hazardous waste disposal problem (the getter bed

material).

Materials for optical Substrates

Probably the F2 substrate materials used most frequently

for optics in contact with the laser gas are of silica. These

substrates are protected by a coating that is highly resistant
to F2 attack. The problem of chemical attack of the

substrate is thought to arise largely from pin holes in the

optical coating. The primary attacking species is HF, which
is formed from the reaction of F2 with the monolayer of

H20; I-F can produce substantial pits in silica substrates.

(Water removal will be discussed later.)

For the long term, more attack-resistant substrate

materials are possible for at least some of the optic

substrates. For example, mirrors could be coated on metal

substrates. Also, there is an effort underway at Harshaw to

produce largedkuneter calcium fluoride optics that could be

used for some of the transmissive optics.

E-beam Foil ikkterids

Ine-beam pumped lasers, a vacuum barrier (foil) is

required to separate the pressurized laser chamber horn the

high vacuum of the diode box. A good e-beam foil material

has to meet many technical requirements
—

—

—

—

—

a thickness/Z-number combination such that e-beam

losses are within acceptable limits;

the tensile strength necessary to support the pressure

impulse created by the e-beam;

compatibility with the laser gas;

suitable metallurgical properties to minimize problems

with pin holes, fatigue, parasitic laser oscillations, etc.;

suftlcient thermal conductivity to prevent failure at the

elevated foil temperatures produced by the e-beam.

An e-beam can easily produce peak temperatures of the

order of 400°F on foil surfaces. High peak temperatures on
the foil and on the back wall of the laser chamber drive F2

material reactions much more vigorously than at room

temperature and will also reduce tensile strength. As a result,

20 to 30 pulses is enough to produce a virtual snowstorm of

particulate from a more reactive foil material such as

titanium. Although never completely eliminated, the level

InertialConjhuvnentFuswn atLosAfumos:Prognxs Since1985
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of particulate generation is greatly reduced by frequently

changing the gas mix (after 3 or 4 shots). The particulate

foxmed from only 3 or 4 shots are still very fine and can be

removed by the pumping system and filtered out of the gas

before they deposit extensively throughout the laser chamber.

Three general types of metal foils have been investigated

for use in KrF lasers. These include titanium alloys, nickel

alloys, and aluminum alloys. The nickel and aluminum foils

have their utility, but it is currently accepted that, despite its

reactivity with fluorine, titanium is the best e-beam foil

material. The final foil developed for use on large KrF

e-beam amplifiers will probably be titanium coated with a
more F2-compatible metal such as aluminum, copper, or

nickel. Further development and testing is currently being

done.

Conclusions about Material Compatibility

A great deal of progress has been made in the last 14
years in understanding F2 material interaction problems in

KrF e-beam lasers. The large size (square meters) of some of

the AURORA amplifiers creates unique problems not found

in smaller KrF lasers. These problems include the
availability of large F2-compatible optical substrates such as

calcium fluoride, though this situation may be changing.
The production of large F2-compatible foils that suppress

parasitic oscillations is a new issue. #ueas requiring

additional work include
—

—

—

—

—

determination of the effect of certain contaminant gases

on laser performance,

development and testing of techniques to remove water

from laser surfaces to prevent or reduce HF formation;

development and testing of an optimum foil for long

term application in large laser amplifiers;

refinement of fabrication, cleaning, and conditioning

techniques to minimize gaseous contaminant formation;

refinement and testing of the gas processing system.

GAS HANDLING ISSUES

Several gas handling issues need to be addressed for

successful operation of a large KrF laser facility. There are

substantial gas-related concerns both inside and outside of the

laser systems. These include the filling and evaluating of the

laser systems and plumbin~ the uniform mixing of the laser

gax the analysis of the laser gas composition to ensure

proper concentration and purity; and the providing and

maintaining of a uniform and nonabsorbing atmosphere in

the beam propagation tunnels. Careful attention to detail in

t?
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the above areas has contributed substantially to the recent

successful operations of the AURORA laser system.

GasHandling and Vacuum Systems

Analytical studies have shown that chemical

contaminants in the laser chambers can cause significant

problems in laser performance. Although there are many

contaminants of concern, the foremost has been water. Water

is introduced into the system via room air when the system

is opened and it occurs in the laser gases themselves. All

laser gases used in AURORA are of the highest purity

available in the commercial market. The formation of HF
from the water/F2 reactions created a mechanism for the

formation of other contaminant species such as SiF4 and

C02, thought to be caused by the HF attack on optics, metal

surfaces and seals. In a laser system, like AURORA, with

miles of piping and very large laser chambers (up to 4700 1),

there are literally many tens of square meters of surface area

covered with molecular layers of water. To reduce the effects
of the water/F2 reactions, very large and eftlcient pumping

systems are utilized. Rough pumping is accomplished

through a central vacuum system consisting of two Leybold

DK-200 pumps coupled with two WS 1000 Leybold

blowers. Typically this system will evacuate the laser
chambers (and the hundreds of meters of connecting

plumbing) to <50 m Torr. Each laser chamber is also

pumped with a cryotrapped mechanical blower combination

capable of pumping the chamber to a suitable operating

pressure (c1O m Torr). Some success in system passivation

has been achieved by altering purges of the system with dry
argon and 0.5% F2. It has been concluded that it is critical

to remove as much water as possible prior to laser operation.

Other methods for removing surface water (UVlight exposure,

heating, plasma) are also being examined.

Because of the high cost ($1.50 per standard liter) and the

large volume of krypton gas used in AURORA, the need to

reclaim gases is obvious. The integration of gas reclamation

into an already complex gas handling system increases the

potential for further gas contamination. Dry pumps and
compressors are required to reduce the formation of COF2 and

CF4, both known excimer laser poisons. Extreme caution

must be exercised in the fabrication of lines, the selection of

hardware, and cleaning methods used in a gas handling

system of this magnitude.

GasMixing

In addition to the control of contamination, the

supplying of a precise, homogeneous gas mix is imperative.

A typical gas mix in an AUROW amplifier consists of
from O.15% -0.3% F2 in 10% Kr, with a balance of Ar.

4

Experiments have shown that when supplied in series, the F2

does not readily mix with the Kr/Ar in the laser chamber.
Because the partial pressure of the F2 is so small, it has been

determined that for eftlcient laser performance, additional

mixing must occur. In AURORA this is accomplished by

circulating the gas through a filter and a metal bellows pump

recirculating system. This method seems to produce a

homogeneous mix, but it creates additional potential

contaminant and passivation concerns. It has, however, been

demonstrated that with adequate passivation measures, the gas

can be controlled to within a few percent of desired partial

pressures. To eliminate the need for additional mixing

pumps, a premix supply tank has been implemented as part

of the reclaim and supply system. This 15,000-1 nickel tank
is equipped with a magnetic coupled F2-compatible mixing

fan. The reclaimed gas is replenished as required, mixed, and

then supplied to the laser amplifiers as a premix. Chemical

analyses are performed at regular intervals to ensure gas

purity. Further studies in gas mixes and their effects on laser

performance would be desirable. In particular, the

mechanisms/processes which affect the laser kinetics and

performance must be understood.

Gas fk.ld@S

To understand and measure the gas mix ratios and system

contaminants, an elaborate analytical capability has been
established. Early attempts were made to measure F2

concentrations inside the laser chambem using absorption of

the 325-rim HeCd laser (analytical precision -1 O~o). This

technique was later discontinued because of experimental

uncertainties caused by optical scattering from particulate
generated by interaction of F2 with the titanium foil and by

power fluctuations of the HeCd laser. Subsequently, a

method was developed for storing samples of laser amplifier

gas in lecture bottles for later chemical analysis. This

method was thoroughly tested and proved to be much more

accurate (analytical precision 35ZO) than previous methods if

analysis were performed shortly (2-3 h) after the sample was

taken. Adequate passivation of sample cells was found to be

critical to precision analysis. The analytical system for

AURORA consists of three major analytical instruments: a
uv spectrophotometer to measure the F2 concentration

(accurate to 35?%); an IR spectrometer to measure

contaminants; and a UTI mass spectrometer to measure Kr/Ar

ratios and contaminants. The analytical precision of

contaminant measurements depends on several factors. The

partial pressure of the contaminants (particularly as comp,ared

to the instrument signal to noise ratio) and the accuracy of

the measured cross section for the species directly affect the

analytical precision. For small partial pressures, the most

common analytical problems (for example, pressure

Ineh”al Con@evn.ent Fusion aths Afanux PrQgrws Since 1985
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broadening and instrument sensitivity) also affect analysis.

For most common contaminant compounds, the analytical

precision is *1 O%.

Laser Beam Absorption

Considerable progress has been made in understanding

the attenuation of the AUROR4 laser beam by atmospheric

impurities in the beam path. Experiments have identified

possible uv-absorbing contaminants present in the beam

tunnel air. The outgassing properties of many materials used

in or near the beam tumel are also being studied. The

impurities that absorb 248-rim photons and degrade the beam

are either molecules with high 248-rim cross sections at parts

per billion (ppb) concentrations or molecules with low cross

sections at part per million (ppm) concentration. When there

is no source of contamination, the latter is not a serious

problem because air permeation rates will usually reduce

impurity concentrations below the ppm range. The high

cross section (ppb concentration) contaminants can cause

serious effects, especially when long beam paths are

necessary, as in the AURORA project. Contaminants of ppb

concentrations also create analytical diftlculties, and therefore

require sophisticated preconcentrating analytical techniques or

pressurized long path-length uv cells. Preconcentration

techniques not only separate the major components, nitrogen

and oxygen, but also separate or eliminate interference from

water and carbon dioxide collected by extracting the

impurities with heptane. Because the long path-length cells

suffer from interference from these contaminants, the

preconcentration method is the analytical method of choice.

Preliminary results indicate that the contaminants of

most concern are plasticizers (dioctyl phthalate, dibutyl

phthalate), transformer oils, and ozone. Studies are looking

at submicron particulate as possible air attenuators. Large

HEPA (high ef%ciency particulate air) and activated charcoal

filters that have been installed in the AURORA beam tunnels

have resulted in a four-fold reduction of the typically observed

beam attenuation.
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VII. KrF LASER TECHNOLOGY

B. THE PIASMA PHYSICS OF ELECTRON BEAM
DIODES FOR KrF LASER AMPLIFIERS

Michad E. Jones and Vincent A Thomas

Diode Operation

The design of KrF amplifiers at the 100-to 300-kJ

output level, as presently envisioned for the Laboratory

Microfusion Facility, requires that the gaseous laser medium

(gas) be pumped by electron beams with kinetic energy of

approximately 1 MeV and a current density of 20-40 A/cm2

for about 1 us. For laser apertures of 3 mz, the total

electron current required can exceed 3 MA.

At Los Alamos, the approach to producing these

electron beams has been to utilize monolithic cold cathode

diodes fed by the appropriate pulsed power (Rosocha and

Riepe 1987). This is shown schematically in Fig. 1 on the

following page. These diodes consist of cathodes coated

with a material such as felt that forms a plasma in the

presence of high electrical stresses. The resulting electron

emission is space-charge limited and, in an idealized sense,

is simply a Child-Langmuir diode. In this approximation

the large planar diode current density is limited only by the

space- charge of the beam between the cathode and anode.

For voltage below the rest mass of the electron (0.5 MeV)

this current density, Y, is given by

(1)

where V is the diode voltage, d is the distance between the

anode and the cathode (the A-K gap), and k = 2.34 x 106

Amp/Volt 312.

Though the diode behaves approximately as a simple

one-dimensional Child-Langrnuir diode, other effects can

significantly change the character of diode performance. In

particular, for diode operation greater than a few hundred

nanoseconds, it has been observed that (he current in the

diode can increase in time. This phenomenon, known as

impedance collapse of the diode, is believed to be associated

with the motion of highly conductive plasma from the

cathode and/or anode so that the effective A-K gap decreases.

Experience has shown that the electrical characteristics of

this class of diodes can be successfully modeled by

modifying Eq. (1) to include an empirically determined
closure velocity Vc

(2)

where t is the time. Typically Vc is a few centimeters per

microsecond. The dependence of this closure velocity on

cathode and anode material, background gas pressure, and

applied magnetic field is complex, and only general rules of

thumb exist from experimental data.

In addition, at the low impedances envisioned for future

KrF lasers, the one-dimensional approximation is not

strictly valid because the self-magnetic field produced by the

electron beam would cause the electrons to exit the diode at

large angles or be completely pinched off if not compensated

by an externally applied magnetic field. This effect changes

the space charge distribution in the diode and can change the

impedance (see Fig. 1). The applied magnetic field, if large

enough, will cause the electrons to follow the field lines.

However, it has been observed empirically that a larger

applied magnetic field tends to enhance the closure velocity.

Thus, some compromise in the externally applied magnetic

field is required. For externally applied magnetic fields of

only one or two times the self field of the beam, the

electron beam experiences a significant rotation. Because

the foil separating the diode from the laser gas is mounted

on a support, referred to as the hibachi, of finite thickness,

the spiraling electrons can intersect this support structure

Inertial Conjhwnent Fusion at Los AknnOs: Progress Since 1985 1
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and never enter the gas. This effect represents a significant

inefficiency in the laser system.

High-Voltage Pulse Input

Vacuum Chamber

Cathode

~7
Laser Gas Chamber —

Electron Trajectories —

Anode Foil

Hibachi (Foil
support
Structure 77 \\

—

Fig. 1. Schetrurtic diagram of an electron-beam pumped
KrF amplljler showing the anodes, cathodes, and
hibachilfoil support structures.

Diode size

The t%ndamental question that needs to be addressed

before applying the technology is, How large can the diode

be made and still maintain uniform pumping of the laser

gas. Also, at what point does the externally applied

magnetic field become impractical to use?

2

FOR KrF LASER AMPLIFIERS

In addition to limiting the amplifier size by the size of

a monolithic diode, it is possible to pump a single amplifier

module with multiple or segmented diodes. The idea is to

use a number of smaller diodes in parallel, each with a larger

impedance to ameliorate the beam pinching problem.

Return current paths would be provided between each diode.

As a result, the applied magnetic field requirement could be

made smaller or even eliminated. The dkadvantages of this

approach include additional fabrication complexity, potential

electrical breakdown associated with the return current paths,

and additional diode shaping, which would provide electron

flow to fill in the gaps between the diodes to obtain uniform

deposition.

Efficiency

At present, the efficiency of energy deposition in the

laser medium is only about 25-30% of the electrical pulsed

power energy supplied to the diode in any high power KrF

laser. This inefficiency arises for several reasons. Much of

the loss is attributed to the transmission of the electrons

along skewed trajectories through the structure known as the

hibachi, which supports the foil separating the diode from

the laser gas. A thorough knowledge of the three-

dimensional electron trajectories in the self-consistent

electric and magnetic fields of the beam would, in principle,

allow one to shape the hibachi to optimize this transport.

A factor of two in improvement in this area appears

possible and would reduce the pulsed power costs by a factor

of 2.

Other important areas of energy loss include losses in

the foil itself. At the higher energies envisioned for LMF

parameters, this effect would be reduced compared with

present facilities. Also, it is important to maintain an

impedance match between the pulsed power pulse forming

network and the diode throughout the pumping. The diode

impedance can be a function of the magnetic field, and diode

closure caused by cathode plasma expansion or other effects

needs to be minimized.

Deposition Uniformity

Another important issue is the uniformity of deposition

in the laser gas across the laser aperture. Monolithic

cathode designs do not have the gaps in electron flow that

must be corrected in segmented cathode designs. Even flat

monolithic cathodes can produce nonuniform emission,

depending upon the interaction of the self-consistent field

with the geometry and the externally applied magnetic field.

Also, there is evidence that low impedance diodes may

Ineti”al Confinement Fusion atbs ALamos: Progress Since 1985
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produce filamented electron beams. The constraints placed

upon amplifier scaling by this phenomenon and its

dependence on applied magnetic field are not thoroughly

understand at present.

Furthermore, because the energy deposition in the gas

is a function of electron beam voltage, it is necessary to

ensure a correct impedance match. Diode closure will need

to be minimized to avoid voltage droop, which could change

the deposition profile during the laser pumping.

Modeling

To address these issues and to aid in the design of future

KrF systems, particle-in-cell (PIC) methods originally

invented for plasma physics applications are being

developed. These PIC methods are used to study the issues

of electron beam production and transport. The electron

trajectories in the self-consistent electric and magnetic fields,

including the effects of boundaries for a diode on the E-Gun

Test Facility at Los Alamos. This calculation accurately

models the geometry by alternatively advancing in time the

charged particles representing the electrons and the electric

and magnetic fields from the solution of the full set of

Maxwell’s equations. This procedure allows the study not

only of equilibria but dynamic effects in the diode. The

geometry of the system is treated by solving Maxwell’s

equations on a finite difference mesh that conforms to the

electrode boundaries. This procedure is particularly suited

for studying segmented, expanding-flow diodes.

This technique and its generalization to three

dimensions (presently under development), together with

careful correlation with experiments, will allow us to study

the issues described above and make the necessary advances

in technology to achieve our goal of high energy amplifiers.

Rosocha, L. A., and K. B. Riepe, Fusion TechnoL U, 576,

1987.
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VII. KrF LASER TECHNOLOGY

C. OPTICS TECHNOLOGY FOR KrF LASERS

Ralph Berggren and James D. Boyer

INTRODUCTION

By improving optical technology, we hope to

significantly reduce the costs of optics for a large ICF

system. The costs referred to here are the projected costs

for optics that will be obtained in the future in immense

quantities. The quantities required can easily be estimated.

An ICF system that supplies 10 MJ onto a target, using

optics that can handle 40 kJ/m2 (4 J/cm2), will require

250 mz of mirror area for every turn of the beam. If the

individual mirrors are on the order of 0.5m2 square, and

there are 6 turns, we would need 6000 of these relatively

large mirrors just for the optics between the final amplifiers

and the target. More components, but of smaller size,

would be needed for other optics feeding the amplifier.

Fewer, but larger, components would be needed in the

amplifiers themselves.

Working with such projected costs offers both

disadvantages and advantages. The disadvantages relate to

the difficulty of estimating costs in the future for many

components that can not readily be made today. The

advantage is the opportunity to specify a complete process

that is optimized for the particular requirements; this might

reduce cost substantially.

Our current plan is to identify paths that might lead to

lower cost and to pursue a few chosen paths. We intend to

show small-scale demonstrations of concepts and

techniques. Along with those demonstrations we will

define the path to be followed to reach desired performance

goals for the LMF. Our goal is to show convincing cost

projections reduced to about one-half of the current values.

Within the current program of somewhat less than two

years’ duration, we expect to show results on a small scale

and then to begin the scaling process to a larger size.

The first step in the program is to identify the most

cost-sensitiveareas, ‘I’Mis quite easy, as the largest

element of the cost, and one that is reasonably sensitive to

technology, is the large quantity of mirrors between the

lasers and the targets, as indicated previously. Reductions

in the cost of the optical system can then be obtained either

by increasing component performance or reducing the

specific costs.

The areas chosen for near-term work include:

Optical Damage Threshold. This is the single area in

the optics in which an improvement in performance can

result in a direct and substantial reduction of the system

cost. It is probably true that the cost of the coating will be

somewhat insensitive to the performance that is achieved;

but the required total area of mirrors varies inversely with

the optical damage threshold.

Component Fabrication. This is a major area of study.

Various possible improvements, including replication,

glass molding, and improvements in “conventional”

polishing are being considered.

Component Mounting and Alignment. This area may

have an impact on system design and cost. Combining

many beams onto single optical elements reduces one

measure of the complexity of the system this is our current

concept for a “combined-beam” architecture. Because

mounting has not been one of the more critical elements,

the cost model has not considered the details of mounting

and alignment. We intend to obtain a better understanding

of the complexity of multiple mirrors and of the actual

costs involved.

Small-Angle Scattering. The system design assumes

that scattering can be reduced to a satisfactory level. To

determine optical damage, we continue to measure

scattering. We intend to obtain some long-term reductions

and to assure that lower costs of optical fabrication do not

reduce the darnage threshold or increase scattering.

Ineti”d Con@.ement Fusion.. Progress Since 19S5 1
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COMPONENT COST PROJECTIONS

With current projections, the optics for an LMF

represent about one-third of the system cost. Table I shows

an example of the projected cost for optics for a 0.6-m

mirror and the equivalent cost per square meter. (The 0.6-m

mirror is assumed to be square. The cost model is based on

the largest dimension, diameter or diagonal. It gives the

same cost for round or rectangular pieces.)

TABLE 1. Projected Cost of Optical Elements

cost
Item cost of 0.6-m per m2

Mirror blank $6,000 $16,700
Fabrication $6,100 $17,000
Coating $11,000 $30,600
Total $23,100 $64,300

Some historical costs indicate the possibility of

reducing the estimates in Table 1. A mirror 0.8-m in

diameter was repolished to an accuracy of a few waves at a

cost (1983) of $3,000 per m2. For repetitive work,

perhaps pieces could be polished to our requirements at a

cost higher than that but much lower than $17,000 per

mz. The same piece was coated with an HR dielectric at

308 nm for $4,000per m2. For this too, our requirements

are more stringent but can perhaps be met for a cost less

than that given in the table.

It appears that significant savings from the currently

projected costs may be obtained in all aspects - blank,

coating and figuring. There will also be interrelationships

between them that must be considered.

OPTICAL DAMAGE THRESHOLD
IMPROVEMENT

The need for optical components that could survive

intense ultraviolet (UV)radiation was recognized in the early

design phase of the Los Alamos KrF/ICF program. A small

effort was initiated in 1981 with the goal of assessing

damage thresholds of available uv reflectors. The best

threshold observed for these off-the-shelf ~flectors was

1.5 J/cm2 at 248 nm with a 15-ns laser pulse. This effort

expanded into a survey of the damage resistance of known

materials used for reflectors in the ultraviolet.

Consequently, the KrF optical damage team became an

important element in the development of optical components

for the LAM and later the AURORA. The LAM optics had

to be resistant to attacks by the fluorine-containing laser gas

mix, as well as to what were then high damage fluences.

The team developed test methodology and facilities for both

laser damage thresholds and resistance to fluorine attacks.

The team contributed significantly to a better understanding

of laser-induced damage to optical components and to the

design and evaluation of optics included in the AURORA

system.

From the beginning of the optical damage program to

the end of FY84, the maximum observed damage thresholds

for reflectors increased from 1.5 /cm2 to about 6.5 J/cm2

peak fluence at 248 nm and a 15-ns pulse length. Los

Alamos did not have on-site coating capability and therefore

relied on commercial vendors for coating production. The

increased damage thresholds were the result of feedback of

damage test results to the coating vendors and the vendors’

growing experience in producing high fluence optical

coatings. In this early round of development, the effort was

limited to materials already in use by the coating industry.

The database at the end of 1984 included 18 different material

combinations. The best observed coatings were quarter-wave
stacks of Al 20#Si02 for which damage thresholds ranged

from 1.5 to 6.5 J/cm2 (Foltyn and Jolin 1983). Parallel

work near the end of this period indicated similar results for
A1203/Si02 anti-reflective coatings. At the end of 1984, a

typical A1203/Si02 coated optic would withstand a peak

fluence of 3-4 J/cm2 for a 15-ns pulse.

The Los Alarnos optical damage team developed a

standardized darnage test procedure that provided a well-

deterrnined definition of darnage threshold (Foltyn and

Newnam 1981). Damage thresholds had previously been

determined in one-on-one tests in which each site was

exposed to one pulse at one fluence. The sample was

removed from the test fixture and examined for darnage, and

the threshold was reported as the mean of the highest

nondamaging and the lowest damaging fluence. Other

experiments had shown that multiple shots of a fixed fluence

on each site tested resulted in lower damage thresholds (Bass

and Barrett 1971; Gill and Newnam 1978). The optical

darnage team developed the darnage probability, or N-on-M

testing procedure. In practice, M sites (typically 10) are

tested at each fluence, and each site is irradiated with N shots

(about 100). The fraction of sites damaging at each fluence

are plotted versus fluence. Generally, the data fall on a

straight line that intersects the fluence axis. This

intersection provides a spotsize-independent definition of

damage threshold (Fokyn 1982). Figure 1 is a typical

damage probability plot of recent test data. This new

procedure influenced the design of the damage test facility

discussed in the following section.

2 Inertial Confinement Fusion at Los Alanws: Progress Since 1985
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Fig. 1. Typical damage probability plot of recent test alza.

Figure 2 diagrams the damage facility in existence at the

end of 1984. The laser source was an excimer laser running

on a KrF gas mixture at 248 nm. Maximum repetition rate

for this system was 35 Hz. In principle, there was real-time

monitoring of peak fluence, spatial profile, average power,

and temporal pulse shape. In practice, some of these

quantities would vary by f5Y0 during irradiation of each site

with its 100 shots, and only average values were known. It

is also worthwhile to note that the monitoring was off the

main laser beam rather than at the test plane. Correlation of

the off-beam diagnostics with test plane fluences was

necessary.

The LAM required optics not only resistant to darnage

by high laser fluences but able to withstand exposure to the

fluorine-containing laser gas mix. Even though the fused

silica needed for the output window of the LAM is not

reactive to molecular fluorine, fused silica rapidly foga in the

presence of moisture beeause of etching of the surface by

HF. In principle the surface can be protected by a
nonreactive anti-reflective coating such as A1203/AlF3. The

LAM mirror is also on a silica-based substrate and subject to

attacks by the moisture-generated HF. The damage team

developed a test procedure to measure the resistance of a

coating to attacks by the laser gas mixture and examined a

variety of coating materials for joint fluorine and laser

damage resistance (Foltyn et al. 1985). Laser darnage

resistance was also measured while the optic was exposed to

fluorine. It was found that as long as the coating had not

visibly degraded, the damage threshold did not change

dramatically.

Ineti”al Confinement Fuswn atiksAlamos: Progress Since 1985
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Fig. 2. Diagram of damage facility at the end of 1984.

The opticaJ darnage team made several significant

contributions to the Los Alamos KrF/ICF program. The

team established a performance baseline for high fluence

optics operating at 248 nm. It developed a reliable laser

damage test methodology. The laser paved the way for

understanding the relationship of damage thresholds of

laboratory specimens 1 to 2 in. in diameter to that of the

large optics needed for AUROR4. In addhion, the team

developed a systematic test for the fluorine resistance of laser

cavity optics.
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Current Status

We have progressed significantly in several important

areas. An optical damage test facility dedicated to the KrF

248-nm wavelength has been in place and operating since the

end of 1986. Tlis facility has increased our ability to

address KrF/JCF specific problems. The best observed

damage threshold at 248 nm is nearly twice that observed

through 1984. This progress represents a recent

breakthrough, and further progress is expected in the near

future. We have also achieved a very significant

improvement in the resistance of coated optics to fluorine

attack. Interestingly, the coating materials showing the best
fluorine resistance (A1203/AlF3) are the ones giving the

best damage thresholds to date. We have also made progress

on scaling issues that relate laboratory damage threshold

measurements to system parameters such as pulse length

scaling.

The dedicated KrF optical damage facility that has been

in operating since 1986 is an extension of the design shown

in Fig. 2. The laser is a commercial excimer operating from

single shot to 250 Hz and produces a nominal 22-ns pulse at

248 nm. Pulse lengths of 11 and 38 ns have been produced

by detuning and pulse stacking, respectively. Fluence at the

test plane is now controlled by an angle-tuned dielectric-

mirror-based attenuator. A computer is now used to control

and monitor beam energy as well as to control sample

position and record and display test results. Energy

monitoring is still based on a multiple-shot average. We

hope to soon have shot-by-shot records of test fluence to

account for fluctuations that may be up to 10% for the 100

shots seen by each test site. A recent addition to this facility

is the capability of viewing the test optic under low

intensity 248-rim laser illumination. We now characterize

the test plane beam spatial profile by translating a linear

Reticon array across the beam position. With this data we

generate 3D and contour plots and also calculate accurate

peak to average fluence ratios at the test plane. The latter

serves as a crosscheck with our pinhole measurement of peak

fluence.

The best damage threshold observed at 248 nm is now a

factor of two greater than that seen at the end of 1984. This
coating was a A 1203/AlF3 reflector and both sampIes from

the best coating run had damage thresholds 12.5 J/cm2.

Figure 3 is a damage probability plot for one of these

samples. Note that even at 24 J/cm2 only 80% of the tested

sites were damaged. We have data on ten runs of this

material produced in the same development effort. The worst

threshold was 4.5 J/cm2 and the mean about 9.0 J/cm2.

This result is encouraging in that both materials have band
edges well below 200 nm. (Previously, A 1F3 had not been

used successfully in a muhilayer reflector because of coating

process problems.) A Japanese group also reported high

damage thresholds for mirrors with similar materials

(Al 203/MgF2, YF3/MgF2, and Sc203/Na3AIF6) (Izawa et

al. 1988). Development of new coating materials seems to

be one key to improved damage thresholds. Current results

for anti-reflective coatings on transmitting elements is less

encouraging. Other than some strange results with one set

of Sol-Gel coatings, the best thr~sholds have been about

6 J/cm2- The thresholds of anti-reflective coatings are

probably limited by the substrate surface conditions.
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Fig. 3. Damage probability plot for A1203/A[F3 re~ector.

We have also made significant progress in fluonne-
resistant optics. SeveraI of the A 1203/AlF3 coated reflectors

survived for over 1000 hours of exposure to 59ioF2 in argon

with no degradation in either the visible or UV. For anti-

reflectively coated fused silica windows, the best seen to date
is also an Al 203/AIF3 coating. The better samples

typically lasted for a week in 5% F2 in argon mixture. This

is nearly a tenfold increase over the 1984 results if the

increased fluorine concentration is taken into account.

We have also made considerable progress in two scaling

issues of concern to large KrF laser systems. Pulse-length

scaling of laser damage thresholds is of great interest to

KrF/ICF system designers in that a typical system will have

both short pulse (2-10 ns) and long pulse (300-2000 ns)

components. Laser damage testing in the ultraviolet is

typically performed with 15- to 25- ns pulse-length excimer

lasers. FoItyn and Jolin ( 1986) report the most current

complete set of data covering the 9 ns to 625 ns range, but

for 351 nm rather than 248 nm. Recent results at 248 nm

for 11-38 ns (Boyer 1987) show similar behavior to the

broader-range 351 nm test. Both experiments show an

average scaling of damage thresholds with (pulse length)x

where x is 0.36 for 351 nm and 0.3 for 248 nm. The
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I
exponent vanes over the range 0.2 – 0.5 from coating run

to coating mn. A second scaling issue arises when damage

near threshold fluences is considered. This darnage is usually

in the form of micron-sized pits in the coating. A frequent

question is whether these pits are related to system

performance. We attempted to answer this question in a

recent experiment in which we determined the damage

probability curve on a small area of a sample and then

irradiated the remaining sample with a fluence halfway

between the microscopic threshold fluence and the higher

fluence where more significant darnage occurs. In every

case, one or more sites initiated growing damage. It

therefore appears that the microscopic darnage threshold is

the related definition of damage.

Current Program Plan

Our current program plan focuses on coating

development work with contractors outside Los Alamos.

We hope to place critical mass development programs in two

major areas: new material development and advanced

deposition processes. The new material development

contract will focus on deposition of high-quality coating of

fluorides and oxides with band edges known to be well below

248 nm. The materials will first be characterized as single

layer films and only as multilayer stacks after the single

layer deposition process is well understood. The second

contract will focus on advanced deposition processes such as

plasma plating, ion-beam sputtering, and ion-beam assisted

deposition. All these processes offer greater control of the

deposition process and have produced superior coatings in all

respects except darnage thresholds. We believe that with

further development these processes will yield coatings with

damage thresholds in excess of those possible with the

current electron-beam sputtering process. All three advanced

processes produce films with near-bulk density and are

therefore expected to provide improved fluorine resistance.

Other current efforts aim at gaining an understanding of

damage mechanisms and at increasing the damage thresholds

of transmitting optics.

Our present efforts at understanding optical damage

mechanisms are contained in two experiments. From purely

geometric arguments, the fluence measured at normal

incidence needed to damage an optic at a non-normal

incidence should increase by l/cos (q) where (q) is the angle

of incidence. A well-designed experiment has shown that the

increase is much slower than predicted by geometric

arguments for thin film dielecrnc coatings (Newnam et al.

1982). The experimental result can be qualitatively

explained with two assumptions: damage occurs at defects in

the coating rather than in the bulk material and these defects

Me RO(point=likeor sphericalin shape.Thefirst

assumption fits visual observation quite well. If we assume

that the defects are cylindrical in shape with the long axis

parallel to the coating normal, the angular dependence is

explained and the only free parameter is the cylinder

diameter. We are testing this model by looking at the

angular dependence of the darnage thresholds of uncoated

dielectrics. We are begiming to identify these defects prior

to damage by looking at the coatings under uv illumination

prior to exposure to high fluence uv radiation. Previous

experiments in this area were encouraging (Moran et al.

1988) but never carried to completion.

The damage thresholds of anti-reflection coated optics

are generally below or equal to those of uncoated substrates.

We are attempting to obtain a selection of fused silica

substrates from a variety of suppliers. These will be ranked

by darnage threshold. Recently we found that damage

thresholds for a given lot are well clustered. By coating

samples from each lot in the same coating run, we hope to

both test the hypothesis that the substrate damage threshold

is limiting and gain insight into how the substrate

thresholds might be improved. Preliminary experiments

show that a high temperature anneal (1000 C to 1200 C)

changes damage thresholds of our fused silica substrates

significantly-sometimes increasing by nearly a factor of

two, sometimes staying constant, and sometimes decreasing.

We hope to learn which element of substrate preparation

leads to this behavior. Once we understand the uncoated

fused silica, progress in improving the damage thresholds of

anti-reflective coatings should accelerate rapidly.

COMPONENT FABRICATION
DEVELOPMENT

There are three types of efforts being pursued in this

area. Substrate development has as its goal the production

of mirror blanks that are satisfacto~ for our requirements in

the 0.5-m to 1.O-m sizes and that are less expensive than

conventional solid blanks of low-expansion materials.

Efforts in “conventional” fabrication are directed to

lowering the production cost of mirrors polished in more or

less tradhional ways. The third effort, surface replication

technology, is an attempt to create a finished optical surface

without polishing. Several approaches appear to be

possible.

Substrate Development

Major progress has been demonstrated in this area on

the AURORA program. For mirrors of.5 m and larger,

solid blanks of inexpensive materials such as Pyrex are not

adequate. The material is expensive and dlftlcult to obtain
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in thick pieces. More importantly, the coefficient of

thermal expansion is high, so that the mirror deforms

substantially when the temperature is changed because of

the thermal gradients. For thick pieces, the time for the

temperature to equilibrate is so long that it is difficult

either to polish them.

Thus, one conventionally is limited to the use of low-

expansion materials such as Corning ULE or Schott

ZeroDur. However, these are expensive in large solid

pieces and even more expensive when cored out so as to be

lightweight.

In AURORA we have made use of the Hextek

lightweight borosilicate glass blanks, in sizes up to nearly

1 m (diagonal). The thin plates that are used for the face

and back plates are connected by a core structure made from

tubes. The entire structure is joined together by a

proprietary process called gas fusion. The result is a mirror

blank that is light, stiff, and formed to the approximate

curve of the desired mirror.

Because the entire structure is made of relatively thin

pieces that are exposed to the atmosphere, it comes to

thermal equilibrium fairly quickly in response to a

temperature change. Because the coet%cient of expansion

of the material is very uniform, a uniform temperature

change results in very little distortion of the figure of the

mirror.

At smaller sizes (2 m2 and smaller) an even simpler

and very inexpensive technique has been used. The mirror

blanks were simply molded of Pyrex, with an integral hub

molded on the back for mounting. The resulting mirrors

were very inexpensive and very simple to mount.

Our current program is not specifically directed to

substrate development. Instead we will respond to needs for

specific new techniques if required by new ideas for

fabrication, replication, or coating.

Conventional Fabrication Development

There has been a major reduction in the cost of

polishing flat optics during the last decade as a result of the

widespread use of planetary polishing. Besides reducing the

cost, the technique has made it much easier to polish non-

round pieces and lightweight structures. The lightweight,

rectangular mirrors done for AURORA are an excellent

example of the state of the art.

We can’t anticipate any further breakthroughs;

therefore, our attention for future improvements is directed

to the specific factors involved in polishing a large number

of identical parts. We will identi& as well as possible the

sequence of operations and estimate the production time and

cost for large quantities. It seems reasonable to expect that

successive pieces would behave similarly so that grinding

6

and polishing could be done faster and with fewer test

cycles.

There will then be interactions with the design of the

piece and its mount and with the type of material. It may

be possible to polish a final figure faster on a low-

expansion material and to accelerate the heating and cooling

cycles during coating. Would this overcome the additional

cost of the material? We hope to address these issues

during the current study.

One obvious need is to specify the figure and surface

finish requirements of the mirrors. This is a complex task,

because the system architecture for the LMF and the

requirements for the beam quality on the target are not yet

defined. Thus, we must make one or more sets of

assumptions and include these factors explicitly in our cost

model.

Based on some of the cost hi,story data and on a

subjective estimate of possible gains made by optimizing

the design and fabrication cycles, we feel it is reasonable to

reduce the projected costs to no more than one-half the

values given in the table.

Surface Replication Technology

Of interest here are techniques which create a finished

surface directly, by casting, molding, growing, or some

other approach, without requiring conventional grinding and

polishing. If a good, inexpensive, process is found, it

could be used for most of the mirrors in the system. Even

if the process is not competitive with improved

conventional fabrication for flat mirrors, it could bean

effective way of generating aspheric surfaces. Current

designs avoid using aspherics, mostly because they are

expected to be too expensive to be practical. (Alignment of

asphencs is also an issue that must be addressed.) The

alternative to using aspherics is to use more mirrors or

longer separations between mirrors. Using aspherics could

reduce the cost of the system significantly.

Three approaches to replication are being considered

and are discussed below: epoxy replication moldlng of

glass substrates; and CVD growth of silicon carbide. There

are certainly other possible approaches. These three are

chosen for initial work because they offer approaches to

development that seem to have a fair chance of success.

This welldeveloped technique is used commercially in

many applications. Although it is commonly used for

small parts of a few cm, we have found a commercial

capability currently existing for parts as large as 0.4 m in

diameter. Figure accuracy of one-tenth wave is certainly

Inertial Confinement Fusion of Las Afamos: Progress Since 1986
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obtained in small parts and may easily be obtained at the

0.4-m size. Published reports describe a piece 0.5 m in

diameter with a replication accuracy of 1/20 wave. In our

program we will obtain samples to verify the state of the

art, including measurements of figure accuracy and surface

roughness. We will also consider designs of the substrate

and mount that will provide optimum performance and

minimum cost,

Epoxy replication has not been actively considered

before because of the thermal limitations and diftlculties of

coating. Typically, the epoxy must be maintained at a

temperature of less than 80 C to 100 C. This makes it

difficult to use with a multilayer dielectric coating. The

issue of coating is addressed in the following section.

There is also a serious question whether the optical damage

threshold can reach a reasonable value. A simple thermal

analysis shows that even with a very high reflectivity, a

short pulse will heat the outer layer of the epoxy above the

100 C threshold. However, there is also some preliminary

data indicating that transient heating is much less of a

problem, and that the simple thermal pulse heating may

not set the limit on the damage threshold.

The coating issue will be addressed two ways. First,

there are techniques of coating that can probably provide

durable coatings when applied at less than 80° or 100° C.

Second, it may be possible to apply a dielectric coating in

the same way that simple coatings are now applied. That

is, the coating is deposited first on the master, the epoxy is

added behind it, and the substrate is pressed against the

epoxy. A parting layer assures that the coating separates

from the master and comes off with the epoxy. The

coatings that are used on replicated parts are typically gold,

silver, or silicon dioxide over aluminum. Both approaches

will be tried with multilayer dielectrics. The mirrors will

be tested for surface finish and damage threshold.

Molding of Gkiss

This approach has been demonstrated at a size of

10 cm and a figure accuracy of the order of one wave or

better. The results were reported for a conventional mirror

by Angell and a cylindrical mirror by the Japanese. This

work is being carried on by Hextek as an extension of their

substrate development work. Even if a perfect figure is not

achieved, the process could significantly reduce the cost of

conventional polishing of the mirror by eliminating several

generating, grinding, and polishing steps.

The techniques will be developed on a very small scale

(5 m), with the scattering, surface finish, and figure

measured. If successful, scaling to 15 cm and ultimately to

0.5 m to 1 mr will then be attempted. Initial tries will

repeal Mtl extefid ~Mliet wdrlc with Pyrex against a fused

silica master. As with all replication processes, durability

of the master will eventually become an issue and a search

will be made for more durable masters.

Chemical Vapor Deposition

The goal here is to develop finished SiC mirrors.

Using an SiC master, SiC is deposited to form the finished

surface and then to build up a lightweight core structure

behind the surface. The surface can then be easily coated

with a conventional multilayer dielectric. Development of

these mirrors is now being supported by the Air Force at

Morton Thiokol/CVD. We will monitor this development,

After the first stage, involving demonstration of a 0.25-m

piece with a good figure, it may be necessary to support

some development of mirror structures directly related to

ICF requirements, stressing cost more than weight

reduction.

The material itself is relatively inexpensive. However,

the deposition process is slow using current techniques.

For production of a large number of mirrors, the capital

cost of furnaces could then be a limiting problem. Thus

this process is considered to be something of a “long shot.”

It has the potential advantage of producing a light, stiff,

high conductivity mirror with a very homogeneous

coefficient of thermal expansion.

COMPONENT MOUNTING AND ALIGNMENT
TECHNOLOGY

The current cost model does not explicitly consider the

cost of mounting the elements. Fortunately the AURORA

program provides a good basis for further development of

mounting techniques. For the array of recollimator

mirrors, a very simple two-axis flexure mount was

developed that was integrated with the design of the molded

Pyrex mirrors. Even with flexure mounts and motorized

adjusters, the mounts have been shown to be stable to one

or two microradians over temperature variations up to

10 C. With that stability, individual mirrors could be

mounted in arrays with only the arrays adjustable. The

AURORA program has also demonstrated a novel control

technology that maintains the alignment of all 96 beams.

Our program plan calls for simplifying the mount

design to yield a stable, low-cost, non-motorized mount, to

demonstrate this in a large array of relatively small(15 cm)

mirrors, and to scale the concepts to larger sizes. In the

process, a good basis for prediction of mount costs will be

developed.
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SMALL-ANGLE SCA’M’ERING

Small-angle scattering, like the optical damage

threshold, is important for the system design as it may

strongly affect the cost of the system. If large angles are

needed in the multiplexing system, then both the eftlciency

and the cost of the system are seriously affected. As with

damage threshold, the scattering is affected in an unknown

way by the fabrication processes being considered.

The scattering coeftlcient is defined as the fraction of

total input powers scattered per steradian as a function of

angle. The scattering function has units of steradian- 1.

Designs for the LMF use a minimum angle between a

beams of about 5 milliradians. At that angle, the

scattering must be somewhat below one per steradian. The

actual number required will depend on target physics and

cannot be definitely specified. A value somewhat below

unity is thought to be a very safe value.

The AURORA system operates at a much smaller

channel to channel angular spacing, but it can tolerate

scattering at least an order of magnitude larger than that for

an LMF driver.. During the AURORA program, we

developed an apparatus for measuring the scattering at the

required angles. Tests on fresh surfaces and surfaces
exposed to F2 showed favorable result$ that is, the fluorine

environment did not seriously change the level of small-

angle scattering.

We are now in the process of making some

improvements to decrease the background at angle of

2 to 10 mrad. Testing during development of fabrication

and coating processes will be used to assure that less

expensive processes still yield adequate scattering and to

find processes that will minimize the scattering at the

desired angle.

CONCLUSIONS

A program is being undertaken that will extend

development efforts begun under AURORA and move

toward emphasis on cost reduction of a large system. By

its very nature, this will have to be considered as an on-

going program. For this beginning phase we have

identified some promising areas and have established goals

that will show whether progress is possible, using

techniques that have a promise of then being scaled to

larger or higher-performance components.
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VII. KrF LASER TECHNOLOGY

D. NONLINEAR PULSE COMPRESSION I

Norman A Kurnit

In view of the recommendations made last year in the

report of the DOE KrF Panel, it appears that some

elaboration of our reasons for rejection of nonlinear optical

pulse compression techniques in favor of optical angular

multiplexing is appropriate here. This decision is largely

based on the conclusion that for large systems, the size of

individual optics downstream from the final amplifiers is

already sufficiently large that using nonlinear optics to

compress the energy in larger time slots or to combine the

outputs of several amplifiers does not result in any cost

savings. Furthermore, there are eftlciency losses in any

nonlinear conversion process, and the process requires

additional optical elements that increase the cost. Finally,

the nonlinear techniques impose severe constraints on the

bandwidth that can be compressed and thus do not provide

the bandwidth flexibility that is believed to be desirable for

an ICF facility. Although detailed designs have not been

done in the context of the LMF, it appears that the

following considerations make nonlinear pulse compression

techniques noncompetitive with angular multiplexing.

Backward Raman scattering is the technique which has

been most intensively pursued for pulse compression.

However, the work at LLNL (Jacobs et al. 1980) indicated

that obtaining more than a factor of five compression is

difficult because of the onset of forward second-Stokes

scattering by the compressed pulse, and that conversion

eftlciencies of more than 7090arealso difficult to achieve.

Thus, one needs at least two stages of compression (one of

which can be angular multiplexing of relatively long pulses

in the KrF amplifier) in order to reduce the duration of the

amplifier output pulse required for efficient electrical

excitation down to the pulse length needed for target

illumination. Although backward Raman compression can

help to reduce the beam count, it tends to increase the total

area of optics required because the area of downstream optics

is determined by the total energy and the short-pulse darnage

thence, andadditionalinterstatedemultiplexingopticsand

InQ&”d Confinement Fusion at Los Alamos: Progress Since 198.5

Raman cell windows are needed. On the other hand, because

no angular demultiplexing is required after the Raman cell,

fewer optical stations may be needed to bring the pulse to

target, and the area of the first-stage demultiplexing optics is

somewhat smaller beeause of the longer pulse length. The

cost impact of this trade-off needs to be evaluated in greater

detail, but it is doubtful that the optics cost will be any

lower. One has, in addition, the extra cost of supplying the

extra driver energy needed to makeup for Raman conversion

losses. The reduction in beam count is not a significant

consideration beeause aperture combination can provide thk

in the case of amplifiers of the size envisaged for the LMF.

Toward the end of the LLNL work, a proposal was made

for a system in which multiple beams were stacked at angles

such that they made several bounces off reflective walls in a

large Raman cell and were extracted by a two-pass (forward

and backward) Stokes beam, possibly achieving higher

conversion and larger compression. However, this requires a

large area of highly reflective (but not necessarily high

quality) optics, which would be a significant cost item. It

does not appear that this technique would be useful for pump

pulses much longer than 100 ns, so a prior stage of

multiplexing would still be needed unless an efficient driver

can be developed for pulses this short.

Another problem with backward or small angle Raman

scattering is the requirement for narrow Iinewidth, which

may not be desirable from target physics considerations.

Also, pulse shapes obtained by backward Raman scattering

tend to have a fast leading edge and slow falling edge, and

although some pulse shaping is possible by tailoring the

input Stokes pulse, the output pulse shape is sensitive to

gain variations and may be difficult to control. It is

doubtful that a range ofprecisely tailored pulses of desired

shapes can be easily achieved.

We have given some consideration to pulse

compression by backward Bnllouin scattering as well

(Slatkine et al. 1984Fedosejevs and Offenberger 1985 and

1
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references therein). In this case, higher compression factors

can be achieved because there is no forward second-Stokes

generation. However, absorption in available media limits

the length of the input pulse that can be efficiently

compressed, and one tends to get output pulses that are both

shorter than desirable and improperly shaped. The laser

must also have an extremely narrow bandwidth for efficient

compression, which, in addition to possibly being

undesirable for target interactions, can lead to transverse

Bnllouin scattering in windows (Eggleston and Kushner

1987; Murray et al. 1989). (The latter can also be a

problem for the bandwidths needed for backward Rarnan

scattering.)

The last nonlinear technique for pulse compression that

has been seriously considered (principally at Rutherford

(Partanen and Shaw 1986; Shaw et al. 1986), but also in a

study done for us by STI (Spectra Technology, Inc. 1987))

is the use of near-forward Raman scattering to slice a long

pump pulse into shorter Stokes pulses. In this case, one

must either multiplex the same number of beams through

the Raman cell as one would have had to through the

amplifier (although several amplifiers could be combined in

on Raman cell), or multiplex both the amplifier (m times)

and the Raman cell (n times), which leads to handling a

much smaller number of beams (m + n instead of m x n),

but has the disadvantage of two sets of demultiplexing

optics (and hence greater optics area). This technique

appears to lend itself best to smaller amplifiers where each

beamlet would otherwise contain too little energy or to

applications where very short pulses are desired. The STI

study considered combining small (2.5-kJ) e-beam sustained

discharge lasers, and, using fairly optimistic Raman

efficiency assumptions, came up with a cost 2590 higher

than a system based on angular-multiplexed 200-kJ e-beam

pumped amplifiers. Although this study did not compare

systems composed of the same amplifier elements, it does

indicate that there are no magical savings to be had.

Bandwidth constraints are somewhat relaxed in this

geometry, but not enough to affect target interactions.

Pulse shaping would probably be difficult, except by

stacking different lengths of square pulses from different

directions.

These considerations were discussed at the KrF

Workshop held in Santa Fe in April 1989. There appeared

to be general agreement among representatives from all of

the major laboratories that have addressed these issues in

KrF that, although nonlinear compression techniques might

present some cost savings in relatively small, short-pulse

systems that would otherwise require a large number of

beamlets, there were no obvious cost savings in large

systems and no workable methods for achieving large

bandwidths, aside from the possibility of generating a comb

of multiple narrow frequencies in the front end to drive

different amplifiers and Rarnan cells. We believe this adds

unnecessary complexity and may not have as beneficial

effect as a truly broadband source.
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VII. KrF LASER TECHNOLOGY

E. ADVANCED FRONT-END DEVELOPMENT

Normun A Kurnit and Scott J. Thmnus

INTRODUCTION

The KrF laser possesses a unique combination of

intrinsic performance features that can have a major impact

on reducing the energy requirements for an LMF. These

features include short wavelength, broad bandwidth, pulse-

shaping capability, and high spatial-quality beams. Because

of the master oscillator/power amplifier contlguration used

in the KrF laser architecture, it is extremely important to

develop master oscillator technology that can reliably

produce pulses with the required temporal, spatial, and

bandwidth properties. After being temporally multiplexed,

the output pulses from this oscillator must be amplified to a

level that can be used to drive large e-beam amplifiers. The

master oscillator and amplification stages before the

temporal multiplexing are generally called the “front end”

and typically are expected to produce an energy on the order

of several hundred millijoules to one joule.

The initial requirements for the AUROIL4 front end

were to produce stable, high beam quality, 5-ns pulses with

sufilcient energy to drive the subsequent amplifiers in the

AURORA chain. In addition to this, Los Akunos has been

developing front-end technology to meet the increasingly

demanding requirements for target physics experiments and

to support advanced facility design concepts. In this section

we describe this development program and discuss its

implementation in the AURORA laser facility. In

particular, we describe our development approach for pulse

shaping to produce high contrast-ratio multiple-stepped and

continuous-shaped pulses, and bandwidth control to produce

outputs in excess of 200 cm-l bandwidth.

Current AURORA Front End

The present front end of AURORA was developed as a

response to some severe constraints on space and to improve

the performance of components that were already in place.

It utilizes phase conjugation by stimulated Brillouin

scattering after the first pass of a double-pass high-gain

discharge amplifier to both improve the beam quality and

reduce the amount of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)

that can reach the target before the desired pulse (Kumit and

Thomas 1989; Thomas et al. 1988). A side benefit found

during the development of this system was that it was

possible to produce a variable-duration pulse simply by

changing the power level incident on the Brillouin cell. The

Iossy Pockels cells, which had limited the repetition rate of

the front end to one pulse per minute because of themnally

induced birefringence, could be removed. These changes

also resulted in an increase of three to four times in the

output energy available from the front end.

This system was installed for the initial stages of

AURORA integration and will undergo further

improvements in response to the increased needs for some

target experiments. ASE initiated in the second pass of the

first amplifier must be further Educed for some experiments,

and additional control is needed over the pulse shape, which

has a fast spike on the leading edge that is undesirable for

some experiments. For other classes of experiments, i.e.

Rayleigh-Taylor growth rate measurements, the ASE

background (or even higher levels that can be produced by

pulse stacking) is actually beneficial and will provide a

required prepulse to generate the longer scale-length plasma

needed for this measurement. In the near term, ozone

saturable absorbers (Bigio and Thomas 1986) will be

integrated into the system to further suppress ASE and to

reduce the leading edge spike, and a Pockels cell switch can

beaddedforsomeexperimentsjf additionalASE reducfjon &

Inertial Conj%zement Fusion at Los Alanws: Frogmss Since 1985 .
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necessary. The latter option could, however, limit the rep-

rate used for final alignment, because the Pockels cell must

be placed after the phase-conjugate amplifier in order to

reduce ASE from the second amplification pass, and

appreciable energy must be handled at this location. The

recent development of low loss beta-barium-borate (BBO)

electro-optic crystals for uv applications will help to

alleviate this problem, although crystals are presently

limited to -1 cm aperture. In the long term, the recent

expansion of the front-end room will allow a more complete

redesign of the front end to provide a greater range of pulse-

shaping capabilities, both for AURORA target experiments

and for demonstrating techniques required for future KrF

systems. The remainder of this article addresses primarily

the techniques that we envision for these longer-term goals.

A discussion of the current front end can be found in

Chapter V.B.

REQUEWMENT S FOR AN ADVANCED
FRONT END

The front end of an advanced KrF ICF system must

have the flexibility to produce pulses of complex and highly

reproducible shapes, as well as a bandwidth that may need to

be relatively large for optimum target coupling. Although

experiments done on intermediate-scale facilities may help

to define the importance of these parameters, it is likely that

the need for a high degree of pulse shaping flexibility will

persist throughout the useful life of the LMF facility as

different target designs are studied. Reduction of prepulse to

a very low level (<10-7) is also a major consideration.

Although the issue of pulse shaping is only beginning to be

addressed experimentally, we see no major technological

challenges to meeting these requirements for KrF at a cost

that is an insignificant fraction of the total facility cost. In

fact, this ability to pulse shape is one of the major potential

performance advantages of this class of laser.

The requirement for a pulse shape with a long, low-

level leading edge followed by a much shorter high-intensity

spike (which may consist of a series of steps) or a pulse

with a concave-rising front edge can be met either by

stacking pulses of different lengths or by programming a

Pockels cell to generate the desired input pulse to

subsequent amplifiers. Propagation models discussed in

Volume II, V.A indicate that the shape of individual pulses

in a multiplexed train of pulses can be preserved with high

fidelity, if the medium is kept nearly uniformly loaded.

Some changes in pulse shape will occur if the spacing

between pulses is much larger than the pulse width, but the

pulse from the front end can (in principle) be tailored to

compensate for these changes.

Pulse stacking can be accomplished either by beam

splitting and recombining delayed versions of the same

pulse, or by combining pulses of different lengths from

different sources. It requires fairly stringent alignment

between beams, but to no greater accuracy than a single

front end beam must be aligned to the rest of the system,

determined by the degree to which downstream optical

masks are overillled by the beam. Pulse stacking permits

precision control of timing and amplitude ratios of different

parts of the pulse, but it is probably best suited to step-

function (staircase) pulse shapes. (Stacking of other shapes

is certainly possible.) Pulses with sharp steps tend to

undergo more significant shape changes under further

amplification than continuous pulses.

Programmed Pockels cells can provide a more smoothly

varying pulse and do not require alignment of multiple

beams. However, control over the amplitude of different

parts of the pulse is limited by the accuracy of the

generation of the desired voltage pulse and by the rejection

ratio that can be achieved with polarizers and Pockels cells.

If the pulse shaping is done on the low-intensity pulse from

a master oscillator, the effect of thermally induced

birefnngence is not a significant problem. (It was

mentioned above that birefringence can limit the front-end

repetition rate). Growth of prepulse and changes in the

overall pulse shape through successive front-end amplifier

stages will have to be carefully controlled, and some off-line

experiments have begun to demonstrate the necessary

techniques. We do not see any major problems with this

approach that camot be solved by careful staging of devices,

which is discussed further below.

The ability to generate a wide bandwidth is presently

believed to have important benefits for ICF lasers. A

moderate bandwidth of-30 cm-l is easily produced by KrF.

This bandwidth is required for induced spatial incoherence

(ISI) smoothing of beams, which inhibits filarnentation and

leads to more uniform drive (Lehmberg and Obenschain

1983). A considerably larger bandwidth of

-200 to 400 cm-l is believed to be beneficial for

suppressing the growth of plasma instabilities that could

lead to hot electron production. Investigation of the benefits

of bandwidth on present and next-generation facilities will

have an important role in defining the requirements for an

LMF. Achieving large bandwidths will require some

tailoring of the front end to produce a spectrum with a dip in

the center, because even a flat spectrum would be narrowed

to -100 cm-l after it was propagated through the full

amplifier chain. We expect that a large bandwidth can be

accomplished with a Fabry-Perot etalon in the initial

amplifier to produce a loss at line center, with additional

etalons used (if needed) after the oscillator or subsequent
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amplifiers to further tailor the spectrum. Because the small-

signal gain is down by only 16% at t100 cm- I from line

center, only a small increment of overall system gain will

be needed in the case of 200 cm-l bandwidth to drive the

output to a saturation level comparable to the narrow band

case. Achieving larger bandwidth will have an increasingly

greater impact on system output energy unless additional

amplification is added, but useful energy may be available

for some AURORA experiments. It should be noted that

the present optical configuration of AURORA will not

allow small target spot sizes to be attained with this

bandwidth because of chromatic aberration in the relay

lenses. A complete validation and testing of the physics

impact of broad bandwidth amplifier concepts for use on

advanced lasers may require modification to the centered

optical system to remove or correct these chromatic

aberrations. Tests of simple laser performance should be

possible with the existing AURORA optical configuration.

Advanced FronliEnd Conceptual Design

To produce on the order of 1 J of shaped, broadband

radiation with the required contrast ratio, the front end will

have some or all of the elements indicated in Fig. 1. The

gain, size, and number of individual amplifiers is currently

being examined. The characteristics of presently available

commercial units are being considered versus the option of

using in-house expertise to build amplifier units more suited

to our own requirements.

Bandwidth Control

We envision starting with a long-pulse master

oscillator with an intracavity etalon capable of generating a

wide-band spectrum that peaks at~100 cm- 1 (or more) from

line center and gradually tapers down to a central spectral

intensity of a few percent of the peak wing intensity. As

noted above, some spectral tailoring can be done on the

output of the oscillator if needed. The degree of contrast

between the center and the displaced peaks is determined by

the spectrally dependent system gain that follows and the

flatness of the desired output spectrum. Although the

overall system gain after the front end is -104, the saturated

amplifier gain will have to be approximately 102 times

larger to account for splitting and apertunng losses in the

encoders, and an additional gain of-103 is needed between

the master oscillator and the front-end output to provide

useful output, taking into account optics losses and

discarded energy. For amplification of 109 at line center and

an exponent that is 84% of this at ~100 cm-1 from line

center, a nearly flat-topped spectral distribution would be

produced for a -47. ratio of central to peak wing intensity.

For a higher-gain LMF, this ratio would decrease to -2%.
At*150 cm- 1 from line center, the gain is down to -68%

of peak, and the central to peak wing intensity would have

to be -10-3 to produce a nearly flat spectrum with a FWHM

of -300 cm-1. This large a ratio may be difficult to control

accurately, and the lowered gain will require downstream

enhancements to the system, but it is not out of the

question to consider experiments at this bandwidth.

The input spectrum required to produce a given output

spectrum is easy to calculate from the overall amplification

and spectral gain profile, assuming that the line is

homogeneously broadened so that any saturation occurs

uniformly across the line profile. The input spectrum that

produces a super-gaussian output spectrum strongly

resembles the spectrum one would obtain by filtering a

broadband spectrum through a Fabry-Perot etalon.

Therefore, we have chosen to examine what happens when

one amplifies the spectrum produced by this approach,

which is readily amenable to experimental implementation.

Figure 2(a) shows the output spectrum obtained after a gain

of 108 for an input spectrum given by the transmission

curve of an etalon with 50% reflectors and 200 cm-l free

spectral range (25-pm spacing). A relatively flat spectrum

with a FWHM is obtained in this case. We have used a

model Gaussian gain profile having a FWHM of 400 cm-l

(which closely approximates the gain near line center of the

actual spectrum shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of Chapter V.A of

Volume II).

If the etalon spacing is changed to obtain a free spectral

range of 250 cm-1, the ratio of the central to wing intensity

must be decreased, which can be done either by increasing

the etalon reflectivity or by double passage through an

etalon. We find the latter procedure to be generally

preferable, because high reflectivity etalons tend to give a

spectral transmission that is too narrow in the wings and

too flat in the center. Also, the transmission of low

reflectivity etaIons are not greatly affected by mirror losses,

which are not accounted for in Fig. 2. The output after a

gain of 108 and 2 x 109 is shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)

respectively, for an input spectrum obtained by double

passage through a 50% reflectivity etalon with a 20-pm

spacing. One again obtains a relatively flat spectmm, with

a FWHM that is very close to the 250 cm-1 separation of

the input peaks.
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Fig. 1. Proposed experimental configuration for producing broadband shaped pulses. A, B, C are observation points referred to

in discussion of preliminary experimental tests described in discussion of Figs. 4 and 5.

The impact of broad bandwidth operation on the

performance of a final amplifier with a stage gain of 20 can

be estimated from a comparison of the integration over the

spectral distributions of these two outputs. We find that the

stage gain is reduced to 15 in this case; i. e., to obtain the

same output from the final amplifier without modifying it,

the output of the previous amplifier must be increased by

3370 to supply the additional energy needed to drive the

wings of the line. The penalty in the 200 cm- I case is

only about 20!Z0. In the design for the new system, the

increased requirements do not impose a large cost burden.

Even when an accounting is made for interstage coupling

losses between the two amplifiers, the increase in the total

energy that must be supplied to the system in the 250 cm-
1 c~e is only -37., and the increase in cost is even smaller,

because the amplifier, optics, and facilities costs will not

scale propofiionately to the energy of the penultimate

amplifier. Additional enhancements will have to be made to

each of the previous stages, but these represent even smaller

fractions of the total system cost. It appears that the cost

impact of a 250 cm- I bandwidth will be under 19Z0of the

total cost for a new system. In terms of retrofitting an

existing system such as AURORA, one must either accept a

decreased output or be willing to make improvements in the

gain of each amplifier stage.

The actual gain profile is slightly asymmetric about

line center and produces a small skewing of the spectrum, as

shown in Fig. 3(a). Here we present the same calculation as

Fig. 2(c) with the gain spectrum of Fig. 2 of Chap. V.A. of

Vol JI in place of the gaussian approximation. The

4

jaggedness of the output spectrum is an artifact of the

courser grid on which this gain spectrum was calculated, but

the skewing of the output is clearly evident. In Fig. 3(b),

the input Fabry-Perot spectrum has been shifted by 5 cm-l

to compensate for the gain skewing. The difference between

Figs 3(a) and 3(b) also indicates the sensitivity of the output

spectrum to a change in the effective etalon spacing. We

anticipate controlling this spacing by monitoring the output

spectrum of a subsequent amplifier.

Pulse shaping

Theoscillator must be capable of generating a pulse

with a duration slightly longer than the overall pulse length

(foot plus spike), preferably with a flat intensity over most

of this time (see Fig. 1), and a uniform spatial profile.

Because the required energy is only on the order of 10 mJ, it

should not be difficult to specify or design an oscillator to

meet these requirements. The same basic concept can be

used for echelon-free 1S1, with some higher gain following

the oscillator.

The polarized output of the oscillator is passed through

a Pockels cell to which a programmed voltage pulse is

applied to change the polarization of the pulse as a function

of time. As shown schematically in Fig. 1, the voltage

pulse consists of a long, low-level portion that turns on

only a few nanoseconds after the beginning of laser

oscillation and produces only a small perpendicular

component of laser polarization, followed by a short, high-

voltage spike that gives a full 90° rotation of polarization.
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Fig. 2. Output spectrum produced by Gaussian

approximation to KrF gain profile for input spectrum

obtained by filtering a broad spectrum through a Fabry-Perot

etalon having 5090 rej7ectivity mirrors. a) 200 cm-l free-

spectra[-range, 108 gain. b) 250 cm-l ji-ee-spectral-range,

etalon double-passed, 108 gain. c) Same, 2 x109 gain.
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Fig. 3. Same calculation as Fig. 2(c) with actual gain

spectrum (computed, however, on a courser grid). a) EtaIon

centered at peak of gain spectrum. b) EtaIon shijled by

5 cm-l.

For convenience, the high voltage pulse may be applied

to a second series Pockels cell, if it proves difficult to

generate a single voltage pulse with the required

characteristics. Because of the low level of the oscillator

output, absorption in Pockels cells at this location does not

impose a significant rep-rate limitation. The initial long

voltage pulse can be shaped to compensate for gain rise

times in the oscillator and amplifiers, as indicated in Fig. 1.

It is turned on near the oscillator threshold to avoid

significant prepulse from oscillator ASE.

At this point, the polarization components are not

separated OUGinstead, the full beam is passed through a

long-pulse amplifier. This amplifier is not pumped very

hard in order to produce a uniform discharge over the required

time, but it is of suftlcient aperture and length to deliver

several hundred millijoules when driven into saturation by

6
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the input pulse. It is also turned on near the beginning of

the input pulse to reduce prepulse ASE. Although strong

saturation is desirable to minimize energy fluctuations, the

small-signal gain should be kept as small as possible

consistent with this to avoid excessive prepulse ASE. A

polarizer located after this amplifier rejects the unwanted

polarization, Because the two components are amplified

together, the amplifier is kept uniformly saturated and the

foot of the pulse does not grow significantly more than the

peak. A birefringent wedge maybe added after the Pockels
cell to give a small angular separation to the two

polarizations as well as to ensure high-contrast separation

(Feng and Goldhar 1987).

At this point, we have discarded a large fraction of the

energy we have produced, so further amplification is

necessary. It is conceivable to do this additional

amplification before separating the polarizations, most

probably in an e-beam amplifier because in this case the

total energy output must be -10 J. To stay with easily rep-

ratedcomponents and for a number of other reasons given

below, we propose instead the following approach.

First, if it is necessary, the contrast ratio can be further

impmved by means of ozone saturable absorber. The

saturable absorber can be used either before the polarizing

beam splitter, as shown in Fig. 1, or after it. In the first

location, the full energy of the amplifier is available for

saturation, and relatively high absorber density can be used.

In the second configuration (not shown), considerable (but

reproducible) change in the shape of the leading foot would

be experienced, but the well-defined polarization state of the

beam would allow the absorption cell to be double-passed

for better contrast. A polarizer and a quarter-wave plate

would be used to separate the return beam.

The beam would then be amplified in a short-pulse

amplifier that is timed to amplify the trailing, peak-power

portion of the pulse. In this way, no ASE would be added

before the foot. Also, the distortion of the front part of the

foot that would result from amplification in an unsaturated

gain medium would be avoided. Because only the high

energy part of the pulse would be amplified, the amplifier

need only be constructed to deliver the required output

energy, not the much larger amount that would be required if

the whole pulse were amplified. The one drawback of this

approach is that the timing of the discharge must be

controlled very precisely with respect to the rise of the high

intensity pulse, so as not to greatly change the shape of the

leading edge of this pulse. This requirement is most severe

for lower-energy short-pulse driver facilities, but even in

this case it should not be beyond the present state of the

art.

DemonstrationofPrototype~Ped
Oscillator

Some of these concepts have been demonstrated with

existing components on an off-line laser system. The

oscillator section of a Lambda-Physik EMG 150

oscillator/amplifier similar to the one in the present

AUROIL4 front end serves as the oscillator indicated in

Fig. 1. The -20-ns pulse from this oscillator is sent

through a Pockels cell as indicated in Fig. 1 and then

through a rotatable quarter-wave plate (not shown). The

quarter-wave plate, used in place of a long-pulse

programmed Pockels cell, provides an adjustable component

of crossed polarization over the whole puls~ a short voltage

pulse is applied to the Pockels cell near the end of the

oscillator pulse to switch the polarization by -90°. This

does not provide as much flexibility in pulse shaping as a

programmed voltage pulse, but it is adequate for present

demonstration purposes. The output is then single-passed

through the amplifier section of the EMG 150, which serves

as the first amplifier indicated in Fig. 1. The amplifier

output is passed through a polarizing beam splitter, and the

rotated component of polarization is fed into a similar

amplifier timed to turn on just before the short spike,

instead of to the short-pulse amplifier called for in Fig. 1.

Figure 4 shows a series of laser pulses viewed at

various points in the system. In Fig. 4(a), the leading

pulse is the crossed component of the laser pulse viewed

after the first amplifier and polarizing beam splitter (“A” in

Fig. 1). The second pulse on this trace comes from a

similar photodiode (60-ps rise time, limited by 1-GHz

oscilloscope response) that views a portion of the amplifier

output before the beam splitter (“B” in Fig. 1), with optical

delay for display purposes. There are some depolarizing

elements in the path to the second detector that provide

higher sensitivity for the rotated component of polarization;

the short spike is therefore overemphasized relative to the

overall pulse amplitude. Nevertheless, one can see that this

amplifier provides a relatively smooth output pulse in

which the more compIex pulse shape is contained. The

relative amplitude of the two pulses is not significant, as it

depends on beam splitter and attenuation factors that have

been adjusted for convenient display with the photodiode

kept in a linear response regime.

Figure 4(b) shows a pulse viewed at the output of the

second amplifier (“C” in Fig. 1) under similar operating

conditions. This amplifier is timed to turn on just before

the sharp spike, so the ratio of spike to foot is greatly
enhanced. (So that the foot of the pulse could be clearly

seen, the peak has been allowed to go off screen.) This ratio

can be varied by changing the amplifier gain or the
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orientation of the quarter-wave plate. It can also be varied

by changing the timing of the short voltage pulse with

respect to the gain in the first EMG 150. This is shown in

Fig. 5(a), in which the first pulse shows the cross-polarized

output of the first amplifier with the Pockels cell voltage

delayed into the low-level tail of the oscillator pulse. In

this figure, the laser had a fresher gas fill than in Fig. 3 and

had a somewhat longer pulse with a faster rise; it also has a

slightly more prominent double-peaked feature characteristic

of the ringing energy deposition circuit in this laser. The

second pulse on this trace shows the output of the second

amplifier. This picture shows two almost

indistinguishable, overlapped sequential traces, indicating

the inherent reproducibility of this technique. Figure 5(b)

shows a similar pulse on an expanded scale. Some rounding

of the transition region between the foot and spike that

resulted from the turn-on of the amplifier gain is also

evident in these pictures.

after polarizing beam splitter (“A” in Fig. 1), followed by

optically delayed output observed before polarizing beam

splitter (“B” in Fig. 1), IO nsldiv. b) Output of second

amplifier (“C” in Fig. 1) timed to amplifi only short spike,

5 nsldiv.

a

I

a

b

Fig. 5. a) First pulse is the same as first pulse in Fig. 4

(a), with afresh gasfill and Pockels cell voltage pulse

delayedjlwther into tail. Second pulse is output of second

amplifier as in Fig. 4 (b). Two sequential traces are shown

in this photograph. b) Same as second pulse in (a), time

scale expanded to 5 nsldiv.

b

Fig. 4. Pulse shapes obtained in off-line concept

demonstration experiments. a) Output ofjirst amplijler

Inertial Con/hwn.ent Fusion d LQsAIumos: Progress Since 1985

Although no claim is made that this system has

sufficiently low drift and jitter (and high enough energy and

beam quality) to be immediately deployable, these initial

results demonstrate the feasibilityy of producing complex,

reproducible pulse shapes in KrF by some fairly simple
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being usable in AURORA. With the use of some larger-

aperture amplifiers that have better medium homogeneity,

and in combination with some of the other techniques

discussed above, we are confident that pulses with the

required energy, bandwidth, and contrast ratio can be

generated.
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VII.KrF LASER TECHNOLOGY

F. ELECTRON-BEAM PUMPING TECHNOLOGY
FOR KrF LASERS

Garqy R. Allew Louis A Rosochq
Mich.ad Kang, and Emanuel M. Honig

Historically, KrF lasers have been excited by three

different means: electrical discharge pumping, direct electron-

beam pumping, and a combination of the first two

methods-discharge pumping sustained by an electron beam.

For the excitation of large volumes, high energy electron

beams have been shown to be more advantageous than the

other two methods. Electrical discharges have a tendency to

degenerate from a uniform glow discharge to a constricted arc

discharge, causing nonuniform excitation of the laser gas,

while electron-beam sustained discharges have shown limited

effectiveness in KrF gas mixtures. The direct excitation of

large volume KrF laser amplifiers by relativistic electron-

beam pumping continues to be an effective, simple, and

well-developed technology at the few kilojoule level.

However, significant extension of this technology will be

The Electron-beam Pumping Technology component of

the KrF Laser Development Program is structured to achieve

these goals by addressing all technological elements required

to deliver electron-beam energy to the laser gas. These

elements include power conditioning, energy storage,

electrical pulse shaping and compression, and electron-beam

generation and transport. A schematic representation of a

double-sided pumped KrF amplifier, showing the

interrelationship of the various pumping system elements, is

given in Fig. 1. In this section we will review the general

pumping requirements of large KrF amplifiers, describe the

basic features of the electron-beam diode and the power

delivery system, identify the key pumping issues involved in

scaling to larger amplifier sizes, and describe the

development programs initiated to address the issues.

required to meet the cost and performance goals of future

megajoule class systems.
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\
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GENERAL AMPLIFIER PUMPING
REQ~

KrF lasers for ICF applications use a relatively long

electron-beam pulse to excite the laser gas and efficiently

extract laser energy over a period of time approaching a

microsecond. Optical multiplexing then transforms the train

of short optical pulses into a single high-energy laser pulse,

about 5 ns long, on the target. A few stages of

amplification are required to reach output energies in the

kilojoule range. The electron-beam characteristics (voltage,

current, specific pump power, and pulse length) of each

amplifier stage are determined by a consideration of myriad

interacting, and often conflicting, factors such as input

fluence, saturated gain-length product, desired stage gain,

number of optical channels, optical pulselength, laser

chamber dimensions, laser gas mix and pressure, ASE and

parasitic formation, voltage breakdown limits, optical

component size limitations, diode impedance collapse, etc.

Examining these various tradeoffs and limitations led to

electron-beam energies at the MeV level, total diode current

in the megampere range, and electrical pulselengths of

hundreds of nanoseconds to a microsecond. A comparison of

these operating parameters for the existing AUROW LAM

amplifier and two conceptual designs for higher energy

amplifiers is given in Table 1.

Energy deposition spatial and temporal uniformity are

important pumping parameters, in addition to those given in

Table 1. Design goals for these parameters are 10% peak-to-

average variation for spatial uniformity and 25~o peak-to-

average variation for temporal uniformity.

Energy deposition spatial uniformity in the laser cavity

is determined by the electron-beam voltage, cavity width, and

laser gas mix and pressure. Spatial uniformity for double-

sided pumped laser cavities is achieved by setting the

electron energy to provide a practical range for a given laser

gas mix and pressure that is equal to the cavity width.

Choice of the appropriate beam energy is determined from

Monte Carlo particle transport codes. This maximizes the

electron energy fraction deposited in the laser gas and creates

an energy deposition profile that rapidly drops to zero at the

opposing cavity wall. Superposition of two opposing

profiles results in a flat spatial deposition profile across the

laser cavity. This approach works quite well for a constant

energy electron beam.

However, spatial and temporal pumping uniformity of

the laser gas also depend on the temporal evolution of the

electron-beam pulse from the cold-cathode diode and its

electrical driver. This dependence can be easily seen by

considering two extreme cases. Fh-st, consider a

TABLE 1. A comparison of amplifier pumping parameters

AUROW 50KJ 240KJ

Parameter Units LAM ilmp <amp

Pumped Width

Pumped Height

Pumped Length

Pump Power

E-Beam Voltage

Gas Current Density

Beam Transport

Cathode Current

Density

Diode Current per side

m 1.0

m 1.0

m 2.0
kW/cm3 81

kV 675

A/cm2 6

% 30

A/cm2 20

MA .4

1.1

2.2

2.35

250

800

21.5

50

43

2.2

1.3

3.9

3.75

200

1000

13

60

21.7

3.2

constant-voltage cold-cathode diode. Because all cold-cathode

diodes that are-operated for more than a few hundred

nanoseconds exhibit an impedance collapse as a function of

time, a constant-voltage electron beam will produce a rising

current over the duration of the pulse. As a result, the power

pulse increases with time, as shown in Fig. 2, but it

provides a uniform spatial deposition profile across the

cavity. The other extreme is a constant-power case in which

the diode voltage is forced to droop severely over the pulse

duration to compensate for the increasing current. The result

is good temporal power deposition but extremely poor

spatial uniformity across the cavity over the full pulse

duration, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, diode impedance

collapse forces a tradeoff between spatial and temporal energy

deposition uniformity.

800 I I t I I
I

700*7 ~A—A—A—A—A—A—A

600 - OiodeCurrent (kA)

b
500 -

400 -

300

2000 1 I I I
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Time (ps)

Fig. 2. Calclilated diode current and output power of LAM-

sized diode (2 m2-cathode, 8-cm A-K gap) showing the

effects of diode collapse (at 2 cmlps) under constant-voltage

operation.
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Fig. 3. Effect of diode collapse on pumping uniformity

under constant-power conditions: (a) Calculated diode current

and voltage, and (b) Plot of energy deposition uniformity

versus beam voltage.

Electron-Ream Diode

Because of its simplicity, the cold-cathode electron diode

is commonly used to generate electron beams for single-

shor devices, and it is the electron gun of choice for large,

single shot KrF laser amplifiers. Hot-cathode electron guns

do not experience the impedance collapse associated with

cold-cathode guns and are generally chosen for rep-rate

applications. However, they are expensive, require high

voltage isolation of the heaters, and active foil cooling

arrangements, and are subject to cathode contamination in

the event of a foil rupture. The generic, planar cold-cathode

diode, as shown in Fig. 4, consists of a vacuum chamber

which contains a cathode with a contoured emitter surface,

high voltage feedthrough bushing, anode, foil support

structure (hibachi) and vacuum foil.

Hibachi and Foil

Laser Gas
, , , , ,

*

Fig. 4. Typical configuration for a monolithic cold-cathode

e-beam diode.

Operation of a cold-cathode diode depends on Iocaked

fieId enhancement at the tips of microprotrusions on the

emitter surface to produce field emission. Common emitter

materials used in cold-cathode diodes include metal blades or

punctured metal sheets, graphite felt, and velvet fabric, all of

which provide an abundance of microprotrusions. As the

field emission current increases, the microprotrusions heat

up due to joule heating and explode, forming local plasma

flares. These individual flares quickly expand and form a

plasma sheath over the cathode emitter surface. The

resulting plasma is an excellent source of electrons which are

easily extracted up to the limit imposed by space charge

buiIdup in the anode-cathode gap. For planar diodes, this

limit is the Child-Langmuir space charge current given by,

J=~V3/2j@

where J is current density in A/cm2, V is the cathode

potential in volts, d is the distance between the anode and the

cathode in cm, and k = 2.34x IO-6 AjV312.

This field-generated plasma is the key feature that makes

cold-cathode diodes relatively simple to engineer because the

application of high voltage to the cathode serves the dual

purpose of electron generation and acceleration. However,

this same plasma is the source of cold-cathode diode

impedance collapse because the plasma expansion is reducing

the anode-cathode spacing, d, at a velocity of a few

centimeters per microsecond throughout the pulse. The

plasma velocity, and therefore the diode impedance collapse,

have been empirically linked to external guide field

magnitude as shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Diode closure velocity for a cold cathode with a

graphite felt emitter sur-jlaceas afinction of the applied guide

magnetic field.

A major concern with large, high current cold-cathode

diodes are the undesirable side effects that result from

applying the external magnetic guide field, which is

necessary to prevent beam pinchingby he self-induced

azimuthal magnetic field. Although the external guide field

is essential for high energy, large area, monolithic diodes, it

has these adverse effects. It

1.

2.

3.

introduces beam rotation and beam shear as a result self

and applied field interactions, as illustrated in Fig. 6;

inhibits the expansion of the initiating plasma flares,

resulting in pencil-like cathode beamlets of high current

density; (This not only produces less uniform PumPing

of the laser gas, but in extreme cases may create foil

darnage due to excessive localized heating.) and

increases dicde impedance collapse, as mentioned above.

Applied /N
‘fw’c % u

e-5eam Direction

Fig. 6. Diagram showing combined effect of self and

applied magneticfields on the electron-beam trajecto~ for a

rectangular cathode,

To adequately prevent beam pinching, the external guide

field magnitude must be equal to or a few times the self

field. For very large diodes with monolithic cathodes, the

total diode current will be in the few megampere range,

which places the external guide field in the kilogauss range.

Note that item 1 above is improved with increasing guide

field magnitude, but items 2 and 3 are made worse.

Beam rotation and distortion are offset somewhat by the

beneficial effect of straightened electron trajectories through

the foil support structure provided by the external axial

magnetic field. The foil serves as the barrier between the

laser gas and the diode vacuum. The foil in turn is supported

by the foil support structure-a plate containing numerous

slots-commonly referred to as a hibachi. The electron

beam passes through open slots unobstructed at normal

incidence but suffers angle-dependent shadowing losses at

incident angles other than normal. These shadowing losses

are spatially dependent: slots at or near beam center are

hardly shadowed because contributions of azimuthal field

from surrounding beam areas are largely self-eancelling by

symmetry; however, slots further away from beam center

shadow the beam heavily because the azimuthal field is

pronounced at these locations.

Foil materials that are commonly used include metalized

Kapton (polyamide), titanium, and aluminum. For a given
thickness and pressure loading, foil tensile strength

determines the maximum hibachi slot size that can be

spanned. High foil tensile strength therefore maximizes

hibachi geometric open area. A low mass number ~d

surface mass density-the product of density and thickness—

minimize energy deposition in the foil. Electron scattering

by the foil is also minimized by using foil material with

low mass numbers.

Materkds used for hibachis include high-strength

aluminum alloys and stainless steel. Nonmagnetic materials

are required unless the external field can fully saturate the

material, for field line trapping in the unsaturated media

would block a high fraction of the beam. Hibachi slot sizes

are totally dependent on foil strength. Their shape is

typically rectangular and may be oriented for maximum

transmission with the long dimension parallel to the

azimuthal magnetic field. Hibachi material with a high

tensile strength is required to minimize foil support rib and

hibachi thickness, thereby minimizing beam shadowing.

Electron-GU.UPower Delivery

Delivering high voltage, high peak power pulses to low

impedance loads requires some means of voltage

multiplication pulse shaping and power amplification. This

is typically achieved through the use of a primary energy
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store and a temporal energy compression circuit. Marx

generators are commonly used to provide the primary energy

storage. This technology is well understood and in

widespread use today. A high-voltage pulse is generated by

switching parallel charged capacitors into a series comectcd

configuration. This voltage multiplication technique is a

relatively easy artd inexpensive method for generating a

megavolt-level pulse for singe-shot machines. Capacitors

are typically in the microfarad range, can be charged up to

100 kV, have good voltage reversal characteristics, and store

tens of kilojoules. Marx banks for electron-beam pumped

KrF lasers may have tens of stages and store up to hundreds

of kilojoules.

Temporal energy compression circuits are used to

improve energy transfer efficiency between the Marx

generator and the diode. These circuits are typically pulse-

charged by the Mam generator in a few microseconds and

release the transferred energy in a welldefined pulselength in

the hundreds of nanosecond range. Common examples of

such circuits are the pulse forming line (PFL) and the

Blumlein line. Energy transfer et%ciency is maximized

when the erected Marx generator capacitance is matched to

that of the pulse compression line.

PFLs are preferable to Blumlein lines for low impedance

loads for a number of reasons. Transmission lines become

increasingly difilcult to design for decreasing impedances. A

load impedance, Z, would require a PFL of line impedance,

Z, while a Blumlein line would require two transmission

lines of impedance, 2/2. Furthermore, Blumlein lines

require a much lower inductance Marx bank for the same

charge time as a PFL. PFLs have the added advantages of

simpler mechanical design and easier maintenance. Even

though PFLs require twice the charging voltage as a

Blumlein line, this is not a problem in our voltage range of

interest, especially because the Marx inductance is less of a

problem.

PFLs maybe constructed in coaxial or flat (triplate)

geometry. Vertical tnplates with screened tops offer some

slight advantages over their coaxial counterparts-visibility,

ease of access, lower cost variable impedance option, and

ease of impedance change. Water is commonly used as the

PFL dielectric because its high dielectric constant results in

relatively short lines for a given output pulselength

(-1 8 ns/ft), and it provides reasonable energy density

(-20 kJ/m3). The use of water as the PF’L dielectric requires

that the lines be pulse-charged (~ W) to avoid excessive

shunt resistive losses and to minimize breakdown

probability while maintaining high stress levels.

A third option, pulse forming networks (PFNs), has the

advantage of combining the energy storage and pulse shaping

requirements into a common, lumped element circuit. This

dual use of the primary energy storage element typically

results in a smaller energy delive~ package for the same

total energy as compared to Marx generator-PFL systems.

However, PFNs are best suited for higher impedance, longer

pulse applications, and they are not cost effective for present

diode designs for KrF laser systems.

The PFL output is coupled to the cathode of the diode

through a triggered series output switch and a high voltage

vacuum feedthrough bushing. A typical representation of

this configuration is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows a

cross section of the AURORA LAM electron-gun assembly.

A short rise time of the electron-beam power is desirable to

minimize the electrical pulselength and associated energy

storage and the required floor space, as well as to reduce foil

heating by low energy electrons during the pulse rise time.

- Viewnnrts -

m Felt

Gaa

4 Laser’Chamber
Lu U Diode Vacuum

Chamber

Fig. 7. Cross section of the electron-gun assembly in the

LAM ampltjler of the AURORA laser system.

Vacuum voltage breakdown is the final consideration in

delivering power to the diode. Both the cathode structure and

the bushing must be capable of holding off the high voltage

for the duration of the pulse without emitting electrons,

flashing over, or producing a vacuum arc. This is typically

achieved by careful grading of the bushing insulation s~ck

with field shapers, applying dielectic coatings to the cathode

structure, and maintaining general cleanliness during

assembly.
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Emisa Improvement Results
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Fig. 8. Diagram showing e-beam pumping system improvements enabled by higher ~’acuum voltage holdoff capability.

scaling toMegqjoule Systems

Scaling to a megajoule-sized KrF laser system will

require both a reduction of large amplifier cost and a

significant improvement in the performance of the individual

amplifier modules. The Los Alamos program plan projects

that the 1O-MJ LMF system can be reached by a two-staged

increase in amplifier size, from the present 10-kJ AURORA

LAM module to a 50-kJ module and finally to a 240-kJ

module.

The increase in laser energy required in next-generation

systems leads to a corresponding increase in the size of

amplifier modules, to an increase in the operating voltage

and current of the e-beam diodes, and to an increase in the

magnetic guide field. The practicality of such systems

depends greatly on increasing the system eftlciency and

reliability while reducing individual component costs. Better

pumping efficiency requires improved e-beam transport from

cathode to laser gas.

Increased amplifier size is driven by overaIl system cost

issues. However, increased amplifier size presents

challenging development requirements to the electron-beam

pumping technology. The large total current (several MA

per diode) associated with very large amplifiers presents

problems that must be addressed. First, large diode currents

require large guide fields, which in turn lead to increased

diode impedance collapse and electron-beam emission

filamentation. Second, large diodes present problems with

power flow to the emitter leading to possible nonuniform

emission. Both of these issues indicate that the cathode

needs to be segmented at some optimal size to reduce the

total current in any one segment and thereby reduce the guide

field and power flow problems. However, segmenting the

cathode introduces other problems with vacuum voltage

holdoff between segments and their return structure and

nonuniform pumping of the laser gas that is produced by the

unpumped regions between the segments. Thus, two

primary development areas are readily apparent: a

determination of the optimal cathode size and configuration

and an improvement in the vacuum voltage holdoff of the

cathode structure and feedthrough bushing. The

improvement of vacuum voltage holdoff has a pervasive

beneficial impact on the entire electron-beam pumping

system as shown in Fig. 8; the improvement is not limited

to the cathode segmentation issue.

The third key development area centers around

improving the electron-beam transport efficiency. Because
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the primaty cost associated with any large KrF laser

amplifier lies with the electron-beam pumping system,

significant cost reduction leverage is associated with

increasing electron-beam transport efficiency. Any

improvement in this area has a direct impact on the entire

electron-beam delivery system; that is, doubling the beam

transport efficiency either cuts in half the cost of a given

amplifier electron-beam pumping system or provides for an

amplifier of twice the energy at the same pumping cost.

Present transport eftlciency of large, meter-scale amplifiers is

on the order of 30-35Yo; thus, the potential for achieving a

goal of 60-65% is clearly present. The cost leverage is

especially apparent when one considers that any

improvements in this area will be achieved through

improved materials (foils and hibachi structures) and

advanced designs (cathode shaping and emission mapping)

rather than an increase in complexity or investment in

additional hardware.

Other electron-beam pumping issues that deserve

attention are diode impedance collapse, emission uniformity,

energy deposition diagnostics, emitter material lifetime,

vacuum foil lifetime, power delivery system inductance,

energy density of the primary energy storage, electrical

pulselength, etc. However, as important as these issues are,

they do not have the global impact of the three primary

development areas identified above: determination of

optimal cathode size and configuration, improvement of

vacuum voltage holdoff, and enhancement of the electron-

bearn transpofl et%ciency.

Electron-Beam Pumping Technology
Development

The objectives of the Electron-Beam Pumping

Technology Development Program are to resolve the

electron-beam pumping issues involved in scaling KrF

amplifiers to the sizes required for modules characteristic of

the LITF and the LMF. Particular emphasis will be given

to cost reduction and performance enhancement. The

program has been planned to make use of appropriate LANL,

university, and industry resources to meet the objectives.

The BBearn Pumping Technology Development

Program consists of the following major elements:
. pumping system architecture,
. diode physics,
. vacuum insulation, and
. energy deposition.

Inertial Con@vnent Fusion at Los Aknws: %o~ss Since 1985

Pumping systemArchitecture

This element is targeted to answer the diode

configuration question. At what size does the cathode need to

be segmented to provide optimal cost and performance? In

addition, What is the optimal segmentation arrangement—

size, shape, presencelabsence of guide field, etc.

Diode Physics

This element deals with enhancing the electron-beam

transport eftlciency in these ways: materials development

(foils and hibachi support structures); trajectory code

development and benchmarkhg advanced cathode design

(cathode shaping and emission mapping); and design

ventlcation testing. In addition, it is structured to

investigate electron-beam uniformity and diode impedance

collapse issues, predominantly through the use of new

emitter materials.

Vacuum Insulation

This element is structured to accurately confirm the

present vacuum breakdown limits in practical cold-cathode

diode configurations (i.e., in the presence of uv-

illumination, soft x rays, high energy electrons, and emitter

generated conductive debris); investigate promising dielectric

coatings for metal surfaces for improved holdoff capability;

and demonstrate design improvements through control of

field stress.

Energy Deposition

Thiselement is chartered to increase the measurement

accuracy of electron-beam energy deposition in the laser gas.

Although this element will not dksctly increase the laser

system performance or reduce its cost, it will provide the

accurate knowledge of the laser efficiency that is prerequisite

for making accurate laser system cost estimates. This effort

consists of developing new diagnostic methods

(spectroscopic techniques, fiber optic calorimetry); pursuing

advancements of more traditional instruments (Faraday

probes, standard calorimeter, radiographic film, Rogowski

current probes); and benchmarking of Monte Carlo particle

trajecto~ codes.

Each of these elements deal with specific technical areas

that affect the scalability, cost, and performance of thee-

beam pumping portion to the laser system. The technical

efforts are supported by several development facilities at
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LANL as well as through interactions with universities and

industry. The LANL development facilities consist of the

Amplifier Technology Unit, the Electron-Gun Test Facility,

and the High Voltage Test Facility.

Amplifier Technology Unit (ATU)

This element is an amplifier development facility

presently under construction with operating parameters

(given in Table 2) and scale size sufficient to address future

amplifier -beam pumping issues without the need for

significant extrapolation. Initially, the primary application

of this facility will be restricted to addressing electron-beam

transport eftlciency and diode architecture issues.

High Voltage Test Facility (HVTF)

This element consists of several test fixtures relating to

the development and calibration of high voltage devices

(vacuum bushings, high voltage switches, high voltage and

high current probes, etc.). The most important of the

various fixtures, the Bushing Test Fixture, allows full-scale

testing and development of the critical vacuum feedthrough

bushings along with the development of vacuum breakdown

suppressing dielectric coatings. This fixture may operate up

to 1.5 NJ’Iv.

In addition to the internal development efforts and

facilities outlined above, we have established ongoing

collaborations with both universities and industrial

organizations that address a subset of the key technical

issues, and we plan to expand these interactions to

encompass all the critical areas. The full scope of the

developmental efforts are summarized in the experimental

resources and technical development matrix shown in Table

4.

TABLE 2. ATU operating parameters

Emitter Area l.Omx 0.5 m

Cathode Voltage 1.0 NW

Cathode Current 250 kA

Pulsewidth 650 ns

Current Density 50 A/cm2

Guide Field 4 kG
TABLE 4. Matrix of experimental resources and technical
development areas

Electron-Gun Test Facility (EGTF)

This element is a diode development facility operating at

sub-scale parameters (given in Table 3) that employs a Marx

generator, peaking capacitor, and diverter switch to provide

the voltage, rise time and pulsewidth desired for a particular

investigation. It is used for initial development of new

materials (foils, emitters, dielectric coatings, etc.) prior to

full-scale tests on the ATU. In addition, it is the primary

research tool for investigating diode closure and emission

uniformity.

TABLE 3. EGTF operating parameters

Emitter Area 200 cm2

Cathode Voltage 500 kV

Cathode Current 15 kA

Pulsewidth 200 ns to several ms

Current Density 75 Alcm2

Guide Field 3 kG

Technical Development Areas
Experi- System Energy vacuum Beam
mental Archi- Deposi- lnsula- Beam Gencra-
Resources tecture tion tion Transport tion

ATU o Cl
EGTF c1 c1 R
HVTF Cl
University Cl c1 c1 c1
Industry c1 c1 c1
AURORA c1 a

SUMMARY

Meeting the cost and performance goals of future KrF

lasers systems will require significant extensions of existing

e-beam technology because the performance and cost of any

large KrF laser is intimately linked to the e-beam technology

employed. To achieve these technology extensions we have

identified the key cost and performance leverage areas,

implemented development programs targeting these leverage

areas, and made progress toward generating the information

required to optimize the e-beam pumping system for

megajoule class KrF lasers.
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VIII. PLASMA PHYSICS STUDIES
FOR THE LIGHT-ION ICF DRIVER

Rodney J. Mason

The Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator (PBFA II) is the

light ion driver at Sandia National Laboratory with the

potential to deliver 1 to 2 MJ to a target in 10 ns. This

report summarizes plasma physics research done by Los

Alamos since 1986 to support two elements of this driver.

The PBFA 11driver has a large system of Marx

generators and transmission lines surrounding a central barrel

diode region. The system is symmetrically replicated above

and below the diode. The power flow is conditioned by a

number of transmission line elements and switches and

stored for a period of -50 to 90 ns in hi-conical

transmission lines just beyond the diode. In a final section

of the lines, plasma is injected through the anode of the bi-

conical region toward the cathode in the plasma opening

switch (POS) (Fig. 1). ideally, cument conduction through

the switch is disrupted after about 50 ns. Voltage is

multiplied by the rapid switch opening, and 4 MA at

28 MV is delivered in 7 ns to a barrel diode. Mastery of the

plasma opening switch is identified as a crucial issue because

the switch is needed to achieve the high diode voltages

required to accelerate lithium. It is also clear that Los

Alamos possesses unique modeling codes that could be used

to understand the POS.

Computational Tools

The plasmas of interest are of moderate density and

considerable physical extent. In the POS the till plasma is

typically 4-to 12-cm long and 4-to 8-cm wide. It may

move during the opening process some 20 cm downstream

toward the barrel diode load (Fig. 1). Its initial density

ranges from 1012 to 1014 electrons/cm3. The plasma

dynamics obeys Newton’s laws represented in the form of

fluid and/or particle equations. But the plasmas are too

collisionless and/or tenuous for reliable modeling through

the magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) representation of these

laws and too extensive and too dense for an economical

explicit particle-in-cell (PIC) treatment.

Inertz”alConfinementFusionat LasAlamos: ProgressSince 1985
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Fig. 1. The hi-conic plasma opening switches on PBFA II.

In traditional MHD codes and related hybrid codes (in

which the electrons are inertialless fluids, and just the ions

are particles), electron speeds are determined indirectly,

through division of curl B in Ampere’s law of Maxwell’s

equations (with displacement current neglected) by the local

density. But in the POS, electrons are emitted in an intense

stream from the cathode as field penetrates the switch plasma

and accelerated to relativistic velocities. Electrons are

separated from the main body of the plasma during the

opening process and ejected toward the anode and through

vacuum toward the load. These are non-neutral processes,

beyond the scope of MI-ID and hybrid simulation.

On the other hand, the electromagnetic skin depth in the

POS plasma is 0.2cm at 10]3cm-3 fill clensity, anti the
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Debye length is correspondingly smaller for switch plasma

initially colder than 0.5 keV temperature. (Tt is injected at

5 eV.) Explicit PIC codes require cells no wider than a

Debye length. If adherence to this small cell restriction is

ignored, the explicit PIC modeled rapidly heats by the finite

grid instability, until the new plasma Debye length matches

the condition. The noise in simulation during this

numerical heating masks true physical processes and can

suggest erroneous field penetration activity. The ultimate

constraint is that the cost in time to simulate the large

switch regions of interest can run to hundreds of CRAY-

YMP hours for a single case.

Implicit plasma simulation codes use dynamical

equations for the average properties of the plasma to predict

advanced values of the current and charge density as sources

to Maxwell’s equations. In the Implicit Moment Method

(Mason 198 1; Brackbill and Forslund 1982), invented at Los

Alarnos, the additional dynamical equations are simply the

lower two-fluid moment equations, that is, continuity and

momentum. This can be solved algebraically with the full

Ampere’s law for new electric field values, E to apply at the

end of a computational time step. Faraday’s law gives the

new magnetic field in terms of the derivatives of E, and thus

closes the system of equations. Generally, one solves a

resultant set of elliptic equations for B and then uses this in

the combined moment equations and Ampere’s law to extract

an advanced E-field solution. The computational cycle is

completed by advancing the true plasma dynamical

equations (fluids or particles) in the advanced fields.

The use of time-advanced fields removes constraints that

limit explicit codes to time steps less than the minimum

plasma period on the mesh. The implicit codes can use the

generally large Courant condition time step associated with

the fastest electrons crossing the mesh. (This limit requires

that the fastest electron should go no further than the

minimum cell width in a time step.) Furthermore, with PIC

simulation, implicitness suppresses the finite grid

instability, if the time step remains close to the Courant

value everywhere in the system. A fluid update of the

plasma parameters will generally require considerable care in

its temporal and spatial differencing. When auxiliary fluid

equations are solved with the field equations, the need for

such care in the fluid differencing is avoided. Generally,

errors introduced by the use of simplified moment equations

in the field solution can be subsequently corrected or iterated

away. Furthermore, finite grid instability is totally avoided

for arbitrary time step size with fluid modeling of the

plasma. All this can be summarized as follows. Implicit

differencing can provide a plasma model that allows for the

large celIs and huge time steps requisite for the global

modeling of the plasma systems that are now challenging

2

the future of light ion fusion. Implicit plasma simulation is

a relatively new technology (and art).

Modeling of the POS was conducted chiefly with the

implicit ANTHEM code (Mason 1987a). ANTHEM is a

two dimensional model, originally built to resolve hot

electron issues arising in the Los Alarnos laser fusion

program. Numerous modifications were required to apply

ANTHEM to light ion problems:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

The code was adjusted to allow for an external driving

magnetic field to represent the input of electromagnetic

energy from the PBFA II accelerator.

An option for surrounding conducting boundaries was

Allowance was made for plasma injection at the

boundaries.

A rule for Child-Langmuir emission of electrons into

the switch plasma was implemented.

The code had been cartesian; it was given a cylindrical

geometry option.

ANTHEM allows for either multifluid or PIC plasma

modeling. Both options were streamlined and

Vectorized.

The basis for the code was changed from velocity to

momentum, and relativistic effects were added.

Circuitry for an external load was added.

Some POS calculations were conducted with the

relativistic ISIS PIC simulation code (Jones and Gisler

1985). ISIS makes an implicit determination of electric

fields but determines magnetic fields explicitly.

Comparative solutions were obtained with both ANTIiEM

and ISIS, and general agreement was obtained with some

important differences that are discussed later.

The Plasma Opening Switch

The POS is supposed to compress the power pulse

arriving at the light ion diode in PBFA 11. In recent

experiments, a 4 MV, 50-ns pulse at 3 MA was to be

steepened to an 8 MV, 7-ns pulse. Ultimately, the POS

must steepen a voltage added 14-MV pulse to a 48-MV

pulse. The pair of hi-conical switches for PBFA H is

shown in Fig. 1. In addition to steepening the power pulse,

the switches should also help to symmetrize the power flow

in the azimuthal direction around the barrel diode. If the

switch fails to give voltage multiplication and pulse

shortening, the voltage will be too low to allow effective

focusing of the lithium ions. A typical inertial confinement

fusion (ICF) pellet implodes in 10 ns, so power and ions

delivered after that time are wasted. So, instead of delivering

878 kJ in the 7-ns pulse, only 176 kJ would arrive from the
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uncompressed pulse in the first 10 ns. Particles are deflected

as they jet from the anode to the target. The lower voltage

drop means slower ions that are more readily deflected by

deficiencies in space and charge neutralization of the plasma

surrounding the target. Protons can be used at the lower

voltages, but their longer range spells a need for thicker

walled targets, performing less ably with less than 200 kJ of

deposition.

Figure 2 gives a schematic of the idealized switch used

in ANTHEM and ISIS calculations. For PBFA II the inner

(cathode) radius was set at 20 cm, and the outer (anode)

radium was 28 cm. Initially, a current drive was assumed,

supplied by the generator G to the left of the switch. At the

right, the load L was first taken to be short circuit. More

recently, resistive loads up to 28 Q have been employed.

At the start of a simulation run, plasma fills the test area

between the electrodes for a distance along the cylindrical

axis of 4 to 20 cm. It has been taken as uniform and

typically given a drift velocity toward the cathode of

10 cm/ ps. For early runs the electron density was taken as
1012 cm-3. Later, 3 x 1013 cm-3 was employed. This is

now believed to be the density present in experiments.

e- Anode

28.0

(c;)

20.0

● omrisxxx
Emi

xxx .

xxx

ssion

Cathode
25.0

I l\ \\

0 ● ● 0..

z (cm)

Fig. 2. Idealized POS used in simulation.

Much of the early theoretical work on the POS was

done at the Naval Research Laboratories (NM) in

Washington, DC. NRL workers used the switch on their

GAMBLE I and II accelerators. These were e-beam diode

drivers that delivered approximately 1-MV, 50-ns pulses at

100 kA (GAMBLE I) and 300 kA (GAMBLE II),

respectively. The NRL researchers had demonstrated that

threefold voltage multiplication and 7-ns opening times after

40 ns of conduction through a POS. Experimentally, they

had shown that these opening characteristics were possible

with the switch attached to a 5-Q load (Cooperstein and

Ottinger 1987). The NRL machines used a cylindrical

switch of 2.5-cm inner (cathode) radius and 5-cm outer

(anode) radius. The pulse power conditions for PBFA II are

related to the NRL conditions but quite removed in scaling.

At 3 MA the current level is at least 10 times greater than

in the GAMBLE machines, as is the voltage pulse upon

opening. The higher currents were thought to offer no

problem because the radius of the inner conductor for

PBFA II could be increased to maintain a similar value for

the magnetic field intensity. Opening to such high voltages

was a less easily resolved issue. In 1983 NRL workers were

the first to use the POS to switch high power levels. Prior

to this time it had only been employed as a prepulse

suppressor. Weber et al. (1984) placed magnetic probes in

the GAMBLE I plasma and charted the progress of the

penetrating current sheet as it moved from the generator side

to the load end of the plasma fill. The driver pulse rose to

100 kA over 50 ns. The probes indicated that the current

sheet was broad, nearly 6 cm in width and propagating

across 12 to 30 cm of fill plasma. There was no direct

indication of gap formation (regions of lower plasma

density) at either the cathode or the anode. The probe

measurement was difficult and could not be duplicated on

GAMBLE II because with its higher magnetic intensities

the probes exploded. In any case, the results suggested that

some anomalous mechanism was at work delivering the

magnetic field to deep points in the plasma.

Classical collisions are too weak to explain the

measurements. Anomalous resistivity from plasma

instabilities could have been at work. With a judicious

choice of anomalous collision rates, hybrid simulations by

Hamasaki at JAYCOR and MI-ID calculations by Payne at

MRC, Roderick at U’NM, and Frese at Numerex have

matched the experimental opening times for switches on

both GAMBLE I and PBFA II and the GAMBLE field

penetration history (Hamasaki et al. 1988). (An effective

electron-ion scattering rate of veff ~ 5 ~i was needed,

where ~i is the ion plasma frequency). However, the

50-ns pulse rise time is possibly too short for the

development of such mechanisms. Winske ( 1988) at Los

Alamos has conducted a comprehensive analysis of the

instabilities employed in the simulations – particularly the

lower hybrid instability – and finds little likelihood that they

are strong enough under switch conditions to provide the

needed resistivity. Early theoretical ideas were at odds with

the MHD-hybnd diffusing field picture. Cooperstein and

Ottinger (1987) at NRL had concluded that electrons would

be drawn from the cathode region, leaving an excess

positively charged ions and creating a strong electric field to

encoumge acceleration of ions toward the cathode and their

local depletion or “erosion” there. An erosion gap would

open up along the cathode, and the driving magnetic field
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would pass though this gap to the load region, opening the

switch. The first particle simulations gave still another

picture, in apparent variance with both the experimental

indications of deep field penetration of the plasma and the

theoretical predictions of erosion gap formation. For

economy, these simulations were conducted for pulses rising
to maxima in only 5 or 10 ns. A low &4 x 1012

electrons/cm-3) density was assumed. The simulations of

Waisman et al. (1985) for a l-cm anode-cathode (A-K) gap

showed flowing electrons in the plasma remaining close to

the generator edge of the plasma but encountering magnetic

insulation near the anode, which impeded their entry into

this electrode. Electrons ran along the anode, entering it at a

deep point in the plasma where the magnetic field was weak.

Correspondingly, the field leaked through the switch plasma

along the anode and accumulated in the load region to open

the switch. According to this simulation, opening occurred

via a penetration of magnetic field along the anode. The

related MASK code PIC simulations of Grossman et al.

(1986) for a 2.5-cm A-K gap showed the development of a

thin diagonal current channel, with magnetic pressure (a

magnetic piston) pushing plasma along the cathode toward

the load. The thin current channel shifted right in the

plasma and toward the load as the driving pulse continued to

grow in amplitude. A diagonal gap was formed in behind

the current sheet, and the magnetic field passed through this

gap to the load, opening the switch. So the first PIC

simulation predicted anode penetration of the drive field the

second predicted penetration through a diagonal plasma gap.

Neither saw strong field diffusion or the development of a

cathode erosion gap. This was the state of theoretical and

experimental understanding, as the Los Alamos work began

in 1986.

The first ANTHEM simulations were applied to model

problems to check out the ability of the code’s two- and

three-fluid modes to replicate simple aspects of the POS

physics. Field penetration through a switch for the NRL

GAMBLE I machine was examined in the absence of wall

emission (Mason et al. 1986; Mason et al. 1987). The first

electron density explored was 4 x 1012 cm-3. The driving

field rose linearly to 8 kG (for 100 kA through a 2.5-cm

inner conducting cathode radius) over 5 ns. A density gap

quickly propagated along the cathode, allowing penetration

of magnetic field fmm the drive side of the switch under the

plasma along the cathode and out to the load region.

Alternatively, when a 5-kG bias magnetic field was

artificially imposed at the onset of the pulse, the emission

was magnetically insulated. It remained trapped within

0.5 cm of the cathode. Multi-fluid calculations of the full

GAMBLE I switch were then conducted for comparison with

the PIC results from the MASK code. The fill electron

density was again taken as 4 x 1012 cm-3, the upper limit

for economy of the particle runs. Again, the magnetic field

rose to 0.8 T over 5 ns. In the ANTHEM runs, the first

fluid was the ions, and the second was the background

electrons initially present in the fill plasma. The emission

electrons constituted a third fluid. In each case the

background plasma was pushed up toward the anode after a

few nanoseconds, a diagonal gap appeared in the plasma, and

emission electrons ran out below the gap toward the anode

and load. At each time recorded, the two simulations - the

PIC and multi-fluid results - were in general accord.

Following these calibration runs, ANTHEM was applied to

the PBFA II switch with a short circuit load for a fill density

of 2 x 1013 cm-3. The resolution was left at 50 x 50
cells, and a full calculation to switch opening was performed

in about an hour of CRAY-XMP time. Much higher

resolution would have been needed for explicit PIC modeling

to avoid the finite grid instability, and more than 30 CRAY

houm would have been demanded per run. This was the first

POS collisionless simulation at a realistic density (Mason

et al. 1987). It manifested several of the features seen in the

earlier lower density runs. But significant modifications

apparently followed from both the density rise and from the

larger width (8 cm) of the PBFA II switch, compared to the

GAMBLE I (2.5 cm) and Waisman (1 cm) switches.

At the anode there was, indeed, significant field

penetration, but this was found to be coupled to large-scale

ion motion away from the anode and toward the cathode,

which opened an anode plasma gap to help let the field

through. The body of the plasma in the center of the switch

remained field free, shielded by diamagnetic currents running

up the generator side of the fill. A second and larger plasma

gap formed rapidly at the cathode. Opening of the switch

was correlated principally with the propagation of this larger

cathode gap to the load side of the fill plasma. The time

spent creating the full cathode gap has been termed the

“conduction phase” of POS operation by NRL workers. A

rather high threshold (300 keV/cm) for electron emission

had been imposed in this calculation. With it, the cathode

gap reached the load side of the plasma in the first 20 ns of a

50-ns PBFA II drive pulse. Complete opening of the

switch, such that the magnetic field at the load exceeded 85%

of the drive field, then took another 8 ns. The voltage and

current characteristics of this switch are summarized in

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Voltage and current characteristics of the PBFA II,

300- keVlcm emision threshold switch with a short circuit

load.

Simulations were run over a range of densities from

1012 to the 2 x 1013 electrons/cm3. It became clear that

the diagonal current path seen at low densities gradually

shifted down to run along the cathode as the density was

increased. That is, “the erosion gap” of early theoretical

discussions was a diagonal path at low densities and a true

gap only for densities beyond -7 x 1012 electrons/cm3.

Furthermore, the gap seemed to open largely by the removal

of electrons from the cathode vicinity, as in a propagating

wave along the cathode surface. The electron path was

vertical (toward the anode) at the right of the gap, and then

horizontal (parallel to the cathode) in the body of the plasma

and over to its generator edge. After that, the electron path

ran up the generator side of the plasma to the vicinity of the

anode. Erosion of the ions (that is, their acceleration toward

the cathode by electric fields) was active as an opening

mechanism, but also active was a magnetic pressure effect

from the v x B force pushing perpendicular to the electron

path. In particular, this force acted like a piston driving the

cathode gap toward the load. These results were for the

300 keV/cm emission threshold, and later it was determined

that the results would change significantly for much lower

thresholds. The Weber experiments (1984) had reported deep

field penetration of the plasma. But the ANTHEM

simulations at the high emission threshold had manifested

good shielding of the collisionless plasma. The current

sheet stayed on the generator side of the fill plasma during

the opening process, and an island of field-free plasma

remained even after full opening at 30 ns. This discrepancy

was of considerable concern to the community of researchers

studying the POS. Hamasaki et al. (1988) held the view

that high levels of anomalous resistivity could be active to

cause field diffusion (atthough Winske [1988] maintains that

this is unlikely). Consequently, ANTHEM runs were made

to examine the effects anomalous collisions might have on

Ineti”d Con@wwzentFuswn atbs A!amo.wprogmwsSince 1985

switch opening. An anomalous collision rate derived for the

lower hybrid instability was employed. That is, the electron

velocity was relaxed to the ion velocity at the rate

Veff = min [(ve/ci.a.) ~pi, f~pl ,

in which Ve is the electron drift speed, ci.a. is the local ion

acoustic speed, and ~i and ~ are the ion and electron

plasma frequencies, respectively. The factor f was varied to

set different limits on the maximal collisionality. The

simulations showed that with f = 1 deep penetration of

magnetic field could be achieved, and broad current sheets,

-8 cm, consistent with the NRL experiments, would be set

up. The problem with this was that theory limits f to about

0.05, and for this smaller f the results were essentially like

the collisionless ones.

Some of the parameter settings for this first set of

ANTHEM runs had been somewhat arbitrary, so in the next

group of runs, these parameters were varied to examine the

consequences (Mason et al. 1987; Mason et al. 19884

Mason et al. 1988b). The anode had been run as a perfeet

conductor. That is, the electric field component parallel to it

had been set to zero. Now the electric field gradient was set

to zero at this boundary. This was done to mock up the

large holes that can be present in the anode to allow for the

injection of the fill plasma. The return path for electrons

was assumed to close far above the test area. With this

“open” boundary condition, the preferential penetration of

magnetic field at the anode ceased. Collisionless opening

followed entirely from the opening of the cathode gap.

The first simulations had used a 300 keV/cm emission

threshold. This is appropriate for vacuum transmission

lines. However, the fill plasma in the POS is available to

ionize the outer layers of the cathode surface, converting

them to a plasma with a very low emission threshold. With

a zero electric field threshold, ANTHEM showed that during

the conduction phase the emission electrons rose essentially

vertically into the fill plasma. They no longer twisted back

in a path toward the generator. A gap formed above the

cathode, but it took considerably longer to open—35 instead

of 20 ns—in PBFA II switches with comparable drive and

injected plasma conditions. Development of the cathode gap

(Mason et al. 1988b) was a most distinct opening feature.

Magnetic pressure could only act at the right, load side of the

gap. There, as a piston, it again helped to speed gap

opening. However, in the absence of twist back for the

electron path, no magnetic force was available to lift the

plasma off the cathode, as in the high threshold case. Ions

were seen to erode, accelerating electrostatically toward the

cathode. Emitted electrons were clearly magnetically

insulated late in the opening process, as the magnetic field
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approached its peak value of 3 T. Then they deflected into

the direction of the load upon emission eventually running

up the load side of the fill plasma just prior to switch

opening.

When the emission threshold was varied in a series of

runs from zero to 300 keV/cm, or when the electron

emission was “starved” by providing progressively smaller

emission currents than those demanded to set the normal

electric field to zero at the cathode (the Child-Langmuir

condition), comparable results ensued. In each case the

opening process switched from simple vertical emission of

the electrons to the twist back of electrons toward the driver,

with the accompanying development of a shielded plasma

region free of penetrated magnetic field. A conclusion is that

the intense stream of emission electrons in the low threshold

cases, somehow carries magnetic field into the fill plasma,

eliminating or minimizing the field-free region. The

mechanism acting here has been identified as advective.

Magnetic field is advected (equivalently-convected) into the

plasma along with the stream of emission electrons. When

the emission stream is stronger, as with lower electron

thresholds, the advective effect is stronger. The field

penetration is ascribed to advection, since at time scales

much larger than a plasma period, the electron momentum
equation reduces to Es -Ve x B/c, from which Faraday’s

law yields

(The largest remaining terms represent a separation of the

magnetic field lines from the electrons over several skin

depths.) At larger this is analogous to the continuity

equation for the advection of electron density. Thus,
magnetic field Be is delivered by advection along the moving

electron current channel, as it marches with the erosion gap

rdong the cathode toward the load. In ANTHEM the

magnetic advection terms were first modeled numerically by

first order donor-cell differencing. This, in itself, resulted in

some numerical smearing of the magnetic field. Recently,

the advective differencing has been changed to an implicit

second order scheme. &.entials of the field penetration

process are unchanged with this improvement. The current

sheet still rises vertically from the load end of a strong

erosion gap. However, in the newer calculations some

instability is noted along the current sheet as it rises in

radius above the cathode. The new electron path from higher

order differencing is more irregular, twisty, and convoluted

(Mason 1989).

Whh these newer parameter settings ANTHEM was

again used to examine the GAMBLE I field penetration

experiment. It was determined that the choice of an open

anode bound~ condition and a low emission threshold gave

the most vertical current paths and magnetic field contours.

With these choices, and assuming some anomalous

collisionality, it was further sufficient to use f= 0.1 to yield

broad current channels, in agreement with the Weber

measurements. That is, field penetration, cathode gap

formation, and switch opening time all follow from

collisionless multi-fluid calculations. But, some low level
of anomalous resistivity (Veffs 0.1 (.op) is still needed to

provide broad current channels (Mason 1987b; Mason et al.

1987).

From the outset, there was concern that the suppression

electron gyro effects by ANTHEMs multifluid mode could

be misleading. Individual particles, executing finite gyro

orbits in a PIC model of the electron motion, could result in

broader current sheets on the average. The electron particle

routines in ANTHEM still need some developmental work.

So, as an interim measure the full-particle ISIS code was

used for a quick comparison of PIC and multifluid results

(Mason and Jones 1987a). Indeed, the current sheets are

much broader, matching the data. This is not the final word

on this issue. However, since for the ISIS implicit

algorithm to run with stability, the particle current

accumulations must be smoothed repeatedly, each cycle,

before their use as sources to Maxwell’s equations. This

smoothing could be the direct cause of the calculated broader

channels. Planned application of the ANTHEM particle

electron mode, may help to resolve this question at a future

date. Particle ion, fluid electron runs have been completed

with ANTHEM. General characteristics, gap formation,
current channel width, B6 field evolution are all quite similar

to the corresponding results with fluid ions (Mason 1988;

Mason and Jones 1988); that is, the current sheet remains

thin.

In the spring of 1988, Sandia Laboratones conducted

POS experiments on the BLACK-JACK 5 accelerator at

Maxwell Laboratories, and in the Fall PBFA I was used for

switch studies (Rochau 1989). Shots were made with short

circuit loads and diode loads. Magnetic probes were placed at

upstream (for power flow) and downstream of the switch.

Much usefid data was recorded. Unfortunately, the magnetic

probes were not placed within the plasma or along the walls

in such a way as to extract a field penetration history for the

PBFA II plasma. So, important data to help calibrate the

various models in the PBFA I environment is still lacking.

Acquisition of this data is a high priority item, however. It

should be forthcoming shortly. Typical results showed

optimized switches on PBFA II with 4 cm of fill plasma

conducting for 35 ns and opening in 7 ns, much as in the

ANTHEM simulations. For these, the load was a short

circuit. There were strong indications of ejected ions
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downstream of the switch. ANTHEM indicates that the ions
are generated by the j x B forces associated with the late

time current sheet on the back side of the fill plasma. It

predicts a low density -1012 cm-3 for these ions. No

dependence on the anode structure was noted, in disagreement

with ANTHEM predictions. However, a set of anode probes

to search for preferred field penetration near the anode were

lacking. The experiments found the best opening times on

PBFA II occurred when the injected plasma flow was

segmented. That is, the plasma was delivered in three

distinct spokes, rather than uniformly. Strictly, this is a

three dimensional problem. The azimuthal symmetry

needed for 2D modeling has been removed. However, a 3D

mockup run was made on ANTHEM by driving the fill

plasma from the generator as usual, but also with an

opposing magnetic field from the load side. The reverse field

was to correspond to that locally present at the back a

conducting segment of fill plasma. The reverse field was

arbitrarily set at 5090 of the generator magnitude. Its effect

was to cancel penetration proceeding at the anode, reduce the

ejection of ions on the back side of the fill plasma, and

shorten the actual opening time, much as seen in experiment

(Mason 1989).

Experimental dit%culties were encountered when efforts

were made to open the PBFA II switch into the 7-Q load

characteristic of the full systems barrel diode. ANTHEM

simulations have been made with such a load. They show

opening beginning after 35 ns (Figs. 4a and 4b). With a

short circuit load the arrival of the current sheet on the back

side of the fill plasma is nearly coincidental with POS

opening. But the presence of a load with as little as 1-Q

resistance results in slower opening through the slow

development of magnetic insulation of the emitted electron

stream. For a time this stream passes along the anode and

out through the anode region. Then later it bends in an arc

back toward the cathode (Mason 1989; Mason 1988; Mason

and Jones 1988). Magnetic insulation traps the electrons so

they will be forced through the load for opening of the

switch. An important conclusion from the ANTHEM loaded

switch runs is that there is no need to push back the fill

plasma, to provide space for magnetic insulation of the

emission electrons. They are deflected upon emission and

propelled into the free space between the plasma and the

load. Thus, the magnetic insulation can proceed in this free

space. The results with ANTHEM are interesting and at

least qualitatively correct at the initiation of opening.

However, the code is presently driven by a current boundary

condition at the generator. It must be modified to allow for

the induction of the drive circuitry and voltage drive. Then

the relaxation of the drive current as the load voltage rises

will be properly considered. At considerable expense Steen

and Wilson (1989) at Maxwell Laboratories have recently

examined the voltage driven loaded switch with explicit PIC

simulation. They predict rapid oscillations in the output

pulse characteristics, as magnetic insulation of the current

channel is periodically initiated and lost, interrupting the

opening process. The addition of voltage drive circuit~ will

allow for an independent analysis of this conclusion, as well

as opening the way to economical parameter studies of the

loaded POS and its possible design variations.

For the success of PBFA H the POS must open into

the barrel diode load, to setup the 28-MV diode voltage drop

needed to focus the lithium ions. Researchers at Sandia are

concerned that their original hi-conical POS will fail in this

objective. Simple variations of the switch have been

considered, such as the conversion from a hi-conic to a bi-

cylindncal (coaxial) design, and the use of a smaller imer

radius (Ottinger 1989) to raise the maximum magnetic field

in the switch to 6 T. NRL has suggested 10 cm. The large

field would strengthen the magnetic insulation, and Maxwell

suggests that the larger POS impedance should aid opening

into the fixed load. A reversal of polarity (making the outer

electrode the cathode emitter) might also help, by allowing

the large field near the imer anode to enhance the magnetic
insulation. However, even these simple changes would

require costly hardware, so there is no present plan for their

implementation. With the addition of circuitry for voltage

drive, ANTHEM will have the power to perform parameter

studies to evaluate the benefits from such simple

modifications. From such studies the potential savings in

time and expense by the experimentalists could be great.

Instead of simple POS modifications, Sandia

Laboratories has decided to make a very new switch their

“baseline.” This new POS has two creative elements

(Mendel and Rochau 1989). The first is a magnetically

injected plasma source, producing a magnetic injection

plasma switch, a MIPS switch. The second is a “toggle”

addition, by which an external field is triggered to help push

back the fill plasma. Since November of 1988 the MIPS-

toggle has been Sandia’s new mainline approach. For the
MJP source, an additional arc of Br and B2 magnetic field

lines enters and leaves the switch through its inner (cathode)

radius. Experiments of PBFA II have indicated that switch

opening is faster and more reliable with a MIPS.

Performance with the MIPS is as good as that obtained via

segmentation of the injected plasma in the original POS.

Experimentalists at Maxwell Labs have found no similar

need for segmentation in POS studies on their ACE

accelerator (Rix 1989). This probably derives from their use

of a smaller inner radius, and correspondingly greater

smoothing of the injected plasma reaching it. Such benefits

could derive from the use of the smaller inner radius POS on
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PBFA II, as well. But MIPS-toggle is now the chosen

PBFA H approach. Thus far, use of the toggle feature has

shown no improvements in opening time.

Application of ANTHEM should be made to study the

physics of POS opening into realistic loads. Parameter

studies are needed to determine predicted conduction and

opening times as functions of the load impedance, load

structure, drive impedance, and plasma density and injection

velocity. Switches with smaller inner diameters and altered

polarity should be simulated. Dependence of the loaded

opening characteristics on assumed levels of anomalous

resistivity should be explored. Computational tests should

be made of the long time dependence of results on zoning.

In particular, higher resolution studies should be made of the

switch opening characteristics in cathode (erosion) and anode

(magnetic insulation) gaps. Reliable full-particle runs are

needed to isolate effects arising from finite electron gyro

orbits and ion multi-streaming (as in collisionless shocks).

Further studies might still be made with finer resolution in

search for anomalous resistivity mechanisms.

Comprehensive efforts in these areas will help develop a

sound scientific base for new practical switch developments.

The more complicated MIPS and toggle switches have

become the mainline approach at Sandia. So, additional code

development is urgently needed to allow for fundamental

studies of magnetic injection along present external magnetic

fields (MIPS) and to acquire knowledge of how the external

toggle magnetic field can be used to enhance magnetic

insulation, as this insulation competes with large voltages

set up by a load. An understanding of the new options must

be developed and knowledge of the simpler fundamental

problems is deepened.

For broader application, studies must be made of both

the old and new switch designs, operating in a long time

scale 21 ps mode. Finally, for a generalized understanding

of the emerging switch technology, extended concepts, such

as staging (mounting a series of switches in parallel) and the

use of plasma filled diode switch elements should be

explored.

The Light Ion SOurce

Suppose that sufficient power does, indeed, arrive at the

diode. Then how does one produce enough focusable lithium

ions? The anode of the barrel diode is made of stainless
steel. How does this become a LN source? A favored

approach is BOLVAPS-LIBORS, which stands for the boil-

off of lithium vapor and its subsequent ionization by the

absorption of laser light. This is described schematically in

Fig. 5. Sandia is devoting several man-years to the

investigation of this approach. By it, electrodes are used to

melt lithium metal. The liquid is then exposed to an

ionizing laser beam. This creates a plasma composed

primarily of Li+ ions. Analytic estimates place its density

at 1017 electrons/cm3.

!—,–
Ohmic Vaporization

Anode

I

1 ~ti

1

● AT- 1200K

● AW--l J/cm2

.4

“+
5pm Ta

k 1 ~m LiAg

Laser Ionization

● Resonance
Absorption

● Super-elastic
Scattering

. Rapid Ionization

Fig. 5. Sketch of BOLVAPS-LIBORS lithium ion

production.

Assuming this plasma can be created, the next questions

arising are: can it remain pure and can it be focused on the

target? ANTHEM was applied to the second of these

questions. The ions coming from a solid metal surface will

be launched, obeying the original curvature of the surface.

But the focusing of ions pulled from a plasma may well

suffer from dynamic nonuniformities in the plasma. Very

preliminary calculation with ANTHEM gave only a hint of

this possibility y (Mason and Jones 1987b). The problem was

investigated in cartesian geometry. Lithium plasma was set

up in a block decaying exponentially in they coordinate, but

being uniform in the x direction over some 5 cm contiguous

with the barrel diode anode. The initial density decayed by 7

orders of magnitude over a distance of 2 cm from the anode
(see Fig. 6a). A B2 magnetic field was supplied from the

left, rising in a 7-ns pulse to 7 T. The drive pulse was then

constantfor7 ns,followedbya 7-nsdrop-offperiodtozero

Ineti”alConfinementFuswn at LosAlamos: ProgressSince1985 9
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Fig. 6a. Magnctic@eld penetration history near the BOLVAPS-LIBORS plasma. From the left, the B-field weeps under the

exponentially decaying lithium plasma.
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Fig. 6b. Contours of the evolving ion density from the BOLVMS-LIBORS source.

intensity. The magnetic field swept through the lowest

density plasma regions, pushing the electrons up into the

high density plasma, and initiating the extraction of ions. A

mirror bounda~ condition was imposed to the right of the

problem, simulating the symmetric delivery of power. The

main new result was that ions from the portion of plasma

closest to the driver were accelerated first. Density dropped

more quickly at the edge of the original plasma block. The

resultant ion source was more isotropic than beam-like (see

Fig. 6b). It was clear that when the pulsed power arrives at

the BOLVAPS-LIBORS plasma on the same time scale as

the ion beam production, the two processes will interact.

The interaction can lead to defocusing. An integrated

simulation of pulsed power arrival and beam evolution may,

indeed, be crucial to the design of an adequate lithium source.

However, ANTHEM had several deficiencies which may

have biased the detailed outcome from simulation. Its load

physics was incomplete at the time when these simulations

10 Ineti”alConfinementFusion at Los A.kmos: ProgressSince 1985
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were run. So, a large voltage drop was never established.
This would have aided focusing. No Bx and By field

components were present, as they would be in the true barrel

diode. These would have stiffened the plasma, also aiding

focusing. Therefore, only the possibility of a problem can

be registered. Additional and improved simulation runs, or

experiment will be needed to determine the true extent of

pulsed power transients on beam quality.

Conclusion

Los Alamos has provided substantial theoretical and

computational support to the light ion fusion program at

Sandia Laboratories. The joint interaction has been most

productive. Much has been learned, particularly in the area

of switch modeling. New switch configurations are under

investigation, as well as the coupling to loads and extension

of the plasma opening switch to long time scale switching.

Challenging issues remain in the study of lithium ion

sourcing, beam target interactions, and beam propagation.
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LOS ALAMOS * NATIONAL MBORATORY PROGRESS AND PATH TO INERTIAL

CONFINEMENT FUSION COMMERCIALIZATION * ●

David B. HARRIS and Donald J. DUDZIAK

Uniwsiryof Califomi& Las Abna.r Nariiuwl bborato~, PO Box ldd3, MS-F611, la Aknmr, New Mexico 87545, USA

KrF km ●ppear to be assattractive driver for inertial eonfiiemcnt fusion commercial xppliuticms ssseh as electric power
production. Los Alarms National Laboratory is working to develop the technology required to demonstrate that KrF lasers

can sxtisfy all of the driver requirements. The Ixtest expcrimmtal xnd drcoreticsf rcsutts indicate that cost currently appears to
be the main issue for KrF lasers. Tlrc Los Alamos programis working to redum the cost of KrF taxer systemsby developing

damage-resistant optical coatin~, low-cost opticsl blanks, high-intrinsic-effiekncy gas mixtures, low-cost and high-efficiency

puked power, and optirnixcdsystem architectures.Other potentiaf issues may cause problems after the 5 k3 Aurora KrF laser
system becomes opcr$tionaf, such as amptified spontaneous emission, cross tatk, or temporal pulse distortion. Des@ solutions

to issues such ss these have been identified snd wilt be erqcrimentafly demonstrated on Aurora. lssrscs specific to
commercial-applications drivers, such as cost, gas flow, repetitively pulsed power, and high reliability mnnot be experimen-
tatfy addressed at this time. Projections wilt be made on the abifity of KrF lasers to satisfy these requirements. The path to
eos&crciatization of incrtiat fusion for KrF tasers is sIso dcseribcd.

L Mrduction

In a r~nt study, KrF lasers were shown to be the
most attractive laser driver for inertiaf confinement
fusion (ICF) commercial applications [1]. The study
evaluated six different laser candidates with respect to
their perceived ability to satisfy eight different require-
ments for emnntercial appfieations. The eight require-
ments were efficiency, cost, target coupling pulse si2ap-
ing, focussin~ repetition rate, energy scaling, and relia-
bility and robustness. The study identified the outstand-
ing issues and unknown quantities for KrF lasers. For
example, is the cost of a 5 MJ, 5 ~ 8%-efficient KrF
laser affordable, and can the system be made refiable
e220ugh for commercial applications? The thrust of the
Los Alamos Nationaf Laboratory ICF program is to
addrms these issues for KrF lasers.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 ex-
runines the reasons why KrF lasers appear attractive for
lCF cornmerciaf applications. Next, the Los Afamos
program is discussed. Auror& 5 M, 5 ns KrF laser

● Los Ahsnos Natiortaf hborxtory isoperated by the Uni-
versity of CMifornis for the United Statex Depsrtmcnt of
Estagy under wrstraet W-7405-ENG-36.

● ● ~ work w= sup- by the U.S. ~~ent ‘f

Energy.

currently under construction, is described irt Sestion 3.
Section 4 describes the technology development pro
gram at Low Afarnos and Section 5 describes the com-
mercial applications development plan as currently en-
visionai.

2. KrFIBaemas cosnnserciaf lCF drivers

To be eonsiderccf as a candidate for an ICF comrrser-
eial-applications driver, a laser must sixrsultaneously
satisfy eight major requirements.
(1)

(2)

(3)

The laser must have an efficiency high enough such
that the product of the driver efficiency and the
target gain is greater than eight [2]. This means that
the driver power recirculation fraction is acceptably
small.
The driver must have a low cost so as not to add
significantly to the cost of electricity. The accepta-
ble value of the cost depends on the driver effi-
ciency and target gain, but typically needs to be less
than about S300/J [3].
The driver must efficiently couple to the target. For
example, because of its pcor coupling, the C02
laser has been found to be unsatisfactory for com-
mercial applications.

0920-3796/89/S03 .50 0 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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ICF RESEARCH AT LOS ALAMOS

It has become increasingly apparent that short wavelength lasers

(< 500 nm) provide efficient coupling of laser energy into ICF target
compression. However, no lasers or particle beam driver technology has
yet been shown to meet all of the requirements for a high-gain ICF

capability at a currently acceptable cost “(- $lB). Furthermore, there

are still significant uncertainties in the driver-target coupling and the

effect of hydrodynamic instabilities on the implosion and burn

performance of ICF capsules which must be addressed. Therefore, the

goals of the Los Alamos ICF research program are:

(1) Develop driver technology to provide a cost-effective path

toward a high-gain experimental capability and longer-term energy

applications

(2) Address critical issues in driver-matter interaction physics

and the physics and hydrodynamics of ICF capsule implosion and burn, to

define the requirements for achieving high gain and reduce the risk and
cost of a laboratory microfusion facility

469

P. D. Goldstone, J. R. Ackerhalt, L. S. Blair, D. C.

Cartwright, L. R. Foreman, C. A. Fenstermacher, A. Hauer, D.

E. Hanson, J. K. Hoffer, R. Kristal, W. C. Mead, L. A,

Rosocha, and D. C. Wilson

Los Alamos National Laboratory

LOS Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

It is apparent that short wavelength lasers (< 500 nm) provide

efficient coupling of laser energy into ICF target compression. KrF

lasers (248 nm) operate at a near-optimum wavelength and provide other

potential benefits to ICF target coupling (e.g., bandwidth) and

applications (high wallplug efficiency and relatively low cost).

However, no driver technology has yet been shown to meet all of the

requirements for a high-gain ICF capability at a currently acceptable

cost , and there are still significant uncertainties in the driver-target
coupling and capsule hydrodynamics that must be addressed. The Los

Alamos research program is designed to assess the potential of KrF lasers

for ICF and to determine the feasibility of achieving high gain in the
laboratory with a KrF laser driver. Major efforts in KrF laser

development and technology, target fabrication and materials development,

and laser-matter interaction and hydrodynamics research are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
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AURORA STATUS AND PLANS

R. Kristal, L. S. Blair, M. D. Burrows, D. C. Cartwright,
P. D. Goldstone, D. P. Greene, J. A. Hanlon, A. Hauer,
M. Kang, B. L. Kortegaard, J. McLeod, W. C. Mead,
E. A. Rose, and L. A. Rosocha

Los Alsmos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM

ABSTRACT

Aurora is a short wavelength (248 nm) 10 kJ KrF laser system in the ICF
program at Los Alemos National Laboratory. It is both an experiment in
driver technology and a means for studying target performance using KrF

laser light. Both features will be used to help evaluate the uv excimer
laser as a viable fusion driver.

The system has been designed to employ several electron-beam pumped

amplifiers in series, with a final aperture of one meter square, to amplify
96 angularly multiplexed 5 ns beemlets to the 10 kJ level. In Phase I, 48
of these beamlets are brought to target by demultiplexing and focusing with
f/26 optics. The beamlet ensemble, contained within an f/1.8 bundle, is
focused as a single beam; however, pointing is done individually. spot
size in the target plane is variable from 0.1-4 mm, with maximum averaged
intensity of - 4 x 1015 W/cm2.

The illumination geometry is designed specifically for several classes
of important target physics experiments. These include: (1) energy flow,

symmetry and preheat -studies related to indirectly driven targets; (2) x-
ray conversion and plasma coupling characterization on disc targets, and
(3) hydrodynamic instability studies in planar geometry.

System integration is proceeding toward initial target experiments in
late 1988. Ninety-six beam amplification through the penultimate

amplifier has been obtained at the sub-kJ level. installation of beam
train optics is proceeding, and the target system vacuum envelope is in
place.

INTRODUCTION

Aurora is an ultraviolet laser fusion system under construction at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. t It utilizes electron beam pumped krypton
fluoride excimer laser technology and operates at a wavelength of 248 nm.
The excimer lifetime ia much shorter than the electrical pump time,
preventing significant energy storage in the gain medium. Consequently,
optical angular multiplexing is employed to effectively compress the rela-
tively long (- 500 ns) laser gain pulse to a short (- 5 ns) light pulse
required for fusion applications. The system is designed to ultimately
produce 10 k.1 in two sided illumination on target.

9
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SOLID FUEL TARGETS

FOR THE ICF REACTOR

L.R. FOREMAN, J.K. HOFFER (bS AktlOS
National Laboratory, Los Alarnos, New Mexico,

United States of America)

ABSTRACT. The discovery that radioactively induced
sublimation can drive a layer of frozen tritium to uniform thick-
ness strongly influences the fabrication of targets for inertial
confinement fusion (ICF) power reactors. Targets utilizing
solid fuel layers, made uniform by this process and incorporating

either a foam layer or a vapour barrier, offer clear fabrication

advantages over previous, similar designs incorporating liquid

fuel.

The recent verification [ 1] that the heat generated
by the radioactive beta decay of tritium will drive
frozen layers of tntium to uniformity will profoundly
influence the design of fusion targets for laser fusion
power reactors. The final uniformity of the tntium
layer is not yet known to the precision required by
implosion physics. Much remains to be done to
characterize the composition and density variations as
well. However, the implication is that a frozen lump
of tritium fuel will redistribute itself uniformly over
the interior of its spherical enclosure within hours.

NUCLEARFINON. Vd.28, N0,9 (19SS)

In solid tritium, nearly all of the beta particle energy
is deposited within 20 urn of the emitting atom [2].
For layers thicker than 40 #m, 0.977 W per mole of
tritium is deposited in the frozen tritium itself [2 ].

Thus, a frozen lump of tritium self-heats and its tem-

perature elevates. This self-heating drives mass

redistribution in a target interior according to a model

by Martinet al. [3]. Simply, the tntium or a 50/50

deuterium/tntium mixture (D-T) sublimes from the
thicker, warmer layers and refreezes on colder, thinner
layers. The process is predicted to take place with a

time constant given by

T = Hs/q

where Hs is the enthalpy of sublimation and q is the
heat generated by the beta decay per unit volume [1, 3].
For Tz, the predicted time constant is r = 14.4 min at
19.6 K and it would be about 1.85 times as long for
D-T. Work by Hoffer and Foreman [ 1] demonstrated

that the process does indeed take place and at rates
that are not inconsistent with the model [3]. Cryogenic,

high gain targets for ICF power reactors based on this
concept would offer substantial fabrication advantages.

Some previous cryogenic designs [4] of capsules for
laser fusion power generation rely on spherical foam
shells wetted and soaked with liquid D-T. The foam
provides a matrix that prevents the liquid fuel from
slumping due to gravity or acceleration to high velocity

1609
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Rdioactkely bdssced &slsIisMtism its Solid Tntisssss

Jamca K. HotTer and Larry R. Foreman
Los Abrros National Laboratory. Lx Alarms, New Mexico 87S4S

(Rack! 14fkr.mk 1987)

A borimrstd cylindricalcavityboundadby isothermalwallswas partiallyfiltadwithtiquidtntium
whichwaskm frorrmby reduction nf tbe tempsrawre to 1.0 K below the triple point. Visusl observa-
tions rave-sledthat the solid subsequently radistributsd itself into a layer of uniform thickness covering
tbe complete interior nf the cavity. Tbs time constant for this etkr depsnds rMthe aga (or ‘He mn-
tant) of the tritiurnand not on the Witial6Uing fraction. Time canstmsts of 14.9, 92, 219, and 234 miss
sm.remaasuradfor tritium 0.04, 7, 16, and 17 days old, rqractively.

PACSnumber%S2.5Wi. 05.70.3%,23.20.Ns.64.70.Hz

Radioactiveisotopes art classic examples of materials
which exhibit internal self-heating. Tritium decays to
3Hc, emitting a /3particleand an antineutrino. Bccstusc
the B’Sarc reabsorbedwithin approximately10 ~m, mn-
dmscd witium samples have a nearly uniform sclf-
hcatingrater#and a quadraticallyiocrcstshgterr2pcra-
tureprofilein the direction away from tbe mntaining
boundary. The interior surface of a thick layer of triti-
um can thus be warmer than the interior surface of a
nearby, thinner layer, as long as the exterior surfaces of
these layers are qual in temperature or are radiating
with qua] cmissivitics to an infinite thermal sink. Being
warmer, the interior surface of the thicker layer has a
higher va~r pressure than the interior of the thinner
Iayer, and a preferential sublimation-mndcnsation cfkt
can occur, tending to make the layers uniform in thick-
ness. This effect, dubbed the “/3 heating effect,” was first
proposed by Martin, Simms, and Musinski 1 as a methat
of preparing the ‘“ideal”” inertialumfinement fusion tar-
get, namely a uniform spherical shelI of DT.

Martin and Simms2 have constructed a onedimen-
sional model of the p beating effect which predicts that
layer-thickness equilibration proceeds exponentially in
time with a minimum time mnstant Z=b =H,/q, where
H, is the heat of sublimation of the solid. For pure Tz at
19.6 K, tmm= 14.4 rein, representing the rate mnstant
for the hypothetical case where there is ❑o impcdan~ to
the flow of vapor in the cavity. Without repeating the
arguments used in Ref. 2, wc can easily derive the above
expression for onedimensional slabs of material Lmundcd
by semi-infinite isothermal plane surfaces. Imagine a
Iaycr of radioactively heated solid completely filling a
finite space bctwccn two such semi-intirtite surfaces, both
●t the same temperature. At steady-state conditions, the
solid will have a parabolic temperature pro6fe with a
maximum at the exact ccrster. Take a thin sliver of the
solid starting at a distance 6 from the center arsd expand
it many times its original width, turning tbe solid into
vapor and simukanausly cr~ting a space between two

layers of solid of unqual thickrsess, as shown in Fig. 1.
We now assume that the impedance to the flow of vapor

is so smafl that the procus of sublimation asrd mndensa-
tion cart transport heat just as eflcctivcly as did tbe origi-
staf solid sliver. In other words, tbe temperature drop
●cross the vapor spa= is identical to the drop which was
present in tbe original solid sliver. The temperature
protie in acb of the two opposing solid layers now will
be identical to the original parabolic profile which exist-
sd in these sections hcfore the split omurrcd. The heat
flux trans~ficd in the vapor phase by. the sublimation-
mndensation process is qual to pH,L$ where p is the
molar density artd ~ is the time rate of change of the
“excess thickness” & We assume that the temperatures
arc at quasi steady state, i.e., all the heat gerreratcd
internally is eventually depsitcd to the isothermal borsn-
darics Rcfernng to Fig. 1, we note that no heat can
flow past the point of the temperature maximum in the
thicker layer, and therefore [be heat being generated to
the right of this maximum (in a solid Iayer of thickness

x

F3G. 1. Orsedinsensiormlslab mcdel nf the p heating effect.
Tbe temperature profiles in the solid, self-hcawd layers arc
parabolic. Sublimation-mndensation across the vapor space
results in the gradual erosion of tbc ex~ layer thickness 6,
Hca! halmr= at the solid-vaporboundaryIcads to the limiting
rate carstant r- ‘H,/q, where H, is the heat of sublimation
and ~ is the salf-heating rate.
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Compression moduli of some PM P microcellular
foams

JOEL M. WILLIAMS
Meterials Science and Technology Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, P.O. Box 1663,
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA

The elastic moduli of poly(4-methyl-l -pentene) foams made by several processes are
measured. The results reveal that several terms need to be added to the currently accepted
mathematical representation. Thus, the amount of noncontributing mass and the efficiency of
the contributing mass must be considered along with the isotropic reduction in total mass. The
mathematical equation derived gives new insight into the structure and properties of microcel -
Iular foams.

1. Introduction
Over the past few years, Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory has been making microcclhdar foams for iner-
tial confinement fusion (IcF) targets [1, 2]. The foams
arc prepared by phase se+arstion of poly(4-methyl- 1-
pcntene), or PMP. from s cooling solution followed
by removal of the solvent [3]. in the 0.01 to 0.08gcrn-’
range,thesefoams are friable and difficult to handle.
This is very much unlike the character of polystyrene
blown foams. To quantify the ditTerence, the com-
pression moduli of two series of thess PMP foams,
ranging from 0.02 to 0.09 g cm -‘ were measured and
related to that for a 0.031 g cm -‘ polystyrene insulation
board foam. Tbe dependency of the compression
modulus on bulk density was then compared with a
current model describing porous materials. Thiscom-
parisonhasleadtossveralimportantconsiderations
overlookedintreatingtheseveryIowdensitymaterials;
namely,the possible prcscncc of noncontributing
material and the change in the effective modulus of the
contributing material.

2. Experimental details
2.1. Foam preparation
Foams were made from poly(4-methyl- I-pentene) by
the phass separation technique [I-3]. Series A was
prepared with a solvent consisting of biberrzyl,
diphenylmethane, biphenyl, and stearic acid. The
solidified mass was extracted with methanol to
produce an open micrca?llular foam. Series B was
prepared with 1,2,4,5-tetrsmethylbenzmre. The solid
mass from each of these mixtures was also extracted
with methanol to yield an open microcellular foam.

2.2. Compression testing
Cubes of foam approximately I em x I cm x I cm
were tested. The probe was a 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) dia-
meter, stainless stain, dowel rod. Samples above
0.020 gcrn-’ were tested (Method A) with a table
model Instron using a 50 lb ( -22.7 kg) compression
load LzI1.The load was applied to a depth of 2.5 mm
(0.10in.) at a rate of 1.3mmscc-’ (0.05 irr~- ‘).

Those samples below 0.034 g cm-’ were also tested
(Method B) with a 100g load cd assembly developed
at our laboratory by Hoover and Petrovic for testing
silicon carbide whiskers. Because of the slight rcmtance
of the ccl, the recorded displacement was larger than
the actual value. The correction was linear with load
and easily eliminated. Load/deflection data fTable l)
from each method were in very good agreement.
Duplicate values were generally within 10% of one
another. No sharp break in the load curve was observed
up to 1,1 mm penetration.

The elastic modulus, E, was calculated by relating
the StttSS, L.u*, at a Werr strain to the stress of a
standard foam, .!.,,~, measured at the same strain.
Thus, the equation for the modulus is as

()

~=~Ed
L “

(1)
,,d

The standard used was a 2.5 cm (1 in.) thick sheet of
0.03] gcrn-] extruded polystyrene insulation board
(Classification D-369) made by Dow Chemical Co.
The compression modulus was determined by ASTM
Method D1621-73 using a 2.8 em x 2.8 cm cross-
sectiom The experimental E was 7.2 + 0.2 MPa
(1045 * 25 p.s.i.). TMs compares favorably with {he
reported data [4]: 800 to 1000 p.s.i. (0.029 gem-’) and
1200 p.s.i. (0.036 gcm-’).

Using Equation 1, the polystyrene standard and the
0.76 mm fxrrctration data, tbe moduli of the tested
cxampks (Table I) have been determined and plotted
in Fig. 1.

3. Discussion
The compression modrdi of the open microcellular
@y(4-methyl- I-pentene) foams are indeed much less
than that of a comparable density, closed cell, polysty-
rene blown foam. The moduli for the PM P foamsare
overan orderofmagnitudelessalthoughthemodulus
ofbulkPMP polymerisonlytwo tothreetimesless
than[batofpolystyrerre(seeTableII). Also the moduh
of the PMP foams from the two pr~ are markedly
different. The moduli of each foam type, however.

900 0022-2461/88 S0300 + .12 01988 Chapman and Hall L(d,
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NEAR-REALTIME RADIOGRAPHY
DETECTS VERY SMALL WIRES AND

THICKNESS VARIATIONS

David M. Stupin and Grant H. Stokes
Materials Science and Tcchnolo&y Division

Los AIamos National Ldorarory
losAlamos, NM87545

Judith Steven-setchell
Atomic Ueapons Establishment

Aldermaston, Reading, R647PR
L’nitedkingdom

ABSTR 4C7
The author uses radlo~raph! ~llh I*O wmplc Image-procrsslng irchnlques and

17 kc\ i.ra!s 145 k\ pk I from a mol}~cnum anode 10 dclcc! \en small changci

m arcal densl!~ and sep smalld]amcmr UIrcs Thrsc lmagr.processing tech.
nlques UIII lmfwo\ c ihc performance of an! dlgl!al-!magtng \.ra! system and can
brpcrformcd inabou13(ls Fur~hrrmorc. !hc~-m!cnerg, !sncarl> opllmum for
rkam]nmg ~omc plas!!c and ccram!c pars This techmquc can bc modified for
e~am!n!ng malcrlals a! o!hcr cncrg!c$

IXTRODC’CTION

Dlgilal sub!raclion radiograph> ser~ es angiograph!l and other
medical applications successfully to exlracl mlnutc x-ra! signals from
nois> backgrounds. Verhoeven: demonslralcd that detecting surpris-
ing> small changes in x-ray absorption makes this tcchnlque useful for
induslnal appllcal]ons as well. We detec~ ve~ small areal dcnslt>
differences and also ulres as small as 2 pm in diameter although the
spatial resolution of our x-ra} apparatus is I mm.

Area! densl{} is the product pa. where p is the mater)al density and x
is the malenal Ihlck.ness. Hence. an areal densit) change is caused b} a
variation in thickness Or ciensit!. Using digital subtraction radio-
graph!. we delecl a 0.1% change in area] densll> in a phantom.
Therefore. i~ IS possible to detect a O.1% difference in densil} or
thickness in unknown samples.
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Toroidal Microstructure from Water-in-Oil Emulsions

Joel M. Williams

Materials Science and Technology Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Aiamos, New Mexico 8754-5

Received July 10, 1997. In Final Form: September I, 1!?87

Polymerization of emulsions made from styrene-divinylktr.en~odecan~ater mixtures provides a
useful route to open-microcelhdar rigid foams. The structures of the resulting foams demonstrate that
the emulsions possess considerable segregation and alignment of each molecular species at the time of
pdymerir.ation. Simple pictorial models are mtfficient to explain the emulsion structures and the resulting
foams. Toroidal microstructure are predictable and observed.

Introduction

Over the lest decade, rigid open-microdhdar polymeric
foernshave been needed for high-energy physics experi-
ments, especially thoee for inertially confined fusion. The
required foams needed densities less than 0.1 g/ems and
d akzs of 30 grn or leas. IAMAlamoa National Laboratory
has investigated a variety of routes for producing these
special foams. Successful routes have generally involved
● polymer phase that separated from a hot solution and
then removal of the solvent in a manner such that the
polymer did not move.l Along with workera at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory,z the Atomic Weapons
Research Eatabliahrnent (England)? and Case Waetern
Reeerve Univeraity$ we are now exploring the uaefulne8s

(1) YOU, A. T. ~. Vat. SCi.7’echnol.A 1986, A4(3), 1128.
(2)Letta,S.A.;Lucht,L.M.;Mo an,R. J.;Cook,R. C.;‘1’illotson,

T. M.; Meroer,M. B.; Miller,D. E. %0 greaa in Development of Low
Density Polymer FoomJ for the lCF Rogram; Lawrence Livennore
National Letnmtory Report WXM0537, 1085.

(3) ChWUL‘I’.Atomic We+om Rawucb IbtAbbbmenL Aiderenutcm,
England, 198s, private communication

(4) Litt, M. L; Hsieh,B.R.;Krieger,I.M.:Chen, T. T.; Lu, H. L J.
&dloicfhterfocr Sci. 1987, 115(2), 312 (mataine photornicrqpbs).
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of emulsion technology in producing rigid microcellular
fOEMB.

Unileve# has described the production of a porous,
homogeneous, croea-linked polymeric black material having
a dry density of leas than 0.1 g/crns by a process in which
monomer (sityrene or substituted atyrene plus comon~
mem) are polymerized after they have formed an emulsion
having a high (at least 907. ) internal phase comprised of
water. The emulsion polyrnerimtion of @rene is not new,
of course,and baa been the subject of numerous patents
because of the technical importance of polystyrene.s
Monodiaperaed polystyrene latexes, for example, have been
prepared by aeaded-mulsion polymerixationa and 3-5-P
particles were sutxeadully prepared on a US apam shuttle
in 1982,7 Styrene ia readily polymerized in an emulsion

(S)B-by, D.;Haq. L low densityporouserase-finkedpol.wnrric
amteriafeand theirpreparationmd w aecarrierefor includedhquids,
European Patent 0080138 (LMever, applicant), September 1982.

(0 S-er, C. G. Clayton’s Thr TheoqY of Zhnubioru and Their
Technical Treotrnent; BlakiBtcm Co.: New York, 1954.

(7) V-derboff, J. W.: E1-huer, M. S.;Micde, F, J.;Sudol, E. D.;
~, C. M.;SitW~owiU A.; Kornfeld, D. M.; Vicente, F.A.J. Dw-
pcraion Sci. Technol. 1S84, S(3/4), 231.

@ 1938 knerican Chemical Society
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RSFRIGF.RATOR-COOLSD CRYOSTATS FOR RESEARCH ON ICF TARGETS

by

James K. Hoffer and Robert J. Candler
Physics Division

Loe Alamos National Laboratory
P. O. BOX 1663

Los Alamos, New 14exico 87545

~TRODUCTION

It is becoming clear that cryogenics is a valuable tool for conduct-

ing research on inertial confinement fusion prototype targets. The

increased density in the DT fuel afforded by cryogenic temperatures can not

be easily matched in room-temperature designs, and then only by utilizing

relatively thick walls to safely contain the high pressures needed. To

achieve a density in DT equal to the liquid density at the triple point, a

room-temperature pressure of just over 3 kbar (44,550 psi) is necessary. 1

However, providing the target with an environment near 20 K is generally

not accomplished without introducing and solving a number of problems

inherent to cryogenics. Uany of these problems can be circumvented by

utilizing a closed-cycle-helium refrigerator as the cryogenic cooling

agent.

-CONJEYTIONAI. CRYOSTATS

Before discussing these advantages, it will be instructive to review

briefly a conventional cryostat, i.e., one cooled with the use of liquid

cryogens nitrOgen (~z) and helfum (%e). (Yhe use of liquid H2 for tem-

peratures near 20 K was once standard practice. However, the ●ssociated

hazards and current limited &ailability have prompted most researchers to

utilize other techniques.) Such a cryostat is shown in Fig. 1. This is

similar to a design used by one of us (JKH) for light scattering experi-

2ments at very low temperatures . The aemple to be studied is suspended in

a sealed can immersed in a bath of liquid %ie. The bath is pumped to below

I
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Spatial Distribution of the Phases in Water-in-Oil
Emulsions. Open and Closed Microcellular Foams from

Cross-Linked Polystyrene+

Joel M. Williams* and Debra A. Wrobleski

Materiafs Science and Technology Division, Las Alamos National Laboratory, Los Aksmos,
New Mexico 87545

Received August 18, 19S7. In Final Form: December 15, 19S7

The composition of styrene/divinylbemsene/sorbitan moncoleate/water emulsions has a dramatic effect
on the openness of the cells of the faam prapared by polymerizing the monomem and sukequently removing
the water. Monomer concentrations were varied from 0.025 tn 0.20 g/ems! while the msxfactant level was
varied from 1.2% to 320% of the monomer. Mmt remarkably, the variat]on in cell openness, and hence
the mntinuity of the oil phase, was insensitive to the anrount of oil. The variation was, however, strongly
related to the surfactant-tt-oil ratio. The stmctures of the resulting foams provide further evidence that
emulsions -ss considerable spatial ordering of the pb.s.ws and, hence, the malectdar speeies associated
with them at the time of polymerization.

Introduction

Unileverl has described the production of porous, h~
mogeneous, croea-linked polymeric black material having
a dry density of lass than 0.1 g/cm3 by a process in which
monomers (styrene or substituted styrene plus comonom-
era) are polymerized aftar they have farmed an emulsion
having a high fraction (at Iea@ 90%) of internal phase
comprised of water. The rigid open microcellular foams
made by this process have potential use in high-energy
physics experiments.z Because af this interaet, be hm
National Laboratory and workers at Lamence Liverrnore
National Labaratmy? the Atomic Weapons Establishment
(England)} and Case Western Reserve University are
evaluating the influence of changes in emtilon parameters
on the microstructure of the fti foam. During aur initial
investigations of making foams by polymerizing water-in-
oil (w/o) emulsions containing styrene/divinylhenzene as
the oil phase, it appeared that the structure of the foam
obtained could give significant information about the
structure of the emulsion that led to it. In a previous
paper? this fact was vividly illustrate, the foams obtainad
demonstrated that considerable spatial ordering occurrad
in the oil phase at the micrometer level down to lees than
1/100th of a micrometer (<100 A). Consequently, foam
atructuras can be a very useful and graphic tcml for de-
picting the structures that must be addreseed in any
comprehensive themretiml description of emuleions. This
paper utilizes this approach irta systematic evaluation of
the foam structures and hence the accompanying emtdeion
atrtsctures, that are produced when the relative amounts
of polymerizable monomers and aurfactanta are varied.

Esperimerttal Section

Emulsion Preparation. Sarbiten monooleats su.rfactant
(LonzestSMO, HLB = 4.3) end organic components wers mixed
in a 12&raL (4-mJ, tall form Qorpak jsr. while the mixturewas
stirred at approximately 10M rpm with a 3.5-cm-diameter
c.plashless Jiffy stirrer, an kqueous solution with 1SO g/L of
Po-ium pemulfam was added dropwiss fram an addition funneL
The total addition time wss 15 min snd gave a tet-sl volume of
100 mL. The mixture was then vigoreasly stirrad for an additional

‘This paper u dedisated to Prafcasar Frederick G, Bordwell upon
bis retirement from Northwestern University. Fred will be remem.
bred warmly for his many years of teaching and the guidance he
gave to so many (J.M.W. among others) in the area of physical or.
gnnic chemistry, We are all indebmd to him for instilling in us the
desire for the uncompromising warch for truth.
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6 min.Experimental det.siln of the amounts of reactants and the
consistencies of the emulsions me given in Table 1,

Polymerization. Esch jsr was capped and heated overnight
in a W “C oven. Most samplas produced a stiff whits solid. Same
of the samples with very high surfactant levels were soft and had
a small amount af oil above tbe solid.

Foam Production. The solid msssss were removed from the
jars by cracking the glass jar and carefully removing the fragments.
Each sample was set on a piscsof plate glass and placed in a 83
“C forced-air convection oven for several days until dry. Since
ell the masses had the same dimensions, rates of water km were
determined by fitting the weight-loss data ta a first-order rate
expression and evaluating the half-life time about the 50%
weight-loss paint. Water-loss rate data and visual foam quality
are Iistsd in Table I. The watsr-loss rate for a “O% SMO- foam
was determined by placing 100 mL of water in a short, open glass
container wb- open surface area was equivalent to that of the
expowd foams dsscribad abave. The water-lossbelf-lifeforthe
‘O% SMO” case,undertheexpsrimenbdconditionsused(0.75
atmsnd83“C),was100 min. Foam densities were determined
from weight and volume measurements and are given in Table
1. (%mpreesion analyses were determined on 2.54-cm-diameter
X 2.54-cm.high cylinders by using an Instmn with a 454.kg

(1000-lb) load ceLland a platen speed of 0.127 cm/min (0.05
in./min). Results are reported in Table I.

Micromopy. The dried foam was mounted on a meml stalk
with DUCO cement. Aftsr the cement dried, a smooth surface
was cut with a vibrating razor blade. Tbe device used was a
Vlbrstome Model 10Cllsold by Ted PeUa, fnc., of ‘IYstin,CA. The
sidas of the fmm and ?Aemount ware then mated with silver paint
for conductivity. After the silverpaint dried, the foam was cosr.ed
with a few an~troms of gold. The prepared foam was then
aaslyzed with a Hitachi Model S-520LB scanning electron mi-
emscope.

Results and Discussion
Foam and Emulsion Structures. While tbemono-

mes-eurfactan-watertricomponentsystemcan be for-

(1)Barby, D.; Haq, Z. Lcw dansity porous crmc..hnkedpolymeric
xnmteriaband their preparationand w u carriersfor included Iiqulds;
European Patent OWO138 (Unilever,applicant], Septanher, 1982.

(2)WiUiams,J. M. Lungmuir 1988,4, u-49
(3)Lrtb, S. A.: Lucht. L. M.; Morgan,R. J.; Cook, R. C.; Tiilors.m,

T. M.; Mercer,M. B,; Miller, D. E. progress m Developmem o{ Low
De fuitj Polymer Foams for the ICF Program; Lawrence Livermore
Nationsl LaboratoryReport UCLD-20537,19SS Chen, C.; Cook, R C.;
Haendler, B. L.; Hair, L. M.: Kong, F. M.; Lat.s, S. A. L.au.Dcnstr}
Hydrocarbon Foams for laser Fusion Targets; Lawrence Liverumre
National IAaratnry Rsport UCID-210M-S6,1987.

(41Cum. T.;privatecommunication,AtomicWeaponsEstabhshmem,
Aldermastan, Englsnd, 19s5.

(5) Litt, M. L.; Haieh, B. R.; Krieger,L M.;Chen, T. T.; Lu. H. L. J.
Coiloid Interface Set. 1987, 115(2), 312.
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RADIOGRAPHIC DETECTION OF 100 ~ THICKNESS VARMTIONS IN 1-w-THICK

COATINGSON SUBMILLIMETER-DIAMETERLASER FUSION TARGETS

David H. Stupfn

Uaterials Science ●nd Technology Dlvtsion
Los A2amos National Laboratory
P.O. BOX 1663
Los A.larnos, NM 87545

INTRODUCTION

We have developed x-ray radiography to measure thickness variations

of coatings on laser fusion targets. Our technique is based on measur-
ing the variation in x-ray trammission through the targets. The sim-

plest targets are hollow glass rnicroshells* or mfcroballoons** 100 to
500 ~m in diameter (Fig. 1), that have several layera of metals or plas-
tics, 1 to 100 ~m thick (Fig. 2). Our goal ts to examine these opaque
coatings for thickness variations as small aa 1% or 0.1%, depending on
the type of defect. Using contact radiography we have obtafned the
desired sensitivity for concentric and elliptical defects of 1%. This
percentage corresponds to thickness variations ● s small as 100 ~ in a
l-urn-thick coating. For warts and dimples, the desired senaftivity is a
function of the area of the defect, ●nd we are developing a system to
detect 0.1% thickness variations that cover an area 10 w by 10 ~m.

We must uae computer analysia of contact radiographs to measure 1%
thickness variations In either concentricity or ●lllptictty. Because
this analysis takes ao long on our minicomputer, we preselect the
radiographs by looking for defects at the 10% level on a video image
analyais system.

Detection of 0.1% warts or dimples requires a signal-to-noise ratio
of 700 to 1. This range ●xceeds the atignal-to-noise ratio of photo-
graphic products, and we are therefore developing a point-projection
radiography system that uses an x-ray-sensitive televl~ion camera. The
video imagea from this system are digitized ●nd summed in a computer

until the desired algnal-to-noise ratio Is obtained. Point-projection
radiography magnifies the x-ray image to match the spatial resolution of
the camera. All of these techniques can be used on other objects with
different afzes ●nd shapea.

1485

* Uicroshell ia a registered trademark of KM Fusion, Inc., Ann Arbor,
MI 48106

** Uicroballoon is a registered trademark of Ihnerson and Cuming~ lnc.~
Canon, U 02021. In this paper, microballoon ●nd microahell are used
interchangeably.



Microcellular foams: phase behaviour of
poly(4-methyl-l -pentene) in
diisopropylbenzene
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Microcehdar foams are an iznportaat component of Inertiafly Cotilned Fusion f3CF) targets.The spatial
distributionof the mstcsial is criticsdas the targst implodes. In an etTortto improvethe spstisl uniformity,we
have esplorat the phase separation behaviour of poly(.1-merhyl-l-pentene) solutions with
diisopropylbenzetre solvent. Tbecloud-point phas+separation diagram from pure solvmt to pure polymer is
discussed. Microstrustures of the various dazsity foams and the neat for a tbreedimmsiorral phase diagram
are presentrd.

(SeywOnfwpotymer; yoty(4-nrss13yLl~): d~opy~; yfme dhgram; foam; “~)

l_NTRODUCTION

Low densitymaterialscontinue to be needed as
“structuralair’and cushionsin ICF targets.In 1980*,
these low densitymaterialsneeded to be in the
50 mg CM-3 rangewithcellsabout25pm insize,havelow
Z composition (mainly hydrogen to carbon), be
structurally sound, and be fabricated to high tolerances.
A foam meetingtheserequirementswas developedatLos
Alarrzosusinga phase separation technique in which the
dissolved polymer separated from a hot organic solvent
as the temprat ure was lowered’. The organic solvent was
leached from the separated polymer+olvent mass to
leave a foam structure. The polymer used was poly(4-
methyl-1-pentene)or PM P. The best solvent at that time
was a 90/1 Omixt ure of bibenzyl and paraffhz. The most
significant feature of that polymer/solvent system was the
soap-like texture of the solvent-tilled polymer mass. This
physical propeny allowed the mass to be readily
machined to high tolerances with standard tooIing before
the solvent was leached and a fragile foam produced.

By 1985, the properties needed for low density
materials had become more strizrgenr. The basic 1980
requirements were still needed, but designers now wanted
smaller cd sizes(1@ or Less)and a foam that could
withstand much harsher conditions. Recently Aubert and
Clough3 have reported success at making low density,
znicrocellular polystyrene foams directed at achieving
these goals. Like them, we have explored new polymer/
solvent systems and have found that ~ly(4-metbyl-l-
perztene) produces a strong 50 mg cm - foam with near
1pm cells when prepared from diisopropylbenzene
(DIPB) solvent. Unhke previous efforts, the microcdhslar
structure is uniform over very large (at least 10 cm in
every direction) threcdimensionaf structures We believe
that the information gained from studying this system
points the way to achieving the more stringent
requirements listed above while shedding new light on the
phase behaviour of polymer sohzriorts in generaf.

0032-386 t/E7/t 119S0-09S03.(M
01987 LSurrerworth& Co. (publishers) Ltd.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

SOnrple preparation

SoIid poly(4-methyl-l-pentene) and the appropriate
amount of solvent to give the desired polymer weight
fraction and a total of 5 ml mix were added to a pyrex teat
tube. Also known as TPX, the PMP polymer was used in
bd fomz, containing less than 5% other polymer
homologies, and was produced by Mitsui Petrochemical
Industries, Ltd, Japan, or Aldrich Chemical Company.
The DIPB was technical grade with an isomeric ratio
o/m/p: 10/50/40 from Kodak. fThe large fraction of 1,3-
and 1,4-isomers caused significant etTects in the phase
separation hchaviour, as will be discussed.) The 20 cm
long, 1.3 cm id., 1.5 cm o.d. test tubes used in the cloud
point studies were previously necked down about 12 CM
from the bottom. The contents of each test tubes were
cooled externally with pulverized dry ice and the test
tubes closed off with an oxygen-naturaf gas torch.

Observation of phase befrauiour
A sealed tube containing polymer and solvent was

placed in the tube holder of the assembly shown in Figure
f. The tube was rotated as the oiI bath was bested. After
the polymer was dissolved, the temperature was raised
somewhat higher (typicatly 5@C abnve the cloud point)
and maintained for a short period fgenerally 15-30 rein)
to ensure good dissolution. After this dissolution process,
the test tube was stopped vertically in front of a high
intensity tibre optics white light beam. The km was
viewed visually from low (S-10’) to right (90”) angles in
the horizontal plane. The temperature of the oil near the
tube was measured with a thermocouple and plotted
rn?rsrsstime on a strip chart recorder. Observations were
generally concerned with tbe earliest certainty of
clouding, the degree of system opacity, the colour and
mture of the separating system, and the temperature at
which the polymer mass (gel) puffed away from the test
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INTRODUCI’ION

H igh energy physics research and development programs at Los

Alamos National Laboratory am extremely demanding on the
nature and properties of materials for these programs. In part~cular,
inertial fusion programs which are designed to conduct thermonuclear
experiments in the laboratory by imploding deutirium-tritium cap-
sules to high compression (more than one thousand times liquid
density) using lase~ particle beams, or aoft x-rays as drivers for the
implosion have required whole new claaaes of materials for the con-
struction of the capsules (referred to here as fusion targets) [11.h k
hopedthatsuch studies can someday lead to commercial inertial fusion
●ctivities applied to electric power production.

Typical high gain fusion targets am simply a ~ries of concentric
spherical shells, It is ●t this point that simplicity disappears. These
-gets are generally very small with overall dimensions of one mil-
limeter or leas, and the tolerances put on these ~ets are on the
micron scale The components of a typical high gain fusion target are
ahown in Figure 1.

One of the critical elements of such a multishell target is a cushion
layer situated between tamper and ablator layers. This cushion. ideally
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Measurements of laser plssma coronal conditions and thermal transport
with time-resolved x-my spectroscopy

O. Willi, S. D. Tabatabaei, and D. Riley
The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College OJScience and Technolo~, London. SW 2BZ, United Kingdom

A. Hauer and N. Dclamater
LQSAlamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

C. Chenais-Popovics
.&colePolytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau CEDEX, France

P. Apte and A. Cole
Rutherford Appleton LobOratory, Uru”tedKingdom .%lence Research Council,

Chilton, Di~cot, Oxfardshire OX11 OQX. United Kingdom
(Raceivcd 13 January 1989)

This papsr prssents a detailed characterization of the plasma conditions near the critical dc.nsi-
ty of a lasar-produced plasma. Solid spherical plastic tarsets with small aluminum tracer dots
burisd How overcoakd plastic layers have been uniformly illuminated with green laser light aI
irradianccs of 1014-1013 W/cm ‘2. llme-rssolvsd tcmpsraturc and density profiles were obtaimsf
by using x-ray emixsion spectroscopy. LMailsd mmparisms with hydrodynamic simulations show
that the thermal transport is well charac:crizsd by a flux limit of 0.1.

In Iaacr-produced plasmas, the Iaser energy is absorbed
below and up to the plasma critical density. The absorbed
energy is transported, via electron thermal anduction,
hyond the absorption region towards the colder, higher-
density region of the target. A knowledge of the plasma
conditions close to and above the critical-density surface
is, therefore, crucial for an understanding of thermal
transport in Iascr-produced plasmas. Measurements of
plasma ablation rates in spherical geometry have indicat-
ed that the electron thermal transport is inhibited to
0.05-0. I with respect to the classical flux streaming limit
when camparcd to hydrodynamic tmmputer simula-
tions. I -3 These experiments measured the average mass

ablation at the ablation layer. No detailed time-rcaolvcd
observations have, however, been made of the plasma con-
ditions in the region where the transport processes take
place.

This Rapid Communication reports on the first detailed
time-resolved measurements of the plasma conditions
above and close to the criticaldensity layer of uniformly
laser irradiated spherical targets. The temporal histories
of the electron density and temperature were obtained via
simultaneous time-resolved measurements of x-ray Iinc
profilca and line ratios. Temporal resolution of both tem-
perature and density (and spatial resolution of tempera-
ture) provide a new diagnostic method for evaluating co-
ronal properties such as transport and ablation. Detailed
comparisons of these observations, with hydrodynamic
simulations were carried out.

The targets were made of solid plastic, to prevent im-
plosion, and were approximately 150 jsm in diameter.
Aluminum tracer dots, 0.1 jcm thick and ranging from 25
to 75 #m in diameter, were implanted beneath the target
surfate at depths of 0.24-2.0 pm. The use of microdots
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has acveral advantages. 4 First, the emitting source is lo-
calized in space and time and w reflects plasma conditions
locally. Hydrodynamic simulations indicated that the
prcaencc of the dot made no significant difference to the
plasma conditions or heat flow. Second, the etTect of opa-
city on Iinc ratios and broadening due to source size are
both greatly reduced by using a small aourcc. In addition,
the cffccta of large-xcale nonuniformity of irradiance are
rcduccd. In contrast to previous usc of tracer dots’ for
measurement of temperature and density, the present
work is in an irradiancc regime more relevant to Iascr
fusion (- I x 10’4 W/cmz) is temporally resolved, and is
performed in spherical geometry [where two-dimensional
(2D) lateral heat-flow effects are minimized].

Targets were symmetrically irradiated with the twelve
beams of the Vulcan Nd-glass laser at the Rutherford Ap-
pleton Laboratory High Power Laser Facility. The beams
were frquency doubled to 0.53-gm wavelength and had
an approximately Gaussian temporal profile with an 800
ps full width at half maximum duration. The focusing on
target was tangential with f/2.5 lenses. The beam profiles
were found to have a 30% rms intensity variation duc to
small-scale structure. The overlap of the beams and ener-
gy imbalance resulted in a 50% peak-to-valley variation
over large-scale length. Absorbed irradiances varied from
5X10) Jto3X1014W/cm2.

Several instruments were used to diagnose the x-ray ra-
diation emitted from the heated aluminum tracer dot.
The temporal history of the Stark profile for the He-like
1s 2- ls4p (He,) transition was measured with a novel
toroidally fcaxsing pcntaerythrilol (PET) crystal, $ which
was coupled to an x-ray streak camera to prcduce a high
dispersion spectrum of the line. The timedepmdent elec-
tron density was obtained from the line profile 6 by com-

do90 @1989 The American Physical .Society
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KilovoIt x-ray spectroscopy of ● tusbpicosecossd-laser+xcited source

J. A. Cobble,G. A. Kyrala,A, A. Hauer,A. J.Taylor,C. C. Gomcz N. D. Dclamater,and G. T. Scbappcrt
LOSAlamos National .?.uboratov. Los Alamos. NW Mezi~ 87545

(Rsa.ivsd 18 April 1988)

A subpi— nd laser is focusxd to 10” W/mr2 to crutc ● exlramely transient Al plasma
with a kV radiation time short mmparsd to most of the excitation timra. High-resolution spcc-

woscopy is used to mmlyzx the kV tine emtiton fromtheHe- and H-tiks ions and to determine
that the plasma reaches a tempsraturc nsm 1 keV and cools in Icss thins 10 P.

lNTRODUC310N

lle adventof high-intensity,picosecondlaxcrzbas in-
troduced a new dimension for the study of laser-matter irr-
teractions.’ Irradiancc levels above 10’7 W/crtt 2, for
which the electric field strcrrgth of tbe Iascr approaches
100 v/A, arc now available. Thii offers the possibility of
studying a new regime of laser-plasma irrtcractinns in
which plasma heating and moling occur on a time scale
that ix short comparsd to the characteristic excitation and
ionization times of the observed states. This is very
different from the case of (O.1-1 )-ns laxcrdrivcrr plasmas
in which quilibnum models may bs appticd. 2

1ssthe prc.sent work, wc report on the observation and
analysis of x-ray emission produced by high-intensity law
irradiation of a solid Al target. Copious x-ray emission is
observed from 100 eV to 2 kcV. Wc emphasize high-
rc-solution spectroscopic analysis of the kV line radiation.
This makes possible studic.v of tbe detailed atomic struc-
ture of highly stripped ions and tbe development of related
timedcpsndent plasma diagnostics. Previousspectroscop-
ic work with solid targets was at lower irradiance and
dealt with much softer radiation.3 In addition, in tbe
present case, target ions are more highly stripped, e.g.,
He- and H-likeAl.

2%-akut 400 pJ.
The x-ray emission is studied with a variety of diagrros-

tics. Spcctroacopy is typically done at ●n angle of bctwccn
60” and 70” with -Pcct to tbc target normal. A free-
standing, gold-foil, transmission-grating spectrograph was
employed to survey time-integrated plasma radiation hc-
twcsn 100 and 4000 CV with a resolution of 1-2 A. Typi-
cally, spectra are accumulated in several hundred shots.
High-rcaohstion, time-integrated spectra in the ( l.5-2)-
kcV range were obtairrcd with a Eat pcntaerythritol
(PET) crystal apcctrograph.The rcsoltingpower ofthis
instrumentisabout2000. The verysmallemissionregion
inthiswork causesthesource-sizscontributiontoinstru-
ment broadcrtirtgtobeonlyabout0.3cV. In addition, duc
to the very short duration of the keV radiation, there is no
hydrodynamic expansion of the effective xourcz size. The
high resolution of the kV line spectra is a notable fcxturc
of this experiment.

A pinhole camera wax uacd to characterize the emission
region. It consists of a Bc-riltercd, 3-pm pinhole, and
direct exfmsrrre film (DEF). The camera has a magniti-
cstion of abut 15 and a spatial resolution of 6 pm. The
AI radiation above 1 keV is sa.rr to come from a region
Iittritsd by tbe spatial resolution of the cnmera, which is
usrrsistent with the focal spot size. Thus, the keV x-rays
arcemittedonly fromthe regionof highest laserintensity.

EXPERIMENTALCONDtTtONS

The hracr is a high-brightrrcsa,smafl-aperture,KrF-
baxcrfsystemwhichroutinelyprodu- irradiarsccs greater
than 10’7 W/crn2 when focused on target.’ Subpi-
cusecond 248-rim sscd pulses, gcneratxd by up-converting
the output of ● visible dyc laxer, arc ampliricd at 3 Hz in
two commercial KrF discharge lasers separated by a vacu-
um spatial filter, The amplified pulaca have an energy up
to 25 mJ and are 700 fs in duration. The output km, cx-
psmdcd to 2.5 cm in diameter, is focused on farget with an
//3 otT-axis parabolicmirror. The spotdiameteron target
has hccndeterrnirtcdby xcveralitrdepcsrdentmcarrs$to be
●bout4 pm-twice the ditTraotionlimit.

The main pulse is supcrimfsoacd on a 10-ns pcdcatal of
amplified spontaneous crnisdon (ASE) which contains
5-10% of the total energy. The ASE produces a plasma
with which tbe main prrlxc interacts. By adjusting the
timing of the 700-fs pulse within the ASE window, tbe
prepulsx energy fraction can ha rufuccd to as little as
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FIG. 1. Dansitometersd struk camera rxmrd of the Bs d
Kimfoil channels. The instrument broadening mrrrxpnnds to
●bout 20 ps.
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Laser-Induced
Plasmas

and
Applications

3.1 2NTRODUC220N

Tbe interactionof intense kbcr lightwith matterh bsen an ull= tOpIcm
the 6cldJ of plUIM ●l ●tonuc phyucs for more than M years. During thu
pnaf, an amazinglynch dwermy of plasma cnndmom ti &n mvr.sh.
#a:cd & ●n md,atmn of the inwruting mnge of Punew,ra, Ihc follow.
kg cundnmns havebeen cncountcrai (1) electron mnpcmturu (T, ) from
10 eV 10 many keV; (2) scale Icnfihs, e.g., T,/IVT,I, u S?JOIIu a few mi.
crons, (3) self.genermuf magnc.uc6eldI greaterIban●megaguss; (4) pw.
UCICIaccelerated to encrgmi u tII h u a mcgavolthmw (5) imploded

fcamptcued dcnsmcs of >30 gkn- (whale!namIamin:T, -1 keV), and
(6) Iommlmn singes w I@ u tbcmcof belt.m.hkc Kr. in this .bp!cr, wc
d descnbc tame of the icahock that haw been daataf for dmgncang
lkiumdc rangeof PIMUUand ●onuc condmom.

A numberof escclknt rewcw sruclca @ekc6 eI al., 1976, Boiko et d.,
1585, Kq ●nd HIItChWII,198& Pcaaxk 19XI) and one Lumk(Hu@m,
1975) bavc ●ddrasaf 131cmbjr.a of laser plaIm# dmgnosucs BccaIse of
UIUwahh of avadsblc br.kground matcrul, w place cmphasu on tb.xk
that hiu been dmc over the IattSLIyun Weudl tflo cmpk the un-
derlying phpical pnnaph d mcuuremcnl wduuqua u oppud to m-
strumcnwllon. *rai gmd rdewa of uutrunxnul ❑ ethods be b.xo
publuhed recently (fkIcbudIon cl al., 1~, Hall, 1S9S). In tidmon, s
-b: carhr.ratttck byAI- ( 1978)cuffMs buy miusbk tourcc on
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Current New Applications

of bser Plasmas

lb.1 INTRODUCflON

As * pte+owchapm hau. IfhMmbed tbc appfimioru of fuer-prc-
duced plums (WI) &w been s wide-mngint 6cM of inwiigation for
more than w decades In this and cbspu, - -ill — scvcraf ap
phcationsthm (WI*oac acepion) h been actk topics ofimutigation
only for the ICI!few yun

Wedeal 6rstwiththe @icmion of fuer~tcd pticla andx.rsp.
TM topic u fu~ely M oulgrcmb of Iua fumon _ch and prmmrily
emplo~ the hi~hcr flux regime rnth frmdianca > l@] W/cm2. ‘flus topic
dcmon$umu c wwy satitfyina diVeJYNYof practical spplicauons ranging
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Dynamics of High-Z Plasmas Produced by a Short-Wavelength Laser

P. D. Goldstone, S. R. Goldman, W. C. Mead, J. A. Cobble, G. Stradling, R. H. Day, and A. Hauer

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Uniwrsity OJCalifom”a. Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

and

M. C. Richardson, R. S. Marjoribanks, P. A. Jaanimagi, R. L. Kcck, F. J. Marshall, W. Seka,

O. Barnouin, B. Yaakobi, and S. A. Letzring
Lalwralory J-r Loser Energetic. Uniwrs{ty o$Rcxhester. Rorhester. New York 146.?3

(Rscaiwd 25 Aua.st 1986)

The dynamics and energy flow in Au plasmas producedby a 0.35-pm laser have ken studisd with lay-
erad targets with 6- and 24-b.?am spherical illumination from the Omega Imsr, 10 understand the pro-
cesses leading to subkiloslzctrbnvolt x-ray emission. A significant enhancement in x-my conversion at
low inlensitiss is obssrvsd for the 24-bsam irradiations with higher energy, grsater uniformity, and
larger targers. Razuh.s are interpreted by smmpsrison with hydmdyrmmiss-corfecalculations. The depth
Ofenergy pZnCtraliOnand x-ray emission in the pl~ma appzam to ~ Weft “ndcmt~, b“t ~me details
of the x-ray time signature and spsctra are not.

PACS numbsrs. 52.40.Nk, 32.30.Rj. 52.25.Nr, fG?_SO.Jm

The efficiency with which energy absorbed in laser-
produced high-Z plasmas is converted to soft x rays in-
crcasss markedly at shorter laser wavelengths. I‘3 This
results from laser-light deposition at bigher plasma den-
sities, yielding cooler plasmas with lower hydrodynamic
losses, and can be important for some approaches to
inertial-confinement fusion.’ A similar increase in con-
version efficiency is expcclcd at lower laser intensities.
However, early experiments with planar Au targets 1,2
showed a decrease of x-ray emission at low intensities,
whereas the LASNEX5 simulations code prsdictcd an in-
crease, 2 indicating that high-Z plasmas were not well
understock. Thus we have sought more spscific observa-
tions of tbe hydrodynamic, energy-transport, and atomic
processes which affect x-ray emission.

Here, wc report the first measurements of x-ray con-
version performed in spherical geometry. This pseudo
one-dimensional experiment simplifies integration of
measurements over solid angle and allows a test of
whether twodimensionality inherent in previous planar
experiments might have aficctcd the results. ” Also, we
examine the dynamics of high-Z plasmas and the pro-
cesses which alfcct x-ray emission, including the material
depths associated with energy transport and x-ray gen-
eration, and tbe time dependence and stmtra of the x-
ray emission, at intensities of 4 x 1O‘2 to 4x IO” W/cm 2.
Finally, we compare similar experiments using two
different Iascr-rmergy-target-size combinations at tbc
4X 1013 and 4X 1014 W/cmz intensities.

We have investigated some of the changes in plasma
conditions which are expcctut as the LL=0.35 ~m irm-
diance is decreased from 4x 10’4 to 4X 10’3 W/cm2
(wberc the emission discrepancy was first notcdz). At
4x 1014 W/cm 2, radiation cooling is waker [ban ]aser
deposition in the underdensc plasma. Hence tbe corona

temperature rises, reducing the inverse-bremsstrahlung
absorption opacity, so that the laser penetrates to the
critical surface and deposits its energy locally. This pro-
duces strong steepening of the density and temperature
profiles near the critical density. The x-ray emission
originates in a Icdizcd region near and above the criti-
cal density, with eIectron transport carrying energy from
the absorption region to the emitting region. At 4X 10’3
W/cm 2, radiation cools the corona at a rate nearly equal
to the laser deposition, so that the deposition and the x-
ray emission cccur in an extended plasma well below the
critical density. Electron transport is relatively unimpor-
tant in this case.

Specific predictions of the features of the x-
ray-emission region are shown in Table 1. The one-
dimensional (ID) LASNEX S modeling used for this work

TABLE 1. Calculated ~, -0.08, AL=0.35, TL=650 ps)
characteristic of the subkiloclcctronvolt x-my emission and
burnthrough fasrturas for layered Au-mr-(CH), spheres.

4Xlo13W/cml 4Xlo14W/cm2

X-ray emission

Radial extent (pm) 8
Dznsity (o.04%.5)m (0.3-l.8)rrr
Elacwon tempsraturs (kcV) 0.1-0.5 0.3- 1.2
Average Z 25-30 35-45
E&E* 0.85 0.72

E“#Ed (%) <I 5

Bumthrough fs.sturss
Laser penetration depth 350 750

(at peak of pUkS) (A)
X-ray-emission dscrease Negligible S@ificant

(at burnthmugh)
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Shock launching in silicon studied with use of pulsed x-ray distraction

J. S. Wark
La6araloryJor.hz.rerEnergetic. University of Rochester. Rorhester, New York 14623

R. R. Whitlock
U.S. Naval Research tiboratary, Washington, D.C. 20375-5000

A. Hatter
LosAlamo.rNational Laborafofy, Las Alarrros.NexIA4exko 87545

J.E.Swain and P.J.Solone
Lsz.renre Lioermore National .!.dmralary, Llocrnrore. CkI@ria 94550

(Rcccivcd 16 tkembar 1986)

Muhikilobar shocks were Iaunchcd into a single sryatsl of (111) siticcmmated with 1000 A of
aluminum and a 25-pm tmnsparcnt plastic layer by irradiation with a 1-OSCCputsc of 1.06-pm
lassr light at 0.8-8 Jcrn ‘z. Peak Iattim cannprea.sionswas dircctty me.uurad and shocked-lattise
stresses inferred as a function of irradimrc=and time by Braggdiffractirrg a short ( <100 PUC)
burst of prabing x rays through tbe shock-launching region. Com~ions of up to -4% were
measured, correspondingto stresses of the order of 70 kbar, at irradisn= of -4x 109 W cm ‘2.

The laser torv. California. The exrscrimental acturr is shown ingeneration of sheds ertcompasacs a wide
ranrze of rshysicd rmxcsses and eflects, ‘-3 since virtualIy
eve~ypro-pe-flyof ‘condensedmattercan bc alteredwith
pressure.For the more conventional shwkdriving mech-
anisms, the shock-launching region, i.e., the initial layer of
comprmscd material, is obscured by ttsc driving mecha-
nism. While laser-driven shocks do not prcacnt this lirrri-
tation, so far direcr measurementsofthelatticcspacingof
theimpactsurfacehavebeenintractable.Such meaaure-
mcnts are of importance bccausc many physical phenome-
na not in agreement withclassicaldislocationtheory,such
as elastic-plastic interactions, originate at this surface.

In this Rapid Communication we report results of an
experiment in which, for the tirst time, we have probed the
initial”~ micrometers of the shock-launching region in a
crystal Iatticc with pukd x rays, and directly observed
the spatial and temporal evolution of lattice comprcasion
and subsequent relaxation in one dimension of Bragg x-
rayditTractometry.We observetheexistenceof a range
of compressions(Iatticcspacings)in tbe launch phase,
and have also examined the expcrimetrtally determined
peak compression as a function of Iascr irradiartcc.

The usc of x rays to measure the comprcasion of
shocked materials was first performed by Johnson, Mitch-
el, Kccler, and Evans in the early 1970s.4 They shnckcd
LIF toacveral hundred kilobars using conventional explo-
sive tcchniqucs, ‘S6and ditTractcd a 40- 50-nscc pulse of x
rays’ off the shocked material. However, to our
knowledge, the work presented here is the first of a similar
nature to bc presented since then, with a SoO-fold imp-
rovement in temporal resolution, and it is tbc first time
that either the spatial or temporal development of the
compression within the launch region has bscn studied
directly.

The experiment was performed on the JANUS research
Iascr system at the Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
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ach~matic form in Fig.1.-The shocked targets mnsistcd
of 250-um-thick (11 I ) silian wafers 5 CM in diameter,
the su~ac.t of which bad been coated first with 1000 A of
aluminum and then with 25 pm of plastic (CH). The
motivation for such a target dmign is explained Lsclow.
Half of the target was irradiated to a vacuum by a
(1& t105)-nscc putsc of 1.06-pm laser light at an irradi-
ancc varying from 0.8 to 8 J cm ‘z with a beam diameter
on target of 3.9 cm. A beam block prevented irradiation
of the other half of the target; diffraction from this
unshockcd region gave us a rcfcrencc pint from which to
measure the changes in Bragg angle. After the shock had
&cn Iaunchcd in the silicon crystal, a second Iascr beam
containing -10 J of0.53-pm light in 100 pscc, which was
synchronous with known’ and variable delay with respect
to the shock-launching beam, was focused to a -40-# m-
diam spot on a stand, calcium-containing target. The

x&’&kE
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FIG. 1. The experimental satup showing schematically the
x-ray diffraction from the (t) unshocksd and (2) shocked crys-
tal.
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Investigations of hig31density plasms conditions. particularly those uxcd in laser fusion and X-ray laser schemes often demand ●

quamitmve characterizationof the X-ray spectral cmtswon in the 102-2WKICVrxngc covering the peak al the thermal radmtmn
encr~y d!s!ribution We dcccribc ● 3 Gfiz banduidth. 4-chznncl sof! X-ra} dmde spmtromewr coupled m a compu!cnnd d]g!ml
nxciliograpbicsystem The cbarxcteristk of IIMsystem. and examplesof m uscin I@ densitjplasmacxpcnmnmarcdcscnbcdm
detail

1. hlduclfon

IIIC analysis of transim! high density plasmas such
●s those pmduccd by high pnwer lacers and pulsed
power systems often demand a prxcisc quantimuve
chmacterixstion of the emitted xnft X-ray emission In
many m. such a characterizationprovides ● reliable
estimate of the total radiated X-ray flux, ●d this has
~Fr:ml implications on the radiation ●nd el~trcm
thermal transport within the plasma, asxd affects the
mechanisms responsible for mergy abxorpticm,wave
propagation, and hydrodynamic instabilities in the
plasma. In high density plasmas these processes nccur
on a nan-nd time XCXIC.Tbesx considerations arc
bcfxindthe need for a cdibratcd, broadband snft X-ray
(lCQ-2@XleV) xpearometer having a xignal bandwidth
sufficient to resolve subnanosxcond emk.sion features.

There am, in principle, two architectural●pproaches
IOsatisfying this raquimrnerrtfnr subnmoscxmxdraxolu-
licm brnadbuxdsoft X-ray spearometry on high dmsity
~~~~. In many rcxpects they uc complimentary.
The first apprnach, implenxcnted●t acvcralmajor high
dcmity plasma facilities, invdvcs the usc of a number
of calibrated X-ray diosfti [1] separately filtered for

“ l’bi$workwaxXupporraf●l Ifbcf.xbcwxlnryfor fAscz f%
eI@CX by the US DsparsnYxsxIof EacsxYOffii of lnmd
Fusion underagmmscmNo. DE.FCUC-15DP40~ ●nd the
~ of theLaxerFuxmnFcaxibilityPm@. andat h
Alamns Nsrimd Lxborxtoryby rhc US Dqwtmail of
En=ayUnducnmraclW7U6.ENH6.

different bands of the soft X-ray region by the incorpo-
ration of either K-cdsc, L-cdsc. or M-ufSe fillers [2-4]
or specific bandpass X-ray mirrors mated with reflec-
tive multilaycr structures[5]. The stabihty of the slmplc
xrwtalcathodes used in the X-ray dmde has been studlcd
in detail [6]. With a few exceptions the -hbration
acxbih!yof most metal cmhndes has been found to be
tmnstmxtover lengthy periods of time (several months)
under the t~ial expcrimemd conditions neccss!tating
frequent vacuum cycling ●nd occasional exposure to
oxygm. air. and other elements. Unlcsx special care is
taken to minimize the X-ray respnnse time. such ●s with
Ihe diodes dcvclopxd by Korxxblum[7] and Day [8]. the
majori!y of X-ray dindes have response times of
nano-ds or longer. A spccmometcr incorporating
dinxics hating aubnanosccond time resolution signifi-
cantly incmxcx the complcxny of fhe ovcmll systcm.
~ dicdxs Ihcnxsclve$must & impcda~ matched 10

maintain che signal irrwgrity.and ● GHz signal detec-
tion sysknx must be used. The fasteat readily available
corxxmcrcialnacillosccps have detection bandwidths nf
-1 GHz [9]. though ● special systcm has bacn built in
Frana by Intcrwchniquc and Hypcrlcc with a bmd-
tidth -7 GHz [10]

An xftcmativc approach to cscablishing time-re-
solved broadband anft X-ray spwonxxwy with much
grcatcx ( -10 ps) mxxrpomlrcsolutmn is Ihrough the
immrporation of m X-ray atrtak camera [11[ wilh ●n
X-ray energy fihcr XYXICM.such ax ● set of K-edge.
L-csfgc,or M-edge filters [121or an army of muhilaycr
mirrors [13]. or with ● weak X-ray dispersive elemenl

0168-583X/86/$03.50 0 E3xx%ierSCiUXCCPublicbcrxB.V.
(Norlh-Holland Pbyxics publishing Divixion)



Fast ions and hot electrons In the laser-plasma interaction
S. J. Giorner, R. D. Joners,F. Segey,A.W. Ehler,J.F. Kephart,and R. Kristal
Um”wm”y of Cal~om& Los Almror National Lzbomrory, .h ALrmox New Mexico 8754S

(Rawivcd 17 January 1986 amcptcd 25 Apti 1986)

Data on the esrdssion of cncrgcdc ions producal in Iaacr-rnatterinteractions have been analyxcd
for ● wide variety of Iaacrwsvcfcngtha, cncrgk, and pulxs lengths. Strong correlation has been
found bctwccrs the bulk atcrgy pcr AMU forfastha measuredbychargecupsand thex-ray-
dcfcrrrrirscdhotclcmon tanperaturc.Fivethcorer.imtmcdel.shavehem usedtoexplain ths
correlation. The models include ( 1) ● atcady-stste spherically symmetric fluid model with
clasaicd ektron hut conduction,(2) a study-state spbericafly syrnrnctric fluid model with tlux
Iirnitcd electron hut mnductiom (3) ● simple analytic model of an isothermal mrcfaction
followsd by a free expansion, (4) the UNEX hydrodynamics code [Cmnsnmta Phrsa Phys.
Chrtrolfcd Fusion 2,85 ( 1975) ], cdctdations employing a spheric.alexpansion and simple initial
mndition$ and (5) tbc LASNEXcode with itx full array of aborption, transport, and emission
physics. The rsxuha obt.aincdwith thcac models am in good agmanent with the cxpcrimcnta and
indicdtc that the detailed straps of the mrrelation curve bctwccrsmean fast ion energy and hot
electron tcmpcmturc is due to target surfmc impurities ●t the higher wrnpcraturcs (higher laser
intcrraiticx) and to the expansinn of bulk target mwrial atthe lower tcmpcraturcx (lower laser
intensities ).

L INTRODUCTION

The mrission of energetic ions from Iaacr-prmluccd
plasmas hss km a consistent obscmation in Ixscr-matter
intemctions since the car]y 1960’s.’ As more powerful hams
were buiIt and used as rcxcxrch tools, the amount of energy
partitioning to frostions was detcrnrincd to bc substantial,
6@allY for longer wavclm@h Ia.scm.zIthasbeenpro-
poacd]thatself-gmeratcdmagneticfieldsproducedh hscr-
mxttcrin[ermtionscffcctivclyinsulatefastelectronsfrom
thesurfaceofthetarget,andtheresultingspacechargeelec-
tricfieldproducedaway from the laser spot sets to acc.ekmte
large numbers of ions into the blow-off plasma. For direct
drive kcr fusion, this loss to fast ions can rcducc useful
absorption to low Ievels.* It has hem suggcxtcd, however,
that the energy in fast ions might bc harrscsacd in targets
SPcciticalIY designed to recapture this ion energy.’ It has afso
beerssuggested that hscr-produced fast ions might bc useful
in plasma heating for some types of magnetic mntinemmt
fusion reactors.c

By energetic or fast ions we mean the most crsergetic
ions found in a particular expcrirrrent,obscrvsd for example
by charge or Faraday cups9 or by Tbonrson ion spcctro-
Metem. 10~Wd ~=g~ are typicdy in thekev-Mev

rwe WC rnnfine our attmtion hem tO rsulw ~M~

from charge cup or Faraday cup detectors in which the scv-
cml peaks seas in the current vermrs time mcilloacopc re-
mrds mmbc roughly hsmpcd into (a ) a “fsst ion peak” arriv-
ing at an sarly time and (b) a “plasma peak or series of
pcaka” arriting at fater tirncx.

In this paper, we cxamim measrsrmscrrts of ascrgctic
&mafrom the Los Afamos Nationrd Mromtory cigtrt-krrr
Hetioa CC)zkcr facilityj’ snd from Iaac-srsatter interaction

cxw~sOrx ~~ Out at 25 other Iabomtorics to deter-
mine to what extent a mrrclation may trcobtainsd Isctwccn
the mcaxrrrcdmean fast ion energy (dctcrmincst from the
fast inn crrrrcotpeak), the km intmxity, and tbc electron

tempcmturc as mcxxurcd from the slope of the brcrnaatmh-
lung x-my s~trum. Whentwoormorc afnpcxsrc prcxcm in
the x-my &q we take the ekctxon temperature from the
slops that would give the highest tempcmture. Spccitkdy,
wc find ( 1) a strong mrrelation bctwccn the mcm fsxt ion
energy sa determined from the timeofpuk fast ion current
and the hot ekctron tcmpcmtum and (2) that this wrmla-
tion acems to bc irrdcpcndent of target makrial, target size,
Iascr wavelength, laser pulse lsngth, and km focal rend-
itions.

Tbe expcrimmtal&tx arccompamdwith fivetbmreti-
cal models: ( 1) a steady-state tluid model in spherical ~
ordimtcs with claxsical thermal mnduction axsumcd, 12(2)
a steady-state thsid model in spherical coordinates with flux
Iimitcd thermal mnduction aasumcd, 1’(3) asimp1eanalytic
model involving an isothermal mrcfaction alfowcd by a bal-
listic expansion,(4) the large scale hydrudyrsnrnics mde
5A.SNEX,’4 assuming a spherical expansion and simple initial
mnditio~ and (5) a wrx model using a more mmplete
physics model with faxer fight deposition, ponderomotive
force, mdiation msissio~ and hot elsctron tmrrspat. Tbcse
modcfa yield rmtlrx that cumpsrc WCIIwith the expcriromtal
data pmsmt’sd.

Il. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

& Evklenoo for wrteoa oorrterrsinettonof baor tergets

Bcforwdixcuasirrgthe expcrirnmtx, we will titexplore 8
number of studies that support the claim that there is impor-
tant and mcxaumble target surfacx mntarnination in lascr-
matter interaction cxpcrirocntx. As early as 196S, x-ray spec-
troscopic studicaof faxcrproduced plasma” showed the
pmacncc of hydrogm (frmrr vacuum pump oil) and mppcr
(from the extrusion fixtom) in experimmta on soliddeuter-
ium targets. Etsler and Ltior,’0 using an cktrmtxtic parti-
cle analyzer, wcm able to idmdfy light elcmmt mntxmin-
arrra (carbon, nisrogcn, arid oxygm ) in Ixaer cxpcrimenta nn

2670 Phya.FMds29(S),AWlW6 owl-e171/8e/oazs7s-l@Ol so @leae ArrrWCmmirumorPh@Ca 2s70
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Absorptiorx-spectroscopy diagnosis of pusher conditions in Iaser-driven implosions

A. fiUCr cod R. D. (%W~
b.r Abmo$ Nationol tibomro~, Univsrsi~ of CWt~omiu, Los Akwnox, Nsw Maxim 8754S

B. Yxakoti, O. Bxnsooin, xnd R. Epstein
L.abomro?yfor tier Energetic, Gibge of Engin~n”ng and Applid Srienre,

UnivmriryofRccherter, 250 East Riwr Road, Racharter,Nsw York 14623-12P9
(Rcsx+’sd 28 OcsObcr 19s51

A~mtim~yb ~dhtih@ ti-tietitimh*puh=d
luer-inrpbtkx!txrgcts.Alwoqxim Iinas art pratuxdwhen cmtinuum sadhtim frcm the bc4 mr-
rralCuopmscd gas pMscS out Shrcugh the Wldsr W’rOundisrg pusher. TbSy an b Wed so dcter-
snine Imsh the tunpxrmturs and the p AR productof the pusheraround@ cmqmasion. Fair
~art is found I!erwcmthe experiments]dworprionspcsrraand simulatims calculatedby ● hy-
drodynamicmde Appliatkm of this workto the diagnosisof fuq Iiighuanpsusim isnplmicms
is Stiscusd.

t. lNTRODUCTION

The use of esni&on .spsctrmwpy for diagnmis of re-
nditionsin the comprcssrst gas core of laser-implcdsd tar-
gets has rcccivcd considerable attention.’ Anothrr impor-
txrst problem is the cbxractcsixation of the pusher shell
containing the fill gas. The temperature in the pusher is
often too low ( ~,100 eV) for scff-emission to bs useful as
● diX@OStiC. ~lS is kWSC to P& such IOW tCMpClX-

turcs we wmdd need to detect lin~ of low-Z specks.
However,rhsscIow-mcrgy lines tilf bc hsavily atsorbed
by photoionixation in a suffkimtly dmsc or thick txmpcr,
thereby preventing such a mxxsumnmt. As cn altcrnn-
tive wa have invsatigatcd the use of akrfstion spcctros-
cwpy in posher cbaract-tion. Expczimmtx were pcr-
fotmrd with ~2-lmcr-implcdat txrgetx which dcmon-
Wrxte the utility of this tccbnique for future Iascr fusion
expaimmtx.

High tanpaxtum (~ 1 keV) arc oftm obtainaf in the
cmtra3 gas core of Iascr-imploded txrgcrs. Under these
mnditi~ the amtinunus x-say emission from the core
~ ~t t.bsmsgfr the pushermd undergoes absorption
at wxvckngths cbasactcristic of ●tomic apoim in the
tarnpcr. A achcssmtic dixgrxm illustrating this afkt is
showo in Fig. 1. The rcsuking absorption lin~ can yield
information on the tcmperatost ( T,), dmsity (p), arxt the
pAR product(dmsity times tbicknras) of the tmnpcr.

particsdar]y, strcq absorption cm & c8uxrd by rwo-
rsancc line transitions of the type ls-23J in ions which bxve
oncormorc vacanciainthcn=2 sb~thracxrc thus
irmcr-shrll transitions. The” optimxl choice of tamper
apccias for this mctbod is such that ●t the prevailing
tarnpr tmsparat~ iossizstion will rcrnove some of the
L-shelf (n =2) Xktronx, as Wdl as all cktrons Of bigbcr
shdfs. For the psxscnt cxpcnmmt, potassium and
chlorine brackctal the range of arsticipatcd tcmpcratuma,
and thcs-cfos-c a K(3 abaoqrtion Iaycr wcs anbddat
within the tamper. Chlorine xnd potassium absorption
lines wxrcindccd obaelWIxndussdtndctammc “ the cul-

~

ditinns within the KCt layer,and by infcrm~ within the
rd of the tamper.

The method of using pusher (tarnpcr) absorption lines

~ Prcvio~Y rcpnti by Ytiobi et af.2 ●t the ~.
tory for Laser Encrgctics (LLE) and by Hxoc# and colla-
borators at Los Alcrsstm FIational Laboratory. Brxdfcy,
Harcx, xnd Kilkcsmy ● Rutbcrford Appleton bboratory
e Orrtik *ations in Pfsmxr txrgcrx. we
discuss hdow the dvantxge of using absorption by
higher-Z ions and analyxc tbc mwlts in mnrc detail thxn
basbprcviously skwse. ‘llevaf~of ~, smdpARde
rived frcm the cxpcrirncrst me in fair ~mt with
those pruiicral by the wtmx Iascr-fusimt coda

Absorption spcdmscopy pmvidrs the sxrne information
as the oeutron-activating tiques (such as thatusing
%i), nxmcly the p AR product of the target pusher. Ab-
sorption spectroscopy, can, however, provide more sfc-
txilai information ms dmsity and pR. In xddiri~ it cars
bc used for tanpcraturc mcuurcrnmtx. The method can
bc further Ctsbxnd by time rcdtig the spectra. Furth-
=mom *e method cars also be cxtcndsd to the backlight-
ing mode tryusing co cxtcrntd continuum source. Irstbis
=%~ez~ersofthefudcanaho bcd Ctcrminal if
● W-z -t is med. More importxntfy, the method

i I

FIG. 1. ‘&mnxtic repsumtatim of the rnw%rcment of
mkt-pusfwr pxrxmetemthrwughthe observationof abmrption
tirlainaaadnuum mlittaibytha botaanprcuedmre.
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X-ray spectroscopic methods for the diagnosis of laser-imploded
targets (invited)

B. Yaakobi,O. Bamouin, M. C. Richardson, and J. M. Soures

Ldomloty for Laser Enetgetics Univs?sity of Rochsuer, 2S0 East Rica Rmti Rochester,

New York 14623-1299

A. Hauer

Las AlornosNatkmalhtmmtory, La Ahmwx New Maim 87545

Benjamin Post

Fblytechrrir Instslrste of New York Physirs Depmrmemc Brooklyn NeuI York 11201

(Prrscsstcdon 13March 1986)

severalmethodsinvolvingx-rayspcctrozcopicmethodsfordkgssoaingIa2cr-insplcdcdtargetsare
discusssd.Tbe6ratmethodinvolvesthemcordisrgofabsorptionIisscsforrncd in the target tamps,
out of the continuum emitted by a hotter compressed core. llsis metbcd is applied to ablatively
insplodcd targets having a thin KCI signature layer. The tarnpcrpAR is dcdrsccd from the area
withks tbe ●bsorption linc$ whereas tbe tarnpcr temperature is dcduccd from the intensity
distribution among absorption lines of adjacent charge states. In a zccxsndmethod, doubly
diffracting crystals can give twodimcrrsionsl monochmrnotic images of thin signature layers in
sphericaltargets.Such informationk usefulinstudyingatabdityand nixing.Expcrimentsl
results relevsnt to these methods will be shown and the limitations on their application to lascr-.
target experiments will bs dizcusscd.

L X-RAY ABSORPTION LINES IN LASER-IMPLODED
TARGETS

High temperatures ( Z 1 keV) are often obtained in the ccrr-
tral gss core of Isser-imploded targets. Under these cardi-
tiom the continuous x-my emission from the core passes out
through the pusher and undergoes ●bsorption at wave-
lcrrgths characteristic of atomic specks in the tasnpcr. The
resulting absorption Iincs can yield information on the tem-
perature (~, ), density (p), and the PAR product (density
times thickrrcss) of the tamper. Particularly, strong absorp-
tion can be caused by rrsonsnct line tmnaitions of the type
is-2p in ions which have one or more vacancies irsthe n = 2
shell; these are thus inner-shell transitions. The optimal
choice of tanqxr species for this method is such that at the
prevailing tamper tempcratur~ ionisation will remove some
of the L-shell (n = 2) electrons, as well as all electrons of
higher shells. For the prcscsst expcrirncnq potassium sssd
chlorine bracketed the range of anticipated terrtpcraturc+
and therefore a KCI absorption layer was embedded within
the tamper. Chlorine and potassium absorption lines were
issdcd obscrvrd and used todetermine the conditions witbin
the KC1 layer, and by irrfercsx% within the rest of the
tamper.’

The targets used in this study (SCCFig. 1) were itn-
plodcdwiththe eight-beam Hclioz C02 laser system at the
Los Alarnos Nationat IAsm-story. The totat laser energy
was about 4.5 Win a pulse of a FWHM of about 650 ps. The
irnplcdcd gas core rmchcs electron tcrnpcratums of about
700 eV, which excites a strong mntinuum around 3 keV (as
well as 34keV argon Iincs), which is a premquide for ob-
serving chlorine absorption lirsca.The relative pmitioss of the
csnbcddcd KC1 layer within the target is such that by the

time of peak compression, most or all of the CH layer(but
none of the KC1 layer) has been ablated.

Figure 2 shows ass cxsrnple of the spectra emitted by
time imploded targets. The contrast bctwccn strong Ar
-on linesandstrongClabsorptionlinesvividlydemon-
atratcsa hot compressedcoresurroundedby a cooler shell

Figure 3 shows in more detail the chlorine absorption
structure. The identification of these line complexes was
made by compssison with Hartr*Fock atomic structure
calculations.’ As an example, the line marked B in Fig 3
corresponds to transitions of the type ls-2P in boronlike
chlorine (Cl + ‘2), i.e., l#2@s- lQ@2; we Iikewisc refer to
other lines as the Ss or the C feature, etc. For each corsfigura-
tion there can IX several atomic states. For example, the B
feature includes 14 transitions, the C feature contains 35
transitions.

The tamper tcsttpcmtum at the time of strong contin-
uusu em~lon fmm the mm can be issfcrrcd from the irsterrsi.

Q%
Glass 2MI

6
WallThkknns 0..101.8 ~m

KCJ - 0.S Mm

CH-40@m

Fill G-x
20 ●tnr 01 + 0.1 ●lm ●rgon

+-420pm+

FIG.1.Typical rarsetpmametemused in this expcrinrmt
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Studies of x-ray switching and shattering techniques

J. S. Wark

L.a60nrtotyfor Lu.rer Energetic Uniosrsity of Rcchester. New York 14623
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(Prcsentsdon 13March 1986)

Expcrimentsd studies have been conducted on the changes in x-ray dtiraction properties of
csystafs under inwnsc subnanosecond laser heating. One beam of the PHOENIX laser system wax
used to create an intense source of x-ray line radiation. This radiation was, in turn, diffracted from
a silicon crystal that wax heated with the other bermsof the Iaxcr. The diffracted radiation was
temporally resolved with an x-ray streak camera. The diffracted lines are observed to broaden on a
subnarrosccond time scale. From the temporal structure of the diFractcd radiation, information is
derived on the nature of the laser heating prsxesx. We show that such interruption of the
diffracting proctxs is a potentially useful mechanism for x-ray switching and shutterirrg.
Considerations for the dcsigrt and construction of such devices are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Several techniques for switching x rays have been known for
several years, 1.2Unti] now the techniques have onlY been

experimentally demonstrated on the tens of nanoseconds
time scale. We report on a method of switching x rays on the
time scale of hundreds of picoscconds. An intense source of
line radiation is produced for a period of I ns by focusing a
high-Wwer laser bcastt onto a target containing the appro-
priate element. The x-ray lines of interest are then Bragg
reflectedoffthediffractingcrystal.Duringthex~ay pulse a
second laser beam, synchronous and delayed with respect to
the first, illuminates the crystal. The subsequent large tem-
perature gradient induced in the crystal gives rise to a ther-
mal strain which significantly broadens the recking curve of
the crysta3 and reduces the ~k reflectivity. The angular
distribution of the di5racted radiation is thus altered, and
with appropriate bcarrs blocks, both on-05 and off-m
switching Ofx-ray line radiation should be obraincd on the
time scale of the thermal strain induction, as will be de-
scribed below. Time resolved x-ray diffraction studies on the
tens of nanoseconds time scale have previously been pcr-
forrncd using a similar tccbnique.3

In this article we shalf report measurements of the
broadening of the rocking curve of 2ss illuminated silicon
crystal, and from this infer the switching ratiosthat mtdd be
obtained.

1.EXPERIMENT

The experiment wax performed using thePHOENIX
lasersystemattheLawrenceLivermoreNationalLaborato-

ry,California.one ~nr ofthelaser,mntaining25Jof0.53-
pm light in a pulse of FWHM 1 ns, was focused down to a
spot of 30pm diameter onto a PVC target. This produczd an

intense source of the resonance line of heliurrdike chlorine at

4.44 A. Thk radiation was di5ractcd offa silicon (11 1) CVS-
tal into a x-ray streak canrcra using a CSI photocathode.
During the ditYractionprocess the crystal was illuminated Jt
an irradiancc of about 1 J CM-2 of 1.05-pm light, covering

approximately 10 cmz of the crystal surface.

The experimental data arc shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a)
shows the tempaally resolved spectrum of the radiation d!f-
fractcd from an unirradiatcd crystal. The two lines are the
resonance and intercomhination line of heliumlike chlorine.

4UA-~:””s’
t-lM

W.@ lfum ● unltmdlatodsfyotal

lb)
E“’’’’’’’rr r””2’’’’’’’’’rr r””2
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FIG.1. (s) Time-ruolvcd x-my spcsrum fmm I cryd WItb no hcanw
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TINX-SXSOLVSD X-BAY DIAGNOSTICS FOR III(WI DENSITY PLASNA PNYSICS

STUDIES

H.C. Richardson,G.G. GreSory, R.L. Keck, S.A. LetzrinS
R.s. Marjoribanks, F.J. Marshall, C. Pien, J.S. Wark,
and B. Yaakobi
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B.L. Nenke and P.A. Jaanimagi
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
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ASSTSACT

Investigations of the many transient features of the high density
plasmas produced in laser fusion and x-ray laser etudiec have stimulated

the development of ❑any x-ray and XUV diagnostic technique. We review
here a broad range of x-ray diagnostic instrumentation to spatially,
spectrally and temporarily resolve x-ray emimsion from plasmas of direct
interest to laser fusion, high density atomic physics studies ●nd x-rsy
laser investigations performed at the OHSGA irradiation facility over the
past few years. Several catesoriea of inetrumentn ●re described,
including time-resolving x-ray Cryltal and Cransmiaaion grating
●pectrosraphs, soft and hard x-ray ●pectrr.metric systems, a #treak x-ray
photosrsphic ●ystem, and ●pproaches to fast-time framinx x-ray
photography, radiography and spectroscopy. The primary characteristics
of ●ach approach are described and illustrated with typical data drawn
from experiments performed on the 24-beam IR (1054/nm) ●nd UV (351 nm)
ONSGAsystem.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The ntudy of tranmient microscopic hish density plaamas such am
those intrinmic to laser fusion and varioum x-ray laser schemem has for
many years, pressed the limits of x-ray diagnostic capabilities. The
stiff requirements of micron ( ●ven aubmicron) spatial resolution,
picosecond time resolution, and calibrated recording sensitivity, in ●ome
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ABSTRACT

Wr describe in this paper ● tvo-field turbulent flow model, valid

for dispersed particles in miacoapres8ib Ie carrier fluid. This model gives

the required fsaturcs, such ● s mass diffusion, buing of the turbulence in

the second fluid due to the presence of the particles, ●nd decay of the

turbulent kinetic ●nergy.
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ASSTRACT :

we present three methods of ●nalyzing shock-interface and shock-

turbulence interaction: direct simulation, turbulence transport with a

full Reynolds tensor, variable density transport model, .snd a newly

developed “k-e-p’ 2“ model. Using direct simulations performed with the

2D FCT code SAD, we discuss here the structure of the flow produc~d by a

shock-interface interaction as well as shock-mixed region interaction,

as obtained in shock-tube ●xperiments. Boundary layer effects, a

prominent f emture of such ●xperiments, are ●xsmined using the 2D ALE

CAVSAT code, in which the simplified model mentioned above was

implemented.

I-INTRODUCTION

Turbulence modeling has long been an indispensable tool for

●xamining complex flows. More recently their ●pplications hsve been

●xtended to circumetmcoa involving several compressible msterials. As ●

result, Reynolds-stress transport closure -dels have evolved /1,2/.

Quantitative assessment of these mmdels in general flows is still quite

limited, primarily due to their complexity ●nd the questionable

improvement in performance over thstof standard ‘k-en models and their

derivatives . This paper is ●n ●ttempt to look ●t shock-interface and

shock-turbulence interaction by combining the two ●pproaches of

turbulence modeling and highly resolved direct simulations.
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Nor7nal acceleration andlor tangential slippage at a de-
formable interface can result in the unstable amplifica-
tion of perturbations. the creation of turbulence, and
considerable mixing of mass. momentum and energy. Analy-
sis of these processes is accomplished by means of single
field statistical transport theory for a material with
large density variation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fluid dynamics instabilities can occur whenever there is an
excess of large-scale energy in the coordinate system of mean
flow. If this excess energy is kinetic, then it may transfotm
directly to heat. provided that viscous dissipation is suZflcien-
tly large : the creation of disordered energy is immediately ma-
nifested at the smallest possible scale, that of molecular fluc-
tuations. More commonly this inevitable transition from order to
disorder takes place through an intermediate set of length scales;
turbulence eddies are formed and the energy cascades through a
progression of smaller and smaller sizes on its way towards the
purely molecular fluctuations. men turbulence occurs, the mean-
flow profiles of mass, momentum, and energy density cam be pro-
foundly altered. In particular, we investigate turbulence and its
effects near the interface between two different mean-flow
states.For some years,the use of turbulence models was devoted to
single fluid, incompraasiblo flow. Although tensor models were
first proposed [1], “k-a- models, composed of equations for the
turbulent knetic energy and its dissipation rate /2,3] were soon
preferred, for the sake of simplicity and reducing computing
cost . These models were mostly used for shear layers. Recently,
models for instability-induced turbulence in mixtures have been
developed [4,5.6] including the effect of large density gradients
in the mem flow. Our approach of interface turbulence problem
1s based on the statistical transport equations for a single
field with the two material properties represented by a concen-
tration variable. This model 1S presented in section 2 and lts
theoretical analysis in Section 3. In particular, we show that it
can describe the different phases of inst&ility-driven fluctua-
ting energy growth, exponential at first, then turning into a
lace time, self-similar phase ; In the limit of well defined,
two-f~eld interpenetration, (this occurs only lf the local
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We present modeting, mesaurements ●nd analysis that extend our understanding of tsser-plssma
coupting md x-ray mnversion pmsesses to shorter laser wavelengths at kilopule energies. We have
studied the x-ray essdasionfrom gotd-disk targets irradiatedat OX-pm wavelmrh, using 0.5-1.5-
kJ, l-as fult width at half maximum CWrsaimpalKx at inknsities of 1X 10”-2 x 10” W/cmz. We
interpret measuremcots of the ●banlutabsuadband x-ray spectrum, the time histoty of sub-keV x-
my emission flux, and the broadbaod bard-x-rayspectrum. We 6nd negligible hot-elsctron levels
( < 10-’EJ. We infer irrcraasedmnvsraion of incident light to soft x rays (72%*15% w 1x 10’4
and 38%* 12%at 2 x 10111,compared with longer Wavelengths as predicted. We 6nd good overatl
agreusrmt between tbe modetin; and the data, but idmtify mme - that need to be better under-
atmd, including artain aspacts of the x-ray asniasiorrspectrum and the dacay race of the emksion
pulse.

3. 3NTRODUCf30N

The interaction of submicrometer faser light with
Klgh-Z plaxmaa presents a fascinating, complex interplay
of diverse physical prrrccsca. Moreover, the efficiency of
conversion of submicrometer laser light ioto aoft x rays is
important in determining the performance of x-my
driven inertial confinement fusion (ICFI targets.] As a re-
sult, considerable effort has been devoted to undetWand-
ing the mechanisms involvsd in Iaacr-pfsxma coupling
and x-ray conversion.

When a laxer is incident on a high-Z target ●t high in-
tensities, a plasma corona quickly forms. For sub-
micrometer-wavelength laser light at peak intensities
below about 10*SW/cm2 and for high-Z target plasmas,
the tight is efficiently absorbed nenr or below its critical
density by strong inverse bremsstrahlung collisional ab-
sorption. Inverse bremsatrahlung primarily heats the
bulk of the plaama electron distribution, leading to tem-
peratures of several kilo-electron-volts (kcV). The energy
deposited into the electrons is then transported to the
unheated, higherdensity regions of the plasma, convert-
ed by electron.ion wdlisions into excitatiotts that lead to

x-ray emission, and mnverted hydrodynamicdy ioto
convecting ion kinetic energy. The competition among
these energy transport and mnversion processes depends
on the temperatures, acalelengths, and charge states of
the plasma, which in turn are self-consistently deter-
mined by the irradiation conditions, i.e., intensity, ptrlat
width, and spot diameter, and the laaer-plasma coupling

Procuses. Although a detailed understanding of these
processes can beat be obtainsd using computer simula-
tions, behavior of the dominant proccsaes cur be readily
understood by consideration of their basic aca3ing rela-
tionships, to which we shall return in ● moment.

The earliest reported observations of laser-plasma cou-
pling for high-intensity irradiations of high-Z targets
were those of Shay er UL2 ●t 1.O@m wavelength. They
reported eficient conversion of laser light to x rays and
noted nonuniform x-ray-emission structurcx that corre-
spond with structures in the incident laser beam. Rosen
ez al. 3 oxed gr-tly improved modeling and diagnostics,
and were the tirst to discuss the importance of both
thermal transport inhibition ●nd non-local-thermo-
dynamic+quilibrirrm (non-LTE)atomicphysicsinmodel-
inghigh-Ztargetkradiationsat 1.06-pmwavelength,for
intensitiesofabout3X 1014W/cmz or higher.Tfreyalso
showed the firstaccurateacafing mmxuremmts for the
intensity dependence of x-my conversion processes,
showing that x-ray conversion efficiency decreases as
laser intensity incraaes. Nishimura et al.’ performed
experimental wavelength auding studies and reported
high-Z target measurements showing x-ray conversion
efficiency incrca.sing with shorter laser wavelength in the
intensity range of 1013- !014 W/cmz. Their work also in-
cluded high-Z thin-foil bum-through measurements.
Mead er al.s reported extensive measurements and mod-
eling of 0.53-pm irradiations of gold- and titanium-disk
targets. They, too, found that x-ray convemion efficiency
for golddisk targets increased at shorter wavelengths.
Further, Mead et al. found that the wavelength scaling
●greed with mmputer hydrodynamics code predictions
(using modeling similar to that of Rosinetd.),cxcm at
intenxitics below 3 x 10’4 W/cm2, where experiments sug-
gsatcd a roUotL while calculations predicted continued in-
crease.

Recently, experimental and modeling studies of laser-
plasma coupling and x-ray conversion in high-Z pIasmas
have been extended and refined at several laboratories.
Various spectrometers have been developed and used to
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Small amplitude, short wavelength ion acoustic waves in lsscr-produced plsamsa cause
fluctuations in the trajcctorica of light rays that cnn lead to timedepcndent, self-sustaining
shifting of focal spots and a somewhat random redistribution of the light near the critical

surface. This flickering is seen in simulations involving small scale beam inhomogeneitics over
● uniform background Iaser profile, which model the cmter of a r-listic laser bcsm. The effect
cm cause significant intensity multiplication in long scale length high-Z plasmas with only
modext beam impsrfcctions.

Reccntly,much effort haa been applied to the study of
porrderomotive and thermal filammtation of laser light in
plasmas, 1 including numerical simu1ations2A @ experi-
mental investigations.q Much of the numerical and thcoreti -
caf work has addressed whole-beam thermal self-focusing,
which mi8ht be important in large short wavelength laaer-
produccd plasmas. The present paper concentrates on phe-
nomena that can occur on smaller lateral scale lengths; in
particular, the efTectsof small scale laser beam nonunifonni-
tics. We find that small scale beam structure can be the
source of small amplitude ion sound waves that significantly
modify the character of the interaction.<

The flicker cycle begins with some source of acoustic
waves. In the present work, these are generated by thermal
adf-focusing of the imposed beam structure. These short
wavelength acoustic waves (short compared with the beam
size ), which both propagate and sonvcct, change the Imxl
index of refraction and alter the paths of the light rays. For
long scale length plasmas, small-angle deflections can cause
significant light trajectory changes dscpcr into the plasma.
Focalspotsshift in space, launching new sound waves that,
under certain conditions described Iater, can continue the
process. The light reaching the critics] surface is somewhat
randomly distributed because of the chaotic nature of the
feedback mechanism. This “’flicker,” i.e., the continually
shiftirzg fmusrd intensity diwibution with self-sustaining
sonic feedback, could have important implications for the
interaction physics. Some transient focusing has been seen
bcfore,J but this is the first report ofa persistent, sclf-pcrpct-
usting shifting of focal spots with a feedback prows that
uuacs significant light rsdsttibution at the critical surface.

The calculations were pcrforrnsd using the Itwcrfusion
de LASNEX,’0 with twodimensional Lagrangian hydro-
dynamics in cylindrical geometry. Maxwellian distributions
of ions and electrons were u.ud with flux limited thermal
conduction. The laxer light was reprcscntcd through a my
trmx technique with inverse bremaatrafshsng absorption.
Ponderomotive force, diffraction, radiation trarrsport, and
ion and electron Landau damping were neglected. The pro~
able consequence of omitting thcac procuua are discussed
later.

As a reference case, we consider a gold disk illuminated
with S. axisymmetric, f / a. laser at an average intmsit y of
3X 10” W/cm’. Moat previous simulations of this type aa-
sumcd a smooth radial intensity profile. In reality, laser

beams have a great deal of small SC& spatial structure. To
investigate the effecra of this structure, we assume a spatially
Eat laser profile with a fine acde structure in the center.

Figure 1 shows the radial profile of ~e laser beam,
which propagates in the negative z dkction. The beam has a
nonuniform section extending to radius r = KKlpm, then
continues at constant intensity to a fixed boundary at
r= 3tXSJpm.This allows the development of the process in a
ncarIy rad]ally homogeneous plasma and minimizes bound-
ary effects. The imposed intensity structure is characterized
by ● smallest scale size A, = 80 #m, md a peak to average
intensity of about 2:1.

The simplest expected evolution for this problem (using
stxatdy-statethmry ’) is that the “’hotspots” in the Iaza pro-
file would, under some circumstarmx, focus down into scpa.
rate, steady, focal spots in the plasma. At early times ( -400
PSCC), we do lndssd ace mch of the five peaks of the laser
structure focusing to high intensity in the plasma. However,
at this point the evolution departs from the steady behavior.

As initial focusing OS-Cum,small amplitude sound waves
sre Iaunchcd from the focal spots and travel outward in all
directions. Since the density perturbations are small (a few
percent of the background), the light is refracted only slight-
ly. After the perturbations have movsd far enough in z away
from the foci, the small-angle detktions of the light shift the
focal spots, launching new density fluctuations. Once the
flicker cycle is initiated, it bccomcx xelf.suatsining. Flicker
persists for the entire 34 nxes simulation times, even if the
nonuniform laser beam is replaced by a uniform beam after
flicker begins. This is ● long time acafq important for laser
fusion applications,

Figure 2 contains thre snapshots showing flicker in
progrexs at 2.3, 2.4, and 2.S nscc. The ray plots show the
trsjcctoricz of light rays in the catrsl plasma region. Below
each ray plot is a contour plot of ion dcsrsity deviation from
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M8gssetic Field Pcssctr8tion of Erordon+witcls Plasmas
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(RSccivsd2aJuns1988)

Computer sisrsulatione demonstrate that the entrsinmant (or advsctiros) of mqrrsstic 6A! with the ftow
of Csthnda-cmi:tsd slactmns can constitute a dominant mechanism for tbc magnetic field penetration of
amsion-switch plasmas. Crou-6eld drift in the a-lersting electric field ncsr ths cathode starts the
penetration p-. PIssma amsinn prnpsgatcs the, point for -on cud magnetic field isrje.ctioo along
the cahrtc towsrd the load-for the possibilityy of rspid switch opening.

PACS aumbem S275.Kq, 5Z40.Hf, 5Z64.+h, 52.65.+s

Plasma-erosion-opening switches (PEOS)’ sre central
elements in new inductive-pulsed-power technology that
pcmtits the storage of electrical energy magnetically in
asmciation with currents+ rather than electrostatically.
The switches must mnduct for a long period, and then
open quickly for maximal transfer of power to a load.
They are of growing utility in light-ion inertial-con-
finement fusion and radiation<ffccts sisnulation,z yet the
essential physics of their operation is stiU under investi-
gation. Plasma convection has long been rcmgnizcd as
important in akcmative switch cmsccpts.’ Our Letter
gives new simulation results showing that magtsctic ad-
vcxtion with the emission electrons cm mnstitute a dom-
inant mechanism for the field penetration of a PEOS.
Expcrimentxperformedon theGAMBLE accderators

attheNaval RcacarchLsbnratory(NRL) havedemon-
stratedthatthemagneticfielddeeply panctratcs the 611
phsma in a PEOS prior to its opening.’ A field equal to

the driving intensity is measured at depths at least sixty
skin depths within the plssm~ and well above the
cathode surface. Yet, at a typical density of 10’3
clcctronskrn’ and an initial tempcratura of 5 eV the
switch plasma is classically cotliaionks.s during the 50-sss
rise time for the magnetic pulse that drives the cxpcri-
merrts. This incongruity hss motivated a strong interest
in anomalous field-penetration m=hanisms. 3

Explicit Particle-inatl simulations at low densities
(=4x 10’2 cm ‘3) have prcdictcd that electrons cross
switchesina narrowcurrentchannel.~’Implicitplasma
simulations’havebam performedformore realistic den-
sitieqg”0 with deep penetration of the driving magnetic
field observed’0 for till densities as high as 6x 10’3
ems‘3. In this Letter we demonstrate for t,h~ tit time
that such dep penetration of the collisionlcss plasma can
be accomplished by advcction (or erttrainmmt) of the
driving magnetic field with amittcd electrons ftum the
cathode.

Our simulations were pcrformsd with the irrspficit mde
ANTHEM, used in its three-fluidmode, with the initial

plasma ions crsd electrons as the first two tiui& and the
emkloo electrons ss the third. The code’s physi= and
quations are documented in Ref. 8; Ref. 9 dmcribcs our
emission algorithm. Calculations were in cylindrical
gmmetry. The azimuthal B6 cxial E., and radial E,
ckctmmagnetic fields were calculated by the implicit
moment method. s We considered the behavior of
switches carstmctcd with a fufly mnducting anode, and
so E, wcs zem at this elcctrnde. With a high emission
threshold (e.g., 300 keV/cm) the PEOS can open rapidIy
through the formatioo of a gap by the action of msgnctic
pressure gradients normal to tfsc cathode.9 But with
zcr6 emission threshold (now thought to Lx most likely
for a cathode bombarded by fill plasma) opening ix
slower, and acamparsicd by dccpcr plasma pcrretration
by the magnetic field. 10 Hem, WC explain the mWha-

nism for this penetration.
Wc have carried out global simulations of the Fig. 1

idealization of a switch in use on the PBFAII amclcrator
at the Sandia Nationcl Ldrcwatorics. The actusd

9
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FIG. 1. A ganeric PEOS for inductiva stomge. Ptasm8 inL
tially 611sthe cross-hatched segion. G denotas the ~nerator
and L thel-d,hcra●shon-k.
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Three-fluid simulation of the plasma-erosion-opening switch
Rodney J. Mason and Michael E. Jones
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(RscAvsd 1February198& accepted for publication 27 June 1988)

The dynamics of the plaama+maiors-opsnizrg switch is characterized with the aid of 2D thre
fluid simulation using the ANTHEM iropficitsirrsufationcod~ for plasmtt till dasssitiss ranging
from 10’2 to 6X 10’3cm-y with 45-s2spulse rise times. The switch behavior is found to depend
sensitivelyon thethrcahold for sfcctron emission at the cathodq on the detailsd structure of
the anode with its injection hol~ and on the possible action of anonraloua rcaiativity in the fill
plasma. Closest agreement with NW GAMBLE I expcrirncrstal results is obraincd with the
mntbination of r.ero electric field thrsshold csnisaion at the cathode, an ‘“OOCSZ”anode, and
modestanomalous resiativity.

L INTRODUCTION

Plaama-crosion+pmring switches (PEGS) allow for the
storage of energy in the magnetic field with currents which
can be switched from flow through a switch plasma to flow
through a load. Inductive storage facilities cm bs signifi-
cantly more compact and ccaromicd than corresponding
capacitive storage facilities. Chssquently, the development
of etlicicnt plasma-opening switches is of growing impor-
tance for advances in pulsed power’ and light ion inertial
cartlszement fusion.2 Although the technology of basic plas-
ma-opening switches has existed for nearly 10 ycars,3 a fun-
dsmrerstal understanding of their opsrstion has been Iacking.
Early mdels attributed opcsrirrg to the formation of an cro-

3.4 ~ter, shom.pul~ pIUticle ‘im-sion gap near the cathode.
ulations ascribed the opening of lowdensit y switches to the
ExE drifts of elsctrons in a diagonal channel across the
plasma with magnetic insulation at the anode. Most rcccntly
several of u$’ produmd a first calculation of a collisionlsss
high density switch (2X 10” cm-’) with a high electron
cmiasion threshold (300 keV/cm ) that opened principally
through the formation of a density gap along the cathode
through the joint action of erosion and magnetic pressure.

Ths present paper demonstrates that while this mix of
opcnissg scmarios is possible, the actual behavior ofa partic-
ufsr switch wiII depend sensitively on at least the following

retem: ( 1) the emission tbrcaholdforelectronsatthe
catbcde,(2)thedctailsd3D structureoftheanodewithits

guns and cntrarsctholesforinjcctrdplasma,and (3) the
actionof instabilities in the 611plasma.

We have assmncd that spac+chmge-titcd emission
prevails. We 5d that whets the emission tbrcshold exccsds
250 keV/errs a fargc density gap zapidfy develops tsar the
cathode (for switch pfasrtra densities drove 7X 10’2 CM-J);
shielding cumsnts flow afong the bottom of this gap, at tirst
in the direction of the generator. AJtcrssatively, for t3srcsh-
olds bslow 30 keV/cm gap formation is delayed, and cmia-
sion cumcstta arc launched with ass inclinationin Usedirec-
tion of the load. when the anode is treatal 8s ● perfect
conductor, we observe that the elsctrotss ars magtrcthlly
irsaulatcdfrom cntaing it, and a large density gap forms near
the anode from the Z-piochlike comprasaion of the plasma.

Butwhen we mockup the 3D prcsmrcxofinjcctionholesfor
theplasmaasMS “open”basrsdary hy rcndenng the arrode-
psrallel clsctric field mmponent continuous (rather than
r.ero), no magnetic insulation ormrs, and no anode gap
forms. Gap formation at either electrode allows for magnetic
field pcrsetration and eventual switch opening. Anomalous
rcsistivityd cars represent instabilities suppresacd by the nu-
merics in our calculations We find that an cff~tive anoma.

10USmlliaion rate no grater than O.ICOP,where OP is the
local phsma frequency, significantly straightens and broad-
ens the contours of the magnetic field pcrsetrating the fill
plasma.

At present there is no best choics for thsss parameters,
so we have attempted to set them by simple comparison with
the magnetic field pcrsetration data from early experiments
at the Naval Research f.-aboratoncs.’ Best agreement is ob-
tained with the combination of a r.ero-cathode-emission
threshold, an opsn anode tmundary condition, and the limit-
ed anomalous cdli.sion rate. Thcac choices give rise to broad
vertical current shccta across the switchrs, seen also in rccmr;
ex@ments.m

U. THE MODELING

Figure 1 is ● sketch of the idealized switch examined.
Current is provided by the gcsrcmtor “’G” at tbc left. Elec-
tron flow runs along the cathcde at the bottom, up across the
generator side of the plaatnsL and back along the artode to G,
following the arrows. Tire rmshant magnetic fieId is rfirscl-
al into the page. The urly-time electric field points down
toward the c.athodc. Lmar, whcsr the switch is an opsn start,
the paaattge of elsctrons across the plasma is inhibited by

magnetic instdation, so their ROWis c0s2straisssd t4 continus
along the cWfmde, up through the load “L: tfrcsrback along
the anode to G. For the present calculations the losd is s
short circuit. The generator current riacs ljn~ly over 45222
to lCQkA. For tbe actual cylirsdricd geometry the snagnctic
fic.ldB(r,t) (T) = O.ou(r) [lA]/r(ctrs). Tbis cmrsqson~

to a peak 6eld of O.8 T (8 kG) at the rs2.5 cmcsthcds
position. Our idcalir.ed gsometzy is CUWSian, so we w the
magnetic field at the generator boundary to the cylindri’d
B(r,t) at r= 2.5 cm. The ~ pfa.sms ccmsiated of cdrboo
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MAGhiTIZED FL%L NERTLU

COIWINEMENT FUSION”

D.P. KILCREASE (University of Florida,
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R.C. KIRKPATRICK (Los Alamos National

bboratory, IAS Alarnos, New Mexico,
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ABSTR.\CT. A more complete radiation treatment is

introduced mto the zero-dimensional magnetized fuel inertial

confinement fusion (ICF) model of Lindemuth and Kirkpatrick.

In particular, the effects of synchrotrons rad:ation and the inverse

Compton effect are considered. Only slight changes m the high

@in regions of mitlal shell veloclty!imtial fuel density parameter

space were obsemwd. Th]s more complete rad;auon treatment

removes some objections to the Lmdemuth-Kirkpatrick model

and lends further support to the idea that magnetic thermal

isrsulatton can slszrificantly reduce driver mqmrements for

lCF targets.

1. INTRODUCIION

In 1945, Enrico Fermi reported in some Los Alamos
lectures on thermonuclear fusion about work done by
R. Lusdshoff [ 1] on a possible method of reducing
thermal conduction to the container walls in a

deuterium plasma. This heat loss was considered an

important impediment to producing thermonuclear

● T?slsworkwasperforssssafundcrsiscauapkcsofrtse
US Depuunent of Esscrgy, Contracs No. W-7405-ENG-36

~ PusSm. w m. No I (NM)

burning. It was pointed out that by imposing a
sufficiently strong magnetic field parallel to the walls,
thermal transport to the walls could be impeded.
Since that early time the magnetic thermal insulation
technique has been employed in only a few ICF
studies [2-5]. The idea is to produce a central region
of preheated low density D-T fuel sumounded by a
dense shell (the pusher). In the preheated region an
azimutha! magnetic field is created, so that when the
target is imploded the magnetic field insulates the
central region from heat loss to the shell.

Lindemuth and Kirkpatrick [3 ] developed the com-
puter code MAGIT for a zero-dimensional model that
can survey the parameter space for these targets. Their
idea was to take a pessimistic view toward the physical
processes and look for regions of high gain in the
piuameter space. These assumptions included low
shell ratio of specific heats, short thermal and
magnetic field gradient lengths, no magnetic
confinement of the fuel, no fusion product energy
deposition, and termination of the calculation
at the free fall limit. The system is described by six
coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations and
appropriate thermonuclear reaction rate equations.
Their approach consisted of fixing all initial para-
meters except the initial fuel density PO and the initial
shell velocity VO.These two quantities were then
vasied over several orders of magnitude, resulting in
contoursof constant gain in (Po, VO ) space. The

magneticthermal insulation effect creates a region
where gain is greater than one at much lower density-
velocity conditions than the convent ional ICF scentio.
This leads to greatly reduced driver requirements.
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HEAVY ION BEAM TARGET CORONAL PHYSICS

G.R. MAGELSSEN
Los Afamos National fAm-arory,
Los Alamos, New Mexico,
United Stares of America

AE.SITUm. Nurnsrid saldstionr of the hasq km bssm inrasamionwirbths lowdemiryplasma(axons) sur-
lUdillS SmlSrIfUShI #d UCdkUSSCd. As heavy ions cater* msond plasma, they 10s4saw of their decsrons.
d Ihesa Ssripprd ekamu, eatfd ktmQ-dfs’. WnsriNe an ekum bean with sppmsinmkly the vekaty of rhe ions.

~~~-d=~v~o **ff~d*-mJd aJ=?sms isinWadgsrcd.Thcrornnal
-W~~m’~=~~ -~ hydrodynamic atdasions, suumurg clsssicsl
ion dqmition. Tbs dedsm-dsctmn ad bc+kcnm mid twxrrum inrsabiiiriu am easminal with c4m.dumAOnsl
pride-in-cd sakdmions. Ttss remlrs suggest rtur s mung mupting mnong * heavy ions, shs dmpoff elmrons and
the tmckgmud decmms an sxisK this Ids ro dx cscAca ofs nort-MuwclliuI sktrm plasm nnd signiksm ela-

~~.~~~m ~~~ve~~timofti bssm. rotksmradOOkvd Ofrk d*c
SkMssmusrcdlndtotibukgluubjkiry Scaklmgtb; rbaseffscrsut diauuul. EauMws OfiOnaqy
ccmpling to ISXmmu U? reds, indu@ the pssible impm of UI’SSSdurse buildup, &a. she comml couptiig
effsct on tsrgsr physics is ddmssat.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, serious attention bss been
given to the possibdiry of oraking beams of high

csscw hCSVYioos that are capable of producing
thermonuclear burn by isnpkrdirtg small targets [1-4].
For a number of ycaK, there have been significant
efforts to use laser beams for inertial confinement
fusion (fCF). Major laser research efforts in the USA
m anrfed at I-m Alamos and h~ Llvermore
National Laboratories, and at KMS Fusion and the
University of Rochester; also, there are major rc.scamh
cmtres in the USSR, lsrpan and the Federal Republic
of Gennsny. Undc.rsranding of laser-target interaction
has been and still is a major difficulty for the laser

pm-e. For fiF, COI and rscodyrnitmr lasers, the
most imponaru interaction eccurs in the plasma corona
— tbe low density plasma blown off the target surfam.
A low density corona afso exists when heavy ions are
ssscdro implode andignite arsssUpclk,fa. The purpose
of this paper is to give ● qualitative description of Use
tttarsy am! varied physical ~fobeexpecrrdio
ion-eortmd pla.una iOfemcdOO, ~ m ~fi ~ ~
dismmaiorr the elccfmaiaric fw*atm4rn instabilities that
can oc4Wr.

Swegle [5] examined the effect of the light ion
bmsn-plHrIa “sntrmcdon on ICF targsss arrl found that
all Use.atrcdng instabilities wcm benign. Unfor-
tunately, be studied the isrfction only for targel ion

~ ?uno?s.vain. *.6 (Ian

densities of 5.9 X 10= and 5.9 x Ifjm, At such high
densities, USCstreaming instabilities arc auppressIxI by
collisions, by she beam momenNm spread and by USC
small beam-to-background ekxron density satio. At
lower backgrotmd densities, it is possible that rbese
effects do not suppress the light ion srrcamin g modes;
tlwrcforc, the insrabJIties shotdd be rc-eaamined at
lower densities. The most significant differences
between light ions and fsIxvy ions concern rfre beam
momentum spread, tie bessrs density and the atomic
physics. Tbc b momentum spread (AP/P) of heavy
ions is at least an order of mstgniflsdc km than thatof
light ions (AP/P - 10-’). The heavy ion beam current
at the focusing lens is of the order of one kibarnperc,
whesc.as tbe light ion h current is of the order of
one megaampere. For heavy ions, atomic physics plays

~ @os’Wtt role in evahutting instability growth rates
that depend on the current. By atripping afl the heavy
ion eketrmsa, fbc heavy ion current can increxe by

dsssoaf two orders of rnagnifude over its vafue at the
focusing lens. Tbc soippcd electrons may also impact
the target interaction. Tbc light ions are fully soipped
when they raach the propagation cbarmcl to the target.

SccSion 2 presents ● mkrdatimr which suggests the

P~ of ● plasma corms. An overview of the
plsarna physics problem is also given. Section 3 dis-
cwaacs the ion-coronal plasma atrcam@ insrabdities.
Gsaxbmensioosd ptrrricle-in-cell calculations futve been
pcrtbrtrsed to detcsmioe in a qualitative way fire effects
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Self-focusing and filamentation of laser light In high Z plasmas
R. D. Jones, W. C. Mead, S. V. Coggeshall, C. H. Aldrich, J. L Norton, G. D. Pollak,
and J. M. Wallace
Uniwmify of Colfornka Los Alamas NationaI La+omtory.h Alamos.New Mexiro 87S45

(R=ivcd 18 May 1987; acceptsd 13 January 1988)

self-focusing and fihsmentation of short wavelength laacr fight in high Z plasmas of interest to
ham fusion are discussed. It is found that self-focusing bchatior is very dependent on the
details of the cfraractcristim of the laser beam, the plasma conditions, and the energy transport

Pmccsscs. Laser light absorption and aclf-focusing are strongly competitive processca. At 0.26
pm wavelength the mllisional absorption is often so great that there is no intensity
amplification of the beam despite the fact that strong aclf-focusing is pr.cscnt. Wide variations
ax found in laacr light penetration, alktcd by acvcral factors. Diverging optics rcdsc.e the
likelihood ofsdf-focusing. Luge scale length density gradients have little effect on focusing
behavior. The aclf-focusing behavior is very dependent on beam shape. Large scale hot spots
cart have a significant et%ct on whole beam self-focusing esrly in the pulse. The behavior of
small scale hot spts c-m bc qualitatively different than the standard picture. The calculations
indicate that small scale hot spots do not achieve a steady state in some cases Sound waves
cause chaotic interactions among neighboring hot spots. It is found that there is little
qualitative change when nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) radiation and
●tomic physics are used in the calculations. The nature of the heat flux turd thermoelectric
magnetic field generation are examined with a kinetic model. Stimulated Raman
b.scksca!tering levels in self-focused light are significantly rcduccd for short wavelengths ●nd
high Z plasmas. Landau damping plays an important role in determining the Raman levels.
Implications for supratherrnsl electron production, symmetric illumination, x-ray cmversion
efficiency, and lsacr light abwrrption are-discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The understanding ofaclf-focusing and tilamentation of
taacr light may bc important to the success of laser fusion. In
the long scale length plasmas envisioned for reactor targets,
local intensity hot spots caused by self-focusing or laser light
!iIamentation can drive the plasma above parametric insta-
bility thr~hokfs. These instabilities tend to bs saturated by
the creation of suprathermal electrons.’ The hot electrons

* Penetrate deeply into the pellet, heating the interior,
making high compressions difficult. Dirsctly driven targets
rquire very uniform driving prcs.surcs. Filamentation could
spoil this unifonrtity, making large compressions difficult.
The Iascr light absorption, penetration, and mnvwsion to x
nys rmtld also be affsctcd by adf-focusing and filarnents-
tion.

There are a number ofmschanisms that can degrade the
uniformity of ● Iascr bcarn. At wry high intensities, the rela-
tivistic mass variation of the elcctrona oscillating in the laser
electric field cars increase the index of refraction in the center
ofa beam or in ● hot spot in the bcarn.2 Thk leads to focusing
that increases the mass variation further, arising the systcm
to go unsrxblc. At high intensities, the ponderomotive force
of the fascr can drive pfasma from the interior of a beam thus
raising the index of refraction ther< leading to focusing and
an instability.’ Fina31y,at lower intensities, if the buns or hot
spot width is farge compared with an electron mean free
path, inverse brcrnaatrahhsng heating cur raise the pressure
in the interior of tic beam. The increnacd pressure drivca

plasma out of the beam, once again raising the index of re-
fraction therq Icading to instability.’ The first mschanism,
relativistic self-focusing is not of interest to Iascr fusion.
With the intensities, wavelengths, ●nd plasma scale Iengths
envisioned for reactor targets, Iittlc self-focusing is expcstcd
from this mechanism. Ponderomotive self-fccusing could bc
important for small scale hot spots. The third mechanism,
thermal self-focusing, is imptant in the focusing of whole
beams and large scale hot spots.

There have bear a number of expcrimcntd investiga-
tions of filamentation. Eidmartn et al.’ atttibufcd the nonrc-
producibility of x-ray emissions to the fihmrentation instabil-
ity. Haas CI UJ.6 were able to image x-my hot spots and
observe an intensity thrcsho!d for their formation. Baldis
and Corkum’ used Thomsom scattering and a 0.53 pm
probs beam to examine tilaments in structured and unstruc-
tured beams. Looking at x-ray, 3ti#2, ●nd ho cmisaion,
Herbst er al.’ were able to observe four rilamcntation signa-
turca: ( I ) Iocafization of light on a finer spatial acde than
incident brarn nonunifonrritics; (2) lodly higher intensities
in these regions ( 3 ) Iccsdly lower density in theas segions;
and (4) the appcararm of these effects only at higher inten-
sity. Lhr ●f a/v obtains-d time integrated 30,/2 images of fila-
mentary structures. Willi ●t al. ‘“ obtained Schlieren imag=
and shadowgranrs. Additionally, filaments as small as 5 pm
have bear observed to fast for time scales on the order of a
fcw picosccmrds. ” Hydrodynamic jctting,lz which may &
csuscd by filaments, has also been observed. Willi ef al.’]
observed the breakup of an annular beam into a set of fila-
ments with aperiodic structure. Localized structures in back
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Kinetic theory of electron drKt vortex modes
Roger D. Jones
Unitwsity of tlzl~ornia. Las Alamos National bbomto?y, Las Ahmos New Msxico 87545

(Rmsivcd 3 August 1987; mx.cptsd 3 Dcccmber 1987)

Magnetic electron drift vortex modes are exsmirmd using a kinetic thcay. The dispersion is
found to bc much different than that obtained from the Iluid theory. For frequencies much
amder than the electron plssma frequency, the waves sre hcxvily Landau dsmpcd. The modes
am wrakly dsmpcd at frcqtsmcirs just below the plmms frequency and hmce have an
ekctromagnetic rather than magnetic charscter.

L INTRODUCTION

Bmausc of their applications to long wavelength Iaacr
fusion, 1there has been a grd deal of interest in plssma sur-
face waves that generate magnetic fieIds. EIcctron surface
modes that 8eneratc magnetic fields through compresaional
heating of fluid elcmmtx were first studied by Pertz over a
dmade ago using magnetohydmdynamic (MHD) theory.
As Pert pointed out, however, MHD theory did not permit
the propagation of the surfscc wavrx over great distances
because the phaas velocity depended Iccsdly on the plasma
density. This defect was addressed by Joncx3 who noted that
electron inertial etkts msde the depmdmcc nonbc.al and,

co~uently. distsnt propagation WaSpermitted. TISeekc-
tron inertial etTcctsmarrifcstcd themselves in a finite electron
fluid vorricity, henw the name “electron vortex mode.” Ststs-
acqumtly, Amendt ●l al.’ cxsmirrcd the stability of the
modes in sn amclersting plsxms and Yu and Stmtlo5 looked
●t the stability in the prcsmcz of targe temperature gradi-
ents. Stenflo and YU6noted the similarities of thcae waves to
gradient driven electron acoustic waves and observed that
the two modes cm be strongly couplsd. Shukla ef al.’ studied
the psmmetric excitation ofthcsc modes by Iarsgntuir waves
and Stmflo er al.’ investigated the thret wave decay into an
ion acoustic mode. Nycasrder et al.9 examined the nonlinear
vortex verxions of these stsrfacc waves.

To date, sI1 thmretical work ixbasal on a fluid approxi-
mation in which the intemsl electron energy is transported
adiabatically. The properties of the surfscc waves are very
dcpcndcrrt on the manner in which the energy cqustion is
Srcatat. If one aasumcs there is sut?icient heat flux to mskc
the plasma ixotberrnal, for instance, the modes dissppc.ar.
Sinm she mere exixtencc of the waves depmds upon the
methnd of closure of the fluid squstions, ass examination of
the wavss using kinetic methods would seem worthwhile.
This study attcsnprs to do that. We find thst the dixpcrxion ia
quite different than prcdictcd by the ftuid thmry. For fre-
quencies much lCSSthsn the elatron pkxams frequency, the
wavrs are strongly Lxssdsu dampcct. The mods are weakly
dasnpcd just below the plaama frequency and are found to
have a strong electromagnetic cbarscter.

N. MODEL AND SOLUTION

We will assume that the background elsctron dmsity
varies in the x dkcction. The magnetic field tics in the z
dkrmtion. The elcaric field and cbsrge current dcnxity lie in

the x-y plane. We will look for wave propagation in they
direction. It is assumed that no qtsasstitics vw inthezdir=.

tion. With thcss assumptions, the Iinearizsd Vlssov squstion
yiekis for the chsr8e current density

J
J(ar,k) = d 3r’ cxp( – !kw’)oo(x’)

where UOis the mllisionlms high frqmrscy conductivity giv-
en by

Co(x) = in(x) #/ma3,

and the xcroth order distribution ix taken to be Maxwellian:

()A(v) =~~exp –-$ .
(22r)3/~ u: ,

Here, u, = ( T/m) 1’2is the electron thermsl sped, e is the
absolute value of the eIsctronic charge, and m is the electron
msss. Tbe arguments indicate over which variables Fourier
trxnsfomzation has occusmd. We sre a.wsming a fixed back-
ground ion density. The elcctroxtatic field is related to the
density by

n(x) = noexp(c&~.

Here, @ cars be of the order of T. This fietd h= not been
included in the pssticle tsajcctorics, which uc reprcscntcd
by the denominator in Eq. ( 1). We will show aposrerion” that
ncgloct of this term has no etfcct on the conclusions of the
pmscnt pspcr. The magnetic field dots not appear in Eq. ( 1)
since the r..eroth order distribution ia ixotropic.

Equation (1) can & written in terms of shc plaarna W
function 10ax

J
J(@,k) = d3/ exp( – /k.r)

X[uo(x’)E(r’) – (1 – ~)wo(x’)E(r’)W(Z)

– &o(x’)E(r’)(Z2W(Z) + l)], (2)

whers W(Z) ix

JB’(Z) .L (jU~ ()—S/
(2?r)’/’

exp — ,
u—z 2

urd Zis

Z = dkv,.
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DERIVATION OF THE
ION SPHERE SLOWINGDOW EXPRESSION
FOR INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION

D.B. HARRIS*, G.H. MILEY

Fusion Studies Laboratory,
Nuclear Engineering Department,
University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois,
United States of Aeneriea

ABSTRACT. In the early waaes of the burn of m! inertial confinement f~iOn (ICF) t-et. the Plaams P~rs-
meter g cm ha grater than one, indicdng that the numbm of electrons in I Debye cube is lera than one. Under
these conditions, the assumptions used in the classical plasms tsastment am not valid A fusion product
alowissgdownmodel ia derivedfor stmncly coupled nondaaakal Ptaarnaa and is sompas=d with the classical
atowingdown expression. A simpleexpseasionfor interpolation betwear the clasaisat reaion and the non-
edassicd saaion is proposed. TM effect ttrst this new slofi@O~ expmsriOn has On the bum Of ICF
sasgets is investigated in a casrpurion paper

1. INTRODUCTION

The classical treatment of plasmas breaks down
when there are leas than a few electrons in a Debye
cube. Since the plasma parameter g is equal to the
inverse of the number of electrons in a Debye cube,
this situation is equivalent to plasmas with g > I
(Fig. 1). These plasmas are of interest in some
special situations of fusion systems, for example the “
early stages of the burn of high density inertial
confinement fusion (ICF) targets. It is important
to understand the slowingdown of fusion products
under such conditions in order to properly model
the thermonuclear burn wave propagation in core
ignited ICF targets.

It has recently been proposed [ 1, 2] that the micm-
acopic electric potential of a high-g plasma can be
described by the ion sphere potential [3]. This poten-
tial is mlculated under the assumption that the ions
in the plasma retax into a lattice-like structure while
the electrons form a neutralizing cloud around the
ions. The calculated potential is then the resultant
f~ld, which includes the effect of both ions and
electrons. The potential itself has been devised pre-

viously [ l], but it has not been used to formulate a
slowingdown model.

● Prtum ddress: h Amos Nmiorrd bbaatory,
P.O. EOX1633.b AIUSSOS,NM 87S45,USA.

MXXJIAX?u5soN.Vd.SS.N@1(1$22)
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FIG. 1. Pfasnuu an be divkied into four types. dcpendmz on
the value of the electron densfsy and temperature (which deter.
mines the pbrrma parameter g] and rhe mno of rhe klneric
temperature to the Ferret degenerate tempemmrc. ICF plaamu
orn fall {nto any of the catcronks

As shown in Fig. 1, the plasmas defused in the
density-temperature apace can fatl into one of four
regions, depending on the vahae of the plasma para-
meter g and the ratio of the kinetic temperature to the
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BURN PERFORMANCE OF
INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION TARGETS

D.B. HARRJS*, G.H. MILEY
Fusion SNdies hboratory,
NUCIW Engineering Department,
University of fJlinoisO
Urbana, flJiraois,
United stares of America

ABSTRACT. The effect of the dowingdown rate of fusion products on the bum wave propagation velc.aty
arrd the inertixl mrxfinemenl fusion (KF) tmget yisld has been studied. The results indicate that the yield of
strongly burning tmgets is relatively inrcns!tivc to the fusion product slowingdown expression Marginally
burning targets SIEmuch more sensitiw to the fusion pmrluct slowurgdowrr rate,

1. INTRODUCTION

In this study. the burn phase of bare D-T and Dz
targets is investigated. first to determine the compressed

target conditions required for sufficient burnup of D-T
and D2 targets. and second to investigate the sensitivity

of the target yields to variation in the slowing-down
ratio dE/dx of the fission products. The first aspect
is studied by varying the compressed target pR, the
spark PR and the initial spark temperature. and by
searching for the optimum conditions with respect
to fuel gain (defined as the ratio of the yield to the
initial thermal energy in the fuel). Two approaches
are taken to investigate the sensitivity of the target
burn to dE/dx. The first approach involves an analytic
study of the effects of varying dE/dx on bum wave
propagation. This is backed ,,D by a parametric study
of a fixed D-T target, with dE/dx artificially modified.
The second approach examines the effect of using a
new slowingdown model, the ion sphere interpolation
model [ 1], in a hydrodynamics burn code,

It is easy to show that the yield from a solid density
(uncompressed) D-T target is too small to be useful
for enemy production [2]. It was recognized in 1943
(as part of the fission weapons programme) that
improved yields can be achieved by utilizing high
compression in spherical geometry [2, 3]. The fust
mention of using lasers to compress targets to high
densities for electrical energy production appears in
a 1972 journal article by Nuckolls et al. [4]. After a

“ Prueot ddrus: La Atama NationalSAmXIOry,
P.O. Box 1663, &x Alxmos. NM S734S, USA.
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publication on burn effects by Clarke et al. [2] in 1973.
Frsley et al. [3] began the convention of studying the
implosion phase and the burn phase separately. This
was done in part because the bum phase is independent
of the driver (laser or particle beam) and. to a certain
degree, the target design. At about the same time.
Brueckner and Joma published an extensive review
article [5]: they also separated the burn phase from
the implosion phase and discussed the burn performance
of a number of targets. Continuing this tradition. Jarvls
[6] published in 1976 the results of target burn simula-
tions, again starting fmm the compressed conditions,
Jamis compared his results with those of Refs [3] and [5 ].
We will compare the present results with those
published in Refs [3. 5] and alw with the results of
Jarvis [6].

Burn propagation plays an even more crucial role
it? advanced fuel (non-equimolar D-T) ICF targets.
The burn of two types of advanced fuel targets has
been described previously. The first stud y [7] consi-
dered the burn of core-ignited targets, with an equi-
molar D-T mixture heated to 5 keV and a non-
equimolar D-T mixture as the outer layer. The second
study [8] considered AFLINT targets. These consist
of a D-T core at the centre of a deuterium target. and
the objective is to minimize the required driver energy
while achieving tritium self-sufficiency without

breeding tritium in a blanket.
Two types of targets will be considered in this paper.

The first type is the equimolar D-T target with a shock-
heated core. The other type is a pure deuterium target
that is alsospark-ignited. The perfomrance of the two
targets is first characterized with respect to the
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SYNOPSISOFRESULTS ON SELF FOCUSING AND FILAMENTATION

OFLASE~ LIGHT IN HJGH-Z PLASMAS

Roger D. Jones, W. C. Mead, S. V. Coggeshall,

J. L. Norton, G. D. Pcdlak, and J. M. Wallace

Los Alamns National Laboratory

Lns Alamos, New Mexico 87S45

A.INTRODUCTION

The understanding of self focusing and filamentation or laser light is impor!an[
for the success of laser fusion. Reactor plasmas will be very large. Sizes as large
as a centimeter are cxpzcted. The ●lectron densities of thesr phsmas are expscted
to be ● tenth of the critical density for short wavelength ( typical]> A -0.25 #m )
laser light. In some scenarios. the plasma material is heavy highly ionized m-terial.
Temperatures are t>pically in the kc\’ range. Stimulated Rarnan scattering (SRS] may
be important in plasmas of this sort. An unfortunate characteristic of SRS ia that it
is often saturated by the production of suprathermal electrons.l Only ● few kilojoules
of hot ●lsctrons can fatally degrade a targets performance by preheating the fuel,
preventing efficient compressions. An important question is whether filamentation and
self focusing can create plasma conditions favorable for the development of SRS and the
production of suprathermal ●lectrons. Also of concern is the ●ffsct that filamentation
might have on drive symmetr} in some schemz+ as well as its eflect on backscattering
and absorption. Additiondly, beam quality is importuzt for the efficient production
of x-rays, z

There ue two self focusing mechanisms important for laser fusion, thermal and
ponderomotive. In thermal self focusing the ltser createss wmperature gradient trans-
veme to the bemr through inverse bremsstrahlung heating. This leads WYa transverse
preswre gradient which drives plasma from the beam. The decreased density in the
bean rzises the index of refraction which focus= the beam leading ti instability>.
The thermal instability is important for whole bsam self focusing *nd the focusing of
lsrgesub-beam structures. In ponderomotive self focusing, the lsser creates alight
pressure which drives plasma from the beam Ieadin; tn instability. This mzchanism
is important for small sub-beam structure. These mechanisms have been studied
experimenlallys- 12 and thznretically.] s-ao

In this paper, we tske ss ● reference csse the l~er snd pl=ma conditions examined



Collisional effects on the Weibel instability
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The etTects of electron Rutherford scattering on the Weibel insrabilit y are investigated using
the implicit plasma simulation code VENUS[J. Comput. Phys. 46,271 ( 1982); 63,434
( 1986)]. Collisions decrease the Weibel growth rate below the collisionleas value, in agreement
initially with simple linear theory. Likewise, collisions decrease the saturation level, in
agreement with a magnetic trapping mechanism. When the collision rate excccds the
cdisionleas Weibel growth rate, the instability is suppressed altogether. The results provide
benchmarks for analysis of proposed short-wavelength laser-fusion schemes.

1.INTRODUCTION

There has beerrconsiderable interest r~ntly in inertial.
fusion schemes employing submicron wavelength Iaxers,
such as KrF, asthere areobvious advantages toshorr wave-
lengths. Decreasing the laser wavelength increases the criti-
caldensityofthc target plasma, making possible increased
energy deposition by the collisional inverse bremsstrahlung
process outside the critical surface and correspondingly de-
creased energy absorfmon near [be critical surface into
suprathermal electrons by resonant absorption and para-
metric processes, e.g., Brillouin and stimulated Raman scat-
tering. Consquently energy is deposited more deeply into
the fusion target where it can produce tbe dewed implosion
more efficiently; and there are fewer deleterious long-range
sups-athermal electrons to preheat the target interior. The
beat flow from the deposition region into the interior, where
the energy is needed, results from a poorly understood,
anomalous, electron-transport process. This process must be
understood if a valid assessment of various inertial-fusion
schemes is to be made. It is certain, however, that the trans-
port process can be affected by the presence of strong mag-
netic fields, which are, in fact, known to be produced in laser
irradiations at l-10pm wavelengths. j Magnetic fields are
expected toinfluence heat flowwhen@Cr> I,whereo< is the
electron-cyclotron frequency and 7 is the scattering time for
a W deflection. On the basis of theoretical considerations,
first presented by Weitscl,’ any magnetic fluctuation present
in the plasma and lying within a partial volume of k space,
discussed in Sec. H, is unstable; and it wiJ1 initially grow
exponentially in the presence of an an isotropic electron dis-
tribution. The initial electron smisotropy necessary for
growth of this instshility car be prnduced directly by all
known laser-plasma energy-deposition prncesses, or it can
arise indirectly as a result of hoi-electron drift3 or the hcst-
tlow process.’ Thus any progress in understanding the heat
ffow in laxer tsrgets rquires consideration of the Weibel
growth of magnetic fields. This is true despite the lack of
definitive experimental evidence for the Weibd instability in
ls.ser-prcduccd plasmas at this time. Extensive theoretical
studies of the Weibd instability in cdisionless plasmas have
been made using numerical simulation techniques. s-’ As
short-wavelength lasers come under consideration for iner-
tial fusion, it becomca nacsaary to study the Weibel instabil-

ity in the prcsencc of collisions. The rcsulta of the first such
study using the method of pfaxms simulation are reported
here.

The tool for this investigation is the VENUSimplicit plas-
ma simulation coete.s.9The implicit property of the code al-
lows the use of much larger time steps than rquired by an
explicit code, without introducing numerical instabilities,
thus reducing computation time requirements significantly,
The code solves aelfensistently the MSX~e]I_~Itzmann
quations for a system of electrons and ions of fixed Z. The
electrons undergo Rutherford scattering 05the ion diswibu-
tion according to the model of Cranfill, Brackbill, and Gold-
mm, 10.II me ~lllslons of electrons with each other Me in-

corporated ●pproximately with the replacement
Z- (Z + 1) in the scattering formulation. Tire scattering
frquency for a W deflection is

e%~(Z+l) N, ~ 1
v.(u) =

m,c> i)NO i

which provides a measure of the collisionalit y of the plasma
(VC= r-’). Here N, is the electron particle density, u the
electron velocity, and U@ the electron plasma frequency at
some referen- density No.

Il. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

All simulations are two dimensional employing a com-
putational box of dimensions x~l = 8&/aJX and

Y~~ = ~/OJm. The Y dlr=tion, which corresponds to the
spatial dimension in onedimensional treatments, is zoned
rather more finely than the x direction. Periodic boundary
conditions for both particles and fields are applied in both
dimensions. There is no z dependence, sdthough all compo-
nents of the vector quantities are inmqmrated. It should be
noted that some of the early numerical simulations failed to
give tbe correct late-rime behavior of the instabilityy, i.e., de-
cay subsquent to saturation, because the computational box
was too small, precluding coupling to the long-wavelength
slowly growing modest Our mmputstional box is adequate
for this purpose Tbe simulations employ 250 @10computa-
tional particles of each species. We chcae an initial average
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~onlinear Coupling of Stimulated Raman wadBrillouin scattering
in L8ser-Pi8sms Interactions

Harvey A. Rose, D. F. DuBois, and B. Bcr.zcrides

Las A1.mos A’ariamd La60ratar~. .%iv+rsity of Cu!ifamio. Los Alonsm New Mexico 87S45
(Raw.ival 29 timber 1986)

Dsmikd agreement with the experiments of Walsh, Villeneuve, and Baldis is obtained from I lh~ry
of the couphng or itimulatsd Raman scattemrg ●nd stinrulawd Brillouin scatlcrin; which ~mrporales
the nonlinear physics of the Zakharov model.

PACS numksts S240.Nk, 42.65.-k, 5Z3S.MW. S2.35.Ra

Two years ●go Walsh, Villeneuvc, ●nd Baldis 1 (WVB) reported on experiments in which they obacrvcd the interac-
tion of electron density fluctuations ●aaociatcd with stimttlatad Ram an scattering (SRS) ●nd stimulated Brillou in
scattering (SBS). Fluctuations ●ssociated with SRS were observed to ocasr only in a narrow band of densities
0.01< rro/nC<0.05, where n, is the critical density for the C02 pump laser ●nd no is the plasma density at the top of
lhc Gaussian profile, in the expcrimems no/n, was ●lways less than 0.25.

The equations for our model~ were given by Aldrich rf OL3 ●nd can be derived from standard plasma fluid quations.
u’c ●ssume spatial variation onl) in the x direction and rcprcscnt the total electromagnetic vector potential A 7 as

A7D[~ACXp(-@r)+ ~A~exp(-iwRr )]+c.c.,

where fo~ - @o-UP with rao and SOP~hc incident light frequency and electron plasma frquency of the background den.
sit), rcspcctivel). The SIOWI}varying envelope amplitudes satisfy

[-2ioro8, + (o$-sol) -c%%4 w -orj(n/nO)A+ (roj/8xerrJ (8, EAR), (1)

[-2iraR8, + (US;- d) -C28ilAR - ‘@~(n/no)An+(@~f8 xtno)Aa,E”. (2)

The nonlinear source terms on the right-hand sides of these equations contain the couplings responsible for SBS and
SRS.

The slow]) varying cnvclopc E of the electrostatic field satisfies

(-2iapa, +0;n/no-3r3aj)E - – + (fdjk’)(dm)a.(mi )+c5SZ(X,Y). (3)

The conditions for validit) of these equations arc dixcuxscd in more detail in Ref. 3 and irrchsdc the condition n/no< 1.

The Iow-frequent) densit) flsscrualion, n,obeys

(a?-c]a3)n -(16m55,) -laj[l& l~+(@~/~2)( lA12+l AR12)]+~~n(x.f). (4)

In the prcsen! s!udy the Icft-hand sides of Eqs. (3) ●nd
(4) ●rc augmerrtcd by collision operators - 2ira,
x v,( - i~, ) ●nd 2v, ( - ia. M,, rcspxtively. The func-
tion Vc(k ) is chosen to bc ● simple polynomial fit to the
sum of collisional’ PIUS Landau damping for Langmuir
waves, ●nd likewise v,(k) and cl [in Eq. (4)] art fitted
by the ion ●coustic roots of the collisionleaa.plasma
diapcrxion relation for parameters of the experiment
(nr,lZW -5500, T,IT, - I,Z =4).

An important departure from Ref. 3 ●l other worka
on Langmuir turbulence is that the cdculatimss prcacnt-
csl here ●re for fins”m, slab Ccssmetry. In this CaXCwe
have found it useful to make a further dccompoaition of
the vector p:entiala into slowly varying spatial envelopes
A _aoexp(ik@) +uaexp(ik~ ) ●nd AR ‘# RcxPtikRx),
where &j’s (j -O,B,R) arc wave vectors of the incoming
laser pump md backasxttcrcd Brillouin ●nd Rasnan
light, respectively. Tire aj’s ●rc assumed to be slowly

varying in space over a distance 2x/k, and their second
spalial derivatives are neglected, In the slab geometry
cmrsidercd here the pump wave is incident from the left
●t x = O with ●mplitude specified to by an incrca!-
ing @rcrion of time: ao(x =0, r ) =am,(f /1~ ) ‘n for
f < I=. This corrcaponds to the R’VB experiments
where the pump ~wcr is J Iincarly increasing function
of time with 1~- 500 ps. The laser field then props.
gatcas to the right through the region of uniform plasma
0s xs L. The boundary conditions arc taken to be
a,(x ‘L,r)-@R(X-~,f ) =0. outgoing ion and Lang-
muir waves: for the latter azf - & lkfE ●t x =1,0. re-
spcctivdy, where &E is the wave number of the fastest
(linear) growing Langrrtuir mode w“th group velocity
Ioz. Tbcse boundary conditions eliminate reflections in
the mode kE and have little effccr on tbc nonlinear pro-
ctaacs which ●re Iccal in space. The aquations art nu.
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Lie group invariance properties of radiation hydrodynamics equations
and their associated similarity solutions

Stephen V. Coggeshall
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Roy A. Axford
214 Nuclear Engineenng IA60ratocv, University ofIllinou Ur60na, Illirrok 61801

(Received 27 January 1986; accepted 30 April 1986)

The L!e group invariance properties of the one-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic quations
with the equilibrium diffusion approximation, a local thennndyrramical equilibrium assumption,
and an arbitrary material equation ofstme are derived These properties are used systematically to
gmerate similarity solutions of these quations for a given form of the quation of state. A
amprehmsive list of allowed similarity solutions for a pcrfczt gas is presented. Several special
- that have been found previously by other authors appear in the list. Many other cases not
rcpnrted previously are also presented. An example numerical solution is given for a piston-driven
shock with a thermal precursor.

1.INTRODUCTION

The determination and use of similarity solutions of sets
ofhydrodynarnic arrd radiation hydrodynamic partial ditTer-
cmial quations has been a successful technique in the past
45 years. Such solutions comprise special classes of solutions
compatible with certain initialhmsndary conditions, wh]ch
can provide insight into the Lxhavior of more general solu-
tions. These special cases may also be taken as benchmark
problems useful in the checking of various computer codes.

Two methcds for finding similarity solutions to partial
differential equations are described m the literature. A meth-
od often used is that ofa dimensional analysis.’- The second
methcd is baaed on the transfomration theory of differential
equations originally introduced by Lle.~zO The dimensional
analysis approach has been a very successful technique, but
it has impnrtant limitations as described by Bluman and
C&.” Using Lie group methods one can systematically
seek similarity solutions of the first and second types’ to a
given set of partial differential equations This systematic
determination by the group method makes it a very pnwerful
technique for analyzing system evolution,

Lie group tramformations fall into two classes: point
and contact transformations. The elements of s set of Lie
group transfonrrations forrrr a group with respect to the com-
position of transformations. The infinitesimal transfornsa-
tions of a group are represented by a differential operator
catlcd the group generator. When the coordinate functions
of the group generator depend only on the independent and
dependent vanablcs, the group is said to be a point transfor-
mation. If the coordinate functions tdso depend on the de-
rivatives of the dependent varisblca, it is catled a contact
tsarrsformatiom One may speak of an nth-order contact
transformation when the coordinate functiorrs depmd on up
to the nth-order derivatives. In this sense a point transforma-
tion may be considered as a zcroth-order castact trarrsfor-
mation.

The transformation theory of differential quations was
originality developed by Lle to explain and unify apparently
disparate arsd ad h~ methods for obtaining solutions of dif-
fercrrtiat quations. It maybe applied to systems of lirrmr or
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nonlinear ordina~ and partial differential equations that ad-
mit groups. Invarim= under a one- or multi-parameter
group of transformations allows for the following

(i) a first-order ordinary differential quation to Lx re-
duced to quadraturcx,

(ii) an nth-nrder ordinary ditTermtial quation to he
rcdumd to an n — 1st-order ordinary differential quation,

(iii) an nth-order partial differential quation with two
indepcndmt variables to bs reduced to an nth-order ordi-
nary differential quation, and

(iv ) an nth-order partial differential quation with m
indepmdmt variables to be reduced to an nth-order partial
differential quation with m – 1 independent variables.
For more detailed information of the application of this the-
ory to differential equations see, for example, Refs. 11-t 9.
Reference 20 contains a brief description of the history of the
development and use of these techniques.

The present work concentrates on the transformation
properties of a set of radiation hydrodynamics partial differ-
mtisf equations. It is easy to show that for a system of partial
differential quations any contact transformation automati-
cally collapses to a Wint tnsrrsfonnation. ~’.zzWe therefore
look only for point transformations that are admitted by this
act of partial differential quations. Once these have been
found we can introduce similarity variables ns invariant
functions of the group and rcdum the partial di5erential
qtsations to ordinary dtfferentiat equations. Similarity sulu-
tions area cmscquencc of Lie group invariance properties of
differential quations when invariant functions of the group
are introduced as new variables.

The quations studied in this work are oncdimmsional
radiation hydrodynamic quations in which the flow of radi-
ation is tr~tcd in the di5usion approximation. This results
in a mcdcl referred to aa the radiation conduction approxi-
mation. Slmilarit y solutions for the bydrcdynsmic equa-
tions have been knowrr for some time and arc well document-
ed. (Ss% for example, Rcfs. 1-S, 23-29. ) Some similarity
solutions for several cases of radiation hydrodyrramics equa-
tions h~vc aISObeen found.=” A short summary of th~

earlier fvorka CM be found in the wtrcluding discussion.
section II contains a btiefreview of how the application



SCALING OF HIGH-Z LASER PLASMAS
WITH ENERGY AND PULSELENGTH

S.R. GOLDMAN, W.C. MEAD
LCISAlamos National Laboratory,
hs A3amos, New Mexico,
United States of America

ABSTRACT. TIMauthom hsva uaad LASNEX modellint, which rmtctrss most currsnt exrrmimmts, to
study the scdisu of h@-Z Iasar-tasaat interactions to the tugher laser energies and lonacr pulses sppropnalc
to future inertial fusion Wsaets. Results am ptucntad for the irradiation of molddisk taracts with 0.26 ~m
Ii@ at a nommf kncident intensity of 3 X 10’4W-cm-’ and incident energy vsryina from 102J to 107J. For
koth low- md highsremycases,steepplasma PSOMSSdevelop nesr the csitical density of the Isscr haht. In
the absance of tilanrentstion, the combmatmn of ls~e slectron density gradients M densitias substmrttslly
below the criticsf density and strona coltisionslity due to the hisIvZ plasms tpFcms to supprass stimulated
Rmnsn bzckscsttenna and the 20P instsbihty. There is some possibility of stimulated Rammrsidescatler in
the hiah-aneray caae. Using onedimensional plssmt mmousx, fiimenc generation is stronaest at early t:mes
for the 10’ J case, and wssk st akftimes for the 102 J case. The radiation emisskon k lmselY genersted nesr
USCcritical surface, and the carversion effmenciss are of the order of 0.6 mrd mnstant to within *O.1 There
is weak vanstion with energy in Skobal flow paranretem.

1. INTRODUCHON

The understanding of tJse interaction of submicron

fascr light with high-Z plasmas [ 1] is important for
some classes of Inertisl Confusement Fusion (lCF)
reactor t~ets [2]. Considerable experimental and
theoretical effort has been devoted to this goal.
Experiments [3-6] at 0.53 pm and 0.35 #m wave-
lengths have shown absorption efficiencies of 80% or
more, suprathenstal energy fractions of the order of 1%
or less, and X-ray conversion efficiencies excccding
50%. ‘ftreorctical and expenmentaf work haa shown

suhstsntial benefits for laser plasma coupling processes

its hi8fI-Z plasma at seactor ScaIelengths [7, 8].
We have used LASNEX modelhng, which matches

most recent experiments [3, 6, 9– 12], to study the
scaling of high-Z Isser-target interactions to the higher
faser enesgies and longer pulses appropriate to futuse
lCF tasgets, such as might bc driven by ● 0.25 pm
multi-megajoute KrF Jaser. in this wosk we survey the
scaling of the interaction with increasing pul.selength
and tasget size at fixed peak puLsa intensity. The
essential adequacy of LASNEX at current laboratory
energies has bsen established thnJ@s a number of
detailed comparisons with experiment [3, 6, 9]. The
accumcy of code cafcufations ●t longer pulselengths is
ultimately in question, eapcciaffy in view of the lack
of a detailed theosy or experimental verification. How-
ever, simulations, baaed on the same components

whose usage has been authenticated by current expen-
mcnts, provide guidance for further effosts.

in this work, we evaluate the seating of plssma
profiles and enesgetics for a gold disk irradiated by a
*CUISI spot of KrF light (A= 0.26 #m) with a Gaussian
pulse of peak intensity 3 X 1ff’ Wwrn-z. This intensity
falls within the range of peak intensities for reactor
designs [7] and is sufficiently low that, as shown below,
suprathersmd electron production and coronal plasma

instabilities are gcnerafly suppresed. We vary the
ene~, E, fsom 100 J to 10 MJ, and the pulscwidth,
7 (FWHM), from 0.5 ns to 23.2 ns. The vatue of 100 J

corresponds to easly Argus experiments; the value of
10 MJ ux’stsponda to projected reactor designs. It is
striking that, over the large range of pasameter space
surveyed, the resin featuses of plasma development

wc qufititively similar. We fmd strong steepening of
the pfasma temperature and density profsses near the
caitical surface fn all cases. Global features of the flows
de stowly with energy. We find some striking
modificAons of scalings from simplest expectations
which have significant impact on fJre expected behaviour
of laser-plasma coupfing psocesses.

Earfy estimates [ 13] and simple models [ 14],
examinhg the scaling of taigh-Z plasmas with increasing
laser energy md putsewidth, assumed that the plasma
pmtWs were not very diffescnt from ass isothessssat
nsefaction. Using csr as an estimate for the scafelength,
with CSthe mroraalsound speed and r the laser pulse

SSUCSXAXFSM1ON,VaS.16,N- (S0S6) 813
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ANALYSIS, MODELING, AND DESIGN OF

SHORT-WAVELENGTH LASER-PLASMA EXPERIMENTS

W. C. Mead, S. V. Coggeahall, S. R. Goldman, E. K. StOver,
P. D. Goldatone, J. Cobble, A. Hauer, G. Stradling,
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ABSTRACT

We preeent analyeie and LASNEX modeling of two experiment d-igned to explore
the mechaniema and scaling of Ieeer-plaama coupling in high-Z pleemea. The firzt used
layered Au-on-CH spheree irradiated symmetrically ueing the Omega (Laboratory for
Lswer Energetic) 0.3s pm Iaaer to oheerve the x-ray tilon and energy penetra-
tion in gold plaamea. Meaauremente of the subkilovolt and kilovolt -Ion km
targete with varying Au<oating ttdcknesaea were made uairig dhgmmtica of varying
epectral, temporal, and spatial r~lution. The wulte indicate that the x-ray conver-

“sion efficiency ie a function of target size, with larger tergeta yielding x-ray erniAon
in excellent agreement with calculation. The x-ray emtilon fall-off with decreasing
gold thickneee agreee wd with ptilctiona. The eecond exper-knent need the Novette
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) lacer to irradiate solid gold dwk targete,
examining wavelength ecalii to 0.26 pm. The meaeured eubkihmdt x-ray emiaaion
u in good agreement with calculation ueing mildly inhlbked thermal elatron trana-
port, .indlcat’mg enhanced target coupling, ampared with previous experiment ueing
emaller spot sizee. The experiment alao indicates very low supratherrnal electron pop-
nlatione, on the order of 0.1% ●t about 30 keV effective temperature. Finally, we
preeent preliminary plana and deeigne for qmrimente which will uee the Aurora 5 kJ,
5 m, 0.25 pm KrF lacer now being constructed at Loe Alamoe.
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An Implicit Moment Electromagnetic Plasma Simulation
in Cylindrical Coordinates

JON M. WALLACE, JEREMIAH U. BRACKBILL, AND

DAVID W. FORSLUND

Appltid %orrtical Physics Division,
Las AlarnosNananal La60ra:ory, La Abros, New Mexico 87S4S

Razivcd Novcmlscr 5, 1984; revised March 6, 1985

An electromagnetic PIC plasma simulation code incorpxating the implicit moment method
and a two-dimensional cylindrical mesh, with r- and z-coordinate depcndencc, has been
developed The code is an extension of the VENUS code from the original twodimcnsional
Grtcsian mesh. The physical model employed in the code will bc diseu.sscd, with emphasis on

QCet5 unique to cylindrical geometry. An application to self-gencra!cd magnetic fields and
elcxtron transporr in a laser-irrad]atcd disk is prcacntcd that highhglx:s the usefulness of cylin-
drical coordinates. C !9s4Acukmc k. hc

INTRODUCITON

An implicit moment method for nonrelativistic electromagnetic plasma
simulation in two dimensions has recently been developed [ 1]. The method,
introduced by Mason [2] in an electrostatic context, employs a new way of advan-
cing in time the coupled particle and field equations that eliminates many of the
numerical constraints on time and space steps encountered in explicit plasma
simulation codes. With the implicit method. it is not necessary to resolve the elec-
tron plasma oscillations or the propagation of light waves. Computations which
follow in detail only the ions and still remain numerically stable are possible.
Likewise, it is unnecessary to resolve the Debye length. The method makes
accessible to simulation larger time and space scales than are practical with an
explicit formulation of the Maxwell-V1asov equations. This is especially useful when
simulating low-frequency plasma phenomena in which the high-frequency com-
ponent of the electron motion is physically insignificant and only the average elec-
tron motion, where the high-frequency component has been removed, need to be
considered.

The implicit moment method has been employed in the VENUS PIC code using
the usual Cartesian grid [1]. However, beeause the implicit method makes possible
the simulation of an entire plasma, including boundary cffeets, one is lead to incor-
porate the option of another mesh geometry. The two-dimensional Cartesian mesh
is appropriate for a system which is infhite and perfectly homogeneous along the
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Electrostatic electron surface modes on a plasma-vacuum Interface
of flnlte width

Roger D. JonsJs
Applied?’hsorrricdPhysrbDhIision,LasAlamosNarkmdLdomwry,LasAfnrnosNSUIMexicu87S4S

(Ikcivcd 14 June 1985; amspted 13 October 1985)

The cfrdron surface mode diapcnion rcfation, including Ldndau damping, is obtains.d for a
vscuum-plmms interface Unlike previous work, the ioterfscc is permittsd to have ● 6rrite width
and no wall tmundary mnditiorss are aaaumal. When the dmsity gndierrt scale Imgth L.. is lsrge

COSOPIU~wi~ ~ Mye lCSSWk;’ and SSSIXUmmpsrcd with issurface mode wavelcogth 2rk -1,
then the mode frcqumcy iaQI= (ti,/2’{2)(1 + kL.n/6), and the Landau dsmping rste is y
= – [6/(2m) ‘l’]cup/(k.L.. ). Thcw cxpressioms are much different than the mmpsrahle

expressions for a wall-mn60cd pfaama,

L INTRODUCTION

All plawrma, whether classical or solid stste, sre isrsome
SCnacbotmdcd. The modss that can be supported by the sur-
fatxa of boundsd plasmas have bear a souru of study for
some time (for a recent review see Ref. 1).The Iatersl marrs-
pnr-tof energy,z the acceleration of fast ions,z nonccdlisional
absorption of radiation,~ the generation of very high har-
monics of incident laser light,’ magnetic field gerreration, z
and transition radiations are phenomena whose existence
has bccsr attributed to electron surface waves. In the cold
plssma limit, the frcqumcy of Lmth the electrostatic srrd p-
polsrirxd electromagnetic modes (in the absence of a ststic

ma8netic field) ~ @= @2’ ‘2, where tio is the pksma fre-
quency of the upper density shelf. Using a cold plasma fluid
thmry, Kaw rmd McBridec have calculated the real psrt of
the fufl elawomagnetic dispersion for a semi-infinite plasma
that hss a density vsriation on the upper density shelf [see
F:g. l(a)]. They did no! consider a surface of finite width.
Additionally, sinw they uasd a fluid thsory, they were un-
able to calculate the Landau damping. In calculations of the
finite wavelength corrections to the surfsce wave kdSU

damping, attention hss been restricted to plasmas that are
corstinsd by perfectly or spcadarly reflecting wrdIs’ [see Fig.
l(b)]. This is an idealization, at best, to wsll-mntined plas-

“nkl-
X

‘)”k&
x

FSCI.1.(81Surkc wish dmdry arxticn; cmuppss dnuiry ISICU.(b]Watl.
Cmsnal plsurm

maa. Many importsm plasmas are not wntiocd by walls at
all, e.g., magnetic *ion plsamss, irsertisl ccdnemcnt plss-
SSSSLS,astrophysical plaa+ and metals. In this paper, the
dispersion snd Landau dsmping of elsctroststic surfam
wsvcs will be cdculstsd in the important aitustion in which
the plasma is not ccm6rsedby wslls but is mrdinal by the ion
inertia (asc Fig. 2). It will be shown that, in the case where
the eletron dmsity scale length L.. at the plssms-vscuum
irsterfsce is much larger than the Debye length k ~ ‘ of the

uPwr dmity shelf ~d much smaller than a surfscc mode
wavelmgth 2rrk-‘, the wave frcqucsscyis given by u
= %(1 + kL. /6)/2”2 and the Landau dsmping is gjvm

by y= – [6/(2rr)’’z]a#( k,J. ), where y is the damping
rste. These expr~ions src much difTermt tbssr the cmmpar.
able exprsssiorrs for wsll-coa6ned plssmsa.

Il. ELECTRON SURFACE MOOE DISPERSION AND
DAMPING

First consider a mld acrni-irstinite plasma. For x <0, the
electron density is no For x >0, the density is O.Since we sre
mnsidering elsctron time SC&S that sre much faster than
the ion time SCSICS,we cars neglect the expsmsion of the plss-
ma into the vacrsurrrand regard the ions as fsxcd. The dielec-
tric rtsporras is

.f=eo= 1 —a&rJ, %<0,

[1)
f=l, X>o,

where ~. is she plssma frcqumcy st dmaity nw Ektroststic

FSG. 2. Surf-of finite widsh
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THE PHYSICS OF BURN IN MAGNETIZED
DEUTERIUM-TR.ITIUM PLASMAS
~herical geometry

R.D. JONES, W.C. MEAD

Los Alamos National Laboratory,

Los Alamos, New Mexico,

United States of America

ASSTRACT. There is a Israe msion of density-tempe!zture space in which the effects O(~ masrrctic field on
Imt ersmport and atpha-puricle mobility are s&rifiurrt and the maanetlc pressure is small ampsred wth the
pressure of a ds.utcnum-tritium ptasms Spherical fusion bum in this regime is cxandned. It k found that for
volume bum, rnaanetic fields urr UCatly mcrsase the yield. In rcgmes where propawtina bum does not occur,
she bum cm be enhanced by a maarrctic field. In remmes where propaaatirra deflWttlon would normally occur
in the absence of a maarretic field, magnet!c fields ●crualty de~de the cross-field pmpagatton A detonation
wave is hsrder to @rite inthe pmancs of ● msgrretic fmld. onces detormtion wan is ignited, no change m the
propagationspeed is produced by ●pplyings magnetic field.

1. INTRODUCHON

Recently, Lirrdemuth and Kirkpatrick [ 1] suggested
that magrretic fields might play a role in increasing the
gain of laser targets and in reducing the power arrd
focuairrg rcquirtments of particle beam targets for
inertial confinement fusion. Their conclusions were
based on a simple zero-dimensional model irr which the
deutenum-tritium (DT) bum W= included in a heuris-

tic manner. Since they used a single zone to model the
DT fuel irr their numerical calculation, they were unable
to examine propagating bum waves or the details of
temperature and density gradients in volume bum. If
inertial confinement fusion is to succeed, it must
achieve high gain by using propagating bum in order to
mmpensate for low driver efficiencies. Therefore, art
important issue in the study of magnetized inertial
fusion targets is the role that magnetic fields may play
irr enhancing or degrading propagating bum. This issue
is diacrsased in the present paper. We uss the hydro-

dynamics code LASNEX [2] to examine volume and
propagating bum in sphericat geometries. A model of
the magrtetic field is assumed ierwhich the dynamics of
the magnetic field are ~atfy simplified. This is neces-
sary in order to discuss the role of the magnetic field in
spherical geometry.

The conclusions reached in sphericdgeometry arc
s follows:

(a) In a volume bum regime, magnetic fields cars
greatly improve the bum.

XU~M FSSSSON,VOLS60No.Z (NM)

(b) In regimes where propagating deflagration would
normally occur in the absence of a magnetic field,
the fields actually degrade the cross-field
propagation.

(c) In the presence of a magnetic field, deflagration
bum cars be made to occur isr a regime in which it
would not occur otherwise. This regime, however,
is not the trigh-gain regime of most interest to
inertial fusion.

(d) A detonation wave is generzdly harder to ignite in
the presence of a magnetic field.

(e) Orrce a detonation is ignited, there is no difference
in the propagation speed between a wave with
and a wave without a magnetic field.

(f) A consequence of point (a) is that the performance
of low%airr targets, m might be used for particle
beam drivers, may be enhanced.

(g) A consequent of point (b) is that magnetic fields
are unlikely to be able to significantly improve

the performance of high-gain targets in one-
dimenriorral bum geometries.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the model used in arriving at the above conclusions.
The volume bum regime is discussed in Section 3. In
Section 4, propagating and non-propagating bum is

discussed, together with a concept catled magnetically
enhanced tamping. In section 5, the qualitative restatts
of section 4 are discussed its the context of achieving
high fuel gains (yield per total internal energy).
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Inertial Fusion in the Nineties

David B. Harris’ Donald J. hsdzi~’ and David C. Cartwright’

‘flse 1980s have provers so be an exciting time for the inertial confirsemcnt fusion (lCF)
program Major new Iascr and lsght-ion dsivm have bcm constructed and have prcduccd
some crs.xmraging S’CSUII.S.‘flse 195Qs wilf be a crucial time for the ICF program A decision
for prccading wirh the next facility is scheduled for she early 1990s, If rhc decision is
positive, planning and construction of this fmiliry wifl occur, Lkpcmfirrg on the tie required
for design and construction, this next-generation facility could Lremmc operational ❑ear the
sum of the Omtury.

L INTRODUCf’fON

The inertial confisrcsncrrt fusion (3CF_) program

has mainmirrcd level funding over the past fcw years

and is currently active at national Iaboratorics, uni-
versities, and indssstrics. Recent expcrisnmtal raults
in many areas have bear very crscouragjng giving
indications that the ultimate success of ICF is
achievable. The 1990s will most cmtaisdy provide
even more progress toward achievement of the
short-term military applications and the Iong-tcrrsr
avilian goal of energy production.

The U.S. lCF program currently has three major
elements: capsule physics, driver technology, and
driver-matter interactions. Other smafkr components
such as targel fabrication and reactor studies arc also
being invcstigatal ●t a lower level. Tbc apsule
physics effort is mainly in a classified program rxdfcd
Ccrsturion/Halite, a theoretical and cxpcrisrsenfal ef-
fort to issvcstigate the design characteristics of lCF
targets. Excdmt progress hms recently been ●chieved
●nd has kn said to be ● turning point its dmson-
strating target behavior [1].

2
6
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The 1980s have also sear new drivers being

dwelopcd. At Lawrcncc Livennore National Labora-

SOSY(f-LNf-), fhe Nova solid-state laser has been
s%msstnsctal and is being used to implode targets.
One significant result is the successful implosion of a
target with a mnvergmcc ratio of 30 [1]. This demon-
strates that compression of targets to high densities
and small radius is achievable. At Los A1amos Na-
tionaf Laboratory (LANL), the Aurora krypton fluo-
ride Iascr system is currently under construction.
When txsmplete, this system will deliver -5 kJ of
0.25-pm wavelength Iascr light to target. Aurora is
the first end-to-end demonstration of an angularly
mulriplexaf excimcr laser for fusion. KrF lasers are
an important laser driver bccausc of, among other
reasons, their unique attractiveness for ICF commer-
cial applications such as elcctnc power production

[2,31 At Sandia Nationaf bboratory (SNL), the

particle beam fusion accelerator PBFA II has made
significant progress. Light-ion ●c4erators such as
PBFA 11are attractive for ICF bccausc of their low
cost. TISCSCdrivers and others will bc described in
more detail its section 2.

In 19S6, the lCF program underwent a compre-
hmsive review by a committee formed by the Na-
Sionaf Academy of science (_NAS) in response to a
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7?sesystemsmadelJor o mmmercioi ●lectricpower
facility praduced by the Heavy-Ion Fusion System
Assessment is used to study the sensitivity of ●lectricity
cirst to van”ousinertiai confinement fusion Iorget durr-
acteristics inciuding gain, peak power, ion ronge, and
target fabrication cost. Net eiectric power from the
piant wasfwd at ltXN MW(electnc) to eiiminote iorge
~fects caused by economies of scale. An improved
target cost model is used and compared with earlier
resuits. Aithough specrjic quantitative results changed,
the earlier general canciusiorrs remain valid. The sys-
tem is moderately insensitive to torget gain. A factor
of 2.5 change in gain causes <IOTOchange in electric-
ity cost. Increased peek POwer needed to drive targets
poses only a small cost risk but requires many mare
beamiets be transported to the target. Shortening the
required ion range causes both cost and beamlet dif-
ficulties. A factor of 4 decreose in the required range
at a jiied driver energy increases electricity cost by
439’s and raises the number of beomlets from 34 to
330. Finally, the heavy-ion @sion system con accom-
modate large increases in target costs. While moder-
ate target gain b required, to address the other m~”or
uncertainties target design should concentrate on un-
derstanding requirements Jor ion range and peak
driver power.

‘f,&==.~&_~~*:

L IWROOUCTION

In this paper, we will use the model for a corssmer-
aal elcctsicpower facility produced by the Heavy-Ion
Fusion System Aascssmcm’ (HIFSA) to study the isn-

pact of various inertial confinement fusion (ICF) tar-
get designs and characteristics on the cost of electricity
(COE). Other papers in this issue address different
aSpCCtS Of this same modeL14 Previous system stud-
ies of heavy-ion fusion (I-IF) for ekt.cicity production
have focused on a point design system with a single
target design. 9-II By ~mid~g a VU@ of systemsl

we are able to identify which target designs and char-
●cteristics have the greatest impact on ekctricit y cost.

Gain is one of the most uncertain target character-
istics. Computer axles allow calculations of expected
performance of inertial fusion reactor targets, but
cxpcnmental veri!iastion must await the construction
of large and expensive drivers. We expect that poorly
known effects such as drive asymmetry, instability
growth, mix, and fabrication imperfections will sub-
stantially degrade target performance. Therefore, the
beat-c.$timate gain curves of Lmdl and Mark 12differ
from the ideal by as much as a factor of 10. In addi-
tion, gain curves are derfvcd only for specific target
designs. There arc advanctd concepts with higher gains
for which curves have not ban calculated. When high
gain targets can be studied cxpcrirnentally, measured
gains will differ substantially from those predicted
now. We cars apeu those gains to increase with driver
energy, but little more can be aaid with confidence.

In addition to target gain, the actual beam pulse
length, spot aiz, and ion range required by the target
are uncertain. Target designs and performance span a
mulridimenaional apaa including these and other vari-
ables. In this paper we wiUquantify the importance of
uch of thesefactorsto the CGE. The results cats then
be used to guide target designs toward the most impor-
tant regions of the multidimensional space.

In sec. 11we briefly describe the HIFSA system
model. A complste description”is published elsewhere.’
In sec. 111we cover general results from the system

SltSION‘SECNNOLOGY VOL. 13 FEB. 19SS 333
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A new model for the cost of production of heavy-
ion fusion targets in dedicated on-site targe[ factories
is presented~or power plants. The model treats single-
srnddouble-shell directdn”ve and genenc indirectdrive
targets. Targetfactory capital costs, nontritium target
materials costs, and target factory operations and
maintenance costs are estimated for target substruc-
tures such asfuel capsules, radiation cases, and driver
energy absorption regions. These individual estimates
are combined 10 obtain the total target cost. Realistic
scaling of target costs with variations of such impor-
tant performance parameters as target factory produc-
tion capacity and driver puLse energy is emphasized.
The model can be modljied and ured for other inertial
fusion drivers and fuels. Typical target cost estimates
fall into the range OSS0.25 to 0.45 per target. The es-
timated target cost contribution to the total cost of
production of etectric power is typically -4 to 7 mill/
kW.h.

~e7&*zm”m72&zG(%G,i

L INTRODUCTION

LA.The Probl@m

Previous inertial confinement fusion (ICF) com-
mercial applications studies used simple treatments of
target costs even when target, driver, reactor plant,
and balance-of-plant (BOP) performance parameters
and repetition rates were varied over wide ranges. 1
Reasons for this include (a) optimism that target costs
would be small and unimportant, (b) target and man-
ufacturing process concepts were not completely
defined, (c) resources for analysis of target costs were
limited, and (d) the studies concentrated on point
designs for ICF plants.z The following are two examp-

les of such simple treatments. The first involves the
assumption that targets are manufactured on-site, or
by an off-site factory suppIying many plants, at a cost
per target that is independent of the target perfor-
mance and the number of targets required annually.
The second example includes an on-site target factory
with a fwed capital cost, so that the Capital+harge cost
component per target is inversely proportional to the
target manufacturing rate. The second example also
involves the assumption of a fLxedmaterials cost per
target.

The simple treatments of target cost often assume
no dependence of target cost on driver pulse energy,
target concept, and number of targets required annu-
alIy. They may involve the lumping of annual target
factory operations and maintenance (O&M) costs with
other annual plant O&M costs computed by mrdtiply-
ing the plant capital cost by a single fixed factor, The
magnitudes of the tatget costs used in such studies
have often been based on such simple rules of thumb
as “the contribution of target or total fuel-cycle costs
to total electric power production cost should not
exceed 10’J70.”

[n general, ICF power plant cost studies indicate
that a single driver pulse energy value corresponds to
the lowest unit (in mills per kilowatt-hour) production
cost for a tlxed net plant electric power and specified
driver, reactor plant, BOP, and target concept. The
BOP systems include the turbine plant equipment for
a plant using a steam cycle, the electric plant equip-
ment, the ultimate heat rejection systems, and miscel-
laneous plant quipment. Such optima are illustrated
by the graph in Fig. 1, which shows cost of electricity
(COE) estimates as a function of driver pulse energy
for a 1000-MW(electric) net heavy-ion fusion (HIF)
power plant. Figure 1 was constructed using a simpli-
fied version of the cost model described in Ref. 3. Also
shown in Fig. 1 are the contributions of target. driver,
reactor plant, and BOP costs to the total COE. The

PUSION TECHNOLOGY VOL. 13 FEB. 19S.S 375
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The development of KrF iasem has proceeded
from the smaii lasers invented in 1975 to the l&kJ

pus!re comprecrion and sma[! e-beam sustained dis-
charge losers using a hybrid puLre compreixrian tech-

&rrgeampifler module at Los Aiamos Nationai Lab- nique. Both types of KrF iasers ap~ar abie to sati.r.fy
oratory. Thefuture KrF Iaser-fmion drivers required all of the requirements for commercial-applications
for inertial cor@rement fusion (ICF) development and lCF drivers, inciuding cost, efficiency, puise shaping,
commercial appiicatiorrs, starting with singie-main - ●nergy scaiing, repetition rate, reliability, and target
ampi(?ier iaser systems in the 100- to 30@kJ range, coupling. The KrF driver can effectively operate at
through muitimegajorde singie-puke target demorrstra- efficienciss > 10% and can contribute <IO miii/k Wh
tion facilities. to repetitively puked drivers for electric to the cost of electric power production, with the total
power plants are examined. Two d~ferent types of estimated cost of electricity from either KrF iaser sys-
KrF lasers are current~ being anaiyzed m potential tern being comparable (25 to 50 miii/k Wh, 1985 doi-
k.rer-fusion drivers: large ●lectron-beam (e-beam)- Iars) with the cost from other methods of electric
pumped ampi~ers using pure optical multipim”ngfor pa wer production.

L llfTRODlfCTIOH

KrF lasers appear to be able to satisfy all of the
driver rquiremcnts for commercial inertial confine-
ment fusion (lCF) appli~tions. This paper examines
the different KrF laser systtms required to go from the
Aurora faser system (currently under construction)] to
a commercial lCF electric power plant. This requires
development in ● wide range of technologies, includ-
ing the KrF laser (optics, pulsed power, diodes, gas

Wmsent address:Urdvcrsit y of Itlinois, Dcpartmcm of Elec-
trical and Computer Engineering, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
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flow, etc.), ICF target manufacturing (mass produc-
tion techniques, quafity control, automated systems,
etc.), -d ICF reactors (materials, ttitium breeding and
recovery, protection of final optical surfaces, etc.).
llre different stages of an integrated development plan
for both KrF fusion lasers and inertial-fusion electric
power plants are described. The driver for each stage
is discussed, and the final product, the driver for an
●lectric power plant, is analyzed in detail.

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) is cur-
rently anafyzirrgtwo different types of KrF laser-fusion
drivers based on the methods used for laser pumping
and pulse compression:
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Directions for reactor target design based on the
U.S. Heavy Ion Fusion Systems Assessment

By Do C. WILSON, D. DUDZIAK AND G. MAGELSSEN
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Atamos, New Mexieo, U.S.A.

AND

D. ZUCKERMAN AND D. DRIEMEYER
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co., P.O. Box 516, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A.

The Heavy-Ion Fusion Systems Assessment project is nearing completion of a two-year
effort. The resulting system model will be used to set directions for future target design
work.

Major uncertainties in target design were studied using the cost of electricity as a
figure of merit. Net electric power was fixed at 1000 MW to eIiminate large effects due
to economies of scale. The system is relatively insensitive to target gain, factors of
three changes in gain resulting in 8 to 127. changes in electricity cost. Possible

increased peak power requirements pose on] y a small cost risk, but require many more

beamlets for transpofl. A shortening of the required ion range causes both cost and

beamlel difficulties. A factor of 4 decrease in the required range at a tised driver
energy increases electricity cost by 44’%0and raises the number of beamlets to 240.
Finally, the heavy ion fusion system can accommodate large increases in target costs.
Thus, to address the major uncertainties, target design should concentrate on
requirements for ion range and peak driver power.

1. Introduction

Although we attempt to calculate the performance of inertial fusion reactor targets,
we are a long way from experimentally verifying their performance. In fact we expect
that poorly known effects such as drive asymmetry, instability growth. mix. and
fabrication imperfections can substantially degrade target performance. This is why the
“best estimate” gain curves of Lindl and Mark (19S4) differ from lhe “ideal” by as
much as a factor of 10. On the other hand gain curves are derived for specifrc target
designs. Advanced concepts do exist for which curves have not been calculated. When
we are able to study targets experimentally, measured gains will differ substantially
from those predicted now. We can expect the gain of these targets to increase with
driver energy, but little more can be said with confidence.

In addition to target gain, the actual beam pulse length, spot size, and range
required by the target are uncertain. Target designs and performance span a
multidimensional space including these and other variables. In this paper we will use
the results of the U.S. Heavy Ion Fusion Systems Assessment (HIFSA) to quantify the
importance of each of these factors to the cost of electricity. This can then be used co

guide target designs toward the most important regions of the multidimensional space.
This project has been run over a two-year period and has joint participation from Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). and
Lawrence Liverrnore National Laboratories (LLNL), the U.S. Department of Energy

0263-0364/87/0503-0517S05.M
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KrF loser intrinsic efficiency increases modestly
with increase in losing medium temperature up to at
least afew hundred degrees Celrim. Such temperatures
are high enough to permit efficient generation of elec-
tric power from the large amounts of heat that must
be continuously removed from the losing medium of
a repetitively prdred KrF laser in an inertial corrj%re-
ment fusion power plant. The effects of power gener-
ation from lrning medium heat on net plant efficiency
ond effective laser ~ficiency were investigated in a
generic systems analysis Two approaches to efficient,
cost-effective generation of electric power from losing
medium heat were analyzed in detail: (a) dedicated
power generation systems that we !ming medium heat
as the sole thermal energy source and (b) the use of
losing medium thermal energy to heat main-plant
steam cyclefeedwater. Feedwater heating gives higher
generation efficiencies and is more cost-effective than
a dedicated system. EIectricpower generatedfrom las-
ing medium heat typically increases pawer plant effi-
ciency by 2 to 3 VO absolute and the effective KrF loser
efficiency by 2 to 3% absolute. EIectric po wer from
kzsingmedium can be used to reduce the ftsion power
required for a f~ed net plant electric power typically
by 4 to 5%.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lasers offer potentially cruciaf advantages as driv-
ers for expcrirnentaI and commercial inertial confine-
ment fusion (ICF), including precise pulse shaping
with large dynamic range and relatively inexpensive
bean transport and turning that permit a wide range
of target illumination geometries. A gaseous lasing

732

medium allows the few-hertz pulse repetition rates cur-
rently projected as optimum for 10CO-MW(electric)
ICF power plants. A gaseous lasing medium can be
circulated for removal of laser pump energy not ex-
tracted as light energy. KrF lasers provide an attrac-
tive combimtion of good efficiency, short wavelength,
and broad bandwidth for good coupling with tar-
gets and a gaseous Iasing medium for high repetition
rate. 1

Some lasers that are candidates for ICF commer-
cial applications must be operated at or below ambient
temperature to obtain best efficiency. However, ex-
perimental and theoretical strsdies2 indicate that KrF
laser intrinsic efficiency increases modestly with in-
crsase in Iasing medium temperature up to at least a
few hundred degrees Celsius due to decrease in ab-
sorption cross sections. The intrinsic efficiency is the
product of the pumping efficiency and the extraction
efficiency. 1The pumping efficiency is the fraction of
the pumping energy injected into a laser cavity that is
actually converted to stored energy in rhe desired pop-
ulation inversion. The extraction efficiency is the frac-
tion of the energy stored in the population inversion
that can be converted to laser light when accessed by
a low-energy extraction beam.

Such temperatures are high enough to permit effi-
cient generation of electrical energy from the large
amounts of heat deposited in the Iasing medium by
dissipation of electric power required to operate rhe
laser. Significant amounts of power generared effi-
ciently at acceptable cost from Iasing medium hear can
substantially enhance the attractiveness of KrF lasers
as commercial ICF drivers.

Heat ends up in a KrF lasing medium as a con-
sequence of numerous inefficiencies. These include
inefficiencies in creating the population inversion re-
quired for Iasing, in extracting the population inver-
sion energy as laser light, in accessing the pumped

FUS1ON TECHNOLOGY VOL. 11 MAY 1987
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Ahma

lhe U.S. heavy-ion ftmion (HIF) renearch pmgrnm is ori-
ental t.m.amidevelopment of altiple-~ irmluction lim. CW-
er the last two years an assessment has been perfomed of the
potential of HIF as a cuapetitive m~ial el-tric w=r
samce. fi is asses9anentinvolved several tmhnology pxfonmnce
and cost issues (e.f., final beam transport sys~, tnrget nm-
ufacturing, beam stibility in reactor cavity envimrunents, and
reactor cavity cleari~), as well as overall puer plant system
integmtion and trdeoff stuiies. Results f- pn-tric anal-
yses using a systems cede developed in the project shm cost of
electricity (03E) values cmpw’able with at% frun other mgnet-
ic fusion and inertial mnf in.ment fusion (I(XI plmt studies;
viz, 50-60 rnill/(kU.h)(1985 dollars) for l-GUe plants. Also,
significant (DE insensitivity to anjor _lerntc. r,target, snd
reactor prameters was demonst-rated,

1. TlfS HIFSA PKIJET3

The Heavy-Ion FUSiOn System Asgessnwmt (IIIFSA)is a
sttul.yof the prospects for successful mmrnercial heavy-ion fus-
ion electric -r generation using irrktion linear acxx.lerator
(linac) drivers. IA by h Alamos National btc.mtory (IANL),
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